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MARKETING STRATEGY OUTLINE
The enclosed "Marketing Outline" package is by no means complete.

It

does however, contain JD:8Jl7 of the "raw materials" required to compile and
complete an effective marketing strategy.
the onl y purpose that this outline serves.
"agencies for social change" (5.)

At this point in time, that is
As such, there are few concrete

presented.

That is our present task at

hand.
An effective (i.e . , successful) marketing strategy requires the ideas,

effort and discussion of all involved.

Once decided upon, a marketing

strategy must be consistently adhered to as will become quite evident after
the enclosed has been reviewed.
CONTENl'S:
Section I:

Section

Section
Section
Section

"The Product" p. 1
"The Principles and Nature of Capitalism and The Free Enterprise
System" p . 2
"The Principles and Nature of Statism/Collectivism" p . )
"Capitalism" "Socialism" "Facismll "Statism" p . 4
"Further Notes on Capitalism" p. 5
"Where Capitalism Has ' Failed t" p. 6
II: "Some Marketing Advice/\.varnings/Considerations of Selected
Defenders of Capitalism & The Free Enterprise System"
"William SiIOOn" p. 1
"Ayn Rand" p. 2
"}ulton l'-fueller" p. 4
"Murray Rothbard" p. 5
"A Guide to Taking Charge" - Postscript
III: "The Enterprise Party"
IV: IIElements of Marketing Strategytl p o 1
"Market Positioning" p. 2
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V: IIProposed Budget"
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Definition of "Enterprise":

(entre: Between)(prendre: to take)
1. -any project, undertaking, or task, especially
when difficult, demanding, or of major importance.
2. -boldness, energy, and venturesomeness in practical affairs.
3e -active engagement in projects.
In the given context, attaching the word "free" to "enterprise" (i.e. Free
Enterprise) simply means that one is permitted to engage in any of the above-

mentioned activities "free" from the interference or coercian of government.
"Freedom, in a political context, means freedom from
government coercion. It does ~ mean freedom from the
landlord, or freedom from the employer, or freedom from
the laws of nature which do not provide men with automatic
propperity. It means freedom from the coercive power
of the state--and nothing else. II

Rand:

Why "Enterprise"?
For the record, it is important to note some of the considerations
taken into account in deciding upon the name "Enterprise Party":
1.

It is not a

2.

It is

~

word for the public to contend with • .

descript ~
iv
~e
~o~f~wh
~a~t~t~h~e~~~~~~e=s~e~n~t~s~o~____

3. It puts the party on the offensive.
4.

It represents a positive approach: It is "pro" something rather than
"against" or "un" something. Rand: "The negative requires an absence
(ignorance, impotence, irrationality); the positive requires a presence,
an existent (knowledge, efficacy, thought).

5.

There are definite trends in business & within the public at large
for more freedom and less control and regulation: this should be
capitalized upon.

6.

The word is associated with freedom which is still a revered (though
often highly misunderstood) concept.

7.

It establishes the party in the forefront of an economic (in addition to
a political and moral) freedom movement.

8.

Free "Enterprise" is precisely the often misunderstood concept that the
party wishes to promote.

9.

~ounds

strategy.

healthy and supplies a base for the tone of our marketing

I' nIfT

'I
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THE

PRODUCT

The "product" that the ENTERPRISE PARTY wishes to promote is the
concept of a social system known as CAPITAUSM.*
Due to the nature of our political system, we must understand that
we will not be promoting our "product" in the true spirit of competition.
Our goal is not simply success, but victo:u;.

The success of our political

party is dependent on the failure of the other political parties.
effect, we are at war and if we wish to win it,
field upon which the war must be fought.

~

In

must choose the battle-

Ayn Rand:

"The basic and crucial political issue of our age is:
capitalism versus socialism, or freedom versus statism. For
decades, this issue has been silenced, suppressed, evaded,
and hidden under the foggy, undefined rubber-terms of "conservatism" and "liberalism" which had lost their original
meaning and could be stretched to mean all things to all men."
Note that the "war" being fought is between freedom and statism
and that this issue must be consistently stressed.

It must also be

stressed t hat capitalism is the only social system compatible with
freedom.

All other systems (Socialism, Facis~, Statism) must be first

identified, then discredited by exposing the philosophies on which they
are based.

With this in mind, a comparison of free and statist

philosophies must be made.

-------------------------------*~:

It is vitally important to stress the fact that we are marketing
CAPITALISM, not the ENTERPRISE PARTY.

By consistently bearing this

principle in mind we will avoid unnecessary conflicts with any
other libertarian parties who may also be promoting this product .
Remember that we are the "retailers" of the "product", not the
"product" itself.

-2THE

PRI~IPLES

AND NATURE OF CAPITAUSM
AND THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEl4

1.

The nature of man requires that each individual have the right to
his own life. The right to life means that a man has the right to
support his life by his own work; it does !!2i mean that others must
provide him with the necessities of life.

2.

The right to life is the source of all other rights.

3.

The right to property is essential to the maintenance of the right
to life. The right to property means that a man has the right to
take the economic actions necessary to ~ property, to use it and
to dispose of it; it does not mean that others must provide him
with property.

*

-

4.

In order that the rights to life and property be respected, it is
essential that no individual or group initiate the use of force
against any other. All human relationships should be voluntary.

5.

In order to bar the use of physical force from social relationships, and to place the use of retaliatory force under objective
control, human society requires::lJtllS instltutionscharged with the
task of protecting individual rights under an objective code of
rules. This is the basic task of, and the only moral justification
for, governme nt •

6.

The only proper functions of government, whose powers must be
constitutionally limited, and which must be VOluntarily funded,
are:
a) The Law Courts, to settle, according to objective laws,
disputes among individuals, where private, voluntary
arbitration has failed;
b) The Police, to protect men from criminals.
c) The Armed Forces, to protect individuals from foreign
invaders.

7.

As a consequence of all the above, every individual--as long as
he respects the rights of others---has the right to live his life
as he alone sees fit, as a free trader on a free market.

I

*(3.)

In a capitalist society, all human relationships are Voluntary.
The right to agree with others is not a problem in any society;
it is the right to disagree that is crucial. It is the
institution of private property that protects and implements the
right to disagree---and thus keeps the road open to man's most
valuable attribute: the creative mind • . In this context, it is
important to note that the right of free speech is inseperable
from the right to property. The right of free speech means that
a man has the right/to express his ideas wi til out danger of suppression,
interference, or punitive action by government. It does not mean
that others must provide him with a lecture hall, a radio station,
or a printing press through which to express his ideas.

-3THE

PRI~IPLES

AND NATURE OF STATISM!COL. t..Ec-T1Vf$ fI'J

1.

Statistics should be substituted for truth.

2.

Vote-counting should be substituted for principles.

3. Numbers should be substituted for rights.

4. Public opinion polls should be substituted for morality.
5.

Pragmatic, range-of-tpe-rnoment expediency should be the criterion of
a countr,r's interests .

6.

The number of its adherents should be the criterion of an ideals
truth or falsehood.

7. Any desire of any nature whatsoever should be accepted as a valid
claim, provided it is held by a sufficient number of people.
8.

A maj ority may do anything it pleases to a minority.

9.

The issue of "legality" versus "illegality" should be substituted
for the issues of "right" versus "wrong ll •

10. The end justifies the means.
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CAPITALISM
Definition:

Capitalism is a social system based on the recognition of
individual rights, including property rights, in which all
property is privately owned.

In a capitalist society, no man or group may initiate the use of physical
force against others. The only function of the government, in suc~ a
society, is the task of protecting man's rights.
The moral justification of capitalism does not lie in the altruist claim
that it represents the best way to achieve lithe common good. II It is true
that capitalism does---but this is merely a secondary conse~ence. The moral
justification of capitalism lies in the fact that it is the only system
consonant with man's rational nature, and that its ruling principle is justice.
Capitalism is the only system based on an objective theory of values.
Free Enterprise (the free market) represents the social application of an
objective theory of values.
The economic value of a man IS work is determined, on a free ma.rket, by a
single principle: by the voluntary consent of those who are willing to
trade him their work or products in return. This is the IOOral meaning of
the law of supply and demand.
SroIALISM
Definition:

Socialism is a theory or system of social organization which
advocates the vesting of the ownership and control of the means
of production, capital, land, etc. in the community as a whole.

An essential aspect of the socialistically inclined mentality is the desire
to obliterate the difference between the earned and the unearned.

Socialism negates private property rights altogether.
FACISM
Definition:

A governmental system with strong centralized power, permitting
no opposition or criticism, controlling all affairs of the
na tion (industrial, commercial, etc.) •••

Facism leaves ownership in the hands of private individuals, but transfers
control of the property to government. Ownership without control means that
the citizens retain the responsibility of holding property, without any of
its advantages, while the government acquires all the advantages without any
of the responsibility.
STATISM
Definition:

Statism is the principle or policy of concentrating extensive
economic, political, and related controls in the state~ct the
cost of individual liberty.
ct'-

Facism & Socialism are systems of Statism.
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FURTHER NOTES ON CAPITALISM

Capitalism valued a man's life as it had never been valued before.
Capitalism is the politico-economic expression of the principle that a man's
life, freedom, and happiness are his by moral

right~

Civilization is the progress toward a society of privacyo
whole existence is public, ruled by the laws of his tribe.

The savagefs

Civilization is

the process of setting man free from men.
Under capitalism, men are free to choose their IIsocial bondsll--meaning:
to choose whom they will associate with.

They choose whom they will value,

whom they will befriend, IDom they will deal with, what kind of relationships
they will enter.

This implies and entails man's responsibility to form

independent value-judgements.
~

It implies and entails, also, that a man must

the social relationships he desires.
Capitalism is not the system of the past; it is the system of the

future---if mankind is to have a future.

-6WHERE CAPIT ALISM HAS "FAILID II
In the writings of both medievalists and socialists, one can observe

the unmistakable longing for a society in

~ich

mants existence will be

automatically guaranteed to him---that is, in which man will not have to
bear responsibility for his own survival.

Both camps project their ideal

society as one characterized by that which they call "harmony, II by freedom
from rapid change or challenge or the exacting demands of competition; a
society in which each must do his prescribed part to contribute to the wellbeing of the whole, but in which no nne will face the necessity of making
choices and decisions that will crucially affect his life and future; in
which the question of what one has or has not earned, and does or does not
deserve, will not come up; in which rewards will not be tied to achievement
and in which someone's benevolence will guarantee that one need never bear
the consequences of one's errors.

The failure of capitalism to conform to

what may be termed this pastoral view of existence, is essential to the
medievalists' and socialists' indictment of a free society.
a Garden of Eden that capitalism offers men.

It is not

A GUIDE TO TAKING

#

CH~*

1.

Set priorities.

2.

Grab hold of tough problems and do not delegate them.

3.

Set and demand standards.

4.

You require a sense of urgency. (spell out the reasons why your
organization exists, otherwise you lack purpose.)

5.

Pay attention to details.
making.

Do Nor COMPROMISEl

Getting facts is the key to good decision

6. Get commitment.

7.

Don't worr,y about uncontrolables or you'll waste time.

8.

Be able to failo

9.

Be tough but fair.

10.

Ratrer say: "I failed" than "I did nothing".

Have fun!

*(TIME, February 25, 1900)

Be consistent o Again, do not compromise.

Executive View I Marshall Loeb

A Guide to Taking Charge

"

eople who wonder what it takes to a leader would do
well to listen to Charles Knight. His father, Lester B.
P
Knight, 72, who· is one of the premier management con-

No. 3: Set and demand standards of excellence. Anybody
who accepts mediocrity-in school. on the job, in life-is a
guy who compromises. And when the leader compromises.
sultants, programmed young Chuck to be a leader ever since the whole damn organization compromiaes.
he grew up. on Chicago's gilt-edged North Shore. At IS,
No.4: You need a sense of urgency. It is absolutely betDad packed his only son off to a client's foundry in a small ter to do something, recognizing that it may not be the right
Canadian town for a summer's work to learn blue-collar thing, than do nothing at alL If you don't have a sense of urlife. After that there were summer jobs in Switzerland, Ger- gency. the bottom drops out ofthe organization.
many and Argentina, engineering and business studies, varNo. 5: Pay attention to details. Getting the facts is the
sity football and tennis at Cornell, In his early 20s, Chuck key to good decision making. Every mistake that I made
Knight headed the European operations of Lester B. Knight -and we all make mistakes-<:ame because I didn't take
& A~iates, Inc.: in his early 3Os, he took
the time, I didn't drive hard enough, I wasn't
charge of the whole company. Then, startlingsmart enough to get the facts. You can't get
ly, he revolted against Dad's grand plan.
them all, of course, but the last S% or 10% of
At~l6, Knight skipped away from his famthe facts may not really matter.
ily's cQmpany to join a valued St. Louis client,
No. 6: You need commitment. You can alEmerson' Electric, of which he soon became
. ways pick out the guy who has a commitment
chief executive. Father was furious. The
He is the fellow who dOOJ not fly into town on
breach has healed in the seven years since
the morning of the meeting but flies in the
then, In part because Chuck Knight has shown
niaht before to make sure that he gots there.
how ,well he learned his lessons. Emerson is
No. 7: Don 't wasto your time worrying
on most short lists of the best-managed comabout things you cannot do anything about. .
panies in the country, and, with its sales hav. Don't try to fix things that are impossible. Coning risen steadily to $2.6 billion last year, it is
centrate on the possibles.
• challenging bigger General Electric and WesNo.8: You need the ability to fail. I'm
tinghouse . in many product areas. Now 44,
amazed at the number of organizations that
Knight is one of the youngest chairmen of a
set up an environment where they do not permajor U .S. corporation.
mit their people to be. wrong. You cannot inKnight believes that in business, in polnovate unless you are willing to accept some
; itics, indeed in any venture at all, leadership KnitIht of Emerson EIec:tr1c:
mistakes.
, consists often basic ingredients. Some of them,
No. 9: Be tough but 'fair with people. Behe concedes, sound obvious, even corny, but together they ing tough 'means setting standards and demanding perrpake a compelling package. Here is Knight's list:
formance. 'Probably the hardest part of leadership is to
No. 1:.You have to be able to set priorities. I always reo make sure that you will not compromise when choosing
member my father said. "Chuck, your health comes first; people. When we change a division president, 60% of the
I
wi.thout that you have nothing. The family comes second. initial recommendations are compromises. But you cannot
" • ;lYour business comes third. You better recognize and or- let emotions get in the way when making a choice.
No. 10: You can't accomplish anything unless you're
" it,;;". ganizethose first two, so that you can take care of the third."
No.2: You need an ability to grab hold of tough prob- having some fun. Of course, it is clear that I have fun on
lems and not delegate them . It's not fair to let the guy below the job. I get to the office every morning between 6:30
you take the brunt of making the hard decisions. The leader and 7:30. The other executives know that, so they
has to get deeply, personally involved in challenging issues try to get in the office early too. I hope they are
and set the policy.
.
having fun .
be

':i'
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SOME MARKETING ADVICE/WARNINGS/CONSIDERATIONS OF SELEC$ED DEFENDERS OF
CAPITALISM & THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM:
1.

WILLIAM E. STI'<10N:

(A Time For Truth, Totem Books 1979)

1.1

-----The last thing to do is to fight conventionally in the poli tical
L
arena.

1 .. 2

----One should not come up with programs of one ' s own . The very approach
is itself a symptom of the interventionist disease . The incessant
spawning and modification of laws, regulations , programs , and
"national purposes" are the expressions of a state which sees its
primary function as a controller of citizens.

J

./

-----Wbat we need today is adherence to a set of broad guiding principles .
-----The overriding principle to be revived in political life is that
which sets individual liberty as the highest political value .
1.5

-----There must be a conscious philosophical prejudice against any
intervention by the state into our lives, for by definition such
intervention abridges liberty.

1.6

-----The drive to damand scrupulous legislative oversight of our policing
agencies is valid; it should be extended to all agencies of t jle
government which are also, directly or indirectly, exercising polic e
power.

1.7

1.8

V

----A critical principle which must be communicated forcefully is the
inexorable interdependence of economic wealth and political libertyo
Wealth emerges only from that portion of the marketplace which is
free. One must also be taught to understand the relationship among
collectivism, centralized planning, and poverty.
-----Bureaucracies themselves should be assumed to be noxious, authoritarian
parasites on society. Start calling for a rollback of the bureaucracy,
where nothing will be lost but strangling regulation and where the
gains will always take the form of liberty, productivity, and jobs.
-----Productivity and the growth of productivity must be the first economic
consideration at all times, not the last.
-----

1.10

---The concept that "wealth is theft" must be repudiated . A society
taught to perceive producers as criminals will end up by destroying its
productive processes.

1.11

-----The concept that the absence of money implies some sort of virtue should
be repudiated.

1.12

----Similarly, the view that government is virtuous and producers are evil
is a piece of folly, and a nation which allows itself to be tacitly
guided by these illusions must lose both its liberty and its wealth .

-2....

~ 2.l

-----The "ethics" of egalitarianism must be repudiated. Achievers must not
be penalized or parasites rewarded if we aspire to a healthy, productive,
and ehhical society. Able-bodied citizens must work to sustain their
lives, and in a healthy economic system they should be encouraged to
save for their own old age. Clearly, so long as the governments
irrational fiscal policies make this impossible , present commitments
to pensions and Social Security must be maintained at all cost , for the
bulk of the population has no other recous se . But as soon as is
politically feasible- --meaning, as soori as production becomes the nation ' s
highest economic value--cit'izens must be taught to wrest their life
savings from the politicians if they are to , know the comfort of genuine
security .
r

2.2

-----There is no such thing as the People; it is a collectivist myth . There
are only individual citizens with individual wills and individual
purposes. There is only one social system that reflects this sovereignty
of the individual: the free- market , or capitalist , system.
-----The growing cynicism about democracy must be combated by explaining
why it has become corrupted.

2.4

-----A state does need funds , but a clear cutoff line must be established
beyond which no political group or institution can confiscate a citizen ' s
honorably earned property. The notion that one can differentiate
between "property rights" and "human rights" is ignoble . This is just
a manifestation of the socialist myth which imagines that one can keep
men's minds free while enslaving their bodies.

2.5

-----There is only one way to generate a public awareness of the issues
listed and to launch a broad challenge of the as sumptions and goals
presently underlying our political life . What we desperately need today
is a powerful counterintelligentsia that wil l issue such challenges.
2,

AYN RAND:

(Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, Signet Books 1967)

2.6

-----Few errors are as naive and suicidal as attempts to justify capitalism
on altruist-collectivist grounds. Believing that collectivists are
motivated by an authentic concern for the welfare of mankind, capitalism' s
alleged defenders assure its enemies that capitalism is the practical
road to the socialists I goaL Then they wonder why they fail---they
fail, because no one's welfare can be achieved by anyone ' s sacrifice.
Capitalism does not require the sacrifice of anyone ' s interests .
Capitalism cannot work with slave labor. Capitalism has created the
highest standard of living ever known on earth. The evidence is
incontrovertible. Collectivism does not preach sacrifice as a temporary
means to some desirable end. Sacrifice is its end---sacrifice as a
way of life.
-

2.7

-----Political freedom requires an enormously complex knowledge of political
theory and of how to implement it in practice. No revolution, no matter
how justified, and no movement , no matter how popular, has ever
succeeded without a political philosophy to guide it, to set its direction
and goal.
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-----The statists' purpose is to conceal the evasion of two fundamentals:
(a) that production and prosperity are the product of men's intelligence,
and (b) that government power is the power of coercion by physical
force. This is the essential issue to consider: the degree of human
prosperity, achievement, and progress is a direct function and
corollary of the degree of political freedoH4
----It is important to consider a few rules about the working of principles
in practice and about the relationship of principles to goals. The
three rules listed below are merely the first leads to the understanding
of a vast subject.
1.. In any conflict between two men (or two groups) who hold the
~ basic principles, it is the more consistent one who wins.
2. In any collaboration between two men (or two groups) who hold
different basie principles, it is the more evil or irrational
one who wins., The rational (the good) has nothing to gain
from the irrational (the evil), except a share of its failures
and crimes; the irrational has everything to gain from the
rational: a share of its achievements and values.
3. When opposiie basic principles are clearly and openly defined,
it works to the advantage of the rational side; when they
are ~ clearly defined, but are hidden or evaded, it works
to the advantage of the irrational side. The rational side
requires that its goals be understood; it has nothing to hide
since reality is its ally. The irrational side has to deceive,
to confuse, to evade, to hide its goals o

3.3

-----Compromise is incompatible with morality. In the field of marality,
compromise is surrender to evil. There can be no compromise on basic
principles. There can be no compromise on moral issues. There can be
no c03promise on matters of knowledge, of truth, of rational conviction.

3.4

-----Do not join with those who have no ideology---no ideas, no philosophy--to offer you. Do not go into battle armed with nothing but stale slogans,
pious platitudes, and meaningless generalities. Do not join any socalled "conservative ll group, organization, or person that advocates any
variant of the argument s from "faith", from "tradition", or from "depravity."

3.5

-----The answer is that the facts of reality---which includes history and
philosophy---are not to be evaded. There is no way to save capitalism
---or freedom, or civilization---except by destroying the source of the
destruction, by rejecting the morality of altruism.

3.6

-----If you want to fight for capitalism, there is only one type of argument
that you should adopt, the only one that can ever win in a moral issue:
the argument from self-esteem.

3.7

-----The world crisis of today is a moral crisis---and nothing less than a
moral revolutioh can resolve it: a moral revolution to sanction and
complete the political achievement of the American Revolution ••• .,The
New Intellectual must fight for capitalism, not as a "practical"
issue, not as an economic issue, but, with the most righteous pride,
as a moral issue. That is what capitalism deserves, and nothing less
will save it.
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4.1

-----People are constantly asking what they can do to fight tod~ts disastrous
trends; they are seeking some form of action, and wrecking their hopes
in blind alleys, particularly at election time. Those who do not
realize that the baltle is ideological, had better give up, because they
have no chance.

4.2

-----If people seek an important cause, they have the opportunity to fight
ideologically, on moral-intellectual grounds----by identifying and
exposing the meaning of the opponnents demands, by naming and answering
the basic principles which statists dare not admit. The battle consists,
above all, of providing the country with ideological answers----a field
of action that has been deserted under fire.

4.3

-----Ideas cannot be fought except by means of better ideas. The battle
consists, not of opposing, but of exposing; not of denouncing, but of
disproving; ~ of evading, but of boldly proclaiming a full, consistent
and radical alternative.

4.4

-----The first step is to make oneself heard; there are many civilized ways
to do it: protest meetings, public petitions, speeches, pamphlets,
letters to the editors. But in order to be heard, one must have something to say. To have that, one must know one's case. One must know
it fully, logically, consistently, all the way down to philosophical
fundamentals.

4.5

-----you would be surprised how quickly the ideologists of collectivism
retreat when they encounter a confident, intellectual adversary. Their
case r ests on appeali ng to human confusion, ignorance, dishonesty,
cowardice, despair. Take the side they dare not approach: appeal to
human intelligence.

4.6 /

-----Collectivism has lost the two crucial weapons
power and made all of its victories possible;
idealism, or reason and morality. Yet reason
weapons that determine the course of history.
them because they had no right to carry them.

3.

4.7

MILTON MUELLER:

that raised it to world
intellectuality and
and morality are the only
The collectivists dropped
Pick them up: you have.

(Article: "Toward a Libertarian Theory of Revolution",
Libertarian Review, Aug. 1978, Vol. 7 No.7)

-----Successful political radicalism has three essential elements:
1. A critical analysis of the existing orde: a systematic
t
understanding of the causes of current i~ustice
and
oppression.
2. A positive vision of an ideal society toward which to
aspire
3. A coherent theory of how to get from the existing system
to the ideal, a model which explains how the machinery
needed to attain the ideal can be forged out of the engine
of the status quo,
The libertarian critique of statism is firmly in place. And libertarian
intellectuals and artists are busily defining, creating, and expanding
their ideal of a free society. But the last element, the theory of
change, is not only missing, but most libertarians fail even to understand what it is an why it is so important. The effect of this missing
link is to constrict severely the possibiity of success for the libertarian movement.
0
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"'"---' 5.1

----Many libertarians continue to think of
a problem of "education." Presumably,
to become libertarians, the state will
"education" as a "strategyll is a prime
superficiality we are dealing with.

change as being primarily
when enough people are "educated"
collapse. To put forth
example of the kind of strategic

-----To propose lIeducation" as a method of getting from here to there is
rather like asserting that libertarianism will succeed by succeeding;
it is an empty pronouncement that confuses ~oal~ and methods •

...

-----For this reason, it becomes essential to focus explicitly and
systematically on agencies for social change: the people who will
transmit the ideas through the social system.

5.4

-----To explain this dichotomy very simpiby, consider a distinction that
libertarians cannot have failed to observe: An activist may proselytize
that taxation is theft until blue in the face; on such a basis alone,
only a tiny number of people will work against taxes or refuse to pay
them. Today, the tax revolt has mushroomed, not solely or evem primarily
because of antitax rhetoric, but because people quite literally
cannot afford to pay their prpperty taxes.

5.5

-----We need a phi losophy of sufficient cogrutive power to be predictive,
to make it possible for libertarian activists to know in advance what
kind of promising objective conditions may arise before they have
exploded into full view. This way, libertarian activists will know
where to focus their efforts. ~nation is called for.

5.6

-----W
e particularly

5.7

-----OUr philosophy of revolution must trace a straight line between our
critique of the state and our ideal of a free society. kQY strategy
that fails to define a concrete relationship between the two is useless.

need to be on the lookout for a set of objective
conditions which link economic and personal freedom, so that we can
overcome the infernal left/right dichotomy which pits taxpayers against
;ays, civil libertarians against priva~ization of services etc. This
is the key to the future growth and success of libertarianism. iie
cannot offer onl y a critique of the state and the "liberal utopian; we
libertarians must also define a specific causalrelations~ between
the two.

MURRAY ROTHBARD:

(Article: IIStrategies for a Libertarian Victory",
Libertarian ReView, Aug. 1978, Vol 7 No.7)
0

5.8

-----Now that we know the nature of our social goal, how in the world do we
get there? We must be concerned not only with the ideology, but also
with developing the people to carry the principles forward.

5.. 9

----Holding the victory of liberty as one's primary goal is only likely in
those persons whose libertarianism is motivated and molded by a passion
for justice: by a realization that statism is unjust, and by a desire
to eliminate such glaring injustice as swiftly as possible ••• hence, the
utilitarian, who is concerned not for justice and moral principle but

----

only for increased productivity or effieiency, may believe in liberty
as an ideal, but is not likely to place passionate commitment into
achieving it. The utilitarian, by his nature, is far more likely to
remain content with partial success than to press on to c03plete victory .
Indeed, such a weakening of the will toward victory was partly responsible
for the decline of classical liberalism in the nineteenth century .

6.1

-----Libertarians must not adopt gradualism as part of their goal; they must
wish to achieve liberty as soon as possible, or they would be ratifying
the continuation of injustice.

6.2

-----If the primary and overriding goal of the libertarian movement must
be the victory of liberty as rapidly as possible, then the primary
task of that movement must be to employ the most efficacious ~
to achieve that goal.

6.3

-----The means must not contradict the~. For the libertarian, this
means two things:
10 That he must never deny or fail to uphold the ultimate goal
of libertarian victory;
2. That he must never use or advocate the use of unlibertarian
means---of aggression against the persons or just property of
others.
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PROMOTION

Promoting capitalism and the free market economy is the central
task of the ENTERPRISE PARTY.

In this context, a Marketing Strategy is

essential.
MARKEI'ING STRATEGY
The marketing strategy is important because it serves several key
functions as it:
1..
2.

3.

Desoribes marketing goals and the means of achieving them.
Forms the foundation for developing substrategies.
Provides direction for marketing activities throughout specific
time periods or campaigns.

Elements of a Marketing Strategy:
A good marketing strategy will exhibit the following characteristics:
A..

A IIconsumer orientation. II It will demonstrate how consumer
behaviour will be influenced.

B.

It will be..,£l'ear, concise, and simple. There is no place in
the strategy for ambiguities or subjective interpretations.

C.

It will be results oriented.
objectives.

D.

It must reflect Marketing and Sp:mding Principles of the
MARKETING AGENCY.

It must lead clearly to the
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MARKET POSITIONING
DEFINITION OF POSITIONING
-----A product's positioning is the way in which we want the consumer to
think about a product. It is captured in the following statement:
To

1
(Market Target)

2
(Frame of RefereRce)

, Brand X is the Brand of
that

3

(Point of Dif~erence)

•

For example:
To caffein concerned coffee drinkers, Sanka is the
1

brand of coffee that has no caffein to upset you •
2
3
-----It is the most basic of all strategic statements and provides a blueprint
for the marketing and development of a product. Its purpose is to
focus the efforts of all those involved in marketing and development
activit ies.
-----It is an essential element of every product's Marketing Strategy and
must precede the development of all brand substrategies. (Le.,_ copy,
promotion, product, media, packaging.)
-------The Positioning Statement states the reason for the product's existence
and once successfully established, it should rarely be changed.

IMPORTANCE OF POSITIONING
-----Every product must have developed a Positioning that optimizes its
appeal by being relevant to the largest possible user segment to which
it has unique leverage. The definitllon and understanding of a product's
positioning is a principal responsitility of product management.
'-.

-----Positioning is essential in marketing because:
---It underlies all other strategic decisions, short- and long-term.
---It defines the way in which a product will co.ppete within a
competitive market.

To ;>~4'~n?
~ \ \+1 co.' ~ct~+j
( ').')
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POSITIONING PRINCIPLES
A.

The Product Positioning Statement is the most basic of all strategic
statements concerning a brand. It is the statement upon which all other
strategies and all brand development and executional activities are
built. As such, it is of critical importance that Product Positionings
be well-defined and fully understood by those involved in the marketing
of these products.

B.

In selecting a Product Positioning, we should seek one which is :
1.

Believable and consistent with the product's performance .

2.

Directly linked to as large a Frame of Reference and Market Target
where the product can still deliver a meaningful Point of Difference.

3. Targeted at delivering the most meaningful benefit/correcting the
biggest problem in the Frame of Reference chosen.

Unique from competition.

5. Capable of enduring the life of the brand .
6.

Consi~tent with Market ~~rgets beli~fs/knowledge and b~haviour/

expenence.

/ ~
- ~~ .A/J1 ~v"A'14- ~ ~ ~T ~ ~

C.

A Product Positioning once established should not be readily abandoned.
To capture a clear Positioning in the minds of consumers is difficult
and requires time, money and consistency. Once established, major changes
are difficult and often destructive, causing confusion in the minds of
consumers.

D.

Repositioning a brand is more often unsuccessful than successful . However,
when there are major changes in a brand's Frame of Reference (major new
competitive entries, technological innovations) , Market Target (new
usage patterns, changed attitudes or life-styles) or Point of Difference
(product penfiormance changes), then a Positioning change may be required.

ELEMENTS OF A POSITIONING srrATEMENT
1.

MARKEl' TARGEI'

Definition:

The Market Target is composed of those consumers who are
considered good potential users of a product. One should
understand all customer characteristics (e. g., attitudes, life- styles ,
psychological profile, behavior, etc . ) and then select those characteristics which are the most important and relevant in effecting ,behavior.
The Positioning Target deals with all potential users of a product , not
just those we are attempting to reach through advertising.
Identifying the Market Target:

In selecting the Target, the objective

is to select a Market Target of the
largest ~ize (for efficiency) where there is interest in the Frame of
Reference and leverage in the Point of Difference (for relevance) . The
broader the target group, the more difficult it is to deliver a meaningful
and unique Point of Difference. Therefore, the process is a balancing
act between size of the consumer group and one ' s ability to convert a
certain percentage of them to l ayal product users. Stated another way,
balancing size for efficiency versus message leverage for relevance.

2.

FRAHE OF REFERENCE
Definition:

The Frame of Reference describes the consumer grouping of
like products with which our product competes .

Identifying the Frame of Reference:

To identify the Frame of Reference
for a product is to answer the
question: "What does this product substitute for?1I Consumers will
generally place a new product within the existing market structure
rather than create a new structure for a product . The choice of a
Frame of Reference of a new product, therefore, begins with understanding
the existing market structure . Even if the product is totally unique
and establishes a new segment within the market, the consumer still has
to understand where the product fits. The use of an IIAnti- Positioning, II
especially in the case of technological 'innovations, may be most effective.
The IIhorseless carriage, II IItubeless tires, II "canned dog food without the
can, II are all good examples of anti-positionings that enabled consumers
to place the product within the context of other products with which the
consumer is more familiar. By identifying the product as a member of a
certain Frame of Reference, ailil the perceived benefits and dr awbacks of
that class automatically accrae to the product. The task then is to
better deliver existing benefits and eliminate as many drawbacks as
possible; or if feasible, bring important new benefits.

3.

MEANINGFUL POINI' OF DIFFERENCE
Definition:

The Point of Difference is the specific consumer benefit
which we want consumers to associate most readily with ouf
product. The Meaningful Point of Difference should be stated in consumer
end benefit terms. The Point of Difference is a consumer end benefit
which is product and/or emotionally based and is consistent with the
physical attributes of the product. While a product may deliver more
than one benefit, it is important that a single benefit be captured as a
brand t s Point of Difference.. Expecting consumers to readily associate
our product above other products with more than one benefit is unrealistic
and probably will result in an unclear Positioning.
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Identifying the Point of Difference:

The choice of a Frame of Reference
and the Point of Difference are
interrelated. The object is to select the combination of Frame of
Reference and Point of Difference that is most persuasive and meaningful
to the largest number of consumers and that our product can fully and
hopefully, uniquely deliver. Within the Frame of Reference selected, the
Point of Difference which relates the greatest conSUIIier benefit ("cleans
best") or solves the greatest consumer problem (llwith no mess lt ) offers
the greatest market leverageo The brand which best captures this Point
of Difference will normally have the largest share.
For an established brand, the Point of Difference is the cumulative
result of all its consumer-related activity. However, the intended
impact of marketing efforts and pow the consumer actually responds to
these efforts can be two very different things o Therefore , for
established brands, the first step may be a survey among consumers to
determine how the,r perceive your brand's ke,r Point of Difference .
assessment of the benefits for our product should be along the following lines:

An

-Desiratility/Importance

-Delivery/Satisfaction

. How desirable/important is it to
the consumers that the product have
a particular trait or benefit?
-How satisfied are people that the
traits or benefi. ts under study are
being delivered by the product in a
way that is superior to relevant
competitors?

A product's benefits should be of high importance/desirability while overcoming any current dissatisfaction with highly valued benefits .
It is to a product's advantage to have the opposite true of its competition.
Studies have shown that problems are not necessarily the flip side of
benefits . Consumers will often respond differently when presented with
a problem list as opposed to the same list cast up as benefits . Hence,
an assessment of the problems of the Frame of Reference may be a useful
exercise in addition to the benefit analysis .
Whatever Point of Difference is selected, it should be noted that not
all consumers will think about a product in the exact same manner. The
Point of Difference selected is the consumer benefit we most want consumers
to associate with our product. This does not mean that secondary benefits
delivered by the product will be lost as these will be selectively perceived
by those consumers interested in themo In fact, among certain groups
these secondary benefits may be the key Point of Difference for ~~e product o
Nevertheless, our marketing and development efforts must be devoted to
capturing the single most powerful Point of Difference or the product will
become lost in the competitive array.

-6COPY STRATEGY
A copy strategy is the statement of a product's advertising copy objective
and the means by which that objective is to be accomplished. It has four
basic elements:
1.

Market Target - Prime Prospect Definition:

2.

Key Benefit Promised:

The key benefit is the expression of the Point of
Difference as identified in the positioning
statement. A significant amount of effort, judgement and research goes
into the identification of a brand's key benefit, and every aspect of
a product's characteristics should be explored as part of the copy
strategy development process.

3.

Support for Promise:

4.

Tone and Manner:

NB:

This is a clear statement
of the brand's target
audience defined in terms of demographics, attitudes and usage patterns
of products with which our product competes. It is an extension of the
Target Market as defined in the brand's positioning statement.

This should state the "reason why" a brand can
deliver the key benefit promised in its advertising o
It can be rational or associative.
This statement is meant to capture the basic character
that a product wants to wild or maintain through its
advertising. Its purpose is to ensure that the personality of the
advertising is consistent with the long-term product impression desired.
Legal/Other Considerations:

Where applicable, there should be noted
any legal or other restrictions on a
product's advertising or legal climate surrounding a brand which
judgement indicates has a bearing on the advertiSing.

MARKETING STRATEGY
The marketing strategy is important because it serves several key
functions as it:
1.
2.

3.
Ele~ents

Describes marketing goals and the means of achieving them.
Forms the foundation for developing substrategies.
Provides direction for marketing activities throughout specific
time periods or campaigns.
of a Marketing strategy:

A good marketing strategy will exhibit the following characteristics:
Ao

A "consumer orientation. "

B.

It will be clear..t-.Poncise, and simple. There is no place in
the strategy for ambiguities or subjective interpretations.

c.

It will be results oriented.
objectives.

It must lead clearly to the

It must reflect Marketing and

~I}ding

D.

It will demonstrate how consumer
behaviour will be influenced.

MARKETIN} AGENCY.

Principles of the
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MARKET POSITIONING
DEFINITION OF POSITIONING

-----A product's positioning is the way in which we want the consumer to
think about a product . It is captured in the following statement :
To

1

(Market Target)
2
(Frame of Reference)
.... .

I
il ~J."a·

_ _....

that

J

(Point of Difference) .

~~_

For example:
To caffein concerned coffee drinkers, Sanka is the
1

brand of coffee that has no caffein to upset you •
2
J
----It is the most basic of all strategic statements and provides a blueprint
for the marketing and development of a product. Its purpose is to
focus the efforts of all those involved in marketing and development
activit ies .
-----It is an essential element of every product's Marketing Strategy and
must precede the development of all brand sUbstrategies . (i.e.J~opy,
promotion, product , media, packaging.)
----- --The Positioning Statement states the reason for the product's eXls~enc e
and once successfully established, it should rarely be changed.
D-1PORTANCE OF POSITIONING

-----Every product must have developed a Positioning that optimizes its
appeal by being relevant to the largest possible user segment to ,~ich
it has unique leverage. The definition and understanding of a product 's
positioning is a principal responsitility of product management.
-----Positioning is essential in marketing because :
-,
---It underlies all other strategic decisions, short- and long-term.
---It defines the way in which a product will
competitive market .

co~pete

within a
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POSITIONING PRIKCIPLES
A.

The Product Positioning Statement is the most basic of all strategic
statements concerning a brand. It is the statement upon which all other
strategies and all br~d develo pment and executional activities are
built. As such, it is of critic al importance that Product Positionings
be well-defined and fully understood by t hose involved in the marketing
of these products.

B.

In selecting a Product Positioning, we should seek one which is:
1.

Believable and consistent with the product's performance.

2.

Directly linked to as large a Frame of Reference and Market Target
where the produc t can still deliver a meaningful Point of Difference.

3. Targeted at delivering the most meaningful benefit/correcting the
biggest problem in the Frame of Reference chos en.

4. Unique from competit ion.
5. Capable of enduring the life of the brand.
6.
C.

A Product Positioning once established should not be readily abandoned .
To capture a clear Positioning in the minds of consumers is difficult
and r equires t ime , money and .,£9nsistency. - Once established, major changes
are difficult and often destructive, causing confusion in the minds of
consumers .

D.

Repositioning a brand is more often unsuccessful than successful. Howeve r,
when there are major changes in a brand 's Frame of Reference (major nevI
competitive entries, technological innovations), Market Target (new
usage patterns, changed attitudes or life-styles) or Point of Difference
(product pe~ormance changes), then a Positioning change ITay be required .

EL.Ei.fENTS OF A POSITIONING STATE'rENT

1.

MARKET T ARGEI'

Definition:

The Market Target is composed of those consumers who are
considered good potential users of a product. One should
understand all customer characteristics (e.g., attitudes, life-styles,
psychological profile, behavior, etc.) and then select those characteristics which are the most important and relevant in effecting .behavior.
The Positioning Target deals with all potential users of a product, not
just those we are attempting to reach through advertising.

Identifying the Market Target:

In selecting the Target, the objective

is to select a Market Target of the
largest ~ize (for efficiency) where there is interest in the Frame of
Reference and leverage in the Point of Difference (for relevance). The
broader the target group, the ~ore difficult it is to deliver a meaningful
and unique Point of Difference. Therefore, the process is a balancing
act between size of the consumer group and one's ability to convert a
certain percentage of them to loyal product users. Stated another way,
balancing size for efficiency versus message leverage for relevance.
2.

FRAHE OF REFE!1 ENCE

Definition:

The Frame of Reference describes the consumer grouping of
like products with which our product competes.

Identifying the Frame of Reference:

To identify the Fr~~e of Reference
for a product is to answer the
question: "\'ihat does this product substitute for?" Consumers will
generally place a new product within the existing market structure
rather than create a new structure for a product. The choice of a
Frame of Reference of a new product, therefore, begins with understanding
the existing market structure. Even if the product is totally unique
and establishes a new segment within the market, the consumer still has
to understand where the product fits. The use of an "Anti-Positioning,"
especially in the case of technological 'innovations, may be most effective.
The "horseless carriage," "tubeless tires," "canned dog food without the
can," are all good examples of anti-positionings that enabled consumers
to place the product within the context of other products with which the
consumer is more familiar. By identifying the product as a member of a
certain Frame of Reference, ailil the perceived benefits and drawbacks of
that class automatically accrue to the producto The task then is to
better deliver existing benefits and eliminate as many drav/backs as
possible; or if feasible, bring important new benefits.

3.

MEANINGFUL POINI' OF DIFFERENCE
The Point of Difference is the specific consumer benefit
which we want consumers to associate most readily with ouf
product. The Meaningful Point of Difference should be stated in consumer
end benefit terms. The Point of Difference is a consumer end benefit
which is product and/or emotionally based and is consistent with the
physical attributes of the product. While a product may deliver more
than one benefit, it is important that a single benefit be captured as a
brand's Point of Difference. Expecting consumers to readily associate
our product above other products with more than one benefit is unrealistic
and probably will result in an unclear Positioning.

Definition:
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Identifying t h e Point of Difference:

The choice of a Frame of Reference
and the Point of Difference are
interrelated. The object is to select the combination of Fra~e of
Referenc e and Point of Difference that is most persuasive and meaningful
to the largest number of consumers and that our product can fully and
hopefully, uniquely deliver. Within the Fra~e of Ref erence selected, the
Point of Diffe r ence which relates the greate st cons ume r benefit (llcleans
best") or solves the greatest consume r problem (llwith no mess II) offers
the greatest market leverage. The brand which best captures this Point
of Difference will normally have the largest share.
For an established brand, the Point of Difference is the cumulative
result of all its consumer-related activity. However, the intended
impact of marketing efforts and pow the consumer actually responds to
these efforts can be two very different things. Therefore, for
established brands, the first step may be a survey among consumers to
determine how they perceive your brand's key Point of Difference.
An asses sment of the benefits for our product sh ould be along the follow-

ing lines :
-Desiratility/Importance

-Deliv e ~/Satisfaction

-How desirable/important is it to
the consumers that the product have
a particular trait or benefit?
-How satisfied are people that the
traits or benefits under study are
being delivered by the product in a
way that is superior to relevant
competitors?

A product's benefits should be of high importance/desirahQity while overcoming any current dissatisfaction with highly valued benefits.
It is to a product's advantage to have the opposite true of its competition.
Studies have shown that problems are not necessarily the flip side of
benefits. Consumers will often respond differently when presented with
a problem list as opposed to the same list cast up as benefits. Hence,
an assessment of the problems of the Frame of Reference may be a useful
exercise in addition to the benefit analysis.
Whatever Point of Difference is selected, it should be noted that not
all consumers will think about a product in the exact same manner. The
Point of Difference selected is the consumer benefit we most want consumers
to associate with our product. This does not mean that secondary benefits
delivered by the product will be lost as these will be selectively perceived
by those consumers interested in theIT4 In fact, among certain groups
these seconda~ benefits may be the key Point of Difference for the product.
Nevertheless, our marketing and development efforts must be devoted to
capturing the single most powerful Point of Difference or the product will
become lost in the competitive array.

-6COPY STrtATEGY
A copy strategy is the statement of a product's advertising copy objective
and the means by which that objective is to be accOlnplished. It has four
basic elements:
1.

Market Target - Prime Prospect Definition:

This is a clear statement
of the brand's target
audience defined in terms of demographics, attitudes and usage patterns
of products with which our product competes. It is an extension of the
Targeti Market as defined in the brand's positioning statement.

2.

Key Benefit Promised:

The key benefit is the expression of the Point of
Difference as identified in the positioning
statement. A significant amount of effort, judgement and research goes
into the identification of a brand's key benefit, and every aspect of
a product's characteristics should be explored as part of the copy
strategy development process.

3.

Suooort for Promise:

This should state the "reason why" a brand can
deliver the key benefit promised in its advertising o
It can be rational or associative.

4. Tone and Manner: This statement is meant to capture the basic character
that a product wants to wild or maintain through its
advertising. Its purpose is to ensure that the personality of the
advertising is consistent with the long-term product impression desired.
NB:

Legal/Other Considerations:

\Vhere applicable, there should be noted
any legal or other restrictions on a
product's advertising or legal climate surrounding a brand which
judgement indicates has a bearing on the advertising.

TO

DEPARTMENT

Robert L. McKay

President
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Bob D'Ornellas

Director of Marketing
DATE

UBJECT

Taco Bell Creative Work Plan

March 18. 1980

Bob, attached for your information is a Creative Strategy Format
that I developed for Taco Bell. This format lays out and explains
the key element required in a Creative Strategy Document.
Using this Creative Strategy Format as a basis for discussion the
Agency and I agreed on the Creative Work Plan format that was presented to you. While some ~t the titles are different between the
two documents the key elements are retained in Green & Burkhard's
Creative Work Plan.
I thought the Creative Strategy Format document would provide you
with additional insight into the development process we went through.
If you have any questions please call.
BD:pal
cc:

R. G. Bellamy

J. Hackbarth
G. Wilson
D. Fitzgerald
K. Green

Form No 150
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TACO BELL - CREATIVE STRATEGY FORMAT

Creative Strategy is the term used at Taco Bell to describe a clear and concise
statement of the basic and relatively long term creative objectives of a brand'.
advertising and the means by which that objective is to be achieved.

.,

The Creative Strategy is a working document to be used by the copywriter and hence
should be simple and clear and leave no room for misunderstandings.
A Creative Strategy is a long term document and should be changed very rarely.
A Creative Strategy must never be limited to, or describe, a single "campaign".
As such, it should never deal with the executional elements of a "campaign".
A Creative Strategy should never exceed two pages in length and, ideally, should
be expressed in a single page.
A Creative strategy must receive all the necessary approval of Taco Bell management
before preparation of actual advertising is started.
A Taco Bell Creative Strategy must include these elements:
1. Marketing Objective
2. AdvertiSing Objective
3. Creative Strategy
a. Target Audience Definition
b. Competitive Stance
c. Key Consumer Benefit
d. Support
e. Tone and Manner
4. Legal/Other Considerations

)

)

)

..

1. MARKETING OBJECTIVE
A clear and concise statement of .t he brand's business objectives from which
the Marketing Strategy was developed. Identify the source of expected volume
in terms of whether or not the consumer must decide to buy/use up the brand
more rapidly or differently or whether the increased volume is expected to come
from new users. This information will provide the copywriter with a more
overall perspective and help to more clearly identify the problem to be solved.
2. ADVERTISING OBJECTIVE
A clear and concise statement of what the advertising is expected to do. It
should answer the question "What do we want the advertising to' achieve?" The
answer should flow from the Marketing Objectives, however the objective should
be specific and in fact achievable by the advertising. This is important as
there are many instances in which advertising cannot, and should not, attempt
to fulfill all the brand's Marketing Objectives.
3. CREATIVE STRATEGY
a. Target Audience
The person to whom the advertising is to be addressed should be defined in
both demographic and attitudinal terms.
The target audience definition is very closely related to the kew consumer
benefit to be communicated in the advertising. Consumer benefits don't come
out of products. Those are manufacturer benefits, and mayor may not be
seen by consumers as interesting or motivating. Find you consumer and he/she
will tell you what the real benefit is in your product. Thus, the likelyhood
of selecting a brand's consumer benefit most appealing/motivating to the
target audience is greatly enhanced if it (the target audience) is carefully
and concisely defined and understood.
Demographic data should describe the consumer in terms of: age, sex, socioeconomic status, education, family size and composition, city size and
location. The attitudinal section should put some dimension on consumer
attitudes and usage patterns: What is his/her knowledge of the product

)

)

)

-~-

and or cateqory, what does he/she think of the product and or category,
what are the consumer needs/desires as they may relate to our own and
competitive products and the benefits claimed for them. This will all
help the copywriter talk to the most likely buyers.
b. Competitive Stance
The brand's osture in the market lace and the source
and/or product categories) from which the brand expects
through advertising should be stated.

ume

Identifying the brand's posture/po$ition in the market place and the ,source
of expected volume makes clear the competitive environment in which the
consumer must act and against which the key motivating con~umer benefit
must be directed.
c. Key Consumer Benefit
There should be set forth in non-advertising language the most concise
statement possible of the key motivating consumer benefit to be communicated through the form and content of the advertising.
_This defines the principle thought and the net impression the advertising
should implant in the Ininds of the persons in the target audience.
The important thing is to find the one most appealing/motivating benefit
(be it real or psychological) and relate it to the most compelling need of
the target audience. This obviously forces a choice as to what is to be
"key" in the conviction that communication in the ad or commerical will
be most effective when the message is single-minded.
The product's benefit to the consumer must be meaningful and strong if the
advertising is to do its job. Ideally, it should be unique, competitive ~nd
persuasive.
It is recognized that there are instances where the copy strategy might include
'secondary or subsidiary consumer benefits - as in, perhaps, new products. But
the strategy statement should leave no doubt about the principle thought which
the brand will communicate and promise to the prime prospect.

)

)

)
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d. Support
There should be stated the principle characteristic(s) of the
brand (ingredients, performance, leadership position) which
supports the key consumer benefit.
Such a summary, non-technical statement explains the "reason
why" the brand can deliver the benefit it will promise in
advertising.
(Backing this support up are, of course, the
technical and legal substantiatio~outlined in the Marketing
Plan. )
e. Tone and Manner

.

The "tone and manner" of the advertising should be defined.

I

This statement should recognize the importance of a consistent
"brand personality"' which fortifies and is compatible with the
key consumer benefit and the fundamental product positioning.
,

'

4. LEGAL/OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Where applicable, there should be noted any legal or other
restrictions on the brand's advertising or legal climate
surrounding the brand which judgment indicates has a bearing
on the advertising.

)

)

CREATIVE WORK PLAN
KEY FACT

•

..

I

IN AN ATTEMPT TO APPEAL TO THE MASSES~ FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS HAVE
BECOME VERY SIMILAR IN TERMS OF .MENU .AND PHYSICAL PLANT.

I
I

TACO BELL IS ONE OF THE FEW RESTAURANTS WHICH HAS A UNIQUE IDENTITY
AND HAS MAINTAINED THAT . UNIQUENESS IN BOTH MENU AND PHYSICAL PLANT.

~

CONVINCE THE CONSUMER THAT TACO BELL OFFERS A VARIETY OF. REAL
ALTERNATIVES TO THE SAMENESS OF OTHER FAST FOODS.

OBJECT lYE

_ STRATEGY
A.

B.

PROSPECT DEFINITION
PRIMARY:

ADULTS 18-34 WHO ARE HEAVY USERS OF HAMBURGER
TYPE FAST FOOD.

SECONDARY:

USERS OF MEXICAN FAST FOOD.

PRINCIPAL COMPETITION
MCDONALD'S~

BURGER KING~ WENDY'S

SECONDARY COMPETITION
DEL

TACO~
MADNESS~

C.

TACO ATLANTA~ TACO CASA~ TACO
TACO PRONTO~ TACO TOWN.

TICO~

TACO-MAC~

TACO

BRAND PROMISE
THE TACO BELL EXPERIENCE PROVIDES A WELCOME CHANGE FROM THE
EVERYDAY FAST FOOD.

.

D.

SUPPORT
-

E.

MANDATORIES
-

. -- - .

EXCLUSIVE MEXICAN FOOD MENU IN A DISTINCTIVE ENVIRONMENT.
UNIQUE EATING EXPERIENCE AND QUALITY INGREDIENTS.
REFER TO ,EEF PRODUCT AS: "QUALITY GROUND BEEF COOKED IN
TACO BELL SOWN. FA'.,OUS SAUCE"
UTILIZE STREET SIGN AS DOMINANT LOGO •

.

-~ .

-

.

-,
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I. IMPORTANCE
Almost all General Foods brands participate in highly competitive markets, and each
shares a target audience with at least one or two other major brands which are competing for the same sale. To sell our brands effectively in this environment, it is critical
that every advertising message a brand sends out contains a clear/persuasive communication of why our brand is more desirbable than our competitors'. Within this framework the role of the copy straregy is to provide clear, consistent direction to creative
resources to ensure that each separate piece of a brand's total advertising communication contributes toward building the desired consumer perception of our product.
It is important to note that a copy strategy does not tell an advertising agency exactly
how to execute a commercial or print ad. It provides them with the brand's key benefit, and a framework within which to develop an executional approach which will be
intrusive, persuasive and consistent with the character of the brand. In fact, due to its
long-term nature, a copy strategy should be capable of guiding a variety of campaign
formats over a period of years.
In addition to being a directional tool for the creation of advertising, the copy strategy
is also used as an evaluation tool by which to determine if the advertising under consideration utilizes the leverage inherent in the brand's fundamental selling ideas and is
consistent with the basic character the brand is attempting to build.

II. DEFINITION OF A COPY STRATEGY
At General Foods a copy strategy is the statement of a brand's advertising copy objective and the means by which that objective is to be accomplished.
The copy strategy statement is made up of four basic elements :
1.

Marke~

Target - Prime Prospect Definition

The target audience against which the brand's advertising will be directed.
2.

Key Benefit Promised
The product benefit considered to be the most meaningful/motivating to the
brand's prime prospects.

3. Support For Promise
The means by which believability/persuasion is brought to the brand's promise.
4. Tone And Manner
The personality which the advertising will have.
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Each element of the copy strategy is supported by a detailed rationale which includes
consumer research and judgment, the balance of which will vary by brand.
A copy strategy is considered a long-term document, as the building of a clearly
defined brand image in the mind of the consumer is a lengthy process which can take
years to accomplish for relatively undifferentiated products operating within highly
competitive markets. For this reason, it is critical that a brand's copy strategy be consistent with its Product Positioning and Marketing Strategy statements.

III. ELEMENTS OF A COpy STRATEGY
Prior to writing, revising or evaluating a copy strategy, it is essential that one be completely familiar with the brand's product positioning and marketing strategy statements. The product positioning statement states the reason for a brand's existence by
identifying the Market Target, Frame of Reference and Point of Difference. The marketing strategy will provide the expected source of business and competitive environment data which must be considered in developing a brand's basic selling approach.
From a process standpoint, each of the four elements in the copy strategy (prime prospect definition, key benefit promised, support for promise, tone and manner) should
be completed and then expressed in the following format which is common for all
General Foods brands:
The objective of Brand X's advertising is to convince (Prime prospect definition)
that Brand X provides (Key benefit promised).
The reason why is that Brand X has (Support for promise).
Advertising for Brand X will (Tone and Manner).
The specific content of each of the key elements in a copy strategy is as follows:
A. Prime Prospect Definition
This is a clear statement of the brand's target audience defined in terms of demographics, attitudes and usage patterns of products with which our product
competes. It is an extension of the Target Market as defined in the brand's positioning statement.
Example: The Kool-Aid® Brand soft drink mix target audience is defined as
mothers 18 to 44 with two or more children, living in Band C counties in households with $10 to 15M annual income. Attitudinally, the Kool-Aid® mother is
economy conscious, but enjoys doing nice things for her children. From a usage
standpoint, the target audience household is a heavy user of all types of refreshment beverages.

: '--
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B. Key Benefit Promised
The key benefit is the expression of the Point of Difference as identified in the
positioning statement.
A key benefit can be real or psychological in nature, but it should be the most appealing/motivating benefit inherent in our product and it must relate to the most
compelling need of the target audience. A significant amount of effort, judgment
and research goes into the identification of a brand's key benefit, and every aspect
of a product's physical characteristics, observable benefits and emotional benefits
should be explored as part of the copy strategy development process.
Example: Sanka® helps you get along better, work better and be a better person,
while providing all the enjoyment and taste satisfaction that comes with drinking
coffee.
C. Support For Promise
This section contains the key "reason why" the brand can deliver the key benefit
promised in its advertising. It can be rational or associative. Simple assertion is an
acceptable "reason why" and should be used in the copy strategy statement without concern. Said another way, we should not use or create peripheral reasons why
simply to have one.
Depending upon the promise made, the choice of support can be found in such
things as the product's price (economy), ingredients (Vitamin C), its position in the
market (leading brand), a consumer perception (dependability), etc. In most cases
the key support point will be included in the brand's advertising to lend credibility
to the claimed benefit, and persuasiveness to the overall product sell.
Example : Sanka® Brand doesn't have the caffeine that can make you nervous and
tense, so you feel better. And it's 100 per cent real coffee, so it has all the satisfaction of real coffee.
D. Tone And Manner
This statement is meant to capture the basic character that the brand wants to
build or maintain through its advertising. It deals with such things as the overall
look, feel and/or sound of the brand advertising. Its purpose is to ensure that the
personality of the advertising is consistent with the long-term product impression
desired.

. '--

Once the specific content of each element has been determined, the final copy strategy
statement should be prepared and the pages containing the specific elements attached
as support. The format for the final strategy statement, shown below, is composed of
three paragraphs. Its purpose is to simplify the copy strategy statement so that it can
be read and understood as a complete unit and not a list of critical elements. For completeness, the f inal copy strategy statement will always have the detailed support section attached.
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Example:
KOOL-AID® COPY STRATEGY
The objective of Kool-Aid® advertising is to convince mothers that
Kool-Aid® is the best cold refreshment beverage value for children.
The reason why is because Kool-Aid® costs only 13 cents a quart
and is the favorite fruit-flavored drink of children 6-12.
Advertising for Kool-Aid® will be warm and friendly, reflecting the
brand's understanding of a mother's need to balance her desire for
economy with her desire to serve her children a beverage they
enjoy.

IV. HOW TO USE A COPY STRATEGY

A. As Part of the Copy Development Process
B. As Part of the Copy Evaluation Process
(This section will be illustrative in nature and presented via case studies.)
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PRODUCT POSITIONING

PREFACE

Successfully identifying and establishing a Product Positioning in the marketplace is of
critical importance to each General Foods product. This document is designed to clarify
what Product Positioning is, why it is important, and how to determine the optimum
Product Positioning.
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I. DEFINITION OF POSITIONING

• A brand's Positioning is the way in which we want the consumer to think about a product.
It is captured in the following statement:

To _ _ _---:.'_ _ _ _ , Brand X is the Brand of
(Market Target)
_ _ _--=2=---___ that _ _ _....;3~_ __
(Frame of Reference)
(Point of Difference)
For Example:

,

To caffein concerned coffee drinkers, Sanka® is the
brand of coffee that has no caffein to upset you.

2

3

• It is the most basic of all strategic statements and provides a blueprint for the marketing
and development of a brand. Its purpose is to focus the efforts of all those involved in
marketing and development activities.
• It is an essential element of each brand's Marketing Strategy and must precede the development of all brand substrategies (i.e., copy, promotion, product, media, packaging).
• The Positioning Statement states the reason for the brand's existence and once successfully
established, it should rarely be changed.

II. IMPORTANCE OF POSITIONING
The long-term growth of General Foods requires that its products reach their full potential
in the marketplace. To do so, each product must have developed a Positioning that optimizes its appeal by being relevant to the largest possible user segment to which it has unique
leverage. The definition and understanding of each brand's Positioning is a principal responsibility of product management.
Positioning is an essential ingredient in the marketing of GF brands because:
- It underlies all other strategic decisions, short- and long-term.
- It defines the way in which a brand will compete within an increasingly competitive
market.
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III. ELEMENTS OF THE POSITIONING STATEMENT
A. FRAME OF REFERENCE

DEFINITION

The Frame of Reference describes the consumer grouping of like products with which our
product competes. It includes all the options that a consumer has available to satisfy a specific need. The best portrayal of the alternative Frames of Reference available is the market
structure, which demonstrates how various brands and products compete with one another
to fill consumer needs.
The Frame of Reference refers to how consumers group products or services. It mayor may
not coincide with the manufacturer's notion of competitive framework. The difference could
be described as the difference between consumer switching patterns or perception of substitution and the product categories reported by syndicated services such as A.C. Nielsen or
SAM!.
IDENTIFYING THE FRAME OF REFERENCE

Every product competes with or substitutes in some way for something else. To identify the
Frame of Reference for a brand is to answer the question, "What does this product sllbstjt"te
for?"
Consumers will generally place a new product within the existing market structure rather

~han create a new structure for a product. The choice of a Frame of Reference of a new"
product, therefore, begins with understanding the existing market structure.
There are two key tools at GF for understanding this market structure .
• Repeat and switching purchase/usage behavior to better determine how products compete
(Hendry) .
• Consumer sorting of brands into a set based on perception and usage.
For example, a Hendry study of the Dessert Market reveals the following structure:
End of Meal

I

I

I
Dessert

Non-Dessert
(e.g., Coffee)

I

·1h

I

Pie

I

Cake

I

Pastry

I.

Ik'les

FrUlt C00

I

L Ig t
I

Ice Cream

I

Jell-O®
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I

Packaged Desserts
I

.
GeIIatm
I

I

Royal®

I

Pu ddl .Ing

Others

.'

For instance, Jell-O® Gelatin could be positioned within anyone of the following Frames of
Reference:
- the gelatin mix that ...
- the packed dessert mix that ...
- the light dessert that ...
- the dessert that ...
- the way to end the meal that ...
Keep in mind that such an assessment describes only how the market currently is structured,
not how it might be restructured.
The largest opportunities are usually offered by products that force a restructuring of the
market (e.g., Gaines.burgers®, Pampers®, Instant Maxwell House®)_ Therefore, we should
not limit our investigation to existing Frames of Reference in the existing market structure
if our product is significantly different from products currently available.
However, even if the product is totally unique and establishes a new segment within the
. market, the consumer still has to understand where the product fits. The use of an "AntiPositioning," especially in the case of technological innovations, may be most effective. The
:'horseless carriage," "tubeless tires," "canned dog food without the can," are all good examples of anti-positionings that enabled consumers to place the product within the context
o~ other products with which the consumer is more familiar.
Importantly, by identifying the product as a member of a certain Frame of Reference, all
the perceived benefits and drawbacks of that class automatically accrue to the product The
task then is to better deliver existing benefits and eliminate as many drawbacks as possible;
or if feasible, bring important new benefits.

Examples:
• To position a new Gelatin product as a dessert automatically accrues all the benefits and
disadvantages of dessert.
Benefits

Drawbacks

Good taste
Sweet
Indulgent
Rewarding

Fattening
Filling
High in sugar
Low in nutritional value
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• To position Gaines.burgers@ as a wet (Le., canned) dog food automatically cues all the
benefits and disadvantages of wet (canned) dog food.
Benefits

Drawbacks

Meat
Dog liking it best
Filling

Messy
Smells bad
Expensive
Inconvenience

The task for an established brand is to both understand the market structure and to determine exactly where our brand fits within this current structure.
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B. MEANINGFUL POINT OF DIFFERENCE
DEFINITION
The Point of Difference is the specific consumer benefit which we want consumers to asSociate most readil y with our product, The Meaningful Point of Difference should be stated
in-consumer end benefit terms. Attributes should only be used when the attribute automatically and best communicates the consumer end benefit, e.g., Sanka® 97% caffeine free
coffee, Furthermore, the Point of Difference is a consumer end benefit which is product
and/or emotionally based and is consistent with the physical attributes of the product,
While a product may deliver more than one benefit, it is important that a sin Ie benefit be
capture as a ran s Oint 0
I
xpectln consumers to readil associ
our
an one benefit is unrealistic and probably will
pro uct a ove other pro ucts Wit
,result in an unclear Positioning,

IDENTIFYING THE POINT OF DIFFERENCE
Th choice of a Frame of Reference and the Point of Difference are interrelated, The ob'ect
IS to select the combination 0
Frame of Reference and oint of Difference that is most
ersuasive and meaningful to the largest number of consumers and t hat our roduct can
fully (and hopefully, unique y de iver.
The list of Alternative Points of Difference will change depending on the Frame of Reference,
• In the gelatin example:
. The (Frame of Reference)

that

(Alternative Points of Difference)

, brand of gelatin

. is highest quality
, is prefered most

, packaged dessert mix

. is refreshing
, everyone likes
, versatile

, light dessert

, is inexpensive
, is easy to digest
, is low in calories

, dessert

,
,
,
,
,
,

, way to end the meal

, makes the meal complete
, is sensible
, makes you feel good
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is
is
is
is
is
is

fruity
inexpensive
light
refresh i ng
nonfilling
fun

Within the Frame of Reference selected, the Point of Difference which relates the greatest
c onsumer benefit ("cleans best") or solves the greatest consumer problem ("with no mess")
offers the greatest market leverage. The brand which best captures this Point of Difference
will normally have the largest share. Now if our product is establishing a new Frame of
Reference, we should attempt to identify, capture and deliver this most important key Point
of Difference. If we are entering a well-established Frame of Reference, our product must
either deliver this principal Point of Difference in a significantly superior manner than existing products or we must settle for a less important but still meaningful Point of Difference.
The Point of Difference need not be tied directly to a specific or exclusive product attribute.
In many instances, very enduring Points of Difference have been based on positioning for a
certain kind of person ("Pepsi® Generation") or for a certain kind of experience (''When it's
time to relax - Miller® Beer"). Such positioning directions are especially useful for products or brands which are relatively undifferentiated on more functional or observable
benefits. Also the use of people-oriented/experience-oriented positionings can be an effective means of providing significantly greater franchise insulation by creating an emotional
consumer identification with the brand. However, whatever Point of Difference is selected,
the product or service must clearly fulfill the expectation created.
For an established brand, the Point of Difference is the cumulative result of all its consumerrelated activity. However, the intended impact of marketing efforts and how the consymer
actuall res onds to these efforts can be two ve different thin s. Kool® Brand cigarettes
were ongma y mar ete as
means 0
rea mg t roug t e ot taste of cigarettes." Advertising showed a heavy chain through which Kool® Brand cigarettes would break. But a
survey among consumers revealed that consumers perceived Kool® as "The cigarette that
helped break the chain smoking habit." In the first test market of Gaines.burgers®, we
intended to communicate the product as a staple dog food for basic meal usage. However,
an A&U study showed consumers perceived it as a treat or reward food. Therefore f C2.!:established brands, the first step may be a survey among consumers to determine how they
perceive y our brand's key Point of Difference.
An assessment of the benefits for our product should be along the following lines:
- Desirability/Importance

- How desirable/important is it to
the consumers that the product
have a particular trait or benefit?

- Delivery/Satisfaction

- How satisfied are people that the
traits or benefits under study are
bring delivered by the product in
a way that is superior to relevant
competitors?
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1:

.~

A product's benefits should be of high importance/desirability while overcoming any current dissatisfaction with highly valued benefits.
Conversely, it is to a product's advantage to have the opposite true of its competition. A
clear advantage is obtained when users of competitive products want the benefits of the
product we are offering but are not now getting them.
Consider the following chart to assess benefits and analyze opportunities:

POINT OF DIFFERENCE - OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

HIGH
Direct Opportunity Quadrant

Essential/Potential Opportunity Ouadrant

Benefits in this quadrant are highly desirable/
important, yet not very well delivered. The
strategy is to communicate/provide these
benefits to consumers in brand positioning.

Benefits in this quadrant are relatively high in
importance/desirability and relatively high on
delivery. These represent the essential benefits
necessary for competing successfully in the category. The strategy here is to promote satisfaction
regarding our product (perhaps leading consumers
to question the delivery by our competition).
Often these are "cost of entry" benefits.

.~

Segment Opportunity Quadrant

Least Leverage Ouadrant

.:'"

These are benefits which while low in importance
are also low on delivery. The strategy here would
be to convince more consumers of their importance and improve the delivery. However, there is
also an opportunity to communicate/provide
these benefits to the consumer segment that con·
siders these benefits important.

These are benefits that are relatively low in importance/desirability and are high on delivery.

~
c

...'"
&
E

:::::
>

:c
III

CI>

Cl

LOW

LOW-----------~~

HIGH

Delivery/Satisfaction

The above analysis should not only occur for the total population, but for various market
targets so that a more informed decision can be made regarding the size of the group and the
relevance of the Point of Difference.
For example, an Opportunity Analysis of Fruit Drinks and Juices revealed the following
benefits and their degree of delivery by existing products:
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ELEMENTS OF THE POSITIONING STATEMENT
MEANINGFUL POINT OF DIFFERENCE
OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE - FRUIT DRINKS & JUICES

Percentage of
Respondents Rating
Attribute as
Very Desirable

31%
• Taste really natural

29%

• Are of the highest quality
High DeSirability}
{ Low Del ivery

{

High DeSirability}
High Delivery

20%
• Are very easy to prepare

w

• Are inexpensive

U

~ 15%

• Prepared easily with existing equipment

~

..,

IX:

...
- :E

>

~

..J

al

ex:

• Don't have any chemical taste

a:

Cii

ow 100k

• Have very appetizing appearance

• Include instructions for preparing
• Containers very easy to store

z

• Packages requiring little measuring
• Are not at all bland tasting

5%

• Available in variety low-calorie drinks

Low Desirability}
{ Low Del ivery

Low Desirabilitv-}
{ High Delivery

DELIVERY/SATISFACTION
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Studies have shown that problems are not necessarily the flip side of benefits. Consumers
will often respond differently when presented with a problem list as opposed to the same
list cast up as benefits. Hence, an assessment of the problems of the Frame of Reference
may be a useful exercise in addition to the benefit analysis. The analysis can be done along
the following lines:
,

- Frequency

- How frequently do problems occur in
the usage of products for the purposes
for which they serve?

- Intensity

- How bothersome are the problems
among those who experience them?

--- ---

Opportunities exist for our product if we can satisfy the more frequently experienced
problems which are highly bothersome. Problems can also be plotted graphically as follows:
HIGH
Frequent Problems

>
t.J

Frequent Problems
High
Opportunity
Highly Bothersomeness

Less Bothersomeness

r:::

CI>

::J

CT

...
u..
CI>

I nfrequent Problem
Low
Opportunity
Less Bothersomeness

I nfrequent Problem

Highly Bothersomeness

Intensity

LOW

LOW

HIGH

The above analysis should not only occur for the total population but for various market
targets so that a more informed decision can be made regarding the size of the group and the
relevance of the Point of Difference.
A Problem Analysis of the Coffee Market revealed the following problems and their degree
of intensity:
Whatever Point of Difference is selected, it should be noted that not all consumers will think
about a product in the exact same manner. The Point of Difference selected is the consumer
benefit we most want consumers to associate with our product. This does not mean that
secondary benefi.ts delivered by the product will be lost as these will be selectively perceived
by those consumers interested in them. In fact. among certain groups these secondary
benefits may be the key Point of Difference for the product. Nevertheless, our marketing
and development efforts must be devoted to capturing the single most powerful Point of
Difference or: the product will become IQst in the competitille array.
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MEANINGFUL POINT OF DIFFERENCE - QUADRANT PROBLEM ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE - COFFEE

High Frequency
• Reheated Coffee
Taste Terrible Too
Strong And Bitter

• Aroma Good Only
When Can First Opened
• Throwing Away
Leftover Coffee
is Wasteful

....
o
I

Low
Intensity

• Bottom Of
Can Coffee
Not Fresh

• Not Same
Every time

• Loses Freshness
After Opening

------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------

• Take Too Long
• Difficulty
Measuring
• Not Right
Strength

Low Frequency

• Too Bitter

High
Intensity

c.

MARKET TARGET
DEFINITION
The Market Target is composed of those consumers who are considered
ese consumers have a similar set of needs/concerns which motivate their
o a pro uct.
purchase behavior within a particular Frame of Reference. One should understand all
customer characteristics (e.g., attitudes, life-styles, psychological profile, behavior - what
they use, how they use, how often, situation, etc.) and then select those characteristics
which are the most important and relevant in effecting behavior. They are, therefore, best
identified by these needs/concerns rather than by demographics. The Positioning Target
d~als with all potential users of our product, not just those we are attempting to reach
~hrough advertising.

IDENTIFYING THE MARKET TARGET

For instance, among dandruff concerned shampoo users, Head and Shoulders® Brand
shampoo has successfully captured the Point of Difference of "Fights dandruff best" within
the Frame of Reference of "Shampoos." Among this Market Target, this is a very relevant
and motivating Point of Difference. Were Head and Shoulders® to attempt to expand usage
among a larger target group - all shampoo users - their Point of Difference becomes less
relevant and, in fact, may fight some of the more important Points of Difference among this
larger target (gentleness, leaving hair manageable).
There are many ways of describing a Market Target. The chart below provides a classification of the most frequently used characteristics:
Customer Characteristics

M
E
A
S

General

Situation Specific

Objective

Demographic Characteristics
(Age, Stage in Life Cycle,
Sex, Place of Living, etc.);
Socioeconomic Characteristics

Consumption patterns:
(Heavy, Medium, Light)
Brand Loyalty Pattern:
(Brand, Stores)
Buying Situation

Inferred

Personality Traits;
Life-Style

Attitudes
Perceptions and
Preferences

U
R
E
S
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Generally, the Market Target should deal with the more motivating characteristics that are
related to brand choice. Demographics are seldom causal since people who look for different
things may have similar demography. Consequently, market target characteristics should
relate to the Point of Difference and describe those things which cause the group to identify
more closely with our product and its Point of Difference (e.g., the target for Sanka® could
be "caffein-concerned consumers"). Through this a clear picture of the target emerges which
will produce messages with maximum consumer identification.

IV. POSITIONING PRINCIPLES
The following Positioning Principles are designed to guide the development and securement
of successful Product Positionings for all G F brands.
A . . The Product Positioning Statement is the most basic of all strategic statements concerning a brand. It is the statement upon which all other strategies and all brand
development and executional activities are built. As such, it is of critical importance to
all G F brands that their Product Positionings be well -defined and fully understood by
those involved in the marketing and development of these brands.
B.

In selecting a Product Positioning, we should seek one which is:
1. Believable and consistent with the product's performance .
2. Directly linked to as large a Frame of Reference and Market Target where the
product can still deliver a meaningful Point of Difference.
3. Targeted at delivering the most meaningful benefit/correcting the biggest problem
in the Frame of Reference chosen .
4. Unique from competition .
5. Capable of enduring the life of the brand .
6. Consistent with Market Targets beliefs/knowledge and behavior/experience.

C.

A Product Positioning once established should not be readily abandoned. To capture a
clear Positioning in the minds of consumers is difficult and requires time, money and
consistency. Once established, major changes are difficult and often destructive, causing confusion in the minds of consumers.

D. Repositioning a brand is more often unsuccessful than successful. However, when there
are major changes in a brand's Frame of Reference (major new competitive entries,
technological innovations), Market Target (new usage patterns, changed attitudes or
life-styles) or Point of Difference (product performance changes), then a Positioning
change may be required.
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MARKETING STRATEGY

PREFACE

The purpose of this document is to assist product management in preparing marketing
strategies. It provides a framework for thinking about marketing elements as well as a guide
to information required to formulate a strategy. It provides a standard format for the
General Foods marketing strategy.
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I. DEFINITION
The marketing strategy is the core element of a brand's annual marketing plan. It identifies behavior or changes in behavior in terms of penetration and frequency of use
among a specific consumer target group in order to achieve volume, share and profit
objectives. Further, it defines how each element of the marketing mix will be managed
to effect the desired behavior consistent with the product's positioning.

II. ELEMENTS OF THE MARKETING STRATEGY
A good marketing strategy will exhibit the following characteristics:
A. A consumer orientation. It will demonstrate how consumer behavior will be influenced .
B. It will be clear, concise, and simple. There is no place in the strategy for ambiguities or subjective interpretations.

c.

It will be results-oriented. It must lead clearly to the objectives.

D. It reflects G F Marketing and Spending Principles.
The ·key elements of the strategy must be developed from the following resource areas :
• Analysis of consumer needs;
• Analysis of market trends;
• Definition of marketing objective - behavior change in target group;
• Identification of purpose for which product will be promoted; how and when to
use product;
• Product performance standards;
• Allocation of spending between advertising and promotions, seasons and geography ;
• Definition of advertising objectives;
• Determination of how consumer and trade promotions will support Purpose
(No . 3) for the product;
• Establishing price;
• Specific packaging strategy to support positioning and product use target.
/
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III. IMPORTANCE OF THE MARKETING STRATEGY
The existence of a good marketing strategy assures that broad and deep inquiry has
developed and analyzed the knowledge base required to make strategy and planning
decisions. Importantly, it also forces consideration of the changing environment and
helps maintain consistency of marketing effort toward agreed-upon objectives.
The marketing strategy is important because it serves several key functions as it:
A. Describes each brand's marketing goals and the means of achieving them.
B. Forms the foundation for developing substrategies.
C. Provides direction for a brand's marketing activities throughout the year.

IV. BACKGROUND FOR THE MARKETING STRATEGY
Before a marketing strategy can be written, it is essential to understand the dynamics
of the market in which the product will be sold. This includes consumer attitudes and
behavior related to the particular category or segment in which the brand competes
and an analysis of the market dynamics.
A. Defining Consumer Needs And Attitudes
An understanding of consumer needs and attitudes will come from:
1. an analysis of perceptions of the brand and competitive products,
2. benefits delivered by products within the market and needs unfulfilled,
3. product performance on an absolute basis and relative to competitive products
on key dimensions (taste, texture, convenience, packaging, etc.),
4. reason for brand preference among the current/loyal users and
5. when and how the product is used in the home.
This information can be found from product tests, attitude/usage surveys, market
segmentation studies, competitive activity analyses and from study of any other
special market research which will identify consumer needs and attitudes for the
brand and category.
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B. Situation Analysis

('---

Next, a situation analysis must be undertaken to define historic and anticipated
market dynamics and trends:
1. Category Review provides an overview of the total market including sales and
sales trends, share and share trends, pricing, marketing spending, regional
category development and seasonal skews. Additionally, major events in the
category and their impact on performance should be analyzed (i.e., new
product introduction, line extensions, higher spending, etc.). Environmental
trends and their impact on performance on the category should also be noted.
2. Brand Review for going 'brands shows brand performance during the past year sales, share, brand development (BDI) - with emphasis on marketing elements
which contributed most to meeting brand objectives and evaluation of those
marketing elements which can be improved. New brands will develop this information as quickly as possible from test market experience.
3. Competitive Review provides an assessment of the effectiveness of key competitors' positioning and strategies. Also, it will contain the same information
included in the brand review (analysis of marketing activities, spending, etc.).
4. Franchise Dynamics contains an analysis of diary panel data. The diary panel
will provide insight into source of brand volume growth or decline from consumer behavior, brand trial, repeat purchases, increases in purchase frequency,
ounces per purchase, size/brand switching, etc. Additionally, menu census data
should also be analyzed to determine how the category is actually used, occasions at which products are served, frequency of use, etc. The analysis of data
from these sources provides a consumer perspective which must be related to
the Brand Review.
Completion of these analyses, annually, for going brands in connection with preparation of the annual marketing plan and as soon as data become available for new
products, will allow identification of strategic options and the necesssary decision
process of setting priorities and choosing strategic directions which will accomplish
marketing objectives. Understanding the market and what is happening in it is the
essential first step toward developing and evaluating marketing strategies.

v.

PREPARING THE MARKETING STRATEGY
With complete background informat ion and a positioning statement, assembly of the
mark eting strategy can begin . As described earlier in this document (See I., Defintion),
the elements of the marketi ng strategy can be written. The outline for the marketing
strategy is as follows:
A. Overall Business Objectives expressed in terms of volume, share and profit.
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B. Statement of the Marketing Objectives expressed in terms of consumer behavior.
The marketing objective should be as clear and precise as possible. It is not enough
to state the objective as, "Increase consumption among current users." You must
go further to define precisely how consumption will be increased (Le., increase
ounces per purchase, increase purchase frequency from X times to Y times per
month, maintain usage to new occasions, etc.) and, specifically, the target group
(current loyal light users, heavy users, dual users, etc.). Thus, for example, a more
complete marketing objec~ive would be "Among light users increase ounces per
purchase from 3.5 oz. to 4.0 oz." By expressing the objectives in this manner,
development of strategies, substrategies and programs can more easily and logically
be accomplished. Additionally, the clarity of the objective will also aid in evaluating how successful programs have been in accomplishing goals.
C. Purpose for which the Product will be Promoted should be clearly stated how and/
or when the consumer will be encouraged to use the product. It is important to
clearly state the purpose for which the product will be promoted as it will influence all subsequent strategies and executions. For instance, if a dessert brand is to
be promoted as both a cup dessert and an ingredient, advertising, product, promotion spending and even distribution strategies will be affected.
O. An Overall Statement of the Product Strategy should be developed next. The
product strategy should build from both the point of difference from the positioning statement and the purpose for which the product will be promoted. The product strategy should reflect the role the product plays in achieving marketing goals
(Le., it is difficult to increase current user consumption if the product loses to
competition on blind tests). As an example: the Minute® Rice product will be at
overall parity to commodity rice in taste but will be superior in terms of ease of
preparation; additionally, because the product will be promoted as an ingredient in
casseroles, it should perform at parity to competition in recipes. The overall product
strategy can be used subsequently to guide Technical Research programs in product
improvements as well as cost reductions.
E. The Spending Strategy should articulate how the marketing funds will be allocated
between advertising and promotion, brand/category seasonality and ,geography
(BOI versus COl). Importantly, the spending strategy should reflect the General
Foods Spending Principles.
F. The Advertising Strategy will determine the leverage and role of advertising within
the marketing mix. The strategy should include what advertising is expected to do
(build awareness, develop new preferences, change old preferences, etc.), and how
that will help achieve the brand's marketing objective.
The overall advertising strategy is not a copy strategy, but includes how copy· and
media will work together to achieve marketing objectives.
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G. The Promotion Strategy should express how consumer and trade promotion will be
used to achieve marketing objectives. Importantly, the strategy should state how
these broad promotion areas will be integrated. The promotion strategy reflects
both the purpose for which the product is promoted and the relationship to the
overall marketing objective. For example: Jell-O® Brand Gelatin's promotion
strategy may be to utilize promotion to stimulate trial of usage ideas in order to
increase light loyal user consumption. Consumer promotion, in this example, could
be used to provide specific usage ideas and economic incentives to try the recipe,
while trade promotion could be used to generate in-store awareness of the idea and
stimulate impulse purchases.
H. The Pricing Strategy should reflect: (a) a reasonable value the product can demand
from consumers given its benefits relative to competitive products, (b) a fair return
to General Foods, and (c) the strategic objectives for the brand. For some brands
the overall pricing strategy will be parity to competition, for others a premium will
be charged because of the brand's added value. Within a premium price strategy, it
is helpful to indicate whether a small, modest or large premium price will be expected and how the pricing structure will help achieve the marketing objectives.

I.

The Packaging Strategy, like the advertising strategy, should express overall how
graphics and physical construction will be used to communicate the positioning
and product use. Additionally, the strategy should express the importance of
packaging in achieving the marketing goals.
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APPENDIX I

MARKETING STRATEGY EXAMPLE
COOL WHIP® TOPPING

BUSINESS OBJECTIVE
Cool Whip's overall business objectives are to build share of the frozen toppings market to
65% (+1.5pp), delivering 21M units with an EBIT of $15M.
MARKETING OBJECTIVES
The marketing objectives for Cool Whip will be:
1. Increase loyal light user consumption by increasing (a) average purchase frequency from
two times per year to 2.5 and (b) average ounces per purchase from 7.5 to 8.5 ounces.
2. Among dual Cool Whip and Private Label Topping users, increase Cool Whip's share of
purchases from 40% to 45% by·trading up to exclusive larger size.
3. Among aware nonusers who use cup desserts of whipped topping, generate trial of Cool
Whip.
The above target groups represent the areas of prime volume and share growth for the Brand.
Exclusive Cool Whip heavy users have not been included in the marketing objectives as they
represent a small segment of the brand's franchise (less than 5% HH and 10% of consumption). Dual Cool Whip and Private Label Topping users are the most critical consumer segment as the brand has historically lost share of purchases among this important group (40%
of HH, accounting for 45% of topping usage).
PURPOSE FOR WHICH PRODUCT WILL BE PROMOTED
Consistent with its overall positioning, Cool Whip will be promoted primarily as a white
topping to enhance everyday desserts (pudding, gelatin, fruit, cakes, pies, etc.). Secondarily,
usage of the brand as an ingredient to prepare a convenient/unique end-dessert will also be
promoted. Menu Census data indicates primary usage of frozen toppings (75% of servings) is
as a topping for everyday desserts, while ingredient usage represents 25% of servings.
PRODUCT STRATEGY
Cool Whip's overall product strategy will be to achieve superiority in taste and texture
versus major private label products. Additionally, the brand will seek to be rated significantly higher on the key attribute of "tasting more like real whipped cream." Given the
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significantly lower retail price of private label toppings coupled with historic loss of Cool
Whip heavy user share of purchases, product superiority is required to build share. Prior
consumer research indicates the key product leverage areas are tast~, especially tastes like
real whipped cream, and texture.
SPENDING STRATEGY
Cool Whip's direct marketing spending will be allocated 60% to advertising and 30% to
promotion. The allocation reflects the major role advertising plays within the mix to build
and sustain preferences for the brand among all target groups while additionally communicating via a separate advertising campaign high interest dessert recipes that utilize Cool
Whip as a major ingredient. Advertising support for recipe ideas will be greater than justified
by usage given the need to build trial and change consumer behavior. Promotion will be used
to prevent current users from switching to lower-cost, private label brands, build in-store
awareness during peak consumption periods and assist advertising in delivering ingredient
usage ideas. Funds will be allocated consistent with category seasonality and brand development index.
ADVERTISING STRATEGY
Advertising will play the key role in the marketing mix as it has the responsibility to build
share as well as support total toppings market growth. In order to fulfill its responsibilities
Cool Whip's advertising will communicate the brand's taste superiority by comparing it to
the standard real whipped cream. Advertising copy will be delivered at historic weight levels
in all media to assure preferences versus competition for the brand is increased and, importantly, top-of-mind awareness of topping usage is maintained.
Advertising will also contribute to increasing Cool Whip usage as an ingredient by communicating the appetite and family appeal of the dessert at media weight levels equal to new
dessert products.
PROMOTION STRATEGY
Cool Whip overall promotion strategy will be to assist advertising in building share by: (a)
preventing current users from switching to lower price alternatives, by providing minimum
levels of price incentives and, (b) encouraging light users to trade up to larger sizes by providing a greater savings on 8- and 12-oz. sizes. Additionally, promotion will also assist in
building trial of new Cool Whip dessert ideas via dissemination of recipes as well as trial incentives.
PRICING STRATEGY
Cool Whip's pricing strategy will be to charge a 15% premium versus private label frozen
toppings. The premium price strategy represents the added value the brand offers consumers
and assures sufficient funds are available to invest in superior product quality and marketing
support. Within the brand savings between sizes will reflect specific size strategies (i.e., grow
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volume, maintain share, etc.). The 15% premium reflects the optimum level at which the
brand can achieve its share growth objectives based on past experience, while achieving EBT
margin goals.
PACKAGING STRATEGY
Cool Whip's overall packaging will reinforce the brand's quality image. Specifically, the
physical package will maintain its current "high quality dairy product" image, while
graphics will strongly communicate the product's appetite appeal.
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level of public usage disappointing. Effective marketing is user-oriented, not
seller-oriented.
Seventh, marketing utilizes and blends a set of tools called the marketing
mix-product design, pricing, communication, and distribution. Too often the
public equates marketing with only one of its tools, such as advertising. But
marketing is oriented toward producing results, and this requires a broad conception of all the factors influencing buying behavior. A church, for example, may
do no advertising and yet attract a large following because of other elements
appealing to the public's needs.

I
I

WHY DO NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS GET
INTERESTED IN MARKETING?
Different industries and organizations develop their initial interest in marketing at different times. Organizations that enjoy a sellers' market, one marked
by an abundance of customers, tend to ignore or avoid marketing. Thus, colleges
in the 1960s had their pick of students and were oblivious to marketing. Ironically, they carried on marketing activities without being conscious of it. The
private college ran an admissions office whose staff visited prime local high
schools and sought to convince the best students to come to that college. The
college's development office assiduously cultivated well-heeled alumni in the
never-ending search for the large gift. The college's public relations people busied
themselves visiting editors and community organizations in the effort to market
favorable news and impressions about the college. The dean of students ran
various extracurricular programs to increase student satisfaction with the college.
These and other administrators had the responsibility of sensing, serving, and
satisfying different markets, although they were rarely conscious that their work
was marketing.
Organizations typically become aware of marketing when their market
undergoes a change. When buyers, members, funds, or other resources needed by
the organization get scarce or harder to attract, the organization gets concerned.
If their "sales" decline or become volatile, or new competitors appear, or new
buyer needs emerge, these organizations become receptive to possible solutions
such as marketing. This began to happen to many nonprofit organizations in the
1970s. This, combined with the growing literature on nonprofit organization
marketing, thrust marketing into the center stage. 8

WHAT ARE THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION MARKETING?
Marketing in the nonprofit sector does not involve new marketing principles
so much as new and challenging settings for the application of these principles.
Weinberg and Lovelock have identified four major characteristics of the nonprofit
organization that call fo r special attention in seeking to apply marketing principles.9 They are:

Marketing's Rol e in Nonprofi t Organiz.lti

1. Multiple publics. Nonprofit organizations n?rmally. have at least t.wo maje
publics to work with from a marketing point of VI~W: theIr chents and theIr funder
The former pose the problem of resource allocatIOn and the latter, the problem,
resource attraction. Besides these two pubhcs, many other pubhcs surround. tl
nonprofit organization and call for marketing programs. Thus a college can dIre,
marketing programs toward prospective students, current students, parents o.f Stl
dents, alumni, faculty, staff, local business firms,. and local.government.agencles.
turns out that business organizations also deal With a ~ultl~ude of pubhcs but t~e
tendency is to think about marketing only in connection WIth one of these pubhc
namely their customers.
.
2. Multiple objectives. Nonprofit organizations tend to pursue several Impo
tant objectives simultaneously rather than onl~ one~ such as pro~ts. ~s a result,
is more difficult to formulate strategies that WIll sattsfy all the obJecttves. ~anag
ment must do its best to state the relative importanc~ of the. several o~Jecttv'
so that a choice can be made among alternative strategIes: Busmess organt~atlOl
also have multiple objectives but these tend to be dommated by the dnve fe
profits.
. .
.
3. Services rather than physical goods. Most nonpro.fit organtzatlOns are en~a~ed
the production of services rather than goods. S~rvlces have the charactensttcs :
being intangible, inseparable, variable, an? pen.sh~ble. Thus, a college ott:ers <
intangible service called education; its dehvery IS mseparabl~ from :~e dehvere
(professors); its quality is variable with respect to who d.ehvers It; and I~ IS pensha?
in that empty classroom seats mean a loss of the associated revenue ~mce . a servI'
cannot be stored. Service marketers must keep these charactensttcs m mmd whl
.
developing marketing strategies and plans.' o
.
4. Public scrutiny. Nonprofit organizations are usually s,u?Ject to close pubhc scn
tiny because they provide needed public services, are su?sldlzed, .a.re tax-exempt, ar
in many cases are mandated into existence. They expene.nc~ pohttcal p~essures fro
various publics and are expected to operate in the pubhc.mteres~. ThiS means th
their marketing activities are likely to come under pubhc scrutmy. For exampl
when the U.S. Department of Energy proposed to spend $50 mllhon to ~dvertl
to the public on ways to conserv~ energy,. ~any members of Congress obJected '
the expenditure of public funds m adverttsmg.

We shall say more about the characteristics of nonprofit organization rna
keting throughout the book.
WHAT ARE THE MAJOR MARKETING PROBLEMS
THAT NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FACE?
-"
.
Each nonprofit organization needs to identif~ the specific marketing pro!
lems that it faces. The organization might be surpnsed at the number of marke
ing problems it discovers. Recently, a large hospital.in Chicago undertook
marketing problem inventory and identified the followmg problems:
1. Its overall number of patient admissions was falling.
.
2. Certain medical departments-such as psychiatry and materntty-were gross
underutilized.
.
3. The hospital had a particularly low rate .of admissions in the sum~ertlll
because its "product mix" was stronger in servmg Illnesses and aCCIdents hkely
arise in the winter season.
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level of public usage disappointing. Effective marketing is user-oriented, not
seller-oriented.
Seventh, marketing utilizes and blends a set of tools called the marketing
'nix-product design, pricing, communication, and distribution. Too often the
public equates marketing with only one of its tools, such as advertising. But
marketing is oriented toward producing results, and this requires a broad conception of all the factors influencing buying behavior. A church, for example, may
:10 no advertising and yet attract a large following because of other elements
lppealing to the public's needs.
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Different industries and organizations develop their initial interest in marketing at different times. Organizations that enjoy a sellers' market, one marked
by an abundance of customers, tend to ignore or avoid marketing. Thus, colleges
in the 1960s had their pick of students and were oblivious to marketing. Ironically, they carried on marketing activities without being conscious of it. The
private college ran an admissions office whose staff visited prime local high
,chools and sought to convince the best students to come to that college. The
:::ollege's development office assiduously cultivated well-heeled alumni in the
never-ending search for the large gift. The college's public relations people busied
themselves visiting editors and community organizations in the effort to market
avorable news and impressions about the college. The dean of students ran
larious extracurricular programs to increase student satisfaction with the college.
: hese and other administrators had the responsibility of sensing, serving, and
,atisfying different markets, although they were rarely conscious that their work
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undergoes a change. When buyers, members, funds, or other resources needed by
(he organization get scarce or harder to attract, the organization gets concerned.
If their "sales" decline or become volatile, or new competitors appear, or new
Guyer needs emerge, these organizations become receptive to possible solutions
mch as marketing. This began to happen to many nonprofit organizations in the
1970s. This, combined with the growing literature on nonprofit organization
marketing, thrust marketing into the center stage.8
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Marketing in the nonprofit sector does not involve new marketing principles
;0 much as new and challenging settings for the application of these principles.
Weinberg and Lovelock have identified four major characteristics of the nonprofit
~ganizati on that call for special attention in seeking to apply marketing princi, 'es. 9 They are:
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1. Multiple publics. Nonprofit organizations normally have at least two major
publics to work with from a marketing point of view: their clients and their funders.
The former pose the problem of resource allocation and the latter, the problem of
resource attraction. Besides these two publics, many other publics surround the
nonprofit organization and call for marketing programs. Thus a college can direct
marketing programs toward prospective students, current students, parents ~f students, alumni, faculty, staff, local business firms, and local government agencies. It
turns out that business organizations also deal with a multitude of publics but t~eir
tendency is to think about marketing only in connection with one of these pubhcs,
namely their customers.
2. Multiple objectives. Nonprofit organizations tend to pursue several important objectives simultaneously rather than only one~ such as profits. ~s a result, It
is more difficult to formulate strategies that Will satisfy all the obJecttves. Management must do its best to state the relative importance of the several objectives
so that a choice can be made among alternative strategies. Business organizations
also have multiple objectives but these tend to be dominated by the drive for
profits.
3. Services rather than physical goods. Most nonprofit organizations are engaged in
the production of services rather than goods. Services have the characteristics of
being intangible, inseparable, variable, and perishable. Thus, a college offers an
intangible service called education; its delivery is insep~rabl~ from .t~e dehverers
(professors); its quality is variable with respect to who d.ehvers It; and It IS penshable
in that empty classroom seats mean a loss of the associated reven~e ~lnce a service
cannot be stored. Service marketers must keep these charactensttcs In mind when
developing marketing strategies and plans.1o
4. Public scrutiny. Nonprofit organizations are usually subject to close public scrutiny because they provide needed public services, are subsidized, are tax-exempt, and
in many cases are mandated into existence. They experience political pressures from
various publics and are expected to operate in the public. interes~. This means that
their marketing activities are likely to come under pubhc scrutinY· For example,
when the U.S. Department of Energy proposed to spend $50 million to ad vertise
to the public on ways to conserve energy, many members of Congress objected to
the expenditure of public funds in advertising.

We shall say more about the characteristics of nonprofit organization marketing throughout the book.
WHAT ARE THE MAJOR MARKETING PROBLEMS
THAT NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FACE?

Each nonprofit organization needs to identify the specific marketing problems that it faces. The organization might be surprised at the number of marketing problems it discovers. Recently, a large hospital in Chicago undertook a
marketing problem inventory and identified the following problems:
I. Its overall number of patient admissions was falling.
2. Certain medical departments-such as psychiatry and maternity-were grossly
underutilized.
3. The hospital had a particularly low rate of admissions in the summertime
because its "product mix" was stronger in serving illnesses and aCCidents hkely to
arise in the winter season.

UNDERSTANDING MARKETING
4. The neighborhood was changing from a predominantly white middle-class
neighborhood to one of poor blacks and Latinos, whose medical needs and financial
resources were radically different.
5. The hospital had a poor image among the newer residents in the community
as being elitist and indifferent to their problems.
6. Two newer hospitals in the suburbs had attracted away several doctors and
patients who formerly used this hospital.
7. Physician ~orale was at a low level as a result of complaints from their patients
about poor nursmg care and poor food, as well as a lack of physician amenities such
as generous office space and secretarial help.
8. Nurses' morale was also low as a :e.sult of low pay, poor schedules of working
hours, and sharp words from the physIcIans. The hospital needed additional nurses
but had trouble recruiting them.
9. Patients reported during exit interviews that they thought the nursing care and
food were poor and that their rooms were overly hot and depressing looking.
10. The development office was finding it increasingly hard to attract large contributors to help meet the hospital's expenses.
11. The volunteers' office was finding it increasingly hard to attract additional
women volunteers, as more women entered the labor force.

. Not ~ll hospit.als have the same problems, and other institutions--<:olleges,
socIal servIce agencIes, churches, and so on-will have to identify their particular
marketing problems. What makes these marketing problems is that the institution
is failing to achieve a desired relationship with one or more of its markets or
pUblics. Somehow, there is a gap between the target group's needs and the
organization's offering.
Marketing arises when an organization forms an idea of a desired level of
transactions that it wants with a target market. At any point in time, the actual
demand level may be below, equal to, or above the desired demand level Marketing management's task is to influence the level, timing, and character of demand
in a way that will help the organization achieve its objectives.
Demand may be in anyone of eight states and each presents a different
marketing challenge. II
1. '!egative demand. A market is said to be in a state of negative demand if a
major .part of the market disli~es the product and in fact may even pay a price to
av.old It. People have a negatIve demand for vaccinations, dental work, vasecto~Ies, and gall bladder operations. Employers feel a negative demand for ex-conv~ct~ and alcoholic employees. The marketing task is to analyze why the market
dls~lkes the pr?duct, and whether a marketing program can change the market's
behefs ~nd attttudes through product redesign, lower prices, and more positive
promotIOn.
2. No demand. Target consumers may be uninterested or indifferent to the product. Thus farmers m.ay not be. inter~sted in . a new farming method and college
stud~nts may not be mterested m takmg foreIgn language courses. The marketing
task IS to find ways to connect the benefits of the product with the person's natural
needs and interests.
3. Latent ~emand. A substantial number of consumers may share a strong desire
for somethmg that cannot be satisfied by any existing product or service. Thus there
IS a strong latent demand for nonharmful cigarettes, safer neighborhoods, and more
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fuel-efficien t cars. The marketing task is to measure the size of the potential market
and develop effective goods and services that would satisfy the demand.
4. Falling demand. Every organization, sooner or later, faces falling demand for
one or more of its products. Churches have seen their membership decline, and
private colleges have seen their applications fall. The marketer must analyze the
causes of market decline and determine whether demand can be restimulated
through finding new target markets, changing the product's features, or developing
more effective communications. The marketing task is to reverse the declining
demand through creative remarketing of the product.
5. Irregular demand. Many organizations face demand which varies on a seasonal,
daily, or even hourly basis, causing problems of idle capacity or overworked capacity. In mass transit, much of the equipment is idle during the off-peak hours and
insufficient during the peak travel hours. Museums are undervisited during weekdays and overcrowded during weekends. Hospital operating rooms are overbooked
early in the week and underbooked toward the end of the week. The marketing task
is to find ways to alter the time pattern of demand through flexible pricing, promotion, and other incentives.
6. Full demand. Organizations face full demand when they are pleased with the
amount of business they have. The marketing task is to maintain demand at its
current level in the face of the ever-present possibility of changing consumer preferences and more vigorous competition. The organization must keep up its quality and
continually measure consumer satisfaction to make sure that it is doing a good job.
7. Overfull demand. Some organizations face a demand level which is higher than
they can or want to handle. Thus the Golden Gate Bridge carries a greater amount
of traffic than is safe; Yellowstone National Park is terribly overcrowded in the
summertime; and the Picasso exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art attracted such
crowds that visitors had to wait two hours in line to be admitted. The marketing
task, called demarketing, requires finding ways to reduce the demand temporarily
or permanently. General demarketing seeks to discourage overall demand and
consists of such steps as raising prices and reducing promotion and service. Selective
demarketing consists of trying to reduce the demand coming from those parts of the
market which are less profitable or less in need of the service. Demarketing does not
aim to destroy demand but only reduce its level. Il
8. Unwholesome demand. Products which are considered unwholesome will attract organized efforts to discourage their consumption. Unselling campaigns have
been conducted against cigarettes, alcohol, hard drugs, handguns, X-rated movies,
and large families. The marketing task is to get people who like something to give
it up. Anti-product marketers use such tools as fear communications, price hikes,
and reduced availability to discourage consumption .

Organizational marketers will confront all or most of these demand problems as they work on various marketing problems facing the organizations.

HOW ARE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS USING
MARKETING TODAY?
Nonprofit organizations vary greatly in their awareness and use of modern
marketing ideas. (See Exhibit 1-1 for a classification of nonprofit institutions.)
Some nonprofit institutions, particularly colleges, hospitals, and libraries, are
beginning to apply marketing ideas actively. Other nonprofit institutions, such as
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to more "members" and eventually to more "donors."s If there is a strong fl
.
Ow
·
f rom one au dlence stage Into the next, then his argument for low prices is
.
'd
'
Worth
senous consl eratlOn.
PROMOTING THE PRODUCT

Pro~oti?n plays a critical role in building and maintaining audiences. The
arts. organtzatlOn. must know
. how to promote its offer in a cost-effective manner
Its
target
audience.
This
means it must know how to develop effective d'Irect
o
t '1 .
mal pieces, newspaper and other ads, and pUblicity. It must know how much to
spend and how to mix the diff:rent promotional media for maximum impact .
The three tasks of promotIOn are to (1) attract new attenders to the theat
(2) upgrad.e the attenders into subscribers, and (3) get subscribers to renew th:~;
membership.
Attracting new attenders requires directing appropriate forms of promof
to new groups of high
For
North Light
Theatre of Evanston, IlltnOls, determined that It was underattracting potential
theatregoers fro~ the neighborin~ to~n of Skokie, Illinois. To reach this target
ma~ke~, North Llg~t u~ed a comblna~lOn of promotions, including sending direct
mall ~Ieces to c.ert~1n Zl~ code areas In Skokie, giving speeches about the theatre
to. major organtzatlOns In the community, and running teas in homes of Skokie
fnends of the theatre.
Encouraging.the attenders ~o become season subscribers is the most important challenge facI.ng a ~erformlng arts organization, according to Newman.6
~ewman sees the single ttcket buyer as the nemesis of the theatre business. Single
ttcket buyers are ~ckl~. They often decide at the last minute if they will attend
a perfo~anc~. If It ~alns o~ there are bad reviews, or something else comes up,
the.y Will decide against gOing and the theatre ends up with empty seats. Subscnbe~s, on the other hand, have prepaid for their tickets. They have made a
c~mmltment to support the theatre whether the reviews are good or bad. They
Will s~ow up. The key task, therefore, is to try to fill the theatre seats with
subscnbers. The ideal situation is where every seat has been sold to subscribers
and those who want to see the plays have no choice but to wait for a time when
th~y can buy a SUbscription. Even if the arts organization sold only 70 percent
of Its seat~ to subscribers, it would have to attract only 30 percent of single ticket
buyers to ItS perf~rmances rather than 100 percent. To induce single ticket buyers
to ~ecome subscnbers, the organization should consider offering a discount to the
senes, or an extra play, or some other incentive which Newman describes in his
Subscribe Now!
!he. third promotion task is to gain renewals from current subscribers. If
there IS high subscriber attrition, the arts organization has to work that much
~arder to ~ttract new subscribers. Subscription renewal marketing calls for mailIng attra~tlve brochures describing the next season's offering to current subscribers, sending a second mailing to those who failed to respond, and even phoning
nonrenewers to help bring about renewal or to learn the reasons for resistance.

~ot~ntial trie~s.

e~ample,

Repert~~~

The variety of promotional techniques available for audience building are
. 'dly illustrated in the sample campaign plan (see Figure 18-2) prepared by
VIVI
'
'11'
1
h' h has
Newman for a resident theatre locat~d .
In a city of 2 ml Ion peop e, w IC
000 current subscribers and a capacity of 15,000 seats for the run of each play.
~he plan calls for direct mailings, telephone selling, party. se~ling,. corporate sales
. 'ts and so on. It aims for an overkill of 1,495 subscnptlons In case some of
VISI ,
. 1 . . 1
the components fail to deliver their quot~s. As elabo~~te as thiS p. an IS, It eaves
t other forms of promotion such as radiO and televIsion promotIOn; newspaper
~
.
'
~
dvertising; door-to-door direct selling; brochure Inserts Into newspapers
~ther publications; and so on. The main question is wheth~r it would be better
to use fewer tools more intensely than many tools superficially.

MEMBERSHIP DEVElOPMENT
Many nonprofit organizations have membership as either a core ~r a~cillary
component of their operation. Members are people who join an orgamzatlOn and
support it with dues and other forms of energy. Members have a more permanent
relation with an organization than its audience or consumers, who come and go.
Yet they are not paid employees who work under contract. They may volunt~er
to do unpaid work, although this is not typically a condition for me~bershlp,
Membership is a core feature of such organizations as churches, untons, and
trade associations. These organizations exist to serve their members, who are also
in fact their major consumers. In other organizations, suc.h ~s museu~s, performing arts groups, and charitable organizations, membershl~ IS ~n ancillary feature
designed primarily to raise money and 'volunteered services tn orde~ to. serve a
separate group of consumers. We should be aware that some. orga~l~atlOns use
the term "membership" broadly, such as where a college beheves.lt IS ma.de of
many membership groups, such as students, professors, and ~lumnt. Techntcally
speaking, however, students are consumers, professors are employees, and only
alumni (if they pay their dues) are members.
Membership organizations typically face a number of problems such as (1)
too few members, (2) poor mix of members, (3) too many inactive ~embers, and
(4) too many nonrenewing members. Membership de.veloFme~t IS the gener~l
name given to the task of creating a healthy membership situatIOn. Here we Will
examine, from a marketi~point of view, the four major problems of a membe~
ship organization: membership definition. membership attraction. membership
motivation. and membership retention.
MEMBERSHIP DEFINITION

Every membership organization needs to define memb~r~hip q~alific~~ions,
membership classes, anc) membership benefits. These ~eclslons Will cnttcally
affect the ability of the organization ,~o attract and retain members. .
Organizations vary in the qualifications they place on membership. At one

(
Component

Renewal

(

Sample Pla n fo r Selling 15,000 Tic kets
SAMPLE CAMPAIGN OUTLINE
Total Subscriptions A vailable: 75, 000

-

Coal

Re-enrol~ment of 70% of current list of 8,000
subscribers.
Conversion of
5,600
Sa le of 2 ~ubscriptions each to 5% of list of
single-ticket buyers
2,500 single-ticket bu yers.
Restoration of
250
Sale of 2 subscriptions each to 10% of list of
dropouts
1, 250 dropouts .
Current subscriber
250
Recr~itment of 200 current subscribers to sell 2
participation
pairs of subscriptions each.
Parties
800
Sale of 4 pairs of subscriptions at each of 50
coffee parties
Bloc sales
400
Sale of 5 pairs of subscriptions each to 50
corporations.
Sale on commission
500
Recr~i~ment of outside philanthropic, civic,
rellglo~s,. and fraternal organizations to sell
subSCriptions on commission.
Xmas card list
1,000
Recruitment of 50 board members, guild
members, or subscribers to write 100
per.sonal letters each to friends, with
anticipated return of 7% ordering 2
subscriptions each .
Telephone campaign
S I f2 b
700
su script ions each to 4% of 7 000
ae 0
people called by phone.
'
Student discounts
560
On-campus sale Qf specially priced
subscriptions to students who can afford to
buy them .
Senior citizen
500
Sale of specially priced subscriptions to senior
discounts
citizens who can afford to bu y them .
Scholarships
500
Sale of 5 subscriptions each to 50 individuals,
corporations, or service clubs, sponsoring
scholarship subscriptions for students .
Donated
250
Sale of 5 subscriptions each to 50 donors
subscriptions
earmarked as contributions for senior '
citizens.
Special letter to
250
Letter to renewi ng and new subscribers ask·
subscribers
them to ~ind additional subscribers amon~ng
their fa mily and friends.
Direct mail phase I
275
Sale of 2 subscriptions each to II ] of 1% of
350,000-name brochure mailing list during
the spring and early summer.
Direct ma il phase"
2,33 0
Sale of 2 subscriptions each to II ] of 1% of
second 350,000-name brochure mailing list
dUring the late summer and early fall .
2,330
Total Campaign Goal: 16.495
SOURCE : Danny Newman Subscribe N
,
1977), pp. 36-37.
'
ow. (New York : Theatre Communication s Group, Inc

extreme are the professional assocIatIOns who will only accept ___ensed or
"schooled" practitioners into their ranks. Thus, the American Medical Association (AMA) will only accept licensed physicians as members while excluding
osteopaths, chiropractors, and others who claim medical knowledge and status.
furthermore, they will drop members who violate the professional code of ethics.
At the other extreme are museums and charitable organizations who will accept
anyone as a member who is willing to pay the annual dues, without any attention
to the moral character or other aspects of the person.
Membership qualifications can often become a divisive issue within the
current membership ranks. During the sixties and seventies, many Protestant
churches were torn between the conservatives who wanted to admit only people
of their own kind to membership and the liberals who wanted churches to be run
along open admission lines. The rate of membership growth of a church is
certainly affected by this decision. Jews have remained a minority religious group
because of their disinclination to proselytize, whereas Southern Baptists have
shown spectacular growth because of their evangelical fervor.
Various membership organizations also define classes of membership. In
fraternal organizations such as the Shriners, Lions, and so on, new members start
at the lowest level of membership and rise through merit or seniority to higher
levels of membership and "secret knowledge." In organizations that use membership primarily as a fundraising device, new members can "buy" into any membership class through the size of their gift or dues. For example, people can join the
new Terra Museum of American Art (Evanston, Ill.) a t any of eight membership
levels: founder, $5,000; benefactor, $2,500; guarantor, $1,000; patron, $500; sustaining fellow, $250; sponsor, $100; annual member, $50; associate and student
member, $25.
All members are entitled to a core set of benefits. Members of the Terra
Museum receive advance notice of programs and events, invitations to exhibition
previews, admission to all exhibitions without charge, calendars of events, and
discounts on purchases at the Museum Shop. Higher classes of members receive
some additional benefits, such as invitations to special programs and previews.
Clearly, a major task of a membership organization is to formulate the benefit mix
that will achieve the desired mix of members. The more generous the benefits, the
greater the organization's ability to attract members.
MEMB ERSHIP ATTRACTIOO

An organization can view itself as having too few, enough, or too many
members. Here we shall deal with the former problem, which is the most common. For example, AMA membership dropped from 62 percent of the nation's
physicians in 1968 to 47 percent in 1980. The AMA is quite disturbed about this,
since it hurts its revenue and its power in Washington as a spokesman for the
medical profession. Many chur<:hes also suffer from too few members.
Attracting new members calls for carrying out the normal marketing steps
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of (I) defining and locating prospects, (2) determining their attitudes toward the
organization, and (3) developing a plan to sell them on membership.7
Defining and locating prospects.
Organizations with a strict membership
definition, such as unions and trade associations, usually have little or no trouble
defining and locating prospects. Thus, the AMA knows the name and address of
every U.S. physician since they are listed in a registry. Those physicians who are
not AMA members constitute the prospect pool, and it is relatively easy to reach
them with direct mail, phone calls, and personal visits to try to sell them on the
benefits of membership.
Open membership organizations have a tougher problem defining their
prospect pool. For a major art museum, the prospect pool, in principle, inclUdes
every adult living in or near the city. In practice, most city dwellers would not
be interested or willing to pay membership dues. The museum must therefore
classify its prospects, from those who would show the most interest and have the
most financial ability to those with much less interest and/or ability to pay. The
museum could "buy" the names and addresses of people who have joined other
museums or supported arts organizations in general. Depending on the quality
of its prospect list, the museum could direct appropriate and cost-effective COmmunications.
Determining prospects' attitudes toward the organization.
The organization
should interview some prospects to learn their reasons for not joining the organization. Each reason becomes something that the organization will want to handle.
These reasons usually lead to a segmentation of prospects into three groups:
resisters, indifferents, and uninforms.
Resisters are persons who dislike the organization. Among the reasons they
give are: "I disagree with the organization's principles," "The organization
doesn't do any good," "The membership is self-serving and hypocritical." If these
beliefs are unfounded, the organization can offer evidence that refutes these views
and attract Some resisters. But where these views are well founded, the organization will gain little by pursuing this group.
IndifJerents are prospects who don't see much net benefit to joining the
organization. They will give as reasons fo r not joining: "The dues are high relative
to the benefits" or "I don't like to join organizations." Included in this group are
"free riders," people who feel they can get the benefits without being members.
The best approach to indifferents is to try to demonstrate that the organization's
value is high in relation to the cost.
Uninforms are prospects who have little information on which to base a
judgment about the value of belonging to the organization. They say: "I guess I
don't know what it really does" or "I have no idea of the dues but I think they
are high." The best approach to the uninformed is to send information to them
to increase their knowledge of the organization.

An organization can pursue memberDeveloping a plan to seU membership.
ship building along three lines. The first is normal membership recruitment, in
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d
t through the mail, distributed at
which printed pieces are develope~1 a~n :en ropriate occasions. The second is
meetings, and hand~~ o~t p~rso~:r:bers !p field staff, often directed at very
person-fo-person solrclfaflO~ d ~s the major membership drive waged at convendesirable prospects. ~he thhlr
h th se of speakers, visual aids, testimonials,
(ons and other meetmgs, t roug
.e u .
I
I.
h E h pproach IS discussed be ow.
.
and Sign-up boot s' . ac a
. t'
ormal membership recruitment bOlls
F
a profeSSIOnal orgamza lOn, n
.
~
h
or
..
rial that communicates an effective case or t e
down tof developm~ ~nnteld .matte th ost The organization must first take stock
..
b
embershlp m re ation 0 e c .
.
b
d whether they are suffiCient m num er
value 0 m
re~1 benefits
It offiler~hm7M~s
o~ers the following benefits to its physician
of
andthe
quality.
For examp
e, e
members:
I. various journals and newsletters
2. insurance programs
..
.
3. seminars on medical, social, and polIttcal tOPICS

4
5..
6.
7.

placement services
. I I'b .
.
services
0 f one of the nation's most up-to-date medica I ranes
a 32 percent discount on Hertz car rentals
lobbying for physician interests

. res?ec t t 0 hOfwbimportant
they regard
'{;f seamenfs.
Some
The. AMA should research prospects wlt.h
Th
It an be used to Identify a set 0 eneJ' 0
each benefit.
e resu s C I
medical benefits such as
prospects will be p~imarily m~tivate~o~\~;;:;~~acne:ent, and collegial-social
insurance, Hertz discounts, .c ance
tunit to im rove their medical
relations. Others will be ~otlva.ted bY th:nO:~~~ary s~rvice/Still others will be
I
com.petence thro~gh s:::~~ J~u:n;o~;tical instrument to protect and advance
motivated by seemg t .
~. B identifying these different segments,
the interests of the medical pro eS~lon'd y d
iled that would maximize the
h Id be asked for ideas
different brochures could be deve ope.. an rna
appeal to each benefit segment. .In addition, pro~pects s ou
of new benefits that would motivate them to Jom the AMA. ects' and memThe professional associati~n should alsod~:sSe~:~~ ::~~ructu~e. Hit with
f
$110 to $250),
bers') opinions about the appropnaten.ess of the
.
.
$1(' which annual dues rose rom
d d line Physicians who have to pay
two successive dues mC.rease . m
AMA membership con~mu~~ I~S ~~:~:;:te a~~ co~nty medic~1 associations, in
another $200 for mem ers Ip m $250 ~ AMA membership was too much.
.o~ f selling the benefits of membership
many cases thought tha~ another
Clearly, the AMA must either do a bette~ JO 0
.
..
b rshlp dues.
. fon seeks to attract are usually some
or think tWice about ralsmg mem e
Among the prospects that an orgamza I
I the AMA
VIPs who ~oul.d make especially valua:l:e~~k:~:~' ;~i~~:io e~embership
might conSider It a real coup .to attr.a~t I of the AMA Obviously, this "converwho had previously been pUblici Y. ~I~IC: simply maili~g an attractive brochure
sion sale" would not be accomp lIS e y
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to t~e physician describing the benefits of AMA
"
reqUires a tailored marketing approach that reli :em,~ershIP' This physician
process,
es eavi y on a personal seW
. '

Ing

The process consists of taking the VIP
pr?spect through the following fou
stages designed to bring about grow'
mg commitment to the organization:
r

Good News Texas would have three major targets: (I) the 4,7 million Texans
-one-third of the state's population-who do not belong to any Christian group,
persons " who are completely uninvolved in the things of Christ," (2) inactive and
apathetic church members, including 700,000 Baptists, and (3) the active membership of local Baptist churches,
MEMBERSHIP MOTIVATION

Contoct

~

Cultivotion/
educotion

I--

Involvement I-- Commitment

The first stage is contact in which the or a ' , ,
a,ppointment to see the physician and desc~bmzatlOn s rep~esentative makes an
tlOn has in his or her membersh ' Th
es the strong m~erest the organizaacquainted and to offer informatll~o' TehPurpose of the ~eetmg is simply to get
,
h'
n,
e second stage IS It' ,
mw
' terestmg
" things ab t 't cu lvatlOn/education
' Ich the organization mal' ls m
" ,
.
o~ I s ,actIVIties in the hope
of mcreasing the physician's interest Th
to lunch or dinner from time to t' 'The re~resentatlve will take the physician
Ime, e third stage '
11 d '
representative asks the phys IClan
' , to Jom
, , the 0
IS , ca e Involvement, The
'
specific high-minded type of '
1
,
rgamzatlon and get involved, A
,
InVO vement IS usually
d h
can~ot ,easily refuse, The fourth sta e is
, pro~ose ~ at the physician
havmg Joined, begins to meet
g 1 commitment. In which the physician
&'
1
new peop e and serve 0
'
'
lee a commitment to the or
' ,
n committees and begins to
,
gamzatlOn,
'
, From time to time, an organization w'll
drrve. It will set a high memb h '
I un~erta~e a major membership
building budget, engage the ers, Ip goal, subs,t~ntlally mcrease its membership
'
services of advertlsmg d
k '
Itz the prospects with Il' t t
an mar etmg experts and
era ure and appeal Th
'
'
bl ,
denves part of its effectiveness through "tumin s, "e major membership drive
bers to becoming more active recruiters
, g?n the staff and cU,rrent memness through the offering of "sp ' I " and, It denves another part of ItS effective"h 1 '
eCla mcentlves" for ' , ,
h
'
'
Jommg
a f-pnce membershl' ps ," .. premiums""
bl'
' , at t at time ' such as
, ' , pu IC recogmtlOn of new members "
and so on, One of the most d
ramatlc major me b h'
'
'
by the Southern Baptists in T
&'
m ers Ip dnves was undertaken
exas a lew years ago: 8
, The Baptist General Convention in T
'
?eslgned to share the good news of God' I exasls about to launch a media blitz
m the state an average of forty t'
s ove with ,every man, woman, and child
February and March, The $15 '1IImes apiece dunng a four-week campaign in
' ml IOn campaign to be
WI'II rleature commercials fo Ch
'
, ,'
ca II ed G ood News Texas
h
'
r
nst on teleVISIon a d d"
'
ot er pnnt media, booster spots on b'llb
d
~
ra
10, ads m newspapers and
ar
l
personal visitation program to b
b °h s, pms on lapels, and an extensive
e run y t e local churches,
of course,
have halwa ys been aggr~sslve,
'
Baptists,
Fifty-Four"
and th
They sought "A Million
More in
:'W~n Clinics" to instruct pe:;le ~:~h~~~O:tduesBilly Graham Crusades and hold
IS bigger, better, grander than anythi th qh of personal evangelism, But this
ng ey ave ever done before,

Ideally, an organization would like every member to be active, proud, and
ready to serve the organization whenever called upon, In practice, only a small
percent of the membership of any organization shows enthusiasm and takes a real
interest in its affairs, A pastor reported to the author that about one-third of the
members of his church are inactives (i,e" nominal Christians) who attend services
only a few times a year on the major holidays; a third are moderate actives who
attend fairly frequently but who don't get highly involved; and a third are high
actives who contribute most of the time, money, and other things that make it
possible to run the church, In other words, a small fraction of the membership
of any organization will do most of the work involved in running it,
The first step for an organization is to determine the proportions of inactives, moderate actives, and high actives, A high or growing number of inactives
is a sign that the organization is not creating value for these members, and this
could eventually spell the demise of the organization, The organization should
then proceed to survey the three groupS to find out what aspects of the organization are satisfying and dissatisfying to them, Table 18-1 shows two key questions

Table 18-1
SURVEY INSTRUMENT MEASURING MEMBERS' DISSATISFACTION

1. HOW OFTEN 00 YOU FINO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PROBLEMS
OR ANNOYANCES OCCURRING WHEN DEALING WITH THE SOCIETY?
Ne ver
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Lack of experi enced staff
Return call s late
Impersonal service
No advisory assistance
Poor meetings

-"

L -_ _ _ _

--~------------~--------J-------~

2. HOW MUCH DOES THE PROBLEM BOTHER YOU?
.Not at All
Just a Little
Very
Extremely
Bothered
Bothered
Bothered
Bothered
Lack of experienced staff
Return calls late
Impersonal service
No advisory assistance
Poor meetings
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that can reveal areas of member dissatisfacti
.
..
~onitoring the feelings of members, the orga~~z:~!~helr ~elatJve Importance. By
Improve members' satisfaction.
can earn what steps would
!he organization should supplement its surve
.
.
slOns m which a sample of members a . ·t d
ys ~Ith focus group discus_
re mVI e to consider new w
b ,.
b
ays to create
mem ers mvolvement and excitement It
worthwhile members of a worthwhile . s. me.m ers want to feel that they are
are personally highly regarded in the ororga~lz~tlOn(. They need evidence that they
f )
ganlzatlOn need for resp
d
IOn , .an ~xpectation of new experiences (need f,
.
onse an recogni_
organizatIOn is ~ccomplishing important thin s f~: ~~nety), and a sense tha~ the
!oo often orgamzations are run without chang f
e members and the SOCiety.
mterest begins to Hag as a sameness is felt. ge rom year to year, and members'
MEMBERSHIP RETENTION

The ultimate indicator of a failure to sati f
.
.
non renewal rate. This is the annual "mark t s ~,members IS a high or growing
whether the "product" is worth the
t Teh. te.st, where each member votes On
t I
cos.
IS IS why membersh ·
.
b h.
Ip organizations
pu a ot of effort into the task of
renewal notice as in the past th me~ er~ Ip renewa~. Instead of sending a plain
listing all the benefits and' ey se7. :nnted matenal (letter and/or brochure)
"WO?'t you please renew YOU~c~~:~~:s:::ents of the o~,ganization, along with
commg in the first few weeks
th
p, lohn l.ones. If no renewal is forthano
~r membership renewal letter is sent, and
eventually a phone call might' b
The central need is to deter e ~a e t.o encourage the member's renewal.
A YMCA unit found 4 reasonsm~~;ovua~~us ~easons why memb~rs don't renew.
dropout:
ng or 80 percent of ItS membership
I. m~ve to a new community (10 percent)
2. swItch of membership to a modern health
.
3. reported dissatisfaction with conditi
f club o~ ~ennts club (20 percent)
4. reported light use or nonuse of th ~n~I? thee facilIty (30 percent)
e J aCI IlIes 20 percen t)

The YMCA cannot do any thin t
.
community, but clearly it can d
g 0 shjt?P members from movmg out of the
" ·1· ·
0 somet ng about th
d· .
.
laCI ItJes. In the short run the YMCA
e con ItlOn of ItS own
of membership· in the lo~g run ·t .lmhay have ~o sell members on other benefits
,I WI l ave to Impro·t
d
,
t·
1". . .
ve I s pro uct to compete
more successfully with other re
crea JOna laclhtJes.

VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT
One of the common features of man non
. .
of volunteers-both to k
d"
Y
profit orgamzatlOns is their use
·d
.
eep Own expenses and t
mmded people to contribute ti
t
o. pro~1 e a channel for highme 0 a cause they beheve m. Among organizations
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that make heavy use of volunteers are hospitals, arts organizations, charitable
institutions, churches, and reform organizations; also, smaller volunteer units are
found in schools and social service organizations.
The core concept of voluntarism is that individuals participate in spontaneous, private, and freely chosen activities that "promote or advance some aspect
of the common good, as it is perceived by the persons participating in it. "9 These
activities are not coerced by any institution in society and the behavior "is
engaged in not primarily for financial gain."lo Between 50 and 70 million Americans act as volunteers each year. In 1974, the economic value of volunteer time
exceeded $34 billion. In recent years, however, the number of volunteers has been
declining due to the rise in the proportion of working women. Organizations have
to give increased attention now to the problem of volunteer attraction and satisfaction . 11
Volunteers may seem to be a free "good" to the organization but this is not
entirely true. Some cost is incurred in recruiting, training, and motivating volunteers. Further cost is incurred when volunteers fail to show up when needed, or
show up tardily, or work at a slow pace. Some managements believe that competent paid staff members are ultimately better for the organization than unpaid
volunteers. Each organization has to determine the optimal ratio of volunteers
to staff to get its work done.
The proper way to attract and motivate volunteers is to recognize them as
a distinct market segment with certain needs and expectations with whom the
organization exchanges benefits. These needs and expectations have been changing over time. Years ago, volunteers talked about the gratification they derived
from helping others. In addition, their sense of self-worth was enhanced. In some
cases, volunteering allowed them to repay obligations. Volunteering also provides
stimulation and socialization. Investigation in the 1950s began to reveal more
self-serving gratifications: Volunteering conveyed and validated a higher social
status. 12 The 1970s have brought other motives to light. Training and work
experience is a major motivation for many types of volunteers, especially students
and women volunteers who have been homemakers but intend to reenter the work
force. Also volunteering provides social ties in a world where mobility, an increasingly nuclear family, and social conHict are rising.
VOLUNTEER ATTRACTIO-N

Volunteer organizations return these benefits to those who volunteer. New
volunteers must be constantly attracted as others leave. Organizations need a
systematic procedure to attract volunteers. The normal method is to ask current
volunteers to recruit additional volunteers among their friends and acquaintances. If this method fails to produce enough qualified volunteers, a notice or
advertisement would be distributed to members of the organization inviting them
to volunteer. Beyond this, the organization can place ads in other media announcing the strong need for volunteers and the benefits that volunteers enjoy.
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Not all volunteers can be accepted or assi ned t
perform. People with undesirable characteristics agnd/o 0 ~he tas~s t~ey Want to
others may be turned down on some excuse Vol / w 0 Won t miX well With
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e
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I Ing an envelope stuffing.
VOLUNTEER MOTIVATION

.
Volunteers need recognition and occasional h II
.
Ing their ti.me freely, they are especially sensitive ~o aSI~~e. ;Ince they are givsuch as being ordered to do something lik k'
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EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT
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or a police force that needs few new recruits. ~Jar recruitment is Illustrated by
a large foundation that is trying to recruit a new president. Each of these recruitment problems will be examined from a marketing point of view.
MASS RECRUITMENT

Large organizations whose personnel serve for only a short time must
recruit large number of new employees each year. This is true of large military
organizations, such as the U.S. Army and the U.S. Navy.
Consider the task faced by the U.S. Navy. Each year the navy calculates
the number of new enlistees it must attract in the coming year. This is based on
calculating the target size of the navy, less the expected size given the number
of enlisted personnel who will leave for one reason or another. If the navy could
convince a larger number of its current enlistees to sign up for another six years,
then its recruitment target would be lower. But reenlistments are a function of
how well navy life satisfies the current enlistees and many of them see more pay,
opportunity, and freedom in civilian life than in staying in the navy. This is not
to deny that improved marketing to the current enlistees would boost the reenlistment rate.
Suppose the navy estimates that it needs 118,000 recruits in the coming
year. This becomes the responsibility of the U.S. Navy Recruiting Command,
which employs 4,000 people to recruit for the navy. This department is organized
into several navy recruitment areas, each area is organized into many districts,
and each district into many local recruitment stations. The target quota is broken
into recruitment quotas for the separate areas, districts, and stations based on a
formula which takes into consideration the geographical unit's past recruit yield,
number of potential recruits, and other factors.
At the base of the recruiting system stands the individual recruiting station,
staffed by one or more navy people who have been assigned to the recruitment
function . Its job is to advertise locally, locate prospects in high schools and other
places, make a sales presentation on the benefits of navy life, and move the
prospects to signing up. Each recruiting officer has a quota and is judged by how
well he fills the quota. High performers receive special citations that enter their
military record and influence' their rate of advancement.
The allocation of recruitment quotas is guided by a careful analysis of the
high school graduating marI<et. First, an estimate is made of the total number of
male high school graduates expected in the coming year-say, 10 million. This
number is then reduced by the percentage that would not qualify for navy life
because of mental or physical disabilities; the remaining number (say, 5 million)
constitute the qualified military available (QMA). This number is then further
reduced because a certain percentage is not interested in, or actually is antagonistic to, military service; the remaining number (say, 750,(00) constitutes the
potential military market. The U.S. Navy competes for this market with the U.S.
Army and the U.S. Marines. Since the navy in recent years has attracted a 30
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Each project involves money and time, The organization will n

ma~e the amount of ~xpected attitude improvement with each pro'ect ~ed to estj.
arnve at the best mix of cost-effective actions.

~

In order to

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS AND EVALUATING RESULTS
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,
it will be in a position to return to the earlier steps and take a new reaumg of where
the organization stands in the mind of specific publics and what improvements
in public attitudes it needs to pursue. Thus the public relations process is continually recycling, as shown in Figure 17-3.
PUBLIC RELATIONS TOOLS

Here we want to examine the major public relations media and tools in more
detail. They are: (1) written material, (2) audio-visual material, (3) corporate
identity media, (4) news, (5) events, (6) speeches, and (7) telephone information
service.
WRITTEN MATERIAL

Organizations rely extensively on written material to communicate with
their target pUblics. For example, a college will use such written material as an
annual report, catalogs, employee newsletter, alumni magazine, posters and
flyers, and so on.
In preparing each publication, the public relations department must consider junction, aesthetics, and cost. For example, the function of an annual report
is to inform interested publics about the organization's accomplishments during
the year as well as about its financial status, with the ultimate purpose of generating confidence in the organization and its leaders. Aesthetics enter in that the
annual report should be readable, interesting, and professional. If the annual
report is published in mimeograph form, it suggests a poor and amateur-type
organization. If the annual report is extremely fancy, the public may raise questions as to why a nonprofit organization is spending so much money on graphics
instead of on needed services. Cost acts as a constraint in that the organization
will allocate a limited amount of money to each publication. The public relations
department has to reconcile considerations of function, aesthetics, and cost in
developing each publication.
AUDiO-VISUAL MATERIAL

Audio-visual material-such as films, slides-and-sound, and audio cassettes
-are coming into increasi~ use as communication tools. In the old days, college
recruiters, would visit different campuses and present a talk, answer questions,
and pass out some written materials to the high school seniors gathered to hear
about that college. The students had to concentrate hard on the recruiter's words
and some would fall asleep. Today's recruiter, in contrast, comes prepared to
deliver a high impact audio-visual presentation about the college. A recruiter
from the University of Richmond, for example, shows a 16-mm full-color 12minute film dramatizing life on the University of Richmond's campus. The film
costs $13,000 to produce and has apparently paid for itself many times in im-
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CORPORATE IDENTITY MEDIA
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hons director will review the coIl ' g, news management. The public relana t ura1 stones
' exist. Do any facultege s vanous com ponents to see whether any
y members have unusual backgrounds or are

ht
nY working on unusual projects? Are any new and unusual courses bein
5 ?
~re any exceptional students with unusual backgrounds enrolled? Are any interesting events taking place on campus? Is there a story about the architecture,
history, or aspirations of the college? Usually a search along these lines will
uncover hundreds of stories that can be fed to the press with the effect of creating
much more public recognition of the college. Ideally, the stories chosen should
symbolize the kind of college this college wants to be. The stories should support
its desired market position.
Getting media organizations to accept press releases and press conferences
calls for marketing skill. A good media relations director understands the needs
of the press for stories that are interesting and timely, Press releases should be
well written and eye-catching, The director will make a point of knowing as many
neWS editors and reporters as possible and helping them interview the organization's leaders when news breaks out. The more the organization welcomes the
press, the more likely it is to receive fair and favorable coverage,
EVENTS

The organization can increase its newsworthiness by creating events that
attract the attention of target publics, Thus a college seeking more public attention can host major academic conventions, feature well-known speakers and
celebrities, celebrate anniversaries of important events in the history of the college, and hold newS conferences, Each well-run event not only impresses the
immediate participants, but also serves as an opportunity to develop a multitude
of stories directed to relevant media vehicles and audiences,
Event creation and management is a particularly important skill in running
fundraising drives for nonprofit organizations, Fundraisers have developed a
large repertoire of special events, including anniversary celebrations, art exhibits,
auctions, benefit evenings, bingo games, book sales, cake sales, contests, dances,
dinners, fairs, fashion shows, parties in unusual places, phor.othons, rummage sales,
tours, and walkathons. For example, the American Cancer Society distributes a
brochure to local units in which they outline the following ideas for special events:
Dramatic special events attract attention to the American Cancer Society,
They bring color, excitement, and glamor to the program, Well planned, they will
get excellent coverage in newspapers, on radio and TV, and in newsreels, , , , A
Lights-On-Drive, a
or one-night House-to-House program have such
dramatic appeal that they stir excitement and enthusiasm, , , keep in mind the value
of burst of sound such as fire sirens sounding, loud-speaker trucks, fife and drum
corps, , , , A most useful special event is the ringing of church bells to add a solemn,
dedicated note to the launching of a drive or education project. This should be
organized on a division or community basis, and the church bell ringing may be the
signal to begin a House-to-House canvass, Rehearsals of bell ringing, community
leaders tugging at ropes, offer good picture possibilities,6

one-after~on

Exhibit 17-2 provides examples of how churches have created events to
attract and hold members,
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EXHIBIT 17-2. Churches go into high event creation to attract and hold
members
Many denominations whose churches used to be a primary center of town
or village social life appear to be resorting to desperate measures to recover
that sense of community.
In London, for instance, the dean of St. Paul 's Cathedral leaped off the
pinnacle of his temple and descended by parachute, in an attempt to relate
to the young people.
In San Francisco's Grace Cathedral four months later, a capacity crowd
of 3,000 attended what had been advertised as a "sensorium." The occasion
featured a mixture of the cathedral organ and ear-splitting electric guitars
'
punctuated with recorded wolf howls and bird shrieks.
The Grace Cathedral " happening" took place almost concurrently with
another vivid rite-held in Manhattan's St. Clement's Church near Broadway. Worshippers were blindfolded, told to remove their shoes and led to
the basement, where they walked about in their bare feet reciting the general confession . One by one, they subsequently were led to an adjoining
lavatory where, In the glare of a brilliant light, their blindfolds were
removed . A s~iling attendant, whose neck was wrapped in toilet paper,
then ceremoniously flushed the toilet-in order to symbolize the absolution of sins.
That bizarre ceremony did not surprise some churchmen, who have seen
some of. the wildest extremes of group dynamics utilized in attempts to
re-establish a sense of community in churches.'

Temple Solael is the domain of Rabbi Bernard Cohen, who has made a
name for himself in the last two decades for his avant garde multimedia
approach to his work and for his association with celebrities like Suzanne
Somers and Henry Winkler.
" Organized religion has been made boring, " asserts the 47-year-old clergyman. " In general, it denies full participation and refuses to discuss current
issues. The Haggadah [Passover prayer book] is magnificent," he says, "but
can we realisticall y relate to the 10 plagues? On the other hand, we can
relate to the oil crisis, the peace negotiations and the PLO."
W.ith the help of his wife, Doris, an art critic, he developed services
that Included art, drama, music, illusion and coloring prayer books for children .
Since he took over as spiritual leader of the Canoga Park congregation,
attendance at services had quadrupled. Most popular are those featuring a
talented young illusionist, David Avadon, who adds mime to the rabbi's
readings and sermons. Recently, while Rabbi Cohen related the dramatic
story of David and Goliath, Avadon faced an earthenware replica of the
P.hilistine giant and, whirling an imaginary sling, shattered it. Other nights,
hiS hands suddenly burst into flames or a bushel of fresh-picked corn turns
to ashes-without visible props.

(

EXHIBIT 17-2. Churches go inta.«lgh event creation to attract and hold
members (continued)
The popular coloring prayer book was inspired by Doris' observation
that people doodle when they want to express something they can 't
put into words. "We noticed that a lot of kids at the service seemed totally uninvolved . So we designed something as an extension of the doodling idea." The result, fondly dubbed "Color Me In Prayer," is a 10page booklet containing the traditional service and an assortment ~f
pictures to color. There are also blank spaces for children to express their
thoughts.
The rabbi is gaining notoriety for spectacular marriage ceremonies. They
feature a slide presentation depicting love between couples of all ages and
an a cappella group called " Songs of the Earth, " which sings about the unity
of God, man and woman-in 40 languages."
'SOURCE: Excerpted with permission from " Gimmicks Used to Aid Church Involvement," Chicago
..
."
.
"SOURCE : Quoted from " Religion Is Fun and Games With the Multimedia Rabbi, US, Aprrl 4,
1978, p. 20.

Sun-Times, May 10, 1969, p. 32 . ® Chicago Sun-Times: 1969 .

SPEECHES

Speeches are another tool through which the organization can commu~i
cate with target publics. The public relations director will look for effective
spokespersons for the organization and will try to arrange speaki~g eng~ge
ments. If a college's president is articulate and attractive, the pubhc relations
director will try to line up appearances on national and local talk shows, and at
major convention meetings. The president's impact will be further enhance~ by
engaging a good speech writer and coach. Articulate faculty .can al~o be I~ned
up for speaking engagements and news conferences. The pubhc relatIOns dlr~c
tor can set up a speakers' bureau to deliver appropriate talks to community
organizations.
TELEPHONE INFORMATION SERVICE

A relatively new public relations tool is a telephone number through which
members of the public can get information about the organization. Triton Community College, for example, set up a telephone number which gives prerecorded
information about the college, registration times, and costs. Various health organizations have set up telephone numbers that provide health messages about
specific symptoms and diseases. The American Cancer S~ciety. ·, IS set up a
national network of offices, called Cancer Information Services C ces, to take
calls. Going further, qrug abuse centers have set ·:.tp "hot lines" to take emergency
calls. These telephone services suggest that the organization cares about the
public and is ready to serve them.

(
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UNDERSTANDING MARKETING

Promotional competition has not yet led to premiums given to students for
enrollment (free radio, typewriter) or offers of "satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back," but these may come.
In equating marketing with intensified promotion by the admissions office,
these colleges may create new problems for themselves. Aggressive promotion
tends to engender strong negative reactions among the college's publics, especially faculty and alumni. Also, promotion may turn off as many prospective
students and families as it turns on. Aggressive promotion can attract the
wrong students to the college-students who drop out when they discover they
do not have the ability to do the work or that the college is not what it was
advertised to be. Finally, this kind of marketing creates the illusion that the
college has undertaken sufficient response to declining enrollment, an illusion
which slows down the needed work on "product improvement" which is the
basis of all good marketing.
A genuine marketing response has been undertaken by a small but growing
number of colleges. Their approach is best described as strategic market planning.
In this approach, marketing is recognized as much more than mere promotion
and, indeed, the issue of promotion cannot be settled in principle until more
fundamental issues are resolved. These institutions analyze their environment,
markets, and competition; assess their existing strengths and weaknesses; and
develop a clear sense of mission, market targets, and market positioning. By doing
this homework, they hope to develop the capability of competing successfully for
the students in their target market.

(
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• A Philadelphia hospital, in competing for mat~rnity patien~s, let ~he pub~ic know
that the parents of a newborn child would enJoy a candlehght dmner With steak
and champagne on the eve before the mother and child's departure from the hospital.
• A number of hospitals, in their competition to attract and ret~in physici.ans, have
added "ego services," such as saunas, chauffeurs, and even pnvate tenntS courts.
Fortunately, some hospitals are now beginning to apply marketing to a
broader set of problems. Where should the hospital locate a new branch or
~mbulatory care unit? How can the hospital estimate whether a new proposed service will draw enough patients? How can the hospital attract more
consumers to preventive care services, such as annual medical ~heckups a~d
cancer screening tests? How can a hospital successfully compete tn the recr~lt
ment of highly trained specialists who are in short supply? What marke~tng
programs can attract nurses, build community goodwill, attract more contnbutions?
An increasing number of hospital administrators are now attending marketing seminars to learn more about marketing research and ~ew service dev~l?p
ment. The Evanston Hospital, of Evanston, Illinois, a major 500-bed faclhty,
appointed the world's first hospital vice president of mar~etin~. Othe.r .hospit~ls
have Board of Trustees marketing committees or admimstratlve posItions With
responsibility for marketing. And many heal~h c~re orga~izations are hiring
market researchers to provide needed markettng tnformatlon. Recently, MacStravic published an entire book devoted to hospital marketing, 13 and many
articles are now appearing on health care marketing. lo

HOSPITAL RESPONSES TO MARKETING

We saw earlier that hospitals are beginning to treat marketing as a "hot"
topic. A few years ago, health professionals scorned the idea of marketing,
imagining that it would lead to ads such as "This week's special-brain surgery-only $595." Hospital administrators argued that patients didn't choose
hospitals, their doctors did; so marketing, to be effective, would have to be
directed toward doctors. Many hospitals still refuse to consider marketing
and, in the words of one administrator, "would rather use prayer than marketing."
Nevertheless, several hospitals have-taken their first tentative steps toward
marketing. A few rushed into marketing with more enthusiasm than understanding, believing it to consist of clever promotional gimmicks. For example:
• Sunrise Hospital in Las Vegas ran a large advertisement featuring the picture of a
ship with the caption, "Introducing the Sunrise Cruise, Win a Once-in-a-Lifetime
Cruise Simply by Entering Sunrise Hospital on Any Friday or Saturday: Recuperative Mediterranean Cruise for Two."
• St. Luke's Hospital in Phoenix introduced nightly bingo games for all patients
(except cardiac cases), producing immense patient interest as well as a net annual
profit of $60,000.

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR CRITICISMS
AGAINST MARKETINGl
Modem marketing carries negative connotations in the minds of many
people that trace back to ancient times. Plato, Ari~tot1e, Aquin~s~ ~nd other early
philosophers thought of merchants as unproductive and acqU1S~tlV~., Merc~ants
were seen as taking advantage of helpless customers through buytng cheap and
selling "dear." In modern time!l, marketers are accused of getting people to buy
what they do not want. Customers are seen as victims of high-pressure and
sometimes deceptive selling. I~
Until recently, several professions-medicine, law, accounting-banned
their licensed members from engaging in any explicit marketing activities in the
pursuit of clients. Their codes of professional ethics .proscribed direc~ .client
solicitation, advertising, and sharp price cutting. In thiS way, the ~ractltlone.rs
could feel that they were above "selling" their services. They were Simply available to those who needed their services. Recently, the Supreme Court held that
these bans in the canons of professional ethics had the effect of reducing competition through depriving firms of the right to inform potential clients about their
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services and depriving potential clients of useful information about the firms. As
a result, advertising and certain other marketing practices have now been allowed
in several professions.
Many nonprofit organizations come close to the professions in their negative attitude toward marketing. Administrators of nonprofit organizations feel
that they must proceed cautiously with marketing activity lest their publics
challenge them. Three types of criticisms are anticipated.
1.

MARKETING WASTES THE PUBLIC ' S MONEY

A frequent criticism of marketing activities is that they are too expensive.
For example, in 1971 the U.S. A rmy spent $10.7 million on advertising in a
thirteen-week period in an effort to increase army enlistments, and this upset
many people. Similarly, the U.S. Postal System increased its cost of operations
by establishing a marketing department within the postal service and giving it a
large budget. 16 Many people carefully watch the marketing expenses of charitable
organizations to make sure that they do not get out of line with the amount of
money being raised.
Organizations, of course, should not add costs that do not produce an
adequate return. Nonprofit organizations owe their publics an explanation of the
benefits they are seeking to achieve through their marketing expenditures. They
should not overspend and they shoulc not underspend. At this stage, nonprofit
organizations are more prone to underspend than to overspend on marketing. If
the U .S. Army needs a certain number of recruits, $10 million spent on national
television is probably the most efficient way to proceed. The issue should not be
the absolute cost but the relative attraction cost per 1,000 new recruits. If the U.S.
Postal System needs to develop new and viable mail services for its users, its
expenditure on marketing research, planning, testing, and promotion is proper if
this expenditure is expected to yield a reasonable return.
2.

MARKETING ACTIVITY Is INTRUSIVE

A second objection to marketing is that it often intrudes itself into people's
personal lives. Marketing researchers go into homes and ask people about their
likes and dislikes, their beliefs, their attitudes, their incomes, and other personal
matters. For example, a health clinic sent out researchers to study the fears of
married men about vasectomies (male sterilization) in order to formulate a more
effective information campaign on behalf of vasectomies. There is a widespread
concern that if various government agencies started doing a lot of marketing
research, the information might eventually be used against individual citizens or
in mass propaganda. Citizens also dislike the fact that their tax money is being
spent to do the research.
Ironically, marketing research is primarily carried on to learn the needs and
wants of people and their attitude toward the organization's current products so
that the organization can deliver greater satisfaction to its target pUblics. At the

The basic reason nonprofit organizations should be interested in formal
marketing principles is that they will enable these organizations to achieve their
objectives more effectively. Organizations in a free society depend upon voluntary
exchanges to accomplish their objectives. Resources must be attracted, employees
must be motivated, customers must be found. The designing of proper incentives
is a key step in stimulating these exchanges. Marketing is the applied science most
concerned with managing exchanges effectively and efficiently.
Marketing is designed to produce three principal benefits for the organization and its publics.
1.

IMPROVED SATISFACTION OF THE TARGET MARKET

A substantial number of nonprofit organizations operate in a noncompetitive environment or in an environment where the demand for the service exceeds
the supply. These organizations lack the motivation to satisfy their markets and
may deliver unsatisfactory services which consumers accept because there are no
alternatives. On the other hand, organizations that operate in highly competitive
environments often lack the marketing skills to develop satisfactory services for
their clientele. The result is bad word-of-mouth and client turnover which ultimately hurts these organizations. Marketing, in stressing the importance of measuring and satisfying consumer needs, tends to produce an improved level of
client service and satisfaction.
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services and depriving potential clients of useful information about the firms . As
a result, advertising and certain other marketing practices have now been allowed
in several professions.
Many nonprofit organizations come close to the professions in their negative attitude toward marketing. Administrators of nonprofit organizations feel
that they must proceed cautiously with marketing activity lest their publics
challenge them. Three types of criticisms are anticipated.
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services and depriving potential clients of useful information about the firms. As
a result, advertising and certain other marketing practices have now been allowed
in several professions.
Many nonprofit organizations come close to the professions in their negative attitude toward marketing. Administrators of nonprofit organizations feel
that they must proceed cautiously with marketing activity lest their publics
challenge them. Three types of criticisms are anticipated.

same time, organizations must show a sensitivity to the public's feelings for
privacy. 17
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1 . MARKETING WASTES THE PUBLIC'S MONEY

A frequent criticism of marketing activities is that they are too expensive.
For example, in 1971 the U.S. Army spent $10.7 million on advertising in a
thirteen-week period in an effort to increase army enlistments, and this upset
many people. Similarly, the U.S. Postal System increased its cost of operations
by establishing a marketing department within the postal service and giving it a
large budget. 16 Many people carefully watch the marketing expenses of charitable
organizations to make sure that they do not get out of line with the amount of
money being raised.
Organizations, of course, should not add costs that do not produce an
adequate return. Nonprofit organizations owe their publics an explanation of the
benefits they are seeking to achieve through their marketing expenditures. They
should not overspend and they should not underspend. At this stage, nonprofit
organizations are more prone to underspend than to overspend on marketing. If
the U.S. Army needs a certain number of recruits, $10 million spent on national
television is probably the most efficient way to proceed. The issue should not be
the absolute cost but the relative attraction cost per 1,000 new recruits. If the U.S.
Postal System needs to develop new and viable mail services for its users, its
expenditure on marketing research, planning, testing, and promotion is proper if
this expenditure is expected to yield a reasonable return.
2.

MARKETING ACTIVITY Is INTRUSIVE

A second objection to marketing is that it often intrudes itself into people's
personal lives. Marketing researchers go into homes and ask people about their
likes and dislikes, their beliefs, their attitudes, their incomes, and other personal
matters. For example, a health clinic sent out researchers to study the fears of
married men about vasectomies (male sterilization) in order to formulate a more
effective information campaign on behalf of vasectomies. There is a widespread
concern that if various government agencies started doing a lot of marketing
research, the information might eventually be used against individual citizens or
in mass propaganda. Citizens also dislike the fact that their tax money is being
spent to do the research.
Ironically, marketing research is primarily carried on to learn the needs and
wants of people and their attitude toward the organization'S current products so
that the organization can deliver greater satisfaction to its target pUblics. At the

3.

MARKETING Is MANIPULATIVE

A third criticism is that organizations will use marketing to manipulate the
target market. Many smokers resent the antismoking ads put out by the American
Cancer Society as trying to manipulate them through fear appeals. Some congressmen were upset with the report that the Interior Department planned to
spend more money on a high-powered campaign to tout itself and "its photogenic boss."18 Image ads by police departments are seen by some citizens as
manipulative.
Administrators should be sensitive to the possible charge of manipulation
when they implement a marketing program. In the majority of cases, the nonprofit organization is seeking some public good for which there is widespread
consensus and it is using proper means. In other cases, the charge of manipulation
may be justified and such efforts, unless they are checked, will bring a "black eye"
to the organization and to marketing.

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR BENEFITS
ASSOCIATED WITH MARKETING1
The basic reason nonprofit organizations should be interested in formal
marketing principles is that they will enable these organizations to achieve their
objectives more effectively. Organizations in a free society depend upon voluntary
exchanges to accomplish their objectives. Resources must be attracted, employees
must be motivated, customers must be found. The designing of proper incentives
is a key step in stimulating these exchanges. Marketing is the applied science most
concerned with managing exchanges effectively and efficiently.
Marketing is designed to produce three principal benefits for the organization and its pUblics.
'I

1.

IMPROVED SATISFACTION OF THE TARGET MARKET

A substantial number of nonprofit organizations operate in a noncompetitive environment or in an environment where the demand for the service exceeds
the supply. These organizations lack the motivation to satisfy their markets and
may deliver unsatisfactory services which consumers accept because there are no
alternatives. On the other hand, organizations that operate in highly competitive
environments often lack the marketing skills to develop satisfactory services for
their clientele. The result is bad word-of-mouth and client turnover which ultimately hurts these organizations. Marketing, in stressing the importance of measuring and satisfying consumer needs, tends to produce an improved level of
client service and satisfaction.
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2.

IMPROVED ATTRACTION OF MARKETING RESOURCES

Organizations, in striving to satisfy a set of consumers, must attract various
resources, including members, volunteers, employees, funds, and public support.
Marketing provides a disciplined approach to improving the attraction of these
needed resources.
3.

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY IN MARKETING ACTIVITIES

Marketing places a great emphasis on the rational management and coordination of product development, pricing, communication, and distribution. Many
nonprofit organizations make these decisions with insufficient knowledge, resulting in either more cost for the given impact or less impact for the given cost.
Because the funds of nonprofit organizations are often inadequate and undependable, the administrator must achieve the maximum efficiency and effectiveness in
marketing activities.
Besides the broad benefits of greater satisfaction and increased efficiency, various specific benefits can usually be identified for specific institutions
planning to adopt a marketing orientation. Recently, the author addressed a
conference of hospital administrators and claimed that hospital marketing
would seed a revolution in hospital management in the next ten years. Specifically:
1. Hospitals will be much more sensitive and knowledgeable about community
health needs.
2. Hospitals will abandon the attempt to be all things to all people and will seek
differentiated niches in the market. Each hospital serving a community will focus
on providing those services which are most needed and/ or which are competitively
viable.
3. Hospitals will be quicker to drop services and programs in which they have no
competitive advantage or distinctiveness to offer.
4. Hospitals will be more capable in developing and launching successful new
services.
5. Hospitals will create more effective systems of distributing and delivering their
services.
6. Hospitals will develop more creative ,pricing approaches.
7. Hospitals will create more patient, doctor, and nurse satisfaction,

WHAT IS THE ESSENCE OF
A MARKETING ORIENTATION?
Many people think that organizations that have added a marketing/unction
necessarily have become market oriented. This could not be further from the
truth. Thus, the U.S. Postal System established a marketing department some
years ago with a staff of product managers, advertising experts, and marketing
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researchers. Yet the U.S. Postal Syst~m stil~ falls .short of practicing a marketing
rientation. What, then, is a marketmg onentatIon?
o
The best way to understand a marketing orientation is to contrast it to three
other orientations that organizations can have. They are described below.
PRODUCTION ORIENTATION

Many organizations focus their attention on running a smooth production
process, even if human needs must be bent t~ meet the requirements of the
roduction process. For example, the personnel m many U.S. employment offi~es
p t as though they are processing objects instead of people. Job seekers come m,
ac
. b 'f
sit for long stretches, are asked routine questions, and are offered JO s I any are
available. One does not have the impression that the personnel in ~he employme.nt
office exist to serve the job-seeking clientele but, rather, that the Job seekers eXist
to meet the needs of the "system." As another example, consider the bus driver
who speeds past dozens of waiting commuters so that he can make his timetable.
We define a production orientation as follows:
A production orientation holds that the major task of an organization
is to pursue efficiency in production and distribution.
PRODUCT ORIENTATION

Many organizations can be found which are in love with their product.
They believe strongly in its value even if their publics are ha~ing seco~d thoughts.
They would strongly resist modifying it even if this would mcrease Its a~peal to
others. Thus, colleges continue to require their students to study a foreign language even though few ever learn the language and most stu?ents report t~e
whole experience as a waste of time and money. And museums Will feature certam
works of art year after year even though they attract the attention or interest. of
virtually no one. And many churches present the same dull Sund.ay ~ormng
sermons year after year as a matter of tradition, ignoring the changmg mter~sts
of church-goers and the stea~ily declining attendance. We define a product onen_"
tation as follows:
A product orientation holds that the major task of an organiz~tion is
to put out products which it thinks would be good for the public.
SALES ORIENTATION

Some organizations believe they can substantially increase the size of their
market by increasing their selling effort. Rather than change their products to
make them more attractive, these organizations will increase the budget for
advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, and other demand-stimulating ac-
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tivities. Thus the college president reacts to a decline in enrollment by increasing
the budget of the admissions office to permit hiring more recruiters, sending out
more direct mail, and improving the looks of the college's brochures. These
sales-oriented steps will undoubtedly work to produce more customers in the
short run. But their use in no way implies that the college has moved into a
marketing orientation that would generate higher sales in the long run. A sales
orientation is defined as follows:
A sales orientation holds that the main task of the organization is to
stimulate the interest in potential consumers in the organization's
existing products and services.
MARKETING ORIENTA nON

We can now clarify the meaning of a marketing orientation against the
background of these other orientations. Some organizations have discovered the
value of focusing their attention not on production, products, or sales, but on
meeting their customers' changing needs and wants. They recognize that production, products, and sales are all means of producing satisfaction in target markets.
Without satisfied customers, these organizations would soon find themselves
"customerless" and tailspin into oblivion.
"Customer-centered ness" is attained in an organization through hard work.
The organization must systematically study customers' needs, wants, perceptions,
preferences, and satisfaction-using surveys, focus groups, and other means. The
organization must act on this information to improve its products constantly to
meet its customers' needs better. The employees must be well selected and trained
to feel that they are working for the customer (rather than the boss). A customer
orientation will express itself in the friendliness with which the organization's
telephone operators answer the phone and the helpfulness of various employees
in solving customer problems. The employees in a marketing-oriented organization will work as a team to meet the needs of the specific target markets that are
to be served.
It is clear that different organizations within the same industry will vary in
the degree to which they truly work for the customer. Consider a service industry
such as the airlines. Recently, a British guidebook publisher decided to rate the
quality of fourteen different airlines as an aid to air travelers.1 9 The staff boarded
forty-three transatlantic flights armed with tape recorders and evaluated each trip
on such factors as check-in service, baggage delivery, food, cleanliness, friendliness, and response to special stress situations such as asking for aspirin, and so
on. The scores were combined in a weighted index with a maximum score of 100,
and the results showed a great variation, with Delta topping the list at 77 and
the worst airline scoring only 36. Airlines and other service institutions can show
considerable differences in the degree to which their operations reflect a sensitive
and caring attitude toward their customers. We define a marketing orientation
as follo ws:

Marketing' s Role in Nonprofit O rganizations
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A marketing orientation holds that the main task of the organization
is to determine the needs and wants of target markets and to satisfy
them through the design, communication, pricing, and delivery of
appropriate and competitively viable products and services.
SOCIETAL MARKETING ORIENTATION

A marketing-oriented organization faces two problems in committing itself
to satisfy customers' needs and wants. First, customers may have wants that are
not proper to satisfy, either because they go against society'S interests (such as
buying handguns) or against the consumers' long-run interests (such as cigarette
smoking). Second, customers may have needs which they do not recognize (such
as a need for a quality education) that a nonprofit organization may want to press
on the consumer for hislher good, even though it may be costly to do. A growing
number of marketers see their responsibility to take four factors into account in
their marketing decision making: consumer needs, consumer wants, consumer
interests, and society'S interests. This orientation can be called a societal marketing orientation:
A societal marketing orientation holds that the main task of
the organization is to determine the needs, wants, and interests of
target markets and to adapt the organization to delivering
satisfactions that preserve or enhance the consumer's and society's
well-being.

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE
MARKETING ORGANIZATION?
A marketing orientation contributes greatly to an organization's effectiveness. The organization's effectiveness is reflected in the degree to which it exhibits
five major attributes of a marketing orientation. They are:
1. Customer philosophy. DQes management acknowledge the primacy of the marketplace and of customer needs and wants in shaping the organization's plans and
operations?
2. Integrated marketing organization. Is the organization staffed to carry out marketing analysis, planning, implementation and control?
3. Adequate marketing information. Does management receive the kind and quality of information needed to conduct effective marketing?
4. Strategic orientation. Does management generate innovative strategies and plans
for achieving its long-run objectives?
5. Operational efficiency. Are marketing activities selected and handled in a costeffective manner?

Each of these attributes can be measured. Table 1-1 presents a marketing
effectiveness rating instrument based on the five attributes. This instrument is
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Table 1-1

MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS RATING INSTRUMENT

MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS RATING INSTRUMENT (continued)

Customer Philosophy
A. Does management recognize the importance of designing the organization to serve the needs and wants of chosen markets?
Score

o

o The system formally exists but lacks sophistication.
o The system is well structured and effective.

2

Adequate Marketing Information

o Management primarily thinks in terms of offering current and new services

G. When were the latest marketing research studies of customers, buying influences, channels, and competitors conducted?

to whoever will buy them.

o Management thinks in terms of serving a wide range of markets and needs
2

o
1
2

with equal effectiveness.

o

markets according to their importance.

2

o Management thinks in terms of serving the needs and wants of well-defined
o
o
o

o

o
o

2

o

B. Does management develop different offerings and marketing plans
for different segments of the market?
No.
Somewhat.
To a good extent.

C. Does management take a broad view of its publics (members, donors, general public, competitors, etc.) in planning and running the
organization?
No. Management concentrates on selling and servicing current members.
Somewhat. Management takes a broad view of its publics, although the bulk
of its efforts goes to selling and servicing current members.
Yes. Management takes a broad view of its publics and continuously reviews
new opportunities to serve them.

Integrated Marketing Organization

o

o

o

D. Is there high-level integration and control of the major functions
affecting various publics?
No. Various marketing functions are not integrated at the top and there is
some unproductive conflict.
Somewhat. There is formal integration and control of major marketing functions but less than satisfactory coordination and cooperation.
Yes. The major marketing functions are effectively integrated .

2

o

o

E. Do marketing managers work well with management in other parts
of the organization?
No.
Somewhat.
DYes.

2

o

o
o

o

F. How well organized is the new service development process?
The system is ill defined and poorly handled.

o
2

o
1
2

o Several years ago.
o A few years ago.
o Recently.
o
o
o

H. How well does management know the needs and market size of
different market segments?
Not at all.
Somewhat.
Very well.

o
o
o

I. What effort is expended to measure the cost effectiveness of different
marketing expenditures?
Little or no effort.
Some effort.
Substantial effort.

Strategic Orientation

J. What is the extent of formal marketing planning?

o
2

o Management does little or no formal marketing planning.
o Management develops an annual marketing plan .
o Management develops a detailed annual marketing plan and a careful longrange plan that is updated annually.

K. What is the quality of the current marketing strategy?

o

o The current strategy is Q()t clear.
o The current strategy is clear and

represents a continuation of traditional

strategy.
The current strategy is clear, innovative, data-based, and well reasoned .

2

o

o

o Management does little or no contingency thinking.
o Management does some contingency thinking although little formal contin-

2

o Management formally identifies the most important contingencies and devel-

L. What is the extent of contingency thinking and planning?

gency planning.

ops contingency plans.

(

(
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MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS RATING INSTRUMENT (continued)

Operational Effidency
M. How well is the marketing thinking at the top communicated and
implemented down the line?

o
2

D Poorly.
D Fairly.
D Successfully.

N. Is management doing an effective job with the marketing resources?

o
2

D No. The marketing resources are inadequate for the job to be done.
D Somewhat. The marketing resources are adequate but they are not employed
optimally.
D Yes . The marketing resources are adequate and are deployed efficiently.

O. Does management show a good capacity to react quickly and effectively to on-the-spot developmentsl

o

2

D No. Market information is not very current and management reaction time
is slow.
D Somewhat. Management receives fairly up-to-date market information; management reaction time varies.
D Yes. Management has installed systems yielding highly current information
and fast reaction time.

Total Score
The instrument is used in the following way . The appropriate answer is checked for
each question. The scores are added-the total will be between 0 and 30. The
following scale shows the level of marketing effectiveness:
0-5
None
16-20 = Good
6-10
Poor
21-25 = Very good
11-15
Fair
26-30 = Superior

filled out by one or more managers and the ~cores are observed. The instrument
has been tested in a number of organizations, and very few managers score their
organization in the superior range of 26 to 30 points. Most nonprofit organizations score in the poor-to-fair range, indicating that there is much room for
marketing improvement. The breakdown of the total score into the five attribute
scores indicates which attributes of effective marketing action need the most
attention. 20
Organizations that move toward a marketing orientation take on three
characteristics vital to their survival and effectiveness. They become more responsive, adaptive, and entrepreneurial. The next three chapters will define and illustrate these three characteristics of the marketing-effective organization.

Marketing is a subject of growing interest to nonprofit organizations, both public
and private. Hospitals, colleges, religious organizations, performing art~ gr~up~, social
ervice organizations, and other nonprofit organizations have been experienCing Increas~ g problems in the marketplace-declining customers, dwindling contributions, volatile
In
ff
h
.
demand. Marketing appears to be the management function that 0 ers t es~ organizations hope. Administrators of nonprofit organizations are asking a lot of questions about
marketing.
What is marketing? Marketing is more than the use of certain tools such as personal
selling, advertising, and publicity to create or maintain demand. Marketing is the skill of
knowing how to plan and manage the organization's exchange relations with its various
publics . Our definition is: marketing is the analysis, planning, implementation, and control
of carefully formulated programs designed to bring about voluntary exchanges of values
with target markets for the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. Marketing
involves the organization in studying the target market's needs, designing appropriate
products and services, and using effective pricing, communication, and distribution to
inform, motivate, and service the market.
Four major characteristics of nonprofit organizations call for special attention in
applying marketing principles . Nonprofit organizations tend to have multiple publics and
multiple objectives, thus making marketing decisions more difficult. Most nonprofit organizations produce services rather than goods and this is challe~gin~, since services .are
intangible, inseparable, variable, and perishable. Nonprofit organizations are also subject
to high public scrutiny and must be able to justify their expenditures on marketing.
Marketing's broad objective is to influence the level, timing, and character of
demand in a way that would help the organization achieve its objectives . Marketers have
to cope with eight possible states of demand: negative demand, no demand, latent
demand, falling demand, irregular demand, full demand, overfull demand, and unwholesome demand.
Marketing has its critics as well as its defenders. Its critics charge that marketing is
a waste of money, that it is intrusive, and that it is manipulative. Its defenders say that
marketing increases the satisfaction of the target markets by understanding their needs
better, and that it improves the efficiency of serving markets by developing viable products, and pricing, communicating, and delivering them effectively.
Marketing is not just a management function : it is total organization orientation.
Organizations may be production oriented, product oriented, sales oriented, marketing
oriented, or societal marketing briented . Those which are marketing oriented have five
characteristics: a customer philosophy, integrated marketing organization, adequate marketing information, strategic orientation, and operational efficiency. These characteristics
create an organization that is highly responsive, adaptive, and entrepreneurial in a rapidly
changing environment.
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ATT RACT ING RESOURC ES

legislator's decision, although they will be used in expounding his stand to his
constituents.
The various arguments should be sifted and weighed in terms of whom they
can influence. The objective is not to use all of the arguments but those that would
have the greatest influence.
Callers have one more resource-namely, power. Organizations with large
national membership, a good name, and plenty of financial resources can imply
their readiness to use power to support or hurt the legislator. The lobbyist must
be subtle in how he communicates power. The hinted offer of campaign contributions and manpower support in a forthcoming election will have a positive effect
on some legislators. On the other hand, hinting that power will be used to defeat
nay-saying legislators at the polls is likely to get the lobbyist thrown out of the
office. Even if the lobbyist could carry out his threats, use of these tactics could
be detrimental in the long run. Most lobbyists strive to build supportive relationships with legislators. Milbrath has summarized what legislators see as the ideal
presentation:
Most people in Congress report that they prefer that personal presentations
be informative, unbiased, clear, short, and unaccompanied by pressure. Many lobbyists follow the practice of leaving a short written summary behind for future reference and thus save the decision-maker, or his staff, the trouble of taking notes. "

DIRECTED MESSAGES. Legislators are also influenced by mail, postcards,
telegrams, and telephone calls they may get from voters in their district and other
people urging them to favor or oppose a particular piece of legislation. Lobbyists
often organize grassroots campaigns to urge members and voters to communicate
their views to their legislators. These campaigns require considerable organizational efforts and the results are uncertain. Legislators tend to place more weight
on letters that appear to come from concerned citizens who are not part of an
organized letter writing campaign. The primary benefit of launching letter writing
campaigns may not be influencing decisions of legislators, but stimulating political interest among the group's members.
PUBLIC OPINION CAMPAIGNS. Another tool is to budget a major public
relations campaign to influence public opinion. The organization might hold news
conferences, sponsor speakers, draft news releases, compose feature articles , run
advocacy ads, create dramatic events, and in other ways bring publicity and
favorable attention to their cause. They may invite similar-minded groups to
share the heavy cost of carrying out the public relations campaign. They might
run the campaign openly or conceal their sponsorship. Overall, public opinion
campaigns are highly expensive and work slowly, and often are less cost-effective
than other techniques to influence legislators.
~

INCENTIVE OFFERS. Legislators are human and respond to particular
material incentives in deciding whom to give time to and possibly what positions
to espouse. The lobbyist, for example, can imply that high contributions would

r
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be forthcoming to the legislator's campaign chest from organizational members
who are pleased with his support. In 1976, members of interest groups contributed $23 million to congressional candidates' campaign funds. 12 Furthermo~e,
the lobbyist organization can invite the legislator to give a high-paid talk at Its
annual meeting with the hope that meeting members will incr~ase his. intet es.t and
gain sympathetic support. Many legislators have ~ law practtce or Side bUSiness,
and some organizations will direct some of their work to these firms as ~n
incentive or reward. Lobbyists may also entertain the legislator at restaurants, In
homes, or on trips, but many legislators report that instead of welcoming an
invitation "to do the town" with a lobbyist, they would prefer to stay home. The
most extreme material incentive is bribery. There is high consensus among legislators, legislative staffs, and lobbyists that bribery is ineffective, inappropriate, and
risky. With rare exceptions, congressmen are not bribable, and may ofte~ choose
to report publicly an offer of a bribe. Offering a bribe is usually a Sign o~ a
desperate organization that has not had the imagination to use the other lobbYing
tools effectively.

CITIZEN VOTES MARKETINGPOLITICAL CAMPAIGNING

Now we turn to another voter marketing problem, that of a political candidate or public agency seeking to win the votes of ordinary citizens. C~mpaigni~g
to the public involves many of the marketing prin.ciples discusse~ e~rher. We Will
use political candidate marketing as an illustratton of ~he~e pnnclples.
Political candidate marketing has become a major Industry and area of
specialization. Every few years the public is treated to an endless numb~r of
campaigns attempting to put various candidates ~or local, .state, and natIOnal
offices in the best light. In recent elections, the vanous candidates .for all ol?ces
managed to spend nearly a billion dollars in the short space of their campalgn.s.
The money was spent on media advertising, direct mail and telephone, and In
other ways.
Interest in the marketing aspects of elections has been stimulated to a large
extent by the spectacular growth in political advertising. There has also been a
substantial growth of scientific opinion polling (i.e. , marketing research), co,!,puter analysis 0/ voting patierns (i.e., sales analysis), and pro/~ssional campaign
management firms (i.e. , marketing organizations). The subtlettes of the marke.ting approach go beyond the rising expenditure l~vels an? the ~se of certain
information and planning approaches. They are dehneated In a senes of popular
books, such as White's The Making o/the President 1960 13 and McGinness' The
Selling o/the President 1968. 14 In a quieter way, several scholarly works have also
noted the marketing character of political elections.II
It would be a gross mistake to think that election campaigns have taken on
a marketing character only in recent years. Campaigning has always had a mar-
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keting character. Prior. to.the new methodology, candidates sought office through
the handshake, baby-kissIng, teas, and speech making. They still use these methods. The "new methodology" is not the introduction of marketing methods into
politics, but an increased sophistication and acceleration of their use. According
to Glick:
The personal handshake, the local fund-raising dinner, the neighborhood tea
the ral1y, the precinct .captain, and. the car pool to the pol1s are still very much with
u~. '.. the .new camp~l~n has p~o~l.ded a careful1y coordinated strategic framework
wlthm which the traditional actlVltles are carried out in keeping with a Master Plan
It centers on a shift from the candidate-control1ed, loosely knit, often haphazard
"~Ia~-it-by-ear" . approach to that of a precise, centralized "team" strategy for
wmnl~g or keepmg offic~ . !ts hal1marks include the formal strategic blueprint, the
co?r?mated use of speclaltzed propaganda skills, and a more subtle approach to
opInion mea~urement and manipulation. And, though there is a world of difference
bet~een selltng a candidate and merchandising soap or razor blades, some of the
attnbutes of commercial advertising have been grafted onto the political process."

Nimmo takes a cynical view of this development:
In screening potential candidates the mercenaries have given a new definition
to the notion of "availability"; the marketable candidate is selected on the basis of
h!s br.a n? na~e, his capacity to trigger an emotional response from the electorate,
hiS skll1 m usmg mass media, and his ability to "project." Analysis of social problems
and issues yields to parroting of themes; televised debates between contenders
p~oduce mean!~g~ess confrontations rather than rational discussion. Negotiations
With party polttlclans assume the form of "out-of-town tryouts"; primary elections
are approached as " presale" campaigns; and general elections emerge as the "Giant
Sweepstakes." In the end one candidate owes his election not to party but to his
personal organization of paid and voluntary workers; once elected he responds not
to party programs, but to the interests also represented by the professionals.17

The major fault with Nimmo's observation is that it takes on a moral
judgmental tone. It implies that something is happening to political contests tha~
is ~alled marketing and it is bad. It fails to recognize that the marketing problem
eXists no matter what means or style of marketing is used. In fact, marketing
~tyles vary from product to product and time to time; but the marketing problem
IS always present.
,)'
We are now ready to analyze in marketing terms the vote-seeking process
of a candidate. We will assume a male candidate who has decided to enter politics
and his ultimate goal is to achieve an elective office. At the beginning, he is an
unknown product. The office seeker must put himself on a market, the voters'
market. He has to go through many of the steps that occur in product marketing:
develop a personality (brand image), get the approval of an organization (company image), enter a primary election (market test), carry out a vigorous campaign (advertising and distribution), get elected (market share), and stay in office
(repeat sales).

(
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Looking ahead, he must solve four successive problems to reach his goal.
First, he must join a political organization and become known. He will want
to develop a political style that will earn respect and leadershi?in his pa~ty. !Ie
knows that this means finding out what the members of the pohttcal orgamzatlon
appear to want from the political process and the extent that he can appear to
be instrumental in their desires.
Second, he must eventually exhibit an interest in becoming his party's
candidate in an upcoming election. He must fraternize with the leaders and
attempt to get their backing. He must enter a primary election and win the
support of the party's voters.
.
Third, if he wins the primary, he will have to go before the voters In the
general election. He will have to make important deci.sions on c~mpaign strategy,
including issues, advertising, appearances, and fundIng. He Will. fa~e a problem
in voter analysis, choosing targets, allocating resources, and timIng them for
maximum impact.
.
.
Fourth, if he is elected, he must do the kind of job in office that Will get him
reelected. This will be a function of the organization he builds, the positions he
takes, and the rhetoric he uses.
We shall concentrate on what the candidate can do to get nominated and
elected by the voters. We will not discuss his need to also market himself to party
politicians, interest groups, and miscellaneous contributors.
.
The candidate typically has to enter a primary election and run agaInst
others seeking the party's nomination. The primary is an el~ction b~ the mem?ers
of his political party in which they choose among alternattve candldat~s. It IS at
this stage that he starts undertaking marketing activities designed to .Introd~ce
him to a wider audience beyond the local actives of his party. The pnmary IS a
test market, a trial run. If he wins, he must place himself before the larger citizen
voter market, using all the marketing activities at full scale.
The marketing activities that he must engage in to win the primary contest
and the subsequent election are virtually the same. The marketing activities ~re:
(1) marketing research, (2) candidate concept and strategy, and (3) commumcation and distribution strategy.
MARKETING RESEARCH

The first rule of effective campaigning is that the campaign must be addressed to the interests of the voters. The voters' interests can only be ignored
by politicians who are in the contest for reasons of personal vanity, or to educate
voters, or to shock them. The typical office seeker must research the voters' needs,
interests, and values and represent himself as the best perceived instrument for
the voters to achieve their desires.
Some politicians may feel that they know the voters' opini~ns and i~terests
so well that they need little formal marketing research. Dollars In~ested In .~ar
keting research are a subtraction from dollars that could be spent In advertiSIng.
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But the politician is usually mistaken in thinking that he knows what is on th
electorate:s min~. E~en if he co~ld guess at the major issues, he is not likely t~
know the~r relative Importance In the minds of various groups of voters. He is
even less likely to guess how the voters feel about different issue positions he might
take.
Manufacturers of mass products no longer develop them and launch them
on a hunch. They carefully research the major market segments and their needs
de.sires, ~roduct involvement, and loyalties. Politicians are increasingly doin~
~hIS, too, In ~he form of elabor~te precinct analysis. They research the demographICS, past vO~I~g patterns, and Involvement levels of voters in each precinct. They
conduct opInIOn polls to learn the major issues and voters' stands on these issues.
. The ~agging question still remains: How much marketing research expenditure IS feasible for the candidate in view of its alternative productivity in direct
promotion? Business firms spend money on marketing research to the extent that
this wi~l contribute to creating a better product and more effective messages. They
recogmze that ~othing is gained in spending advertising money on the wrong
message or the nght message reaching the wrong audience. The politician likewise
must carry out enough marketing research to feel confident that he is able to
formulate the best message and identify the best media for reaching the intended
target audiences.
CANDIDATE CONCEPT AND STRATEGY

Voters rarely know or meet the candidates; they only have mediated images
of them. They vote on the basis of their images.
Candidates attempt to transmit a particular concept of themselves to voters.
But the transmitted concept is not always the perceived image. Voters start with
different cognitive maps and predispositions and this causes them to see different
things in candidates. Furthermore, they are exposed to stimuli that come from
~ources other than the candidate himself that modify the candidate-intended
Image.
The 'politician who wishes to succeed cannot leave his image-making to
~hance. .Hls clothes, manner, statements, and actions become news and shape the
ImpressIOn people have of him. The politician who wants to win must treat
himself very much like a new product ....:He must formulate a look and behavior
that match the target voters' perceptions and needs.
The term used to guide the image planning of the candidate is the candidate
concept. The candidate concept is the major orienting theme around which voter
interest will be built. It is the "unique selling proposition," the "promised benefit"
of the candidate. The political candidate must choose the concept on which to
attract votes. Does he want to come across as "the hard-hitting reformer," "the
mature stat~sman," or "the experienced legislator"?18It would be wrong to think
of the. candidate concept as only a slogan. The candidate concept is the basis for
planning and organizing the entire campaign. It shapes the coalitions that are
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formed, the issue positions that are embraced, the statements that are made, the
public appearances, the allocation of effort. to voter se.gments, an~ many ~t~er
decisions. Choosing the candidate concept IS the most Important SIngle declSlon
made by the candidate.
.
How does the vote-seeking candidate choose his concept from the multitude
of attributes he could feature? He must first determine the major issues in ~he
election as seen and felt by the voters. At any point in time, the voters are seekIng
something from the candidates, some promise or answer to the proble~s they
face. This varies from election to election and district to district. It might be
"honesty in government" in one place, "law and order" in another, and "progr~s
sive legislation" in a third. The politician must listen for this v~ters' message With
a third ear. It provides the major clue as to the type of symbolic re~ssuran~es that
the voters want. It suggests major concepts or themes that might gUide the
campaign.
.
Given several possible concepts, the candidate must eschew any ~hat IS
unnatural or unbelievable as a role for him to play, no matter how much It may
match the voters' needs and feelings. The candidate will be placed in too man~
performance situations that could strain or destroy voter ~redibility in the candidate's concept. The candidate must choose a concept that I~ ~eason~bly congrue~t
with his personality, background, qualifications, and political philosophy, ThiS
still leaves a lot of possibilities.
.
Given some possible concepts, there is a need for precampaign conu!pt
testing. The possible themes are shown to a sample of target voters ~ho.are asked
to rank or rate them in terms of interest or preference. Voters Indicate how
strongly they feel about "an honest candidate" versus "an experienced can~idate"
versus "a conservative candidate." The assumption is that the voters are m need
of a certain political character at a given time who will champion their hopes and
assuage their fears. The relative appeal strength of different concepts would be
measured in the survey.
The final choice of a concept is influenced by this research and also by the
expected concepts of the opposition candidates, The voter ch?oses from a field
of possible candidates. Each candidate is presumably carry mg. out the same
research on the best concept. It is quite possible for them to arnve at the same
ideal concept and all build their campaign on it. This happens in many commercial product campaigns <y1d the audience gets the feeling that the brands are ~ll
the same. All the deterg"ents promise whiteness and all the razor blades promise
a better shave.
Thus the candidate must not adopt the ideally best concept, but the one that
best positions him with respect to the co~cepts adopt~d b~, the other candidate~:
This is called candidate positioning. If hiS opponent IS a law and order man,
would he be more effective as a "civil rights candidate" or as a " fiscal watchdog
candidate"? He must recognize that the voter market is made up of many segments and each concept will win him a certain market share in each segment,
given his opponents' concepts.

/
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Two additio~al points should be made. First, the candidate must decide
?ow m~ch emphasIs t? place .o~ the chos~n concept. He can project that concept
~n all his talk and actIOn. This IS the policy of concept specificity. Or he can Use
It more. loosely so as not to become totally bound up with that concept. This is
the policy of concept diffuseness. This is similar to a product that can be advertised strongly as. o~ering. one major benefit or weakly as offering a variety of
benefits. ~he ch~lce IS a difficult one. By pursuing concept diffuseness, the candidate may Just fail to come across with any specific identity in the voters' minds.
On the other hand, the .candidate who practices concept specificity will win the
stro~g support .of certam groups and alienate others. He is taking the risk of
~oc.kmg himself mto an image from which he cannot escape if last-minute changes
m ISSUes or voters' moods should call for a change.
The second point is that the candidate cari assume a secondary concept as
:-vell as. a primary one. He could wear two concepts as long as they are not boldly
mconslstent and as long as they do not confuse the best use of scarce resources.
Thus, a candidate might decide on being primarily a "law and order man" and
seconda~ly a "fisca.lly resP.o?sible candidate." He may project the first concept
at ~eetmgs of ordmary citizens and the second at meetings of bankers and
busmess groups. It is important, however, that he avoid trying to be all things
to all people.
.
The concept he chooses and attempts to transmit is not necessarily the
Image voters w~ll get of him. He controls only certain stimuli reaching them. The
voters are also mfluenced by their peers, media commentators, opposition candidates, and fortuitous events which make his concept input, while quite important,
less than perfectly determinant of the image that comes across.
COMMU NICATION AND DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

!h~ ca~didate's concept becomes the basis for planning the communication
an~ dlstnbutlOn program. His concept must be packaged into statements and
actIOns that are matched and distributed to target voters. The candidate's ability
to ~alk . from prepared remarks versus extemporaneously, on television versus
radIO, m large mass rallies versus small home gatherings, are all factors to
consider in the tactical development of his campaign. Everything the candidate
does communicates something to the voters. He must rely on professional communication consultants to help him presenf'the best possible image to the voters.
.
He and his campaign managers and specialists must lay plans for three
Important communication-distribution programs; namely, (1) advertising program, (2) personal appearance program, and (3) volunteer workers program.
Political advertising has come a long way from the days
Advertising ~rogram:
:-v hen ~he major media were billboards and posters. Today, all the media are used,
mcludmg newspapers, radio, and television; and television in particular has transformed the nature of political campaigning. Copy can no longer be left to ama-
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teurs; the task of advertising the political candidate must be turned ov~r to
advertising agencies that handle them like any other product. The advertising
agency participates with the other campaign managers in developing some basic
principles for the advertising campaign, covering such matters as:
1. the basic message

2.
3.
4.
5.

the
the
the
the

way the candidate will be photographed
ad sizes that will be made for print and broadcast media
allocation of the budget over the various media categories
percentage of the budget that will be spent in each week up to election day

The candidate- must rely on their professional knowledge about the effectiveness
of different messages and media. He is in the same position as Nixon, who had
to say in the 1968 campaign: "We're going to build this whole campaign around
television .. . you fellows just tell me what you want me to do and I'll do it."19
The candidate should not, however, give up all his judgment. He must be
comfortable with the advertising messages. He must avoid a too-slick campaign
where voters get the feeling that he is being sold like soap-flakes or is spending
too much on advertising. Advertising can turn people off as well as on. A bad
ad can hurt his chances as much as a good ad can help his chances. He must
exercise the final decision on matters of conscience.
Personal appearance program.
If a candidate is at all attractive, he would
normally gain by achieving a personal exposure to every voter. Meeting a candidate personalizes and intensifies the voter's interest in the election and normally
wins a vote. The exceptions are candidates who do not make a good impression
-who bore, confuse, or disappoint voters. Such candidates would do better to
minimize their appearances or agree to them only under highly controlled and
favorable circumstances.
The candidate who seeks voter exposure is rarely able to reach all the voters.
His personal channels for reaching the voters consist of rallies, club meetings,
coffees, and appearances at busy street corners. The rally gives him a chance to
present his full case to the people who choose to come out to listen to him; and
he can add atmospherics to the affair by featuring music and personalities from
the entertainment and political world. The club m eeting allows him to meet
special groups of businessmen, church members, workers, and so on who might
not have normally gone to see him at a rally. Coffees permit him the opportunity
to meet friendly and curious neighbors in the intimate surroundings of a home
where he can project a more personal quality. Street corners allow him to move
into a crowd of strangers, many of whom might never have met him, and to
communicate briefly but effectively with a smile or a handshake.
The candidate's time is severely limited and he, with his consultants, must
carefully choose among all the possible functions he might attend. He must give
some time to motivating his own party workers and committed voters. He must
consider other opportunities in the light of their vote potential. He must esti-
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mate the number of uncommitted voters who might be there, the number of
opinion leaders, and the chance that his appearance will be leveraged in the
mass media. He must adjust his schedule as new trends and problems appear in
the race. There are many factors to consider, and generally the task of scheduling the candidate's appearances is still a developing art. 20 It is not yet handled
with the same analytical rigor as the analogous "sales call problem" in commercial marketing.
The candidate's organization must also think of specific promotional ideas
to draw attention to the candidate. For he is competing not only against specific
opponents but also against candidates for other contests, against detergent and
soft drink commercials, against the soap operas, against the news reporting of
thousands of other things happening in the world. The job calls for event management- that is, the staging of events designed to draw attention to the candidate.
Examples include the announced plan to walk from one end of the city to the
other meeting the voters, the calling of a special news conference to make an
important announcement, and the appearance at a major sports event. At the
same time, it is important not to create too many events and not to seem to be
headline grabbing for its own sake.
Volunteer workers program.
Although the candidate cannot distribute himself to reach every voter, he can achieve some of the effect by using agents,
particularly speakers and volunteer workers. A speakers' bureau consists of various supporters who are articulate and individually effective with different types
of groups. There should be every attempt to match the speaker to the audience:
An older man should speak to the senior citizens, a woman to women's organizations, and a college student to college audiences. Studies of personal selling
effectiveness indicate that effectiveness correlates with the degree of match between speaker and audience.21 In addition, the candidate needs various volunteers
who would carry out the multitude of tasks involved in an electoral campaign,
including preparing mailings, canvassing and registering voters, providing transportation, and policing elections.
Managing the volunteers effectively has many similarities to the problem of
managing a sales force effectively. The workers must be kept enthusiastic, work
quotas must be set, accomplishments monitored. The organization must train
these volunteers in what to say, when to call, how long to stay, and what to report
back. Because the volunteers are a scarce >resource, they must be managed as
carefully as the money that the candidate commands.
Through the use of marketing research, candidate concept development,
and communication and distribution planning, the candidate will wage a good
fight for votes. These techniques do not guarantee victory because increasingly
aU candidates are resorting to modern marketing planning, and their efforts are
somewhat self-canceling. Conscious marketing planning only promises to maximize the candidate's potential. It cannot ordinarily seU a bad candidate; and lack
of careful marketing planning wiU not necessarily harm a good candidate. It
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rovides a form of insurance that the candidate's campaign planning is systemp
.
d
atic, efficient, and voter onente .
.
.'
The candidate who wins the office does not leave behmd an of his pr?mISeS,
unless he is not interested in reelection. Most candidates .will seek reele~tlOn and
must fulfin the product expectations they generated dunng the campa~gn. They
must live up to the concept they sold. The personality that. the ~andldate sold
early in his career tends, because of many. forces, t~ stay with him afterward.
The reelection problem is analogous m marketing to the repeat sales pro?lem. Business marketers who launch a new product are interested not only In
first-time sales but also in repeat sales. It is only through repe.at sales that t~e
returns more than cover the investment. The key to repeat .sales, In t~e m~rketer s
mind, is the delivery of real satisfaction to the b~ye.r. It .IS real satisfactIOn ~hat
will lead the buyer to pick the same product again. In spite of new and possibly
more colorful products vying for his or her attentIOn.
.
But the delivery of customer satisfaction can mean a nu~ber ~f things. In
the realm of commercial products, there are three types of s~tlsfactlOn that can
be offered to the buyers of a particular product, such as a particular bra?d of ca~.
The first is to make sure that the car offers good performance- that IS, t~~t It
yields the functional benefits that were promised and expe~ted. In ~he pohtl~al
realm, this is analogous to the elected official actuaJly carrym~ out his campaign
promises and doing the things he said he woul? ~he second IS. to make the ~ar
and its service very accessible to the buyers, which IS a problem In good orgam~a
tion. In the political realm, good organization n:ean~ that the e1ect.ed official
builds an organization that carries out various services In the ~ommun~ty, org~n
.
the voters and so on. The third is to keep the product sahent and Interestmg
Izes
,
..
I
h'
th t
to the public, the problem of good rhetoric. In the p~htlca.1 rea m, t IS means a
the official must fashion symbols during his admimstratl~n that co?stantly and
favorably remind the voters of him. An of the three strategles.for getting reelec~ed
can be pursued simultaneously, although many elected officials often emphasize
one more than the others.

SUMMARY
Nonprofit organizations pften need to obtain the votes of .some grou~, such as
legislators, citizens, governm-ent administrators, or boards of directors. This chapter
"
examin ed legislative marketing and citizen votes marketing. , '
Legislative marketing, that is, lobbying, involves the applicatIOn. of marketing principles to attracting the votes of legislators for some proposal. LobbYists need to un,derstand the way bills are passed in a legislature, the steps being: drafting a bill , ,co,mmlttee
votes favorably on bill, legislators vote favorably on bill , no veto, approp~latlOn, and
enforcement. Lobbyists must work hard at each stage to make sure the bill IS passed In
a form that meets the original purposes , Lobbyists also need to understand how legislators are influenced by fame, power, and fortune co~siderat,ions , The most ,Important
influences on legislators are their constituents, public Opinion, news media, private

gr~ups , government agencies, the chief executive, experts, committee staffs th
.
: leglslator s staff, other legislators, the pol itical party, and personal friends and
Lobbyists
allocate their energy to the most cr"tI Ica
' I Iegis
. Iators uSing
. aualntances.
.
. must
.
mark t'
mix consisting of personal visits, directed messages, publ ic
c
.
e Ing • .
incentive offers .
ampalgns, and

ac~

opini~n

Political campaigning for office has always had a marketing character I t h '
recent years. much s?phistication has been added inthe' form of scientific
ough In
puter analYSIS. of voting pattern.s, mass advertising, and professional
ment. The office seeker who Wi shes to maximize his votes would do well to anal .; g:pr?blem In
terms. He has to join a party, be nominated for off" yz 1 e
and Win ,the election . He is essentially a new product looKing for a
a
launch In a voters
He must research the makeup and motivations of his
develop an appropnat.e and .effecti ve candidate concept; and lay careful lans for
communication and dlstnbutlon of his concept. Once he achieves off"
ust t e
produce voter sati sfaction through some blend of effective performance Ice, :
' organization, and
rhetoric.
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QUESTIONS
1. What pe.rsonal characteristics, education, and experience would be
f I
for a professional lobbyist?
use u
;-d Sutpose a lobbyist repre~ented an organization interested in increasing
e erda support f~r the ~er~ormlng arts. Outline an appropriate lobbying strategy
base on marketing pnnClples.
~.
~iagram. the exchange relationship between the performing arts organization In question 2 and an individual legislator.
:. . Why is ~ ~a~dida~e advised not to adopt "the ideally best concept" as a
aSls for positioning himself or herself in a campaign?
5. " Political advertising blackens advertising's other e ye ." Discuss .
6. Many .poli~ical campaigns involve volunteers going door-to-door to ha nd
?ut campaign literature and request votes . Based on your knowledge of marketIng, p~epare a handout t~at could be used to brief volunteers on how to ca rr
out thiS task more effectively.
y
:os
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The major resource attraction problem of nonprofit organizations is attract_
ing money to carryon their activities. For-profit organizations get their funds
primarily through issuing equities and debentures. They cover the costs of these
"borrowed" funds by charging prices for their goods and services that exceed
their costs. Nonprofit organizations, on the other hand, must rely on other
sources of funds to support their activities in the absence of owners and profitoriented price setting. Private nonprofit organizations rely mainly on gifts from
generous donors. Public organizations receive their funds primarily from the
public treasury through the mechanism of taxation. Fundraising strategy is,
therefore, an essential component of all nonprofit organizations.
The total amount of charitable money raised by all organizations in 1979
was $43 .3 billion. Over 84 percent of all contributions came from individuals
($36.54 billion), with the remainder coming from bequests ($2.23 billion),Joundations ($2.30 billion), and corporations ($2.24 billion). Almost 50 percent of the
money was raised by religious organizations ($20. 14 billion) and the rest by
education ($5 .99 billion), health and hospitals ($5.95 billion), social welfare
($4.35 billion), arts and humanities ($2.70 billion), civic and public ($1.24 billion),
and other ($2.94 billion). About one out of every three dollars was raised by mail
or mail-assisted campaigns, and the rest by personal contact campaigns. 1
The art of fundraising has passed through various stages of evolution. Its
earliest form was begging. where needy people and groups would implore more
fortunate people for money and goods. Beggars perfected many techniques to gain
the attention and sympathy of their target audience, such as simulating pain or
blindness, or showing their children with bloated stomachs. The next stage consisted of collection, where churches, clubs, and other organizations would regularly collect contributions from a willing and defined group of supporters. In
recent times, campaigning emerged as a concept and involved organizations
appointing a specific person or group to be responsible for soliciting money from
every possible source in a systematic fundraising campaign. Most recent ly,
fundraising has been reinterpreted as development. whereby the organization
systematically builds up different classes of loyal donors who give consistently
and receive benefits in the process of giving. Today's organizations vary considerably in their concept of raising money, some seeing it as begging, others as
collection, others as campaigning, and still others as development.
Organizations that raise money tend to pass through three stages in their
thinking about how to carryon fundraising effectively.
• Product stage. Here the prevailing attitude is "we have a good cause; people ought
to support us." Many churches and colleges operate on this concept. Money is raised
primarily by the top officers through an "old boy network." The organization relies
on volunteers to help raise additional funds. A few loyal donors supply most of the
funds.
• Sales stage. Here the prevailing attitude is "There's a lot of people out there who
might give money. and we must go out and find them." The institution appoints a
development director who eventually hires a staff. This staff raises money from all
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This chapter will analyze fundraising from a m~rk.et.ing pe~spective. The
first section will examine four major donor marke.ts: mdl':'ldual givers, ~ou~da
tions, corporations, and government. Section two Will exam.me ho~ organt~at\Ons
organize their fundraising effort internally. Section thr~e Will ~onsld~r th; Impo.; i
tant task of setting fundraising objectives and strategies, while ~ectto~ our ~I
take a look at the multiplicity of fundraising tactics. The fift~ ~ect\On w~ll conSider
how organizations can evaluate and improve their fundralsmg effectiveness.

ANALYZING DONOR MARKETS
An organization can tap into a variety of sources for finan~ial support. The
four major donor markets are: individuals. foundations, c~rporat/Ons. and government. Small nonprofit organizations often solicit f~nds pnmanly from on~ so~rce
-often wealthy individuals-to meet their financial needs. L~rger orgamzatlons
tend to solicit all sources and, in fact, make specific exe.c~tlves resp~nslble for
each market. Ultimately, they seek to allocate the fundralsmg bu?get m ~rop~r
tion to the giving potential of each donor market. Here we Will examtne tne
institutional and behavioral characteristics of each donor market.
IN DI V IDUAL GI VERS
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Why do individuals give to charity? Nonprofit organization!> .. .:ed a good
understanding of giving motives in order to be effective at fundraising. The
answer called "altruism" tends to mask the complex motives that underlie giving
or helping behavior. The best working hypothesis is that the individuals "give"
in order to "get" something back. In other words, donations should not be viewed
as a transfer but as a transaction. The question is: What does the donor get? Table
19-1 lists several motives underlying giving behavior. People give to get response
or recognition, reduce fear, meet social pressure, or feel "altruistic."
Is there such a thing as giving without "getting"? Some people give and say
that they expect nothing back. But, actually, they have "expectations." They
expect the organization to use the money efficiently; they expect the fundraiser
to show gratitude; and so on. Even the anonymous giver, while wanting no
acknowledgment, may privately enjoy the self-esteem of being "big enough" to
give money without requiring recognition.
The various motives for giving provide clues to marketing strategy for
Table 19-1

I

FIGURE 19-1
Public's Perception of Different Medical Causes (Hypothetical)
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INDIVIDUAL GIVING MOTIVES

1. Need for self-esteem. Person attempts to build his self·esteem through self-image,
playing "God," or feeling good from giving. Opposite of this would be shame or guilt.
2. Need for recognition from others. Person attempts to build his social status or
enhance his prestige in the eyes of others . There is a strong need to belong.
3. Fear of contracting disease. This need centers around an insecurity in people that
they will contract the disease or that a member of their family will. They hope in some
sense for immortality.
4. The habit giver. This person gives out of habit for no real reason other than a
desire not to be embarrassed by not contributing to the cause. These people are very
indifferent to contributions, but feel that they must give to someone because everyone
else does.
5. Nuisance giver. This person only gives to get rid of the caller. He feels contributing
to a cause of no real significance, but would rather donate a few dollars than be
troubled by others.
6. Required to give. These people are required to give at work; they are under
pressure from superiors to donate part of their checks to a fund . The y therefore
demand efficiency, credibility from the organization that they contribute to.
7. Captive givers. These people feel real sorrow for someone they know who might
have contracted the disease. They are other-centered in that they earnestly would like
to aid the victim in some waf. Givers in this category may contribute at the death of
a friend, rather than sending flowers, etc.
8. People-to-people givers. These people have a real feeling of the " commonness
of man, " a solidarity with other people. This group of people has internalized the idea
of helping others because they want to.
9. Concern for humanity. This segment of givers are concerned about others for
religious reasons and because they are "God's children." They feel a moral obligation
to contribute to a charity. They have accepted the love-for-humanity idea because it
is a requirement of their faith .
SOURCE: Unknown.
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fundralsers. Harold Seymour has suggested that in many mass donor markets'
one-third of the people are responsible (they donate without being solicited):
one-third are responsive (they donate when they are asked), and one-thtrOieact .
to compulsion (they donate because of pressure). ) Each market can be investi_
gated further to discover the specific motive segments that exist. One group of
givers to a university might respond to "pride," another to "let's catch up to the
competition. "
Too many organizations ask people to give to them as a needy organization
rather than to give to them to support promising programs. The latter is more
effective. People respond to what they sense as the relevance, importance, and
urgency of a giving opportunity. Seymour suggests that the case for giving must
be bigger than the institution. And it must be presented in a way that catches the
eye, warms the heart, and stirs the mind.
Another important principle for segmentation is the donor's "giving potential." Fundraisers distinguish between small, medium, and large donors. Many
fundraisers prefer to concentrate all or most of their energy on large potential
donors, feeling that attracting a few large gifts would produce more funds than
attracting many small gifts. If a college fund raiser spends thirty hours with a
wealthy alumnus who ends up giving $1 million, the fundraiser's productivity is
much greater than trying to raise $100 from each of 10,000 alumni. For this
reason many college fundraisers in the past neglected building up the number of
alumni givers and concentrated instead on increasing the size of the average gift
received. This is now changing, as more colleges are seeking to involve all alumni
in school support and giving.
Seeking the "large gift" is still the most important part of fundraising for
many organizations. Fundraisers use a five-step approach: identification, introduction, cultivation, solicitation, and appreciation. They first identify wealthy
individuals who could conceivably have a strong interest in the organization.
They identify others who might supply information and arrange an introduction.
They cultivate the person's interest without asking for a y money. By asking too
early, they may get less than is possible. Eventually they do ask for money and,
upon receiving it, they express their appreciation.
Large individual gift fundraising is most effective when the organization has
developed a "wish list" of exciting projects which it shows to the prospective
donor. Large hospitals classify their wished-for gifts in several financial sizes,
ranging from the purchase of small pieces of medical equipment for under
$10,000 to the building of an entire wing for over $3 million. One of the most
powerful appeals is offers to donors to have their names (or the names of loved
ones) attached to physical facilities, research funds, distinguished chairs, and the
like. In addition, fundraisers can offer these individuals all kinds of ways to make
their gifts, including direct cash payment, gifts of stock and other property, and
bequests where they will assign part or all of their estate to the organization upon
their death. Organizations have worked up a variety of gift plans that can be
tailored to the needs of individual wealthy donors.
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sion of a specific proposal. Each organization should cultivate a handful of
appropriate foundations in advance of specific proposals. This is called "building
bridges" or "relationship marketing." One major university sees the FoPd.Foundation as a "key customer account." The development officer arranges for various
people within the university to get to know people at their corresponding levels
within the foundation. One or more members of the university's board arrange
to see corresponding board members of the foundation each year. The university
president visits the foundation's president each year for a luncheon or dinner. One
or more members of the university'S development staff cultivate relations with
foundation staff members at their levels. When the university has a proposal, it
knows exactly who should present it to the foundation and whom to see in the
foundation. Furthermore, the foundation is more favorably disposed toward the
organization because of the long relationship and special understanding they
enjoy. Finally, the organization is able to do a better job of tracking the proposal
as it is being reviewed by the foundation.
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Business organizations represent another distinct source of funds for nonprofit organizations. Corporations have been especially supportive of such causes
as higher education, United Way, and health, civic, cultural, and social services.
In 1979 American business contributed $2.3 billion of the $43 .3 billion received
in total charity. This amounts to slightly less than 1 percent of business's pretax
income. Since business organizations are allowed by law to give up to 5 percent
of their pretax income to charity, considerable potential for more corporate giving
exists.
Corporate giving differs from foundation giving in a number of important
ways. In the first place, corporations regard gift giving as a minor activity, in
contrast to foundations where it is the major activity. Corporations will vary their
giving level with the level of current and expected income. They have to be
sensitive to the feelings of their stockholders, to whom they have the first obligation both in terms of how much to give to charity and what particular charities
to support. Corporations are more likely to avoid supporting controversial causes
than are foundations. Corporations typically handle the many requests for support they receive by setting up a foundation so that corporate officers are not
personally drawn into gift decision making.
In the second place, corporations pay more attention than foundations to
the personal benefit that any grant might return to them. If they can show that
a particular grant will increase community goodwill (as a grant by a cigarette
company to the cancer research foundation) or train more manpower that they
need (as a grant by an engineering company to an engineering school), these
grants will be more acceptable to their board of directors and stockholders.
In the third place, corporations can make more types of gifts than foundations can. The nonprofit organization can approach the business firm for money,
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securities, goods (asking a furniture company for some furniture), services (asking
a printing company for some free printing or printing at cost), and space (asking .
a company for the use of its auditorium for a program). In the extreme, the'
nonprofit organization should be able to get office equipment, marketing research
advertising, and so on, free or at cost if it can identify the right corporat~
prospects to approach.
Effective corporate fundraising requires the nonprofit organization to know
how to identify good corporate prospects efficiently. Of the millions of business
enterprises that might be approached, relatively few are appropriate to any specific nonprofit organization. Furthermore, the nonprofit organization ordinarily
does not have the resources to cultivate more than a handful of corporate givers.
The best prospects for corporate fundraising have the following characteristics:
I. Local corporations. Corporations located in the same area as the nonprofit organization are excellent prospects. A hospital, for example, can base its appeal on the
health care it offers to the corporation's employees and a performing arts group can
base its appeal on its cultural offerings. Corporations find it hard to refuse to Support
worthwhile organizations in their area.
2. Kindred activities. Corporations located in a kindred field to the nonprofit organization's are excellent prospects. Hospitals can effectively solicit funds from pharmaceutical companies and colleges can attract funds from companies that hire many
of their graduates.
3. Declared areas of support. Nonprofit organizations should target corporations
that have a declared interest in supporting that type of nonprofit organization. Thus,
a "support-the-arts" organization might approach the Borg-Warner Corporation
because of the latter's active purchase of contemporary art.
4. Large givers. Large corporations and those with generous giving levels are excellent prospects. Yet fundraisers must realize that these corporations receive numerous requests and favor those nonprofit organizations in the local area or kindred
field . Regional offices of major corporations are often not in a position to make a
donation without the approval of the home office.
5. Pers()nal relationships or contacts. Nonprofit organizations should review their
personal contacts as a clue to corporations that they might solicit. A university's
board of trustees consists of influential individuals who can open many doors for
corporate solicitations. Corporations tend to respond to peer influence in their
giving.
6. Specific capability. The fundraiser may identify a corporation as a prospect
because it has a unique resource needed by the nonprofit organization. Thus, a
charity hospital might solicit a paint manufacturer for a donation of paint to repaint
the rooms in an old wing of a hospital.
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sit's board of trustees-a major bank president-knew the preSident 0 t e o~
co~pany. It was decided on the basis of this and other factors to approach thiS
oil company for support.
.. .
rt
The next step called for preparing a prospect sollcllatlOn plan. As. a sta ,
the university fundraisers researched the oil company's .sa~es, profi~s, major o~ci
ers recent giving record and other characteristics. ThiS mformatlOn was usehu
in deciding whom to ap~roach at the corporation, how much to ask for,
~t
benefits to offer, and so on. A decision was made to approach the corporatIOn s

v:

. FIGURE 19-2
Classifying Prospective Corporate Don~rs
by Level .Bf Interest and Giving Potential
Giving Potential
High

The preceding criteria will help the nonprofit organization identify a number of corporations that are worth approaching for contributions. Corporations
in the organization's geographical area or field are worth cultivating on a continuous basis ("relationship marketing") aside from specific grant requests. However,
when the organization is seeking to fund a specific project, it needs to identify the
best prospects and develop a marketing plan from scratch. We will illustrate the
planning procedure in connection with the following example:

(

D o nor M arketing : A llrdUII'g ~ur1(h

High
Interest Medium
Potential
Low

Medium

Low
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presi?ent, ask for $3 million for the new engineering library, and offer to name
the lIbrary after the corporation.

The oil ~ompa~y resp.onde~ p~sitively to this solicitation because the proposal stood high on ItS major cntena. The oil company foundation rated ea h
proposal on four criteria:
c
1. The. pro~osal .had to be worthwhile from a societal point of view. In this case,
an .englneenng hbrary would contnbute toward better trained engineers in the
Umted States.
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2. The corporation had to feel that the soliciting institution was worthwhile and
would handl~ the. grant well. Here, the oil company had full confidence in the
partIcular universIty.
3. T~e proposal should create some direct benefit, if possible, for the oil company.
In thIS case, the 011 company recognized a number of benefits: It would have an "i n"
on the best new gra~u~tes; it would memorialize its name on the campus; and it
would g~t good pubhclty for supporting this private university.
4. The 011 company foundation placed value on the personal relationships involved.
The fact that an Important bank president had taken the time to present personally
the pro~osal to the oil company chairman was an important factor in carefully
consldenng the proposal.

In general, corporations pay attention to these criteria in considering whether to
"buy". a pa~icular ~roposal, and therefore the seller ("fund raiser") should weave
them mto ItS plannIng and presentation.
GOVERNMENT

Oth~r government agencies also make grants to Support health care, univer.
sity teaching and research, social services, and other worthwhile causes. Large

(

nonprofit organizations will appoint a staff member as director of g~vernme~t
grants to concentrate on cultivating opportunities in this. s.ector. Th~ director will
monitor announcements of government grant opportUnIties that might have potential for his or her organization, as well as spend time in Washington and
elsewhere getting to know officers at these various agencies.
Government agencies normally require the most detailed paperwork in
preparing proposals. On the other hand, the agencies are very will~ng ~o review
proposals, placing the main .weight on t?e pr~~osal's pr~bable contnbutI~~ ,~o t~e
public interest. Certain tOPiCS become hot: such a~ cancer research, enVironmental health," and so on, and the granting agencies look for the best proposals they can find on these topics. They pay less attention to agency benefit or to
personal relations with the requesting organizations.

T~e final step c~I.led for I!lan imple'!'entation. The bank president arranged
an appointment t~ VISit the 011 corporatIOn's chairman, who was an old friend
He was accompanIed by the ~niversity's president, and also the vice president of
develop~ent.. When they arrIved, th~y met the ~hairman and the oil company'S
foundation director. They made their presentatIOn, and the chairman said th
proposal ~oul.d ~e given careful c?nsideration ..A subsequent meeting was hel~
on the unIversIty s campus, and ultImately the 011 corporation granted the mo
.
.
ney
to t he unIversity.

Another major source of funds are government agencies at the federal, state,
and local levels that are able to make grants to worthwhile causes. As an example,
the federal government set up the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) to
grant over $100 million annually to Support museums, ballet companies, art
gr~up~, .and other art organizations, large and small. Art organizations, as well
as individual artists, regularly subscribe to NEA's Guide to Programs and The
Cultural Post to review the types of grants recently made by NEA as a basis for
preparing their own proposals.
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Nonprofit organizations must develop an organized approach to ~undrais
ing. They cannot simply rely on money coming over the transom; thiS would
make funding too erratic. Small organizations normally rely on one person who
is chiefly responsible for fund raising. This person may be the organization's head
or a director of development. He or she will be responsible for identifying
fundraising opportunities and activating others-{)fficers, employees. volunteers
-to assist when possible.
Large nonprofit organizations-such as the American Red Cross and
American Heart Association-will have entire departments of development, consisting of dozens of staff members plus volunteers numbering into the t~o.u~ands.
In these large organizations, development staff members take responsibilIty for
either specific donor markets, services, marketing tools, or geographical are~s. v.:e
shall illustrate this by showing how a large private college typically organIzes ItS
fund raising.
A model organization for university fundraising is shown in Figure 19~3 .
The board of directors has the ultimate responsibility for overseeing the financial
health of the university and does this by making personal and company contributions, arranging donor contacts, and suggesting new fundraising ideas. The college president is the chief fund raiser when it comes to mee~ing imp?rtant people
and asking for money. The vice president of development IS the chief planner of
the fundraising strategy for the institution and also personally asks for ~oney
from potential donors. Day-to-day administration is often handled b~ a dlrec~or
of development, to free the vice president of development for strat~gl.c plann~n~
and outside travel. The remaining development staff carry out specialIzed activIties. Some staff are specialized to donor markets-thus there are directors of
alumni affairs, foundations, corporate giving, and so on. Other staff members
manage marketing functions, such as public relations, research, and volunteers.

r
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FIGURE 19-3
FUNDRAISING GOALS AND STRATEGY

A large University Fundraising Organization

-Organizations must set annual and long-range goals for fundraising. As an
example, the March of Dimes set the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•

Vice President of Development

Alumni
large gifts
Foundotions
Corporations

Publ ic relations

low

Research and information
Volunteers

Business

East

Medicine

West

Direct mail

local

Bequests
Government

?thers handle various schools, where they get to know the faculty and fundraisIng needs and opportunities. Finally, some staff members may manage regions of
:he co~~try. For ~xamp.le, Cornell runs offices in eight cities which handle
undralsIng, alumm relatIons, and public relations.
The staffs effec~iveness is amplified by managing a large number of volun!:~r:-~~Ch as alumm, wealthy friends of the i?stitution, deans, faculty, students,
. For example, .Stanford runs a specIal program called the Inner Quad
program ~or those ~ho gIve (or may give) over $1,000 annually to Stanford. This
program IS ~un . by eIght professional staff members working through 250 vol un:eers ~peratIng In 16 regions of the country. l In this case, the staff really functions
o actIVate t~e vo.lu~teers ~ho are .the mgin fundraising arm of the university.
f . !he umv~rslty s effectIveness In fundraising is also impacted by the quality
~n~ts In~ormatlOn. system. The development office needs to maintain up-to-date
easl~y accessIble files on donors and prospects (individuals foundations
co~ratlOn~, . et~.) so that past and/or potential giving can be identified and
prevIous solICItatIOns can be reviewed. To the extent that these fil
i d
d d ·
es are computerze. an
ata can be retneved by year, school, giving level and other ke
vffiana~lesl' the fundraiser is in a much better position to allocat~ his or her tim~
e ectIve y.

to
to
to
to
to

become the leading charitable organization in the area of birth defects
increase annual contributions received each year by an average of 10 percent
keep the expenses-to-contributions ratio below 20 percent
increase the median size contribution by 10 percent
increase grants from the government by 15 percent

Presumably, these goals would have to be checked for consistency and prioritized
in terms of importance.
Every organization tends to set an annual goal for contributions because
this allows the organization to (1) know how much to budget for fundraising, (2)
motivate the staff and volunteers to high exertion, and (3) measure fundraising
effectiveness. Organizations arrive at their fund raising goal in different ways, such
as:
1. Incremental approach. Here the organization takes last year's revenue and increases it to cover inflation and then modifies it up or down depending on the
expected economic climate. Thus, the American Heart Association may decide to
raise about 15 percent more than it did in the preceding year.
2. Need approach. Here the organization forecasts its financial needs and sets a goal
based on its needs. Thus a university's administration will estimate the future
building needs and costs, faculty salaries, energy costs, and so on, and set the portion
that has to be covered by fundraising as its target.
3. Opportunity approach. Here the organization makes a fresh estimate of how
much money it could raise from each donor group with different levels of fundraising expenditure. It sets the goal of maximizing the net surplus. This approach can
be illustrated with Figure 11-2, p. 278, in Chapter 11. The sales response function
shows the gross revenue that would be raised with different levels of fund raising
expenditure. Nonmarketing expenditures can be subtracted to reveal the gross
surplus before marketing expenditures. The 45° line shows the marketing expenditures on fundraising . The vertical distance between the last two curves shows the
net surplus associated with various fundraising expenditures. The highest point on
the surplus curve shows the marketing expenditure level that will maximize net
surplus.
-"

The opportunity approach is the most sound. The vice president of development would be responsible for preparing this analysis by analyzing the potential
of each donor group. If this goal is accepted, the vice president of development
knows how much staff effort to allocate to each donor group.
After setting its fundraising goal, the organization has to develop an overall
strategy. It must decide on how to present its case to the donors. For example,
the American Heart Association has to decide whether to base its case on "hope,"
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"fear," or some other major motive for giving. It has to decide how to allocate
scarce staff time to different donor groups and geographical areas.
The role of the vice president of development in influencing the organiza_
tion's objectives and strategies varies greatly among organizations. Most organi_
zations treat the development officer as a technician rather than a policy maker.
The president and/or board decides how much money is needed, selects the broad
fund raising strategy, and then assigns its implementation to the development
officer. This, unfortunately, robs the organization of a valuable contribution that
the development officer can make. Some organizations grant more scope to the
development officer. This officer participates with the other officers in developing
the organization's institutional positioning and personality. By helping the organization develop a better position in the market, the development officer can raise
money more easily.

FUNORAISING TACTICS

Fundraising strategy sets the overall parameters for the fundraising effort
which the development officer must fill in with specific actions. The organization's
job is to send messages to the potential donors through the most effective message
channels and allow the donors to return money through the most efficient collection channels. This view of the channel options is shown in Figure 19-4.
The various channel opportunities give rise to a whole set of specific,
well-known fundraising tactics. Table 19-2 lists the major tactics that are effective
in four markets: mass anonymous small gift market, members and their friends
market, affluent citizens market, and wealthy donors market.

Communication and Collection Channels for Fundraising
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

I

Radio

Outdoor advertising

Television

Store sites

Newspaper
Magazine

Streets
Door- to- door

Direct moil

Events

I
Direct mail return envelope
Payroll deduction
Credit cards
On-the-spot donation

Mass Anonymous Small Gift Market

Raffles
Rummage sales
Sporting events
Tours
Walkathons, readathons, bikeathons,
danceathons, jogathons, swimathons
Yearbooks

Charity cans in stores
Direct mail
Door-to-door solicitation
Street and sidewalk solicitation
TV and radio marathons
Thrift shops
Plate passing

Members and Their Friends Market

Anniversary celebrations
Art shows
Auctions
Benefits (theatre, movies, sports events)
Bingo games
Book sales
Cake sales

Dances
Dinners, suppers, lunches, breakfasts
Fairs
Fashion shows
Parties in unusual places
Phonothons (also called telethons)

Affluent Citizens Market

Convocations
Dinners (invitational and lor testimonial)
Letters from high-status individuals

Parlor meetings
Telephone calls from high-status
individuals

Wealthy Donors Market

Testimonial dinner for wealthy
individuals
Wealthy person invited to another's
home or club

mall gtifit market consists of all citizens who might
The mass anonymous s
se The key idea
be induced to contribute a small sum (say, u.nder $50) to ~ ca~ .
ninis to use low-cost methods of fundraising, Since the contnbutlO~s from;o ass
individuals are exp9Cted to be low. One of the oldest ~r~s. 0 m

I
COLLECTION CHANNELS

Table 19-2

FUNDRAISING METHODS

Bequests
Celebrity grooming
Committee visit to person's home,
office
Memorials

FIGURE 19-4

Fundraising
Organization

(

(

/

Potential
Donors

I

;:~~e;!iSing ;s ~'inU~ig~ t:~~:t:::sf"t:OI~:;;t :u~d:~~:W~~i:::I':ta~~~d';:~

vo unteers san
. .
bells (Salvation Army), or dlstnbutlng
offering tags (Veterans' Day), nnglng
I . d r -to-door solicireligious materials (Hare Krishna). Somewhat more cost IS O?t be home Yet
tation because more time is involved and many peop e w?n
. .
door-to-door canvassing is the preferred method of the Am.e ncan H.eartn~s:~~:
. (AHA) which has a massive army of volunteers orgamzed by CIty,
g
tlon
,
~
h AHA Block volunteers
.
hood, and block, who ring doorbells once a year or t e

t
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are typically homemakers who solicit their neighbors for money and make a
substantial contribution themselves. Some charities enlist retailers to keep donation cans in their establishments near the cash register where people might deposit
their spare change. In recent years, direct mail has become one of the major
fundraising tools. Organizations buy mailing lists of people who are likely to
contribute and send attractive letters asking for support. They can calculate in
advance the response rate required to break even on the mailing cost and usually
do substantially better than this rate.
The members and their friends market consists of the people who belong
to the organization and their friends, who have a personal interest in supporting
the organization. This market can be tapped for donations in a number of ways.
For example, art museums favor raising money through selling memberships and
running theatre benefits, dinners, and tours. Churches, on the other hand, typically raise money by sponsoring bingo games, rummage sales, cake sales, plate
passing, and raffles. Each of these fundraising methods requires careful planning
n order to maximize its potential revenue. Fashion shows, for example, have to
be planned and promoted far in advance of the day of their occurrence; the same
can be said of dances and fairs. Fundraising consultants can be found who
specialize in each method and know how to stage it for maximal effectiveness.
These consultants can recommend the most effective and appropriate fund raising
methods to an organization. Furthermore, they continue to invent new approaches each year.6 No sooner had walkathons become popular than other
organizations created "readathons," "bikeathons," and "jogathons." Each organization seeks to give a special or distinctive twist to its events. For example, the
Boys Clubs of Chicago looked for an unusual place to hold a dinner for its
members and decided on a black-tie dinner dance to be held in the Lion House
of Lincoln Park Zoo, with the lions stalking around as the dinner guests dined
and danced.
The a.lJluent citizens market consists of persons whose income and interest
in the organization or cause could lead them to give anywhere from $50 to several
hundred dollars as a donation. The affluent citizens market is worth pursuing
with more than direct mail. A highly effective technique is to issue invitations for
special dinners or events. Political parties, for example, run $100 or $500 plate
dinners to raise money for aspiring political candidates. Or the dinner might be
free, with donations solicited after a round Ji}f enthusiastic speech making and
drinking, both calculated to loosen the purse strings. Another popular method
is letter writing and/or phone calling from supporters of the organization to their
affluent friends asking for donations.
The wealthy donors market consists of persons whose wealth and potential interest is such that they might be induced to contribute anywhere from
$1,000 to several million dollars to a cause or organization. These wealthy donors are usually well known in their community, and they are solicited by many
organizations for financial support. Many of them set up foundations to handle
these solicitations so that they do not have to be personally bothered. Yet some

(
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EXHIBIT 19-1. Stanford tailors its fundraising tactics to each alumni segment
To raise money from its alumni, Stanford Universit(s developm~n~~~~~e
distin uishes different categories of alumni-according to the sc 0
Y
atten~ed while at Stanford and also the year of their graduatl~r ~he. ~ev~l
opment office then applies the most cost-effective me.th.od o. un ralsln~ to
each category. For this purpose, Stanford furt~er diVides Its a lumn~ In 0
groups according to their estimated giving potential: those who are ~elieve~
. $1 000 or more· $100-$999; and less than $100 .. ersona
a bl e to give
,
'
h
that give over
solicitation has proven most effective with t e. two groups
$100. Phonathons have proved especially effe~tlv~ for getting nondonors to
start giving and small donors to increase their g.lfts. A phone
~o~h a
classmate asking the alumnus to give a little more IS .often su~cessl u. . nwh~
other hand, mail appeals are more cost-effective In reaching a umnl .
.
d $50 ·In the past and who are not located In a geographical
I
. ( h· h .
have given un er
area where there is a large concentration of Stanford a umnl ~ IC hiS
necessar to achieve economies of scale in a phonathon). Even ere, t e
develop~ent office divides the under-$50 group into s.eve~al segm;nts~i~~
gave last year first time, over $25; (2) gave last year, first Itlme , un er I'
(3) gave last 'year regular donors, over $25; (4) gave ast year, regu ar
donors under $25; (5) gave only in the previous year; (6) gave on y two or
more y~ars ago· and (7) never gave. Each of these groups receives a different
pattern of mail: Those who gave last year, first time, over $25, ;ece~ve/~
to five solicitation letters before the school gives up. For ;x~mPded t e .~;s
mail a eal comes from the school that the alumnus atten e an . escn .
its rec~~t activities and accomplishments as a way ~f bUildtlnglf~~~sed~~~~I,~
doesn't work a second letter comes from a former c assma e. .
t
k a third 'letter comes from a school faculty member reporting on recen
:~:;rch This is followed, if necessary, by the school's dean sending a letter.
The final·effort might be a letter from the university president or the chairman
of the fund drive. Such an extensive mailing plan would be too ex:e~sl;e
those alumni who give small amounts less freq uently, so t IS at er
to use on
only receive up to four solicitation letters; meantime, those
ould
~~~~;e never given only receive up to two letters. Although these differetnht
th
e based on experimenting WI
·
mailing treatments seem ar b Itrary, ey ar
..
ff f

ct\1

~~~~an::~:oeax~h~~n~~:ar~~pg~~~: ~;~sd:~~~I~~~;g~~i~~S~g~~~~te ::~il:~;
costs.

.,
"

.
. y . h Annual Fund," in Christopher H . Lovelock and
SOURCE: Adapted from StanfordUnlvbe,rslt . ~
rofit Marketing (Palo Alto, Calif. : SCientifiC
Charles B. W ei nberg, eds., Cases In Pu Ie an
onp
Press, 1977), pp. 73-88.

d

in?rdinatetamtoo~::i: ~~:!~~ti:~: ~~:e :::!:~~~e:lsf;:~h:

fund raisers will. spend
h pe of attractmg a major gran
. .
h
o . r rivate eastern university has already spent seven years c~ltlvatmg t e
~~~ds~ip of a wealthy Chicago widow without yet receiving a major grant; yet
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~:r I~~lth~v~;n~~~ ~::;d~~i~e~::!:~t:~~~:!I!~il :n putting on weekend retreats

vate university invited fifty of its wealthiest alu~ ~~ney. O~e well-known prion the fcampus, flying them in on private planes
parts 0 the country. These alumni were
t
.
n vanous
some fine lectures led in a reli io
.pu up In the best hotel, treated to
treated to a footb~ll game won gbr~~a~;'~IC~y b(h the huni~ersity presid~nt, and
were so high that the average alumnus attending ~h:~ 00 ~ te;m. Their spirits
wee en gave a check to
the university for over $100,000.

~~o: ~~e~r -~~::~s~ wee~end

of a C~~Po:itg~es~eunddrfiaiSing tactics.can be organized under the umbrella concept
.
e ne a campaign as follows:
:v~~~~~ign . i~ an or~anized and time-sequenced set of activities and
. d r raising a given sum of money within a particular time
peno .

We can distinguish between an annual c a '

.

Colleg~s, hospi~als, churches, and charitable or;:~~~i;~: :i~a~~~~ ::mpaign·l
campaign to raise a target amount of mone
h
.
annua
Y eac year. The campaign plan will
spell out the "case" g I
to be the campaig'n C~:i~:~nttos, and s~ on. A well-kn~wn person may be invited
energize and symbohze th t '
.
Organizations will also run a capital campaign f
/ year ~ campalg.n.
a large amount of mone for'
.
rom Ime to time, to raise
Stanford launched a fiv~_yea~i~~un~~taktngs. or expans~ons. In the year 1972,
launched a three-and-a-half-;ear $~~ 10~I~aPltal c.ampalgn, and in 1974 Yale
paigns require the most careful planning ~ IOn capital campaign: These camtions:
. ere are some of the major considera-

(
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hand even before the campaign begins. Next, large potential donors should be
approached. These steps will create the impression that the campaign is generating
much support and enthusiasm and others will want to join the bandwagon.

An issue in designing a campaign is to decide whether potential donors
should be "coached" in how much to give or whether this should be left to their
judgment. In fact, there are three possibilities:
1. Don't specify any amount.
2. Suggest a specific dollar amount on the low side.
3. Suggest a specific dollar amount on the high side.

The first approach is the most common. People differ in what they can give,
and it is felt that this is best left to their individual judgments .
Suggesting a specific amount on the low side is seen as accomplishing two
things. It helps prospects know what is considered a minimum proper amount
to give. And the "low-amount feature" allows people to get into the habit of
giving ("foot-in-the-door"V The problem is that many people who might have
given more will take this as an adequate amount to give.
Suggesting a high amount to give works on the theory of "door-in-theface.'" It stretches people's idea of what they should give and, hopefully,
they would give this much or something close to it. Thus, the United Fund
might suggest that citizens give 1 percent of their income, or a church might
suggest that members give 5 percent of their income. Most people regard this
as too high, but end up giving more than they normally would (see Exhibit
19-2).

EVALUATING FUNORAISING EFFECTIVENESS
1. An organization cannot run a ca ital cam .
its five-year capital campaign it
Pld
I palgn too often. After Stanford ended
leas~ three to five years. This '''s :c~~ ,,~~~ aunch another ca~ital campaign for at
retam their specialness in the mPI' nd g f d ecessary If the capital campaigns are to
so onors.
2. The organization has to make decision
h
'
.
duration. The goal should be achie abl ~ s o~ t e. caplta.1 campaign's goal and
than failing to reach the goal And ~h e, or ~ ere IS nothmg more embarrassing
it will eventually lose its mo~entum. e campaign should not last too long because

3. The organization should try to add a mat h'

.
..
c mg gift feature to the campaign,
where some wealthy donors or
.
orgamzattons promise t
t h
. . 0 rna c ,say, $1 for $1, the
money raised. Early in the lannin th
challenge grants.
p
g, e orgamzatton has to find and cultivate
4. Th e orgamzatton
. . should prepare an attractiv b kl
.
. .
that the money will buy (called a wish I) Th e 00 et showmg the mam Items
what different amounts of money woul~ b'
.us'l M~T prepa~ed a booklet showing
and so on.
uy, mc udmg bUlldmgs, endowed chairs,

r

5. The campaign strategy calls for approachin'
.
a planned sequence. First board
b
h glvanous potential donor groups in
mem ers s ou d be asked for large gifts to be in
,

Each organization must make a continuous effort to improve its effectiveness through evaluating its recent results, especially in the face of increasingly
sophisticated competition and scarce funds. The organization can evaluate its
results on a macro- and a micro-level.
MACROEVALUA TION

Organizations use several methods to evaluate their overall fundraising
effectiveness. They are described below.
Percentage of goal reached.
For organizations that set an annual goal, the
first thing to look at is how close they came to achieving the goal. Every organization wants to achieve at least its goal or better. This creates a temptation to set
the goal low enough to be achieved. Often, the development officer favors a low
goal so that he or she could look good. The organization's president, however,
is tempted to set a high goal to induce the development office to work hard.
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EXHIBIT 19-2. How not to ask for money in a face-to-face situation
. A successful young lawyer had a recent experience which graphicall
Illustrates several subtle points about personal solic itation . He received ~
phone call fr?m a person who said that he was from the lawyer's alma mater
an? wou~d like to make an appointment to talk to the lawyer At th
pOinted time ~he visitor appeared, a tall good-looking man wi;h graye ha~~
w~o lo.ok;d like a college president. The visitor started to talk about the
uhnlver~lty s plan for the eighties and showed pictures of new buildings that
t e unlv~rslty nee~ed. The lawyer now knew that the visitor was a develo _
ment offlc~r seekln~ a donation . After describing the university in glOWi~
t~rms for fifteen minutes, the development officer came to the point. " I~
view. of our needs and your affection for the university, I would like y~U to
c~nsld~r making a donation of $10,000 to your university." The lawyer at
thiS pOint felt stunned by this request {" door-in-the-face" l. He had never
been asked for such a large contribution by any organization. He felt flattered th~t someone could think he could make such a large contribution ' this
meant t at he. had "arrived." On the other hand, he felt somewhat m'iffed
to be asked without warning for such a large amount of money by a relative
~trang~r. H.e t,old the development officer that he appreciated learning about
IS university s needs an~ would think it over, and hopefully would give, if
~ot th~t amount, something substantial in any event. The officer looked a
IItt~e disappointed, but thanked him for his time and left. At the time of this
writing, the lawyer still had not made any donation to h's .
.
Th '
. d '11
I university.
IS eplSo e I ustrates several mistakes in the development oWc '
pro~ch to the particular prospect. (Try to imagine these mistak~s e~;f~~~
rea Ing on.) The development officer should have said over the phone who
he was .and his purpose for visiting. He should have sent an advance mailin
desCrIbing the u~iversity's campaign, needs, and accomplishments H!
should have considered bringing along an eminent lawyer who had ' also
grad uated from th~ same university. He should have done less talkin and
more II~tenlng, asking the lawyer how he felt about the university and gwhat
memories h~ had. The development officer should have asked for a more
reasonabl~ gift-say, $5,000. When the lawyer balked, the officer should
have continued to try to "close the sale ." He might have said that the la
could make a cont~ibution of $5,000 over a five-year period in $1 ~~~
annual amounts~ thiS would ease the financial burden. Or he could have
suggested a tangible benefit that would flgw from this gift, such as a scholar~hlP named after the lawyer to support a worthwhile student Or he could
ave said that thi~ would be a le adership gift, and the lawyer'~ name would
~e listed along w~th other leading contributors. Or he could have said that
e would phone In two weeks to see how much the lawyer might be able
to give. The development officer did not do any of these things and h'
approac h showed poor planning of this sales call.
,IS

-
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Composition of gifts.
The organization should examine the composition of
the money raised, looking at trends in the two major components:
Gifts

=

number of donors X average gift size

NUMBER OF DONORS. Each organization hopes to increase the number of
donors each year. The organization should pay attention to the number of donors
in relation to the potential number of donors. Many organizations have a disappointing "reach" or "penetration." For example, 29 percent of Stanford's alumni
has given each year. The question raised is not why Stanford has 29 percent
penetration but why 71 percent of its alumni do not give. The development officer
should interview a sample of alumni nongivers and identify the importance of
such reasons as: "did not enjoy Stanford as a student," "do not like the way
Stanford is evolving," "disagree with policies of the school in which I graduated,"
"couldn't care less," "was never asked," and so on. Each of these reasons suggests
a possible plan of action.

A VERAGE GIFT SIZE. A major objective of the fundraising organization
is to increase the size of the average gift. The development office should review
the size distribution of gifts. It should estimate the potential number of gifts that
might be obtained in each size class against the current number to determine the
size classes of gifts that deserve targeted effort in the next period.
Market share.
For some organizations, its share or rank in fundraising
among comparable organizations can be a revealing statistic about whether the
institution is doing a competent job. For example, a private midwestern university
compared its results to the results of five comparable universities and found it was
trailing in the number of alumni givers, and in the amount raised through government grants. This led to more effort being put in these two donor directions. As
another example, the Chicago Lung Association found that, while it managed to
raise more dollars each year, its rank among charitable causes had slipped from
third place to eighth place. It was losing its "share of heart" in the giving
community and needed to find ways to reverse this relative decline.
Expense/contributions ratio.
The fundraising organization is ultimately interested in its net revenue, not gross revenue. At one time the American Kidney
Fund spent $740,000 to ra.i~e $779,434 and created a scandal. It is more normal
for expense-to-contributions to run 10 and 20 percent, and the public generally
accepts this. The American Red Cross runs its expenses at 5 percent of its
contributions. Many large donors look at this key ratio before they decide
whether to support an organization.

M ICROEVALUA TION
The organization should also rate its individual staff members on their
fundraising effectiveness. This is not always done. One university vice president
of development said he had a general idea of the funds brought in by each staff
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member but. not specific numbers. Many gifts were the result of several st
peopl~ workIng toge~her: one identifying the prospect, another groomin hi aff
~n~ s.tIlI another gettIng the check. Still, it would be worthwhile evaluating m,
IndIVIdual to help train them better or dismiss them I'f th
.g each
. .
.
ey are not tappIng th
eXIstIng. potential. .As an example, one university rates its staff that works . ~
foundatIOns by USIng the following indicators (the numbers are illustrative;It
Number of leads developed
Number of proposals written
Average value of proposal
Number of proposals closed
Percentage of proposals closed
Average value closed
Average cost per proposal closed
Cost per dollar raised

30
20
$40,000
10
50%
$39,000
$6,000
.20

SUMMARY

gr~;~a~~ t~~i;~jO~

~f

~rganizations

are
problems
nonprofit
is fundraising. Organizations
. "
g : om a, pro uct Orientation to a sales orientation to a marketin
Orientation . A marketmg orientation calls for carefully segmentl' ng d
k g
th ' "
,
onor mar ets
meas '
cult" u~mg ~Ir glv~ng potential, and assigning executive responsibility and resources t~
Iva e, eac , mar et. Marketers assume that the act of giving is reall an exchan
ge
process In ,which t~e giver also ~ets something that the organization ca~ offer.
f
T~e fl~st step In the fundralslng process is to study the characteristics of each of the
dour major k onhor markets: in,dividuals, foundations, corporations, and government. Each
onor mar et as Its own giving motives and giving criteria ,
,

The second step is to

or~an~ze

the fundra ising operation in a way that covers the

dlffer~~t do;o~ mark~ts, organization's services, marketing tools, and geographical areas

effort Ge \ Ir step IS to, develop, sound goals and strategies to guide the fundraisin~
. oa s are set ,on either an Inc,remental basis, need basis, or opportunity basis,
Differ:~~ ::~~h step l~tO develop a mix of fu ndraising tactics for the various donor groups,
, c ICS are e ectlve With the mass anonymous small gift market the members
and th~r f~lends ma,rket, the affluent citizens market, and the wealthy donors market
T, e fifth ~tep IS to conduct regular evaluations of fundraising results A macro'
~::'u~:lo\conslsts of a~alY,zing the percentage of the goal reached, the co~position of
, gl S, t e average gift Size, the market share, and the expense/ contributions ratio
Mlcroevaluatlon consists of evaluating the performance of each individual fundraiser. '

QUESTIONS
1. P~ep~re a ."wish , list" that could be used in fundraising by a non rofit
organization With which you are familiar,
p
2. In what ways does successful grant proposal preparation involve marketing
concepts and tools?

Donor

Mdr~ellng.

, '[[r.lUII'!;

r Ul l U ,

(

3. Diagram the exchange relationsh ip between the oil company and the university described in the chapter.
4. Why is the opportunity approach considered the most sound basis for
setting fundraising goals?
5. A small college plans to launch a capital campaign a year from now. The
largest item on its "wish list" is a $5 million continuing education center, wh ich
is badly needed. The college is considering beginning construction in six month s.
What would you recommend, and why ?
6. Large gifts are often obtained at a lower percentage cost than are small gifts,
Would you recommend that nonprofit organizations put all their fund raising
resources into attracting large gifts from major donors? Explain.

NOTES
1. For additional information see Giving USA-1979 Annual Report: A Compilation of Facts and Trends on American Philanthropy for the Year 1979 (New York:
American Association of Fundraising Council, 1980).
2. "How Do We Choose the Charities We Support?", Chicago Tribune, July 30,
1972, Section 5, p. 9.
3. Harold J, Seymour, Designs for Fund-Raising (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1966).
4. Here are some useful books on grantsmanship. Virginia P. White, Grants: How
to Find Out About Them and What to Do Next (New York and London: Plenum
Press, 1975); Lois DeBakey and Selma DeBakey, "The Art of Persuasion: Logic
and Language in Proposal Writing," Grants Magazine, Vol. 1, No.1 (March
1978), pp, 43-60; F. Lee JacqueUe and Barbara J. Jacquette, What Makes a Good
Proposal (New York: Foundation Center, 1973); and Robert A. Mayer, What
Will a Foundation Look For When You Submit a Grant Proposal? (New York:
Foundation Center, 1972).
S. See "Stanford University: The Annual Fund," in Christopher Lovelock and
Charles B. Weinberg, eds., Cases in Public and Nonprofit Marketing (Palo Alto,
Calif. : Scientific Press, 1977), pp. 73-88.
6. For several examples see Suzanne Seixas, "Getting More from G ivers,"
Mon ey, September 1976, pp. 79-82.
7. In a study by Freedman and Fraser, the experimenters asked subjects to
comply with a small initial request. Two weeks later, they were contacted and
asked to comply with a large request. It was found that 76% of the e~perimental
participants agreed to comply with the large request compared to a 17% compliance rate by those subjects approached with only the large request. See J. L.
Freedman and S. Fraser, "Compliance Without Pressure: The Foot-in-the-Door
Technique," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 4 (1966), pp.
195-202.
8. See R. B. Cialdini et aI., "Reciprocal Concessions Procedure for Inducing
Compliance: The Door-in-the-Face Technique," Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, Vol. 31 (1975), pp. 206-15.

RECRUITING AND FUNDRAISING
PURPOSE OF STRATEGY:

1. to RECRUIT NEW MEMBERS AND SUPPORTERS.
2. to EDUCATE EXISTING MEMBERS.

3. to KEEP MEMBERS INVOLVED.

Let them know THEY COUNT.

RECURITING:
-should involve a combination of

DIRECT MAIL
TELEMARKETING
DEVELOPMENT OF HI -DOLLAR DONORS.

TOOLS & METHODS:
TO RECRUIT:

-direct mail; telemarketing; special events; issues.

TO EDUCATE:

-newsletters:

TO ACTIVATE:

-newsletters: FREEIX:M FLYER
-direct involvement: ISSUES, MAIL DROPS, RESEARCH, TELEMARKETING,
OFFICE V'nRK, AIMINISTRATION, $ CONTRIBUTIONS

CONSENT

RESPONSE RATES: (with a combination of direct mail and telemarketing)
-with ACTIVES (those who gave $ within the last 2 years) :
-approx. 60 %
with DELINQUENTS (those who gave $ more than 2 years previous): -approx. 33%

ALWAYS "THANK" DONORS BY MAIL

-enclose RETURN ENVELOPE ONLY, do NOT enclose RESPONSE
FORMS.

-always ask for REFERRALS.

TELEMARKEI'ING
-telemarketing should be aimed strictly at the HOUSEFlLE.
-develop personal contact.
-get individual feedback; poll supporters.
-attempt to negotiate for ten times more than last contribution; should result in
2.5 times the response.
-telemarketing should be initiated approx. 3 WEEKS AFTER A DIRECT MAIL.

SCRIPT:
-should be kept short.
-~P

RECORDS of each telemarketing response and script.

-OPEN wi th :

1.
2.
3.

IDENTIFY YOURSELF
NAME YOUR ORGANIZATION
IDENTIFY ISSUE OR EVENT

-establish a sense of URGENCY.
-CON'T "ask for money."

Rather, "Can we count on your SUPPORT?"

-CLOSE CALL WITH A SPECIFIC $ amount if possible. (i.e., "Could you handle lOx what
you gave last time?)"
-REWARD CONTRIBUTOR. (i.e., "Thats teriffic! ")

-be prepared for various responses:

NO / MAYBE / YES

DONOR CLASSIFICATIONS
-are usually ISSUE oriented, and less concerned with ORGANIZATIONAL objectives.

$25-$99:
$100-$499:

-usually understand how issues relate to THEM.

$500-$999:

-fX)tential for more.

$1000+:

("fX)litical animals")

-SOLID SUPPORTER, but must be catered to.

HIGH-DOLLAR DEVELOPMENT:

($500+)

-must be developed by understanding contributor's MOTIVATION (i.e., EGO, ISSUE,
PHILOSOPHY, EXPERIENCE, etc.)
-high dollar donors are valuable for getting ENDORSEMENTS, which can in turn be
directed to other high dollar donors.
-high dollar donors are those capable of SPECIAL PROJECT FUNDING.
(i.e., suggest MATCHING FUNDS)
-TIME is a CRUCIAL FACTOR to those with money; they tend to have a SHORT ATTENTION SPAN.
-OTHER THAN SIGNING THE CHEQUE, you must do everything for them •

•
-KEEP IN ~1IND that donors tend to associate with others in their own dollar class.
Try to have them meet each other at SPECIAL EVENTS and DINNERS.
-those over 55 years of age tend to give more money.

SYSTEMS

COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS:
1.

-ITEMIZE EACH CONTRIBUTION & LAST DATE RECEIVED.

DIRECT MAIL

-DIRECT MAIL is the MOST EFFECTIVE WAY to reach large groups of people.
-APPROACH should be PERSONALIZED, but avoid "package abuse".
-suggest SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS .in covering letter and on response forms.
-MEASURE RESULTS:

-keep copies (dates, signers etc.) of all mailings
-CODE response ENVELOPES to determine source.

RESPONSE RATES:
-approximately 50 % of response is ISSUE ORIENTED.
10%
relates to CARRIER ENVELOPE AND PACKAGE
10%
RESPONSE FORMS AND REIURN ENVELOPE.
5%
SIGNER
25 %
OTHER FACTORS

USE A "P.S." AND "P.P.S.":
-draw attention to enclosed return envelope & response forms
-have donor suggest others who might be interested in organization or issue.
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Monthly Expense Report
Covers
Period from -

Name _________________ Br/Dept. _________________ FICS Ctre No
Attach receipts

to -

Date

Personal
Car
Mileage

Description

Attach recei pts
Air and rail
transportation

Lodging

:

:

:

:

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

:

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

:

I
I
I

:I

:
I

:I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

:I

:

I
I
I

I
I
I

:I

:I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I
Total number of miles @

---

I
I
I
I

:
I

I

1

1

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

i

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

-[

:

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

:

i

I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

!

1
I
I

I

:

I
I

Total

1

I

I

i

I
I
I

All
other
expenses

Entertaining
Attach receipts

:

I

I

the Permanent

Give details on reverse
Meals
other than
entertaining

I

i

Totals

Taxi and car
rental
I

II

LI_L-...L-L_IL-..LI----'

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

[>

cents per mile

Total expenses

Gen. Ledger
Account no

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

Responsibility
Centre no

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I
Total

)
2519(Ed.2/78)

I

Amount

I
I
I

Extension
checked

Date paid

:

Addition
checked

Cheque no

Authorization
checked

I

I
I
I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I

IHead office
travel advance

I

I

I
I
I

Balance
forward

Advance - Other sources

I
I

Air fares

I
I
I
I

Rail fares
Signed ____________________

i

Approved __________________

I
I
I

Price
checked
Approved
for
Payment

Less
Total advances

I
\

Iforward
Balance

I

IDue
Company

I

IDue
Employee

I

)
RG 158

Explanation of entertainment expense

Date

Name of persons
and compa ny
involved

Nature and
purpose of
expense

Place

Amount

i
i
i
i
i
i

:
i

i
i
i

:
i
i
i
i

:
i

i
i

!
!
i

i
i
i
I
I
I

I
I
I

Total

All other expenses
Date

Particulars

Amount

Date

Particulars

Amount

:

I

i

I
I

I

I
I
I

i

I

:

Total

I
I
I

:

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

Total Expenses
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TELD1ARKETING
-telemarketing should be aimed strictly at the HOUSEFlLE.
-develop personal contact .
- get individual feedback; poll supporters.
-attempt to negotiate for ten times more than last contribution; should result ln
2 .5 times the response.
-telemarketing should be initiated approx. 3 WEEKS AFTER A DIRECT MAIL.

SCRIPT:
- should be kept short.
-KEEP RECORDS of each telemarketing response and script.
- OPEN wi th:

1.

2.
3.

IDENTIFY YOURSELF
NAME YOUR ORGAN I ZATION
IDENTIFY ISSUE OR EVENT

- establish a sense of URGENCY.
- DON'T "ask for money. "

Rather , "Can we count on your SUPPORT?"

-CLOSE CALL WITH A SPECIFIC $ amount if possible. (i.e., "Could you handle lOx what
you gave last time?)"
-REWARD CONTRIBUTOR. (i.e., "Thats teriffic! ")

-be prepared for various responses:

NO / MAYBE / YES

DONOR CLASSIFICATIONS
$25-$99:

-are usually ISSUE oriented, and less concerned with ORGANIZATIONAL objectives.

$100-$499:

-usually understand how issues relate to THEM.

$500-$999:

-potential for more.

$1000+:

("political animals")

-SOLID SUPPORTER, but must be catered to.

HIGH-DOLLAR DEVELOPMENT:

($500+)

-must be developed by understanding contributor's MOTIVATION (i.e., EGO, ISSUE,
PHILOSOPHY, EXPERIENCE, etc.)
-high dollar donors are valuable for getting ENDORSEMENTS, which can in turn be
directed to other high dollar donors.
-high dollar donors are those capable of SPECIAL PROJECT FUNDING.
( i . e., sugges t MATCHING FUNDS)
-TIME is a CRUCIAL FACTOR to those with money; they tend to have a SHORT ATTENTION SPAN.
-oTHER THAN SIGNING THE CHEQUE, you must do everything for them •

•
-KEEP IN HIND that donors tend to associate with others in their own dollar class.
Try to have them meet each other at SPECIAL EVENTS and DINNERS.
-those over 55 years of age tend to give more money.

TELll1ARI«ETING
-telemarketing should be aimed strictly at the HOUSEFILE.
- develop personal contact.
-get individual feedback; poll supporters .
- attempt to negotiate for ten times more than last contribution; should result ln
2 . 5 times the response.
-telemarketing should be initiated approx. 3 WEEKS AFTER A DIRECT MAIL.

SCRIPT :
-should be kept short.
-KEEP RECORDS of each telemarketing response and script .
-OPEN with:

1.
2.
3.

IDENTIFY YOURSELF
NAME YOUR ORGANIZATION
IDENTIFY ISSUE OR EVENT

-establish a sense of URGENCY.
- DON'T "ask for money."

Rather, "Can we count on your SUPPORT?"

-CWSE CALL WITH A SPECIFIC $ amount if possible. (i.e., "Could you handle lOx what
you gave last time?)"
-REWARD CONTRIBUTOR.
(i.e., "Thats teriffic!")

-be prepared for various responses:

NO / 1'-1AYBE / YES

DONOR CLASSIFICATIONS
$25-$99:

-are usually ISSUE oriented, and less concerned with ORGANIZATIONAL objectives.

$100-$499:

-usually understand how issues relate to THEM.

$500-$999:

-potential for more.

$1000+:

("political animals")

-SOLID SUPPORTER, but must be catered to.

HIGH-DOLLAR DEVELOPMENT:

($500+)

-must be developed by understanding contributor's MOTIVATION (i.e., EGO, ISSUE,
PHILOSOPHY, EXPERIENCE, etc.)
-high dollar donors are valuable for getting ENDORSEMENTS, which can in turn be
directed to other high dollar donors.
-high dollar donors are those capable of SPECIAL PROJECT FUNDING.
(i.e., suggest MATCHING FUNDS)
-TIME is a CRUCIAL FACTOR to those with money; they tend to have a SHORT ATTENTION SPAN.
-oTHER THAN SIGNING THE CHEQUE, you must do everything for them •

•
-KEEP IN MIND that donors tend to associate with others in their own dollar class.
Try to have them meet each other at SPECIAL EVENTS and DINNERS.
-those over 55 years of age tend to give more money.
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ON THE JOB
JANE ALLEN
. Jane Allen is a Knight-Ridder columnist.

Successful people
develop, use power
Revenue Canada both have power, the source anq application of
that power is difl'erent.
People give money to Mother
Teresa because they admire her,
wish to gain her approval and
hope somehow to be more like
ET'S TALK power. Pow- her. People give money to Rev- .
er is the ability to get other enue Canada primarily because
people to do things, and they don't want to go to prison.
we all need it.
.
Supervisors 'arid secretaries, POWER BASES: Social psycholo' consultants and custodians all gists refer to these two different
depend on others to get their power bases as personal power
jobs done. )f you can't 'get other and position power. Personal
people to promptly do what you power stems from the qualities,
need , your performance will knowledge or information possuffer.
'
sessed by a person.
One way to achieve personal
Mother Teresa, Michael. Jackson and the head of Revenue Ca- power is to become an expert in
nada. Each is a paragon of pow- an area important to the people
er. Each one influences large you wish to influence, When
groups of people, leading them you're the only typist in the of- .
to do things from giving up large fice who knows how to arrange
sums of money to wearing a words into columns on the computer, you have power, especialglove on one hand.
But it's clear that, while Moth- ly at budget time.
er Teresa and the chief of the
Position power derives from

There are two types
of power bases:
'personal' and
'position' power.

L
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-

- -
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the right to distribute the rewards and punishments attached to a particular position.
To achieve position power, it is
necessary not only to get the formal title, but also to appropriately use the rewards and punishments that go with it.
For example, if you, as newly
appointed office manager, are
afraid' to conduct honest performance appraisals with your former colleagues, you are throwing away an important way to
influence their work. You're diminishing the power of your
position.

AVOIDING POWER:

Some people avoid seeking and developing
power. They are afraid of appearing pushy or grasping. But
it's important to remember that
power alone is neutral.
Power is simply having the
personal attributes, information, .
expertise or authority necessary
to influence other people to do
something you believe needs to
be done.
Successful people in successful organizations develop ~nd
use power. When they have ' it,
they know that they have the
best chance of achieving their
objective, whether it is feeding
the poor or selling records to a
lot of kids wearing just one
glove.
If you have a question for this
column, send it to Jane Allen, On
The Job, The London Free PreSs,
Box 2337, London, NGA 4G3.

1

INDIVIDUAL POLITICAL
CONTRIBUTION TAX CREDIT

Total
Contribution

Credit
Calculation

Maxi.ulI
Credit

Up to 5200

75% of Contribution

5150

5200 to 5800

50%

the a.ount
fro. 5200 to 5800

5300

,

\

of

Tax Credit Allowable on 5800 contribution

5450

For tax credit purposes contributions exceeding 5800 are to be
calculated at 33 1/3%.
Tax Credit on $1,000 contribution:
For 5

800 contribution credit is:
+
5 200 contribution credit is:
For 51,000 contribution credit is:

$450
67

5517

Tax Credit on 51,700 contribution:
For 5 800 contribution credit is:
+
5 900 contribution credit is:
For 51,700 contribution credit is:

$450
300
$750

THE MAXIMUM CREDIT ALLOWED ON
CONTRIBUTIONS OF S1.700 OR MORE IS:

$750

MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTIONS

To
Provincial
Party

Annually

54.000

Extra During
A Ca.paign
Period

54,000

To
Constituency
Association
Each

Total

5750

53,000

To
Candidate
Each

Total
Nil

~

Nil

5750 53,000
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How political parties run their business
Asset fluctuation
a manager's nightmare
By David Oxtoby

Times staff
OTTAWA - Wild s wings
in reve nu e. Unpredictable
e xpe nses. Rapid turnover of
se ni or staff. And operations
exte nding into e very corner
oflhe country.
As inco rporat ed bus inesses . Cana da's three big fede ra l pa r t ies a re a manager's
nightma re.
Wi th fix ed cos ts totalling
mi ll io ns of dpllars a year but
scarcely any asse ts. the Co nse n 'ati ve, Libe r a l and Ne w
Democ ratic mac hin es a rc
poorly protected aga ins t
fickle Il uctuations in fund r ;llsing. as donors' largesse
pl'aks and pluTlg('s With pa r t,\' popu ! a l'!t ~ ·

Wreak havoc
ThiS week . a s prospective

donors rct ut'nf'c\ from su mmer ho lidays . a ll pa r ties a re
read y ing the ir la test lite ratun'.

" We 'lI be olT the mark in
th e second week of Se pte m ber ! wit h a ma il ing I." says
\ Iaric -Andree Bas t ien. the
Libera l" s incoming sec r etary-ge neral.
\ 0 matter how successful
the comi ng crllnpaigns ar c.
however. unexpected events
lik e snap lead e rsh ip conve nti ons or ea rl y elections can
wreak havoc with pa rt y fi-

nances.

@
BC

Gobbling up political donations
Fe d e ral pa rty
fi nance s , 1986*

It' s in this rough- a nd-tumble en vironment that each
party is forced to manage its
business affairs. Each does
it differently and . to a surprising extent. the organizational approach taken reflects the party 's broader political ideology .
For example. the Progress ive Conservative party
boasts the most e laborate
accounting controls . "Husbanding the resources has
always been important to the
Tories." s ays Pierre Fortier.
a forme r Conservative national director .
The federal Liberal party
us uall y manages to do thin gs
in s ty le. yet orten mortgages
its future in th e prol'css. La st
F'c bruar.v. for example . til<.'
party moved into it s swank y
ne w Ottawa headquar te r s
am id revela ti ons that part y
fin a nces we re mor e than $5
million in th e red .
I n kee ping with its homegrown. grass root s a pproac h.
the NOP delegates more auth orit y to cons tituenci es and
(0 its jJrovin c ial arms. which
a r e more directly linked to
th e fede ral part y than are
those of th e Libe ral s 01' Con-

ser vat i\'cs.
Carefu ll" gua rdin g its inde pe ndence from bus iness
int e res ts. the NIJP also has a
policy of refu s ing corporate
dona t ions. "The re a re so m e
e xceptions for small . locill
busi nesses . but we certainly

' 597

$11,067
10,619

$13,679
, 15,178

Gain (/oss)

($ 448) .

$~

'Flgurel for federa l New Democratic Party unavailable.
>Sourc-.: El«Uon. C.ned.

don't accept money from
1big I corporations." says JoAnne McNevin. the part y 's
director of organization. The
NDP docs. however. rely on
trade unions and other labor
organizations for one-third
of its total financing.
In stricti v business terms.
the Conservatives are now
the most successful of the
th ree parties. collecting the
most money and enjoying a
financial surplus I see accompany ing s tory I.
The reve nu e and e xpenditure figures do not tell th e
whole s tory. however. Specifically. they do not spell
out the significant differ-

CONSOLIDATE D INTE RIM STATEM ENT OF INCOME
(unaudited, in thousands of dollars)
July 31
1987

July 31
1986

9 months ended
July 31
J ul y 31
1987
1986

$ 1.013
142
185
1.340

$ t .068
273
147
1,488

$2.702
675
540
3.917

$2.794
714
401
3.909

916
424
12

1.074
414

2.785
1.132
27

2.715
1.194

412
110

414
145

1.105
420

1.194
460

522

559

1.525

1.654

162

160

499

464

ences in the way the three
parties are structured and in
the way they have responded
to an operating environment
that has changed dramatica ll y over the past decade .
The starting point for the
changes came in 1974 , when
Parliament passed a package of amendments to the
Canada Elections Act. Most
important. Ottawa established an income tax credit
for donations by individuals
to federal politica l parties or
candidates . 1The credit rlOw
is worth 75 r , of the first $100
donated. 500; of the next
$450. and 33", of (he rest to a
total credit of$500.1
Largely because of this
credit. individual giving has
flourished in the years since
1974. By 1986. individual donations accounted for 55.6"~
of total revenues for the big

Income from loans
Income from deposits w ith banks
Interest from secu nties

INTEREST EXPENSE
Interest on deposi ts

NET INTEREST INCOME
PRO VISION FOR LOAN LOSSES
NET INTEREST INCOME AFTER
LOA N LOSS PROVIS ION
OTHER INCOME
NET INTEREST AND OTHER
INCO ME
NON-INTEREST EXPENSES
Sa lanes
Pension contributions and othe r
staff benefits
Premis es and equipm ent
including depreciation
Other expe nses

19

23

61

59

212
165
558

192
162
537

629
464
1.653

597
475
1.595

(36 )

22

(128)

59

$ (36)

22

$ (128)

121.762
$(0.30)

121.762
$0.18

121 .762
$(1.05)

NET INCOME BEFORE
PROVISION FOR INCOME
TAX ES
PROV ISION FOR INCO ME TAXES
NET INCOME

$

59

Av erage number of shares

President and Chief Executive Officer
Fernando Porrero de Chavarri

121 ,762
$0.48

Chief General Manager
Miguel Sanchez Tovar

versus more than 100 for the
Tories. 1The NDP. favoring
decentralization. has 17 . 1
"We did not fully gras p the
amount of money that was
going to be generated by the
119741 act and we did not
plan a regime that fully
funded the centre of the party." Collenette says. "Consituency associations have become much more powerful
and cash-rich while the
centre has become poor."

Heavy debt
With the party now waistdeep in debt. all that is about
to cha nge.
To put the Liberals back in
the black. the party's national executive voted in January to impose several strict
and controversial measures.
Most important. 50", of all
money raised by constituencv associations \vill now
be skimmed off for the c<'ntral treasury. and 1987 e xpenditures for each branch
of the party will be held to
75", of their 1986 levels . As
well. all Liberal candidates
in the next federal election
who qualify for a government rebate of 50", of their
expenses will have to hand
their party half that rebate.
Since John Turner took
over as leader of the Liberal
party in 1984 there have also
been major changes to th e
party 's flow chart of financial responsibility.
In essence the Libcral
Agency. which is res pons ible
for adminis tering party fi nances. has been brought
more closely under the wing
of (he secretary-general.
who is appointed by the leader to be the chief staff person. Turner has also created
a new financial management
committee to bring together
continued on next page

Tory surplus contrasts
with rivals' red ink
Times staff

INTEREST INCOME

outstanding
Earnings per sha re

' 2,5~1

Total expenditures
Donatlon's received

770 Sher b rooke S I. W es t
Mo ntreal, Que bec
H3 A 1G1
(514) 288-7878

3 months ended

Progressive
Conservatives

Wages, salaries
$ 3,070
718
Travetexpenses
",.. 614
Ren~ utillUes
PrinUng, advertising . ,; ,i~:1,426
Conventions, 'meeUngs ~,-:;- "." 1,767 ,r
503
Interest expense '
Tran~'ers to '. :,
constituencies anij other J. ,_.,
party.~rganlzatlons
. .., ..1,521. , ~
Other expenditures
1,448
..

BANCO CENTRAL OF CANADA
33 0 Bay St reet
Toro n t o, Ontari o
M5H 2 S 8
(416) 365-7070

Liberals

three parties.
Over this same period the
types of expenditures parties
incur has also changed. with
riding-level activ ities becoming less and less important.
"The nature of federal
elections today is such that
more and more of the gross
expenditures accrue to the
centre - advertising. polling. the leader's tour. a ll of
tha t ." says David Collenette.
the Liberal sec retary-genera l who plans to move to a
consulting job in mid-September. to be rep laced by
Bastien.
For political parties. t he
business challenge in recent
years has bee n finding ways
to funnel funds toward the
centre. whcre they arc incrcasing ly needed. As the
Liberals readily admit. it's a
challenge the Tories have
been much more successful
at meeting.
"They did it right and we
did it wrong." says Liberal
Collenette.
.
Until recently. the Liberals allowed field agents .in
the provinces to issue tax
rcceipts for donations. "We
weren't sure where all that
money went. They made
agreements with provincial
leaders and other loca l barons." Collenelte says.
Making matters worse. the
Liberals decided to finance
elections and the party's
central operations strictly
with corporate contributions. The increasingly lucrative domain of personal
donations was left for candidates. constituency associat ions and the party's provincial arms.
One result was that the
Liberals can now afford only
50 or so party employees in
their Ottawa head office.

OTTAWA -If political parties were
judged by the boltom line. the Progressive Conservatives would be the blue
chips . They not only enjoy the highest
revenues among the three main parties. but also a healthy financial surplus.
Resu lts re leased in July show the
Conservatives raised $15.2 million during 1986. but spent only $13.7 million
I see table I. According to one party insider. the $1.5-million gain bumped the
party's total surplus to $2.3 million.
A letter mailed to many party faithful on July 24 warned that this year's
fund raising was running $900.000 behind Tory projections. but one insider
says the "budget shortfall letter" is a
ploy used virtually every year.
While the Conservatives trounced
the Liberals last year in attracting dollars from both individuals and businesses. the lalter is where their relative strength lies. Part of the reason is
that the Conservatives are now in power. but presumably corporate donors
also sympathize with the Tory tenets of
free trade. privatization and general
non- i n terven (ion ism.
In total the Liberals raised only $10.6
million in 1986. losing $448.000 on the

year's operations . There's no doubt the
Grits are now more than $5 million in
debt. but party executives \latly refuse
to give the Times a precise figure.
The origin of the debt was the 1984
federal election. during which the party spent more and raised less than expected. Liberal woes were compounded by a precipitous drop in revenues in 1985. to $5.6 million from $10.6
.
million in 1984.
The NDP. too. is flirting with indebtedness. Jo-Anne McNevin. the party's
director of organization. refuses to put
a figure on the federal party's debt. but
stresses that in general the money is
owed internally to the provincial
wings.
Because annual financial statements
released by the NDP summarize the
combined federal and provincial operations and fail to provide a balance
sheet. the debt remains a mystery .
One clue to its magnitude, however. is
that the party as a whole paid interest
and bank cha rges of$273,000 in 1986. up
from $175.000 in 1985.
Federally and provincially. the NDP
reported 1986 revenues of $14 .6 million
and expenses of $15.2 million. with a
loss of $548.000.
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Fundraisers increasingly rely on high-tech marketing
lers Ltd.; Peter Eby, vice- conventions - the rest are from individuals. Historithe six key party players, chairman of Burns Fry Ltd.; chosen by the party's leader. cally the Tories were first to
elected or appointed.
and George Eaton, deputy
That's in complete con- take direct mail high tech,
Even with these changes, chairman of the T. Eaton Co. trast to the NDP, for exam- installing a large Hewletthowever, the financial deci- Ltd.
ple, which has a finance Packard computer in party
sion-making process reIf there is one drawback to committee primarily made headquarters while . Joe
mains more blurred in the the Conservatives' system, up of elected executives, Clark was leader. (It has
Liberal party than in the though, it's that ordinary such as treasurers of the since been replaced by an
party members have little party 's provincial sections.
IBM SystemJ38. )
Conservative one.
In recent years the other
The way' the Tories have direct influence on the powOne way both the NDP and
run their shop since 1983, the erful PC Canada Fund. Of the Liberals have become two parties have tried hard
business-minded PC Canada the fund's 25 or so board most like the Conservatives to catch up, installing their
Fund reigns· supreme, re~ members, only three are is in their increased use of di- own computer systems and
sponsible for all fundraising elected by delegates to party rect mail to elicit donations matching the Conservatives
and for approving every dollar spent by each section of r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -the federal party.
Directing the PC Canada
Fund is a board comprised
largely of senior business
people with fundraising experience. Among the members are Irving Gerstein,
president of Peoples Jewelcontinued from page 4

with 10 to 12 mailings a year.
"After the 1984 election
Turner wanted to really professionalize fundraising and
used the Tories as a model,"
says Liberal secretary-general Collenette.
If fundraising competition
has been stiff in past it may
be even stiffer in coming
months, with a federal election now less than two years
away. All three parties need
to round up $7.5 million each

for designated campaign expenses, plus several million
dollars more for other items
such as polling.
One party - the Progressive Conservatives - now is
better prepared financially.
When the cash crunch comes
at election time, however, all
three may find their sometimes haphazard business
affairs coming under increased scrutiny by party
members and donors alike.

Seven Times? In
Seven Paragraphs?
Technology enables non-profits to personalize letters, bringing them almost as close to
donors as a volunteer ringing doorbells. So go ahead and use all that technology offers.
By Thomas K. Keller, assistant national director of communications
Disabled American Veterans

Ood grief! Did you have .to refer
to me by name seven times in
seven paragraphs? Who's the
promotional hot shot who put this
piece-of-trash letter together for you?"
Those were the telling sentences in
a note the Disabled American Veterans
(DA V) received in response to a direct
mail membership development letter
mailed last winter. The note traveled a
circuitous yet rapid route before landing on my desk . Nearly every manager
in the building saw it before me.
The direct mail piece in question ran
to eight paragraphs, not seven. But the
boss had counted nine references to the
prospect's name in the letter copy and
two more on the response form.
Anxiety had stricken the front office.
With responses just starting to come
in, there was no way to know that such
heavy personalization would payoff in
the most successful membership development letter the DA V had ever
done. And, already feeling defensive
after being called something akin to a
snake oil salesman, I was sweating in
a way entirely inappropriate for the
week of the winter's first snowfall.
That this admittedly experimental
letter offered the DA V's most expensive form of membership just made
everyone's jitters worse . The DA V
offers two types of membership. The
first - annual
membership - involves paying dues of about $15 each
year, the exact amount depending on
the local DA V chapter.
The second type is life membership
with prices ranging as high as $150,
depending on the age of the member.
The benefit to the member involves
never being asked to pay annual dues
to the DA V again, as long as he or she
lives. Members also view it as a
stronger form of commitment to the
cause the DA V pursues on their behalf.

G
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The benefit to the DAVis retention
of the member for life, coupled with
elimination of the costs of sending multiple dues notices each year.
Our letter was sent to all of the
DA V's annual members, asking them
to sign on as life members. Becau~e.
the DA V faced a couple of marketing
problems that had both a good and a
difficult side, we were looking at bolder
strategies in the copy, the package and
the offer.
First, only veterans disabled in wartime, about 1.9 million in all, are eligible for membership of any kind. The
DA V already had 53 percent of those
eligible in its ranks. That's terrific market penetration, but the universe of
prospects for all of our membership
campaigns had been approached time
and again. Clearly, those who had not
yet signed up for DA V membership on
an annual basis would be hard to sell.
Secondly , approximately two-thirds
of the DA V's total membership had already signed on for life membership.
So, our life-membership campaign was
left staring into the eyes of a group of
prospects who'd been approached several times in most cases.
In terms of copy, we worked up the
hardest sell message we'd ever used in
a life-membership campaign. We decided to use laser printing, which gave
us an opportunity to hit the prospect's
name several times. It also allowed us
to make use of other elements in our
database.
As incentives , we offered some very
nice caps and jackets, sporting the
DA V ' s logo. We chopped $10 off the
price of life membership for those who
paid their full life-membership dues in
one shot, and knocked $10 off the
minimum down payment for those who
preferred to pay their life-membership
dues in installments .

Very few non-profit associations had
ever pushed membership development
campaigns quite this far. But, in a
couple of weeks, December's distress
gave way to feelings better suited to
the holiday season.
Our life-membership letter pulled a
whopping 10.7 percent response as
part of a two-letter campaign that
pulled a total of 18.47 percent. All of
our previous champion letters fell to
the sidelines.
Several messages stood out plainly
in those results. In terms of copy, one
should not fear "too much" personalization. The old advertising adage proved
true once again. What sells is what
brings the message as close to home as
possible for the prospect.
And getting close to where the prospect lives was crucial to the strategy.
The references to the prospect's name
were varied. Direct address was only
used five times in a total of II name
references. Our letter referred to the
prospect's home state and the number
of other disabled veterans residing in
that state.
It talked about veterans in the town
orcity where the prospect lives, making
reference to the local DA V chapter to
which he or she belongs. Both the letter
and the response form cited the exact
cost of his or her life-membership dues,
with emphasis on the reduced price.
The response piece was packed with
personalized information, including a
filled-out application for life membership complete with the prospect's birth
date and a facsimile of a DA V lifemembership card with his or her name
imprinted.
The results attained by this mailing
illustrate what computerization can do
for direct mail letters even when there's
only a limited amount of information
on the database being used. What the

a
YES!I LET ME TAKE ADVANTAGE OF COMMANDER LINDEN'S
GREAT LIFE MEMBERSHIP OFFER

You'll get a
d istinctive card
like this!

Life MembershiR Dues

o $140 o $Z5 -

I am enclosing the entire amount of life
dues in one check or money order.
I am enclosing the minimum downpayment
with the balance of $115 payable by
June 30, 1988.
Birth Date (fill in if blank)

59059000532 020
Jacob White Jr
General Delivery
Hoonah, AK 998Z9
DATE _ _ __

8/30/49

AMT.S _ _ __

MAIL TO: Membership Dept.
Disabled American Veterans
P .O. Box 145550
Cincinnati , OH 45214·5550

RETAIN FOR
YOUR RECORDS

~
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
POST OFFICE BOX 1-45550 •

CINCINNATI , OHIO -45214 -5550

Jacob White Jr
General Delivery
Hoonah, AK 998Z9

December 16, 1985
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wrote you in September, warning that you could be one of 300.000 vets who'"
' doors closed to them when they go to the VA for medical treaun.lt this year.

H happened to many of Alaska ' s 4,093 disabled vets, some of them from Hoonah.
I asked you then to SIGN
haven't heard from you.
# 59 is even greater now.
things the way the y are.
yet another 300,000 vets

IMMEDlATElY~ But I
And the need for your life membership in
hapter
The VA budget for next year is only e~eep
But is the status quo good enough for
ob White Jr.Jvhen
could be turned away from VA medical facilities liil~86?
UP FOR DAV LIFE MEMBERSHIP

Well, it's not good enough for Al Linden. Not when several proposals circulating in
Congress right now would force the VA to bill some veterans for all or at least part of their
treatment! Suppose the White family was asked to pay for y.... VA health care! I know
what that would do to the Linden family. It would hurt us badly.
Years ago, I made a commitment to fight back against such proposals in the strongest
terms -- a commitment to' life membershi alread made b
out of ever three
DAV members. To win the battle to defend yo ur benefits, acob I need your
commitment to life membership ... riglit now ... in the heat 0
attle.
Compare the $150 cost of your life membership to what you'd lose in a single year if
some folks in Washington, D.C., get their way with your VA benefit check. Stack it
up a gainst what you'd fork out in medical bills if they work their will on your health
care rights. Seen in that light, the cost of DAV life membership is next to nothing.
And life membership will save you a bundle because you'll never get another annual
dues notice!
Check out the enclosed brochure to see the distinctive D~
.
you'" get if you sign
up for DAV life membership now. If you act immediately, acob and pay your full
life membership dues, you'll get the larger premium pac a . And you can knod< $10
off the full price of y.... life membership!
If you can only make a downpayment now, you'll get the second premium package.
And I'll reduce y.... minimum downpayment from $35 to $25! Then yo u ' ll have more

than two years t o complete your life me~m
'
payment" -- a dam good deal for
the protection the DAV gives you and the
' t family.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS $10-0FF SPECIAl Jacob
send in y.... life membership dues right away .

Use the enclosed form to

Sincerely,

~R:~~'l
National Commande r

Disabled A
.
mencan Veterans' I'f
campaign that pulled a total
l~~;mbership letter pulled a whopping 10 7
. percent.
. percent response as part f
o a two-letter

0;
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Only veterans disabled in wartime, about 1.9 million in all, are eligible for membership. The DA V claims that 53
percent of those eligible are members.

Keller
DA V accomplished in this membership
development campaign can be achieved
in other areas of non-profit and association marketing.
Say you're writing a fund-raising letter aimed at an untried list. All your
database contains are the addresses and
names you've received from your list
supplier. It doesn't sound like much,
but you've already got a great deal of
vital information to use in approaching

DAV

prospective donors.
You know what state your prospective donor lives in. With a little research
you can throw in some information
about issues your organization is dealing with in that state. If your organization is a service provider, statistics and
other data about services you offer in
that state will strengthen your appeal.
I f your function focuses more on lobbying, you can throw in information on
issues you're addressing in that state's
capital.
Once again, the message that" s
closest to the prospective donor or association member's home will produce
the best results. A little more research
can help you bring your fund-raising
pitch down to the county level.
Could you cite an individual or fam-

NA1IONAL
COMMANDER'S

LIFE SQUAD

As incentives, DAV offered caps and
jackets, sporting the DA V logo, Discounts off membership fees added to
the strong response.
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ily you ' ve assisted in the community?
Could you get testimonial statements
from them about the value of your service at the local level? That's dynamite
information , even if you can only bring
it as close as the state or regional level.
I f you' ve got a better list - with
solid demographics and psychographics on your prospective donors you ' re in terrific shape. You probably
have a respectable database if you're
working with a list of donors with a
history of giving to your organization
through contributions or dues.
In these cases, you've got as many
copy variables to play with as your
imagination can handle. Using that information in the development of donors
makes good sense.
But. even with a weak database, you
still have a great deal in that address.
You can even throw in colloquialisms
from regions where your prospects live,
and still print your whole campaign in
one run.
You can still give prospects the address and phone number of your organization's nearest office or service center,
if that ' s appropriate. In fact, that may
prove the most effective, gift-generating information you can present.
If you ' re working on causes that affect the prospect's community or the

DAV's Membership Growth Over Past Decade

Keller
prospect's own life, even if indirectly,
that information is vital. It makes your
cause more relevant to the donor .
Technology permits you to make the
best possible use of that information .
There was a time when direct mail
copywriters had few tools to work
with - that all-powerful word, "you,"
and knowledge of nationwide rather
than regional or local trends. All too
often, they found themselves blazing
away with shotguns , knowing all the
while that they needed rifles. But
technology has joined research and
database improvements in making so
much more possible today .
How about using personalization and
color when you get down to the sentence that really counts - asking for
that contribution? Why not use personalized tip-ons , printed in simulated
handwriting by high-tech printing systems? Why not work personalization
(continued on page 64)
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DAV began to use laser personalization in its life membership mailings in 1982 and in its
prospect mailings the following year. A strong upturn in growth of both types of membership followed introduction of laser technology for personalization.

The Best Mailing Lists
.for Fundraisers ?

I

d,

• Over 60 Non-profit Organizations
use our lists for their fundraising appeals!

• 9.5 Million Contributors and Friends
from more than 20 non-profit organizations
comprise our Mail Responsive Database.

• Over 1.5 Million Dedicated Donors
who have given two or more contributions.

• Over $25 average contribution
per donor with many contributing hundreds of
dollars to a single organization.

• More than 40 Selections, including:
• Income
• Age
• Sex
• Occupation
• $$ amount of contribution
• Recency of contribution
• Number of contributions
· .. and many many more!

Call our experienced fund raising
professionals at (714) 476-1154:

I
BFCAfaili/1!fLis££ Inc

'1
:1

/900 Oual! Street; Newport Beach, Ca 92660

I
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Roger Shaw
Sandi Davis
Pam Leary

Keller
continued from page 62

MUST YOU KEEP CURRENT ON TAX, FUND RAISING
AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTS?
The Nonprofit Counsel is the analytical newslette'r covering tax, charitable giving,
fund raising, and other pertinent topics of concern to non-profit organizations
and their advisors.
If you -- • Manage a nonprofit organization

• Are a lawyer representing a nonprofit organization
• Provide fund raising counsel to a nonprofit organization
• Otherwise are :employed by or serve a nonprofit organization
For only $72.00 a year, you can have an up-to-date explanation of new regulations, rulings, legislation, court opinions, and other developments. Tax law pertaining to exempt status, charitable giving, fund raising regulation, and similar
topics are all fully covered in The Nonprofit Counsel.
Each issue consists of at least four pages of full analysis of subjects of current
pertinence to charitable and similar groups. Most issues will include an additional
two pages devoted to contemporary developments and techniques, including
an unsurpassed quarterly chart of pending legislation.

Highlights of Coming Issues of
The Nonprofit Counsel
• Developments concerning the
Combined Federal Campaign
• Nonprofit organizations'
ownership of for-profit companies
• Proposed OMB guidelines on
political advocacy
• Evolving new private foundation
rules
• Federal regu lation of fund raising
via tax law

into your action device . There are so
many toys to play with that the copywriter' s game room is getting to be
more fun every day.
Today ' s technology can put you almost as close to your donors as a volunteer ringing the doorbell to personally ask for a contribution . So go ahead
and use everything that technology offers you. There ' s no reason to sweat in
December.
Incidentally, about the guy who
complained so bitterly about the DA V's
"promotional hot shot" referring to him
by name " seven times in seven paragraphs ." He's nowa DAV life member!
He'd been an annual DAV member
for 14 years, which means we'd approached him with at least 13Iife-membership campaigns before we sent him
that terrible letter that offended him so
grievously . After growing increasingly
irritated as he read his own name over
and over again -- to the very end of
the letter -- he wrote a check for the
full amount of his life-membership
dues and dropped it in the mail.
That, in itself, says something . •

• Charitable giving cases and
rulings
• New cases in unrelated trade or
business field
• State law developments in fund
raising regulation field
• Current cases on emerging
religions
• When fund raising becomes an
unrelated business

The Nonprofit Counsel is written by Bruce R. Hopkins, a lawyer in
Washington, D.C., who specializes in the tax and other legal problems of nonprofit organizations. He is on the faculty of the George Washington University
National Law Center, where he teaches a course in tax-exempt organizations,
and has just completed a two-year chairmanship of the Exempt Organizations
Committee of the Tax Section of the American Bar Association. Mr. Hopkins is
author of The Law of Tax-Exempt Organizations (4th ed. 1983) and Charity
Under Siege: Government Regulation of Fund Raising (1981).

-M~~~;~C~;~~~~;'In~--------------~~Ml
224 Seventh Street Garden City, NY 11530
PLEASE BEGIN MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE
NONPROFIT COUNSEL NEWSLETIER ...... . ......• •• ..•.... $72 PER YEAR

o Payment enclosed

o Please bill me

Name . __________________________ Phone ______________________
Company _______________________ Titie _____________________
Street ___________________________________________________
City

State

Zip, _____ __

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE
800/645-6132. In NY STATE CALL 516(746-6700

~---------------------------------~
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Thomas K. Keller has been assistant
national director of communications
of the Disabled American Veterans
since 1976. He has been a professional
writer since he enlisted in the U.S. Air
Force in 1968, and covered Air Forces
Korea for Stars & Stripes and Air Force
Times and headed the news release
system for Air Forces Korea. In 1973,
he joined the NCR Corporation as a
business-to-business
direct
mail
copywriter.

Seven Times? In
Seven Paragraphs?
Technology enables non-profits to personalize letters/ bringing them almost as dose to
donors as a volun teer ringing doorbells. So go ahead and use all tha t technology offers.
By Thomas K. Keller, assistant national director of communications
Disabled American Veterans

Ood grief! Did you have .to refer
to me by name seven times in
seven paragraphs? Who's the
promotional hot shot who put this
piece-of-trash letter together for you?"
Those were the telling sentences in
a note the Disabled American Veterans
(DA V) received in response to a direct
mail membership development letter
mailed last winter. The note traveled a
circuitous yet rapid route before landing on my desk . Nearly every manager
in the building saw it before me.
The direct mail piece in question ran
to eight paragraphs, not seven. But the
boss had counted nine references to the
prospect's name in the letter copy and
two more on the response form .
Anxiety had stricken the front office .
With responses just starting to come
in, there was no way to know that such
heavy personalization would payoff in
the most successful membership development letter the DA V had ever
done . And, already feeling defensive
after being called something akin to a
snake oil salesman, I was sweating in
a way entirely inappropriate for the
week of the winter's first snowfall.
That this admittedly experimental
letter offered the DA V's most expensive form of membership just made
everyone's jitters worse. The DAV
offers two types of membership . The
first - annual
membership - involves paying dues of about $ I 5 each
year, the exact amount depending on
the local DA V chapter.
The second type is life membership
with prices ranging as high as $150,
depending on the age of the member.
The benefit to the member involves
never being asked to pay annual dues
to the DA V again, as long as he or she
live s. Members also view it as a
stronger form of commitment to the
cau se the DA V pursues on their behalf.

G
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The benefit to the DAVis retention
of the member for life, coupled with
elimination of the costs of sending multiple dues notices each year.
Our letter was sent to all of the
DA V's annual members, asking them
to sign on as life members. -Becau_s'e
the DA V faced a couple of marketing
problems that had both a good and a
difficult side, we were looking at bolder
strategies in the copy, the package and
the offer.
First, only veterans disabled in wartime, about 1.9 million in all, are eligible for membership of any kind. The
DA V already had 53 percent of-those
eligible in its ranks. That's terrific market penetration, but the universe of
prospects for all of our membership
campaigns had been approached time
and again. Clearly, those who had not
yet signed up for DA V membership on
an annual basis would be hard to sell.
Secondly, approximately two-thirds
of the DA V's total membership had already signed on for life membership.
So, our life-membership campaign was
left staring into the eyes of a group of
prospects who'd been approached several times in most cases.
In terms of copy, we worked up the
hardest sell message we'd ever used in
a life-membership campaign. We decided to use laser printing, which gave
us an opportunity to hit the prospect's
name several times. It also allowed us
to make use of other elements in our
database .
As incentives, we offered some very
nice caps and jackets. sporting the
DAV ' s logo . We chopped $10 off the
price of life membership for those who
paid their full life-membership dues in
one shot, and knocked $ I off the
minimum down payment for those who
preferred to pay their life-membership
dues in installment s .

°

Very few non-profit associations had
ever pushed membership development
campaigns quite this far. But, in a
couple of weeks, December's distress
gave way to feelings better suited to
the holiday season.

Our life-membership letter pulled a
whopping 10.7 percent response as
part of a two-letter campaign that
pulled a total of 18.47 percent. All of
our previous champion letters fell to
the sidelines.
Several messages stood out plainly
in those results. In terms of copy, one
should not fear "too much" personalization. The old advertising adage proved
true once again. What sells is what
brings the message as close to home as
possible for the prospect.
And getting close to where the prospect lives was crucial to the strategy.
The references to the prospect's name
were varied. Direct address was only
used five times in a total of II name
references. Our letter referred to the
prospect's home state and the number
of other disabled veterans residing in
that state .
It talked about veterans in the town
or city where the prospect lives, making
reference to the local DA V chapter to
which he or she belongs. Both the letter
and the response form cited the exact
cost of his or her life-membership dues,
with emphasis on the reduced price.
The response piece was packed with
personalized information, including a
filled-out application for life membership complete with the proSpect's birth
date and a facsimile of a DA V lifemembership card with his or her name
imprinted.
The results attained by this mailing
illustrate what computerization can do
for direct mail letters even when there's
only a limited amount of information
on the database being used. What the

" au
You'll get a
distinctive card
like this!

YES!! LET ME TAKE ADVANTAGE OF COMMANDER LINDEN'S
GREAT LIFE MEMBERSHIP OFFER
Life Members hip' Dues

59059000532 020
Jacob White Jr
General Delivery
Hoonah, AK 99829

o $140 o $25 -

I am enclosing the entire amount of life
dues in one check or money order,
I am enclosing the minimum downpayment
with the balance of $115 payable by
June 30, 1988.
Birth Date (fiIl in if blank)

DATE _ _ __

8/30/49

AMT. S _ _ __

~-;i!I:-

MAIL TO: Membership Dept.
Disabled American Veterans
P .O. Box 145550
Cincinnati , OH 45214-5550

RETAI N FOR
YOU R RECOR DS
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Jacob White Jr
General Delivery
Hoonah, AK 99829
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December 16, 1985

300~

vets who'n
year.
It hapPened to many of Alaska 's 4,093 disabled vets, some of them from Hoonah.
.

+

t

wrote you in September, warning that you could be one of
doors closed to them when they go to the VA for medical treatment

thi~

I asked you then to SIGN ~ FOR DAV LlFE MEMBERSHIP IMMEOIATEl.Y~ But I
haven't heard from you. And the need for your life membership in
hapter
* 59 is even greater now. The VA budget for next year is only e~eep
things the way they are. But is the status quo good enough for
ob White Jr..Jvhen
yet another 300,000 vets could be turned away from VA medical facilities lnr986?

Well, it's not good enough for Al Linden. Not when several proposals circulating in
Congress right now would force the VA to bill some veterans for all or at least part of their
treatment! Suppose the White family was asked to pay for your VA health care! I know
what that would do to the Linden family. It would hurt us badly.
Years ago, I made a commi tment to fight back against such proposals in the strongest
terms -- a commitment to' life membershi alread made b
out of eve
three
DAV members- To win the battle to defend your benefits, acob I need your
commitment to life membership •.• riglit now ••• in the heat 0
attle.
Compare the $150 cost of your life membership to what you'd lose in a single year if
some folks in Washington, D.C., get their way witb your VA benefit check.. Stack it
up against what you'd fork out in medical bills if they work their will on your health
care rights- Seen in that light, the cost of DAV life membership is next to nothing.
And life membership will save you a bundle because you'll never get another annual
dues notice!

De'

Check out the enclosed brochure to see the distinctive
ms you'n get if you sign
up for DAV life membership now, If you act immediately, acob and pay your full
life membership dues, you'll get the larger premium pac a • And you can knock $10
off the full price of your life membership!
If you can only make a downpayment now, you'll get the second premium package.
And I'll reduce your minimum downpayment from $35 to $2S! Then you'll have more
than two years to complete your life mem~
'
payment. -- a dam good deal for
the protection the DAV gives you and the
' t family.
TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS $1D-OFF SPECIAL Jacob
send in your life membership dues right away.

Use the enclosed form to

Since rely,
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campaign that puUed a total of l~~mbership letter pulled a whopping 10 7
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. percent.
. percent response as part f
o a two-letter
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Only veterans disabled in wartime, about 1.9 million in all, are eligible for membership. The DA V claims that 53
percent of those eligible are members.

Keller
DA V accomplished in this membership
development campaign can be achieved
in other areas of non-profit and association marketing.
Say you ' re writing a fund-raising letter aimed at an untried li st. All your
database contains are the addresses and
names you've received from your list
supp lier. It doesn't sound like much ,
but you've already got a great deal of
vital information to use in approaching

, ·i!:;:]~N::~~.'
.

DAV
NATIONAL

.

COMMANDER'S

'

prospective donors.
You know what state your prospective donor Iive s in. With a little re sea rch
you can throw in so me information
about is sues your organization is dealing with in that state. If your organization is a serv ice provider, statistics and
other data about services you offer in
that state will strengthen your appeal.
If yo ur function focuses more on lobbying, you can throw in information on
iss ue s you're addressing in that state's
capital.
Once again, the mes sage that's
closest to the prospecti ve donor or association member's home will produce
the best results. A little more research
can help you bring your fund-raising
pitch down to the county level.
Could you cite an individual or fam-

l '

• LIFE SQUAD . .

~

\

j

~)

As incentives, DA V offered caps and
jackets, sporting the DA V logo. Discounts off membership fees added to
the strong response.
60
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ily you've assisted in the community?
Could you get testimonial statements
from them about the value of your service at the localleve!'l That's dynamite
information. eve n if you can only bring
it as close as the state or regional level.
If you've got a bette; list - with
so lid demographics and psychographies on your prospective donors you're in terrific shape. You probably
have a re spectab le database if you're
working with a li st of donors with a
history of giving to your organization
through contributions or dues.
In these cases. you've got as many
copy variables to play with as your
imagination can handle. Using that inform<1tion in the development of donors
makes good sense.
But. even with <1 weak database, you
still have a great deal in that address.
You can even throw in colloquialisms
from regions where your prospects live,
and still print your whole campaign in
one run.
You can still give prospects the address and phone number of your organization's nearest office or service center,
if that's appropriate. In fact. that may
prove the most effective, gift-generating information you can present.
If you're working on causes that affCct the prospect' s commun ity or the

DAV's Membership Growth Over Past Decade

Keller
prospect's own life, even if indirectly,
that information is vital. It makes your
cause more relevant to the donor.
Technology permits you to make the
best possible use of that information.
There was a time when direct mail
copywriters had few tools to work
with - that all-powerful word, "you,"
and knowledge of nationwide rather
than regional or local trends. All too
often, they found themselves blazing
away with shotguris, knowing all the
while that they needed rifles. But
technology has joined research and
database improvements in making so
much more possible today.
How about using personalization and
color when you get down to the sentence that really counts - asking for
that contribution? Why not use personalized tip-ons, printed in simulated
handwriting by high-tech printing systems? Why not work personalization
(continued on page 64)
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DAV began to use laser personalization in its life membership mailings in 1982 and in its
prospect mailings the following year. A strong upturn in growth of both types of membership followed introduction of laser technology for personalization,

• Over 60 Non-profit Organizations
'use our lists for their fundraising appeals!

• 9.5 Million Contributors and Friends
from more than 20 non-profit organizations
comprise our Mail Responsive Database.

• Over 1.5 Million Dedicated Donors
who have given two or more contributions.

• Over $25 average contribution
per donor with many contributing hundreds of
dollars to a single organization.

• More than 40 Selections, including:
• Income
• Age
• Sex
• Occupation
• $$ amount of contribution
• Recency of contribution
• Number of contributions
... and many many more!

Call our experienced fundraising
professionals at (714) 476-1154:

BFCAlailiOffLis/'.£ Inc
1900 Qual/Street, Newport Beach, Ca 92660
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Keller
continued from page 62

MUST YOU KEEP CURRENT ON TAX, FUND RAISING
AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTS?
The Nonprofit Counsel is the analytical newslette'r covering tax, charitable giving,
fund raising, and other pertinent topics of concern to non-profit organizations
and their advisors.
If you - • Manage a nonprofit organization
• Are a lawyer representing a nonprofit organization
• Provide fund raising counsel to a nonprofit organization
• Otherwise are :employed by or serve-a nonprofit organization
For only $72.00 a year, you can have an up-to-date explanation of new regulations, rulings, legislation, court opinions, and other developments. Tax law pertaining to exempt status, charitable giving, fund raising regulation, and similar
topics are all fully covered in The Nonprofit Counsel.
Each issue consists of at least four pages of full analysis of subjects of current
pertinence to charitable and similar groups. Most issues will include an additional
two pages devoted to contemporary developments and techniques, including
an unsurpassed quarterly chart of pending legislation.

Highlights of Coming Issues of
The Nonprofit Counsel
• Developments concerning the
Combined Federal Campaign
• Nonprofit organizations'
ownership of for-profit companies
• Proposed OMS guidelines on
political advocacy
• Evolving new private foundation
rules
• Federal regulation of fund raising
via tax law

into your action device. There are so
many toys to play with that the copywriter's game room is getting to be
more fun every day.
Today's technology can put you almost as close to your donors as a volunteer ringing the doorbell to personally ask for a contribution. So go ahead
and use everything that technology offers you. There's no reason to sweat in
December.
Incidentally, about the guy who
complained so bitterly about the DA V' s
"promotional hot shot" referring to him
by name "seven times in seven paragraphs." He's now a DA V life member!
He'd been an annual DA V member
for 14 years, which means we'd approached him with at least 13 life-membership campaigns before we sent him
that terrible letter that offended him so
grievously. After growing increasingly
irritated as he read his own name over
and over again - to the very end of
the letter - he wrote a check for the
full amount of his life-membership
dues and dropped it in the mail.
That, in itself, says something . •

• Charitable giving cases and
rulings
• New cases in unrelated trade or
business field
• State law developments in fund
raising regulation field
• Current cases on emerging
religions
• When fund raising becomes an
unrelated business

The Nonprofit Counsel is written by Bruce R. Hopkins, a lawyer in
Washington, D.C., who specializes in the tax and other legal problems of nonprofit organizations. He is on the faculty of the George Washington University
National Law Center, where he teaches a course in tax-exempt organizations,
and has just completed a two-year chairmanship of the Exempt Organizations
Committee of the Tax Section of the American Bar Association. Mr. Hopkins is
author of The Law of Tax-Exempt Organizations (4th ed. 1983) and Charity
Under Siege: Government Regulation of Fund Raising (1981) .
-M~to:Ho~~~;~~~~;'~~--------------~~Ml

224 Seventh Street Garden City, NY 11530
PLEASE BEGIN MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE
NONPROFIT COUNSEL NEWSLETIER ...••.....••.•••••••••• $72 PER YEAR

o Payment enclosed

o Please bill me

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Zip _ _ _ _ __

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE
~ ______ ~~~~~~~~~~~TE~ALL516~~~~ ______ ~
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Thomas K. Keller has been assistant
national director of communications
of the Disabled American Veterans
since 1976. He has been a professional
writer since he enlisted in the U.S. Air
Force in 1968, and covered Air Forces
Korea for Stars & Stripes and Air Force
Times and headed the news release
system for Air Forces Korea. In 1973,
he joined the NCR Corporation as a
business-to-business
direct
mail
copywriter.

Seven Times? In
Seven Paragraphs?
Technology enables non-profits to personalize letters/ bringing them almost as close to
donors as a volunteer ringing doorbells. So go ahead and use all tha t technology offers.
By Thomas K. Keller, assistant national director of communications
Disabled American Veterans

Ood grief! Did you haveto refer
to me by name seven times in
seven paragraphs? Who's the
promotional hot shot who put this
piece-of-trash letter together for you?"
Those were the telling sentences in
a note the Disabled American Veterans
(DA V) received in response to a direct
mail membership development letter
mailed last winter. The note traveled a
circuitous yet rapid route before landing on my desk . Nearly every manager
in the building saw it before me.
The direct mail piece in question ran
to eight paragraphs, not seven. But the
boss had counted nine references to the
prospect's name in the letter copy and
two more on the response form.
Anxiety had stricken the front office .
With responses just starting to come
in, there was no way to know that such
heavy personalization would payoff in
the most successful membership development letter the DA V had ever
done. And, already feeling defensive
after being called something akin to a
snake oil salesman, I was sweating in
a way entirely inappropriate for the
week of the winter's first snowfall.
That this admittedly experimental
letter offered the DA V's most expensive form of membership just made
everyone's jitters worse . The DAV
offers two types of membership . The
first - annual
membership - involves paying dues of about $15 each
year, the exact amount depending on
the local DA V chapter.
The second type is life membership
with prices ranging as high as $ 150 ,
depending on the age of the member.
The benefit to the member involves
never being asked to pay annual dues
to the DA V again, as long as he or she
lives. Members also view it as a
stronger form of commitment to the
cause the DA V pursues on their behalf.
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The benefit to the DAVis retention
of the member for life, coupled with
elimination of the costs of sending multiple dues notices each year.
Our letter was sent to all of the
DAV's annual members, asking them
to sign on as life members . -Becau-S.e
the DA V faced a couple of marketing
problems that had both a good and a
difficult side, we were looking at bolder
strategies in the copy, the package and
the offer.
First, only veterans disabled in wartime, about 1.9 million in all, are eligible for membership of any kind. The
DA V already had 53 percent of-those
eligible in its ranks. That's terrific market penetration , but the universe of
prospects for all of our membership
campaigns had been approached time
and again. Clearly, those who had not
yet signed up for DA V membership on
an annual basis would be hard to sell.
Secondly , approximately two-thirds
of the DA V's total membership had already signed on for life membership.
So, our life-membership campaign was
left staring into the eyes of a group of
prospects who'd been approached several times in most cases.
In terms of copy, we worked up the
hardest sell message we'd ever used in
a life-membership campaign. We decided to use laser printing, which gave
us an opportunity to hit the prospect's
name several times_ It also allowed us
to make use of other elements in our
database.
As incentives , we offered some very
nice caps and jackets. sporting the
DA V's logo _ We chopped $10 off the
price of life membership for those who
paid their full life-membership dues in
one shot, and knocked $10 off the
minimum down payment for those who
preferred to pay thei r life-membership
dues in installments_

Very few non-profit associations had
ever pushed membership development
campaigns quite this far. But, in a
couple of weeks, December's distress
gave way to feelings better suited to
the holiday season.
Our life-membership letter pulled a
whopping 10 .7 percent response as
part of a two-letter campaign that
pulled a total of 18.47 percent. All of
our previous champion letters fell to
the sidelines.
Several messages stood out plainly
in those results. In terms of copy, one
should not fear "too much" personalization. The old advertising adage proved
true once again. What sells is what
brings the message as close to home as
possible for the prospect.
And getting close to where the prospect lives was crucial to the strategy.
The references to the prospect's name
were varied. Direct address was only
used five times in a total of II name
references. Our letter referred to the
prospect's home state and the number
of other disabled veterans residing in
that state.
It talked about veterans in the town
orcity where the prospect lives, making
reference to the local DA V chapter to
which he or she belongs. Both the letter
and the response form cited the exact
cost of his or her life-membership dues,
with emphasis on the reduced price.
The response piece was packed with
personalized information, including a
filled-out application for life membership complete with the prospect 's birth
date and a facsimile of a DA V lifemembership card with his or her name
imprinted.
The results attained by this mailing
illustrate what computerization can do
for direct mail letters even when there's
only a limited amount of information
on the database being used_ What the
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YES!I LET ME TAKE ADVANTAGE OF COMMANDER LINDEN'S
GREAT LIFE MEMBERSHIP OFFER

You'll geta
distinctive card
likethisl

Life Membership' Dues

o $140 o SZ5 -

I am enclosing the entire amount of life
dues in one check or money order.
I am enclosing the minimum downpayment
with the balance of S 115 payable by
June 30, 1988.
Birth Date (fill in ifblank)

59059000532 020
Jacob White Jr
General Delivery
Hoonah, AK 998Z9

DATE _ _ __
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8/30/49
AMT.S _ _ __
MAlL TO: Membership Dept.
Disabled American Veterans
P.O. Box 145550
Cincinnati, OH 45214·5550
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Jacob White Jr
General Delivery
Hoonah, AK 998Z9
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December 16, 1985
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wrote you in September, warning that you could be one of 300,000 vets who'll
' doors closed to them when they go to the VA for medical treatment thi~ year.
It hapPened to many of Alaska's 4,093 disabled vets, some of them from Hoonah.
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I asked you then to SIGN
haven't heard from you.
;;59 is even greater now.
things the way they are.
ye t another 300,000 vets

J

UP FOR DAV lIFE MEMBERSHIP IMMEDIATEl.Y~ But I
And the need for your life membership in
hapter
The V A budget for next year is only e~eep
But is the status quo good enough for
ob White Jr..Jvhen
could be turned away from VA medical facilities .n1986?

Well, it ' s not good enough for Al Linden. Not when several proposals circulating in
Congress right now would force the VA to bill some veterans for all or at least part of their
treatment! Suppose the White family was asked to pay for yOU' VA hNlth care! I know
what that would do to the Linden family. It would hurt us badly.
Years ago, I made a commi tment to fight back against such proposals in the strongest
terms -- a commitment to· life membershi alread made b
out of eve
three
D A V members. To win the battle to defend your benefi ts, acob I need your
commitment to life membership ••• riglit now ••• in the heat
attle.
Compare the $150 cost of your life membership to what you'd lose in a single year if
some folks in Washington, D.C., get their way with your VA benefit check. Stack it
up against what you'd fork out in medical bills if they work their will on your health
care rights. Seen in that light, the cost of DAV life membership is next to nothing.
And life membershi p will save you a bundle because you'll never get another annual
dues notice!
Check out the enclosed brochure to see the distinctive

D~'

you'" get if you sign
acob and pay your full
life membership dues, you'll get the larger premium pac a • And you can knock $10
off the full price of your life membership!

up for DAV life membership now, If you act immediately,

If you can only make a downpayment now, you'll get the second premium package.
And I'll reduce your minimum downpayment from $35 to $2S! Then you'll have more
than two years to complete your life mem~
'
payments -- a dam good deal for
the protection the DAV gives you and the
't family.

}
I',

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS Sl0-0FF SPECIAL Jacob
send in yOU' life membership dues right away,

Use the enclosed form to

Sincerely,

~R:~~O"

.,:i

National Commander

...:

Disabled A

~.

.
. " ..
mencan Veterans' I"[
..
campaign that pulled a total
l~~mbership letter pulled a whOpping 10 7
.2
.
. percent.
. percent response as part f
o a two-letter

0;
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Only veterans disabled in wartime, about 1.9 million in all, are eligible for membership. The DA V claims that 53
percent of those eligible are members.

Keller
DA V accomplished in this membership
development campaign can be achieved
in other areas of non-profit and association marketing.
Say you're writing a fund-raising letter aimed at an untried list. All your
database contains are the addresses and
names you ' ve received from your list
supplier. It doe sn't sound like much,
but you 've already got a great deal of
vital information to use in approaching

DAV

NA110NAl
COMMANDER'S

prospective donors.
You know what state your prospective donor lives in. With a little re search
you can throw in some information
about issues your organization is dealing with in that state. If your organization is a service provider, statistics and
other data about services you offer in
that state will strengthen your appeal.
If your function focuses more on lobbying, you can throw in information on
issues you're addressing in that state's
capital.
Once again, the message that's
closest to the prospective donor or association member's home will produce
the best results. A little more research
can help you bring your fund-raising
pitch down to the county level.
Could you cite an individual or fam-

l·

LIFE SQUAD ..

As incentives, DA V offered caps and
jackets, sporting the DA V logo. Discounts off membership fees added to
the strong response.
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ill' you've assisted in the community?
Could you get testimonial statements
from them about the value of your service at the local level? That's dynamite
information, even if you can only bring
it as close as the state or regional level.
If you 've got a bette; list - with
sol id demographics and psychographies on your prospective donors you're in terrific shape. You probably
have a respectable database if you're
working with a list of donors with a
history of giving to your organization
through contributions or dues.
In these cases, you've got as many
copy variables to play with as your
imagination can handle. Using that information in the development of donors
makes good sense.
But. even with a weak database, you
still have a great deal in that address.
You can even throw in colloquialisms
from regions where your prospects live,
and still print your whole campaign in
one run.
You can still give prospects the address and phone number of your organization's nearest office or service center,
if that's appropriate. In fact, that may
prove the most effective, gift-generating information you can present.
If you're working on causes that affect the prospect's community or the

DAV's Membership Growth Over Past Decade

Keller
prospect's own life, even if indirectly,
that information is vital. It makes your
cause more relevant to the donor.
Technology permits you to make the
best possible use of that information.
There was a time when direct mail
copywriters had few tools to work
with - that alI-powerful word, "you,"
and knowledge of nationwide rather
than regional or local trends. AlI too
often, they found themselves blazing
away with shotguns, knowing alI the
while that they needed rifles. But
technology has joined research and
database improvements in making so
much more possible today.
How about using personalization and
color when you get down to the sentence that really counts - asking for
that contribution? Why not use personalized tip-ons, printed in simulated
handwriting by high-tech printing systems? Why not work personalization
(continued on page 64)
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DAV began to use laser personalization in its life membership mailings in 1982 and in its
prospect mailings the following year. A strong upturn in growth of both types of membership followed introduction of laser technology for personalization.

-;;#//II,//L
The Best Mailing Lists
.for Fundraisers ?
"

!

• Over 60 Non-profit Organizations
use our lists for their fundraising appeals!

·9.5 Million Contributors and Friends
from more than 20 non-profit organizations
comprise our Mail Responsive Database.

• Over 1.5 Million Dedicated Donors
who have given two or more contributions.

• Over $25 average contribution
per donor with many contributing hundreds of
dollars to a single organization.

• More than 40 Selections, including:
• Income
• Age
• Sex
• Occupation
• $$ amount of contribution
• Recency of contribution
• Number of contributions
· .. and many many more!

Call our experienced fundraising
professionals at (714) 476-1154:

!

ii

BFCAfailinffLis££ Inc
!900 Qual15tree1- Newport Beac~ Ca 92660

'1

!,
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1986

Total DAV Membership

Roger Shaw
Sandi Davis
Pam Leary

Keller
continued from page 62

MUST YOU KEEP CURRENT ON TAX, FUND RAISING
AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTS?
The Nonprofit Counsel is the analytical newslette'r covering tax, charitable giving,
fund raising , and other pertinent topics of concern to non-profit organizations
and their advisors.
If you - • Manage a nonprofit organization
• Are a lawyer representing a nonprofit organization
• Provide fund raising counsel to a nonprofit organization
• Otherwise are :employed by or serve a nonprofit organization
For only $72.00 a year, you can have an up-to-date explanation of new regulations, rulings, legislation, court opinions, and other developments. Tax law pertaining to exempt status, charitable giving, fund raising regulation, and similar
topics are all fully covered in The Nonprofit Counsel.
Each issue consists of at least four pages of full analysis of subjects of current
pertinence to charitable and similar groups. Most issues will include an additional
two pages devoted to contemporary developments and techniques, including
an unsurpassed quarterly chart of pending legislation.

Highlights of Coming Issues of
The Nonprofit Counsel
• Developments concerning the
Combined Federal Campaign
• Nonprofit organizations'
ownership of for-profit companies
• Proposed OMB guidelines on
political advocacy
• Evolving new private foundation
rules
• Federal regulation of fund raising
via tax law

into your action device. There are so
many toys to play with that the copywriter's game room is getting to be
more fun every day.
Today's technology can put you almost as close to your donors as a volunteer ringing the doorbell to personally ask for a contribution . So go ahead
and use everything that technology offers you. There's no reason to sweat in
December.
Incidentally, about the guy who
complained so bitterly about the DA V's
"promotional hot shot" referring to him
by name "seven times in seven paragraphs." He' s now a DAV life member!
He'd been an annual DA V member
for 14 years, which means we'd approached him with at least l3life-membership campaigns before we sent him
that terrible letter that offended him so
grievously. After growing increasingly
irritated as he read his own name over
and over again - to the very end of
the letter - he wrote a check for the
full amount of his life-membership
dues and dropped it in the mail.
That, in itself, says something .•

• Charitable giving cases and
rulings
• New cases in unrelated trade or
business field
• State law developments in fund
raising regulation field
• Current cases on emerging
religions
• When fund raising becomes an
unrelated business

The Nonprofit Counsel is written by Bruce R. Hopkins, a lawyer in
Washington, D.C., who specializes in the tax and other legal problems of nonprofit organizations. He is on the faculty of the George Washington University
National Law Center, where he teaches a course in tax-exempt organizations,
and has just completed a two-year chairmanship of the Exempt Organizations
Committee of the Tax Section of the American Bar Association. Mr. Hopkins is
author of The Law of Tax-Exempt Organizations (4th ed. 1983) and Charity
Under Siege: Government Regulation of Fund Raising (1981).
-M~to~okeC~;~~ti~;'ln~--------------~~~l

224 Seventh Street Garden City, NY 11530
PLEASE BEGIN MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE
NONPROFIT COUNSEL NEWSLETTER . • ..••. .•.• . . ..••.• • • . . $72 PER YEAR

o Payment enclosed

o Please bill me

Name .__________________________ Phone _____________________
COmpany _ _____________________ Title ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Street __________________________________________________
Cily _ _______________________

State _ _ _ _ _ Zip __________

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE
800/645-6132. In NY STATE CALL 516n46-6700

~---------------------------------~
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Thomas K. Keller has been assistant
national director of communications
of the Disabled American Veterans
since 1976. He has been a professional
writer since he enlisted in the U.S. Air
Force in 1968, and covered Air Forces
Korea for Stars & Stripes and Air Force
Times and headed the news release
system for Air Forces Korea. In 1973,
he joined the NCR Corporation as a
business-to-business
direct
mail
copywriter.
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New Strategy: "Databased"
Donor Personalization
Identifying the core group of donors and treating them according
to the frequency and depth of their giving will yield both greater
income and deeper loyalty to your organization.
By John E. Groman, senior vice president, direct response
Epsilon

nitial gifts to your organization are \ ~(;
often impulse gifts. In fact, our
research has shown that 50 percent
Involvement
of the first-time donors to an organiza- \.
tion never give again. This means that
as many as 50 percent of the people
you attract and consider donors never
really become committed to your cause
or your organization.
As we all know, attracting those
first-time donors is costly, with many
Awareness
organizations having to pay $20 to $30
per new donor acquired by mail. Thus,
losing new donors after just one gift
insures a high-cost or even money-losing direct mail acquisition program and
raises your overall cost ratio for fund
A good personalization strategy moves donors through various stages of
raising.
psychological commitment to the organization.
Retaining a new donor's loyalty requires that he or she be cultivated to
them up to the next level in this
them, or treat them as the real partners
become committed to your cause and
metaphorical pyramid, the support
in our program that they actually are.
your organization. A good cultivation
level. At this level, you have a "real
We usually treat them like other donors
program will ensure that new donors
donor," one who has renewed his or
in a general, direct mail approach. Your
renew and continue to support your orher gift and indicated ongoing interest
personalization strategy must focus on
ganization for years to come. Thus, the
and "support" of your program. If 50
increasing your income with your top
cost of fund raising is lowered and
percent of the people who make the
"core group" donors by developing a
first gift never make the second gift,
truly personal direct mail program for
necessary income to fund programs is
ensured.
then reaching the support level is the
them and their interests.
watershed experience for a donor's rebelieve the key to effective cultivaRemember that there are only three
ways to increase your income.
lationship with your program.
tion lies in personalizing your direct
But, true commitment requires fremail relationship with your donors. But
quency of giving, usually three gifts or
personalization doesn't mean just a
1. More donors by acquisition, re- .'
sophisticated computer mail techmore within two years or three consecunewal, and recapture.
nique. Personalization means the "total
tive years of support. Once donors have
2. More donations through fre-/
shown commitment by continually retreatment" needed to establish ood requency of giving.
atlO
3. More dollars per donation
ur onors.
t's not con- I newing their gifts, your next step is to
lIr.~~""",,..,..,.........-r;;e:;;tt;::;e::::rs~a'nd personaliza- , get those donors more involved in your
through upgrading.
.",7
ron of w
.
I
I
program At Epsilon, we've learned
elationship. In a head-to-head direct ' ~ research that after donors have
More Donors
You can get more donors primarily
, mail test, a fund raiser with a gift for) made a series of gifts, they are more
likely to really read your publications,
writing good personal copy will always
through acquisition, renewal of the
. raise more money than one who comcare about your program, and give to
ones you have, and recapture of the
ones who have left.
you as an extension of their personal
puter-personalizes less personal cOPY',
\
relationship with you. When donors get
Once you have acquired a new
involved in your program, you usually
Your Donor's Life Cycle
donor, .your programs must get them
have a willing and generous audience
A good personalization strategy will
interested and involved in your organifor your direct mail appeals and perhelp move your donors through various
zation right away. For those current
stages of psychological commitment to
sonal fund-raising programs. And indonors whom you haven't renewed, it
volved donors also make much larger
may be more helpful to think about their
your organization and your programs.
gifts and give more frequently each
program as a new donor program,
I call these various stages your donor's
psychological "life cycle. " In this
year so that the sum of their gifts makes
rather than a recapture program. Treat
them major donors.
cycle, your donors progress through
lapsed donors like potential new donors
and you may be able to recapture their
At the top of the pyramid are your
stages of awareness, interest, support,
commitment, involvement and legacy
interest in your organization. It is actulegacy donors. These are the major
with your organization. The best way
donors who support you very generally worth more to recapture a donor
ously. They may be giving you $500
to look at these stages is in the form
than to find a new donor. Research
to $1,000 a year, and they are comof a pyramid. Your first challenge is
shows that they tend to give more after
pletely committed to your cause and
establishing awareness. This is where
recapture than new donors give after
first gifts.
you give your donors an understanding
your organization. These major donors
and appreciation of your needs, your
are likely to give you capital gifts, and
eventually, bequests.
programs, and your plans.
More Donations
Legacy donors should be treated like
Your next challenge is getting inYou can also increase your income
members of your family. But often, we
terest. At this level, people express
by increasing the frequency of a
donor's gifts. You do this by moving
their interest with a first gift. But, it's
tend to not deal with these people
your donors through that donor life
their second gift where you really move
warmly, speak to them frankly, inform

I
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Groman
cycle. The most important thing to do
to get more donations is to actually encourage frequency of giving. To do
this, you have to develop programs, or
opportunities for giving, which will
motivate your donors to give more
often. And the more they give, the more
likely they are to ascend through those
stages in the life cycle .
The third way you can effectively
increase your income is by raising your
donors' average gift - more dollars
per donation. But to get upgrading you
need to develop programs to upgrade
your offers and suggested gifts. This is
actually one of the hardest things to do .
lt is most often easier to increase the
frequency of a donor's giving than to
move that donor out of his or her. "comfort zone" of giving - the levelof giving he feels most comfortable with to a higber gift amount. Would you
feel comfortable writing a check to your
favorite charity for $50, when you've
been giving $25 for years? Beware, because upgrading too aggressively can
turn donors off.
On the other hand, don't offer donors
who have given you $50 a gift suggestion of $25. This will result in "downgrading." Set a floor under their giving
by not suggesting a gift level below
their past gift level, because doing so
will encourage downgrading of gift
amounts. With computer personalization, you can set a floor under their
giving by adjusting suggested gift
levels to each person's giving history,
thereby ensuring donors don't get asked
for less than they gave before .
en donors do give, besides personally thanking them by mail or
phone, consider rewarding them for
their giving, and you'll find they will
be motivated to increase their support.
For instance, you might consider
cumulative giving clubs. These clubs
offer recognition and incentives for
donors to give more . Cumulative giving recognizes their giving during a
lifetime, and honors them for their support. It also encourages them to move
up a ladder of giving to reach higher
levels of support and prestige. You
should also consider the use of premiums or incentives for upgraded gifts.
They work, and they will dramatically
increase donor upgrading, if done right.
Find Your Core Group
A small group of donors represents
most of your income. This is wellknown as the 20/80 rule or the Pareto
principle. This small core group of
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donors gives a disproportionate share
of your income. You receive more from
these people because they are sincerely
interested in your organization. The remaining 80 percent don't give as much
because you are not really in the center
of their interest. You are not high on
their hierarchy of giving.
Unfortunately, most programs are
set up to deal with that 80 percent the unproductive or marginally productive, high-cost part of the file. The management culture of trying to be good
stewards of the money by spending as
little as we can may lead us to simply
become mass producers. We end up
treating that core group of donors at
the top end of our file the same way
as the bottom, when a different, more
personal program is really what we

of the donor's gifts. This matrix deals
only with those recent donors who have
been active supporters this year. Using
a ranking matrix concept like the one
shown above, your donors can be segmented according to the frequency of
their giving using categories of nondonors, one-time donors, and multiple
gift donors.
The amount of their gifts also determines where they fall in the ranking
matrix: major donors ($100 or more),
regular gift donors ($10 to $99.99), or
low gift donors (under $10). Keeping
this detailed information on a database
will give you information on the income each individual donor provides
to your organization. And most of your
energies should be concentrated on
those donors who fall into categories 1

AMOUNT
High

Medium

Low

High

FREQUENCY

Medium

Low

A ~implified ranking matrix formula, considering frequency and amount, can
help define the organization's core group.

need to get their allegiance.
The successful direct mail program
treats those core donors much better.
Donors are thanked by phone, or by
very nice word processing letters. They
are given more information and are sent
better publications. Rather than managing the budget for that large part of the
file, the company is setting up personal
relationships with the best donors.
For this reason, you need to have
two separate programs: one for the top
of your file, and one for the bottom.
Segment Your File
How can you tell which of your
donors is a core group donor? If you
just look at the two factors of frequency
and amount using a simplified ranking
matrix formula, you can approximately
define your core group.
Frequency measures the number of
times a donor gives within a set time
period. And amount refers to the size

to 4 in your ranking matrix, for these
are your core group donors. This type
of analysis will allow you to segment
your file, communications, and personalization strategy.
The more money you invest in the
high end, sections 1 to 5 in your ranking
matrix, the better your return. In fact,
the more you communicate with these
people, with very high quality communications (direct mail, publications
and telemarketing), the more they will
like you and support your programs.
This is because these people are your
best supporters; they have the highest
interest in you and they welcome such
communications.
However, in the low frequency, low
amount group (categories 6 to 9), you
must manage costs carefully. Our research shows that low value donors
have low levels of interest in your organization, and seldom give gifts
higher than the $5 or $10 that they have

Groman
given in the past.
However, any organization that has
a large group of low-dollar donors can
also have a small group of high-dollar
donors, if it changes its program.
First, you must develop a researchbased profile of this core group of
donors. This profile should include
more than their age, sex, and income.
It should include their interests, knowledge of your program, where they place
you in their giving heirarchy, how
much they perceive your need, what
kind of urgency they think you have,
and what types of things they'd like to
hear more about.
This profile infonrtation is available
from a variety of sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Donor surveys
Telemarketing questionnaires
Focus groups
Volunteer and staff interviews
File analysis of giving history

Your database file on each donor
should enable you to store and analyze
a history of gifts. It should include the
source of the donor - where did they
hear of you? How did they get involved? Can you analyze the income
by appeal source? These are the best
measurements of donor interest.
In addition, you should add to the
database such information as:
•
•
•
•

Volunteer activities
Attendance at events
Subscriptions
Correspondence

This information will be invaluable
as you analyze your file.
True market research improves your
understanding of those core group
donors. It will allow you to develop an
accurate profile of your donors, and
free you up from the subjective assessments of donors many organizations
depend on to plan their programs .
You can gain additional insight about
your donors' preferences and knowledge of your various appeals through
focus group analysis. You might use
focus groups to pretest major appeals
and programs, particularly those where
clubs, premiums, or incentives are to
be offered. This will refine your creative approach and allow you to create
programs which target your donors'
real interests, as well as your own .
Additional research can be conducted through surveys. We've found,
through our research, that donors are
more than willing to answer survey
questions . You can learn such valuable
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information as date of birth, family,
sex, interest in your organization, and
preferred nickname . You can then communicate more personally with each of
these donors, by customizing your direct mail with the very information they
gave you. And this information will
add value to your donor files.
Once you've developed that donor
profile, you can begin to look for prospects with characteristics similar to
your best donors.
Remember, as you develop these
donor programs, you don't just want
new donors, you want new core group
donors. You should even be willing initially to pay more to attract these good
quality donors than you would pay to
attract regular donors, those in
categories 6 to 9 in your ranking matrix.
The higher value derived through
higher renewal rates and higher gifts
makes a core group donor worth five
to 10 times more than the average direct
mail donor over their life with you.
With this core group profile in hand,
you have a number of methods or marketing resources at your disposal to
reach your donors and prospects .
Broadcast and print, public relations,
informative publications, space advertising and direct mail are the obvious.
Beyond that, consider conferences and
meetings for your donors. Telemarketing is another vehicle, if you concentrate on developing a good, personal
script. And finally, VISit your
<IO'i1ors e:.rsonally. And make it ~
ular part of y.om program.
..- You, as fund-raising manager,
should integrate all of these components into a continuing strategy. The
computer allows you to narrow down
your communications to targeted
donors. And it should be giving you
reports on your core group of donors.
With this information, you'll know
who to thank personally , who to visit,
etc. Your fund-raising strategy should
take advantage of the numbers - the
numbers that inform you that some
people on your list are more profitable
than others . And then you should
develop a strategy to act upon those
numbers.
I have developed the concept of the
Fund Raising Store as a metaphor to
explain this fund-raising strategy. This
metaphor allows us to think of your
donors as customers. They shop at your
store because of their needs and how
they perceive their needs 'in relationship
to their own lives.
A good Fund Raising Store has sufficient products, prices , and incentives
to stimulate ongoing upgrading and

beSt

gIVIng of gifts. And, as manager of
your store, you must market to your
donors, communicate with them, gain
a personal relationship with them. And
you must share your needs in the same
way that a good store would merchandise to you.
Think of yourself as an organization
in the business of creating interesting
products or opportunities for giving.
Then ask yourself:
• Do I have a sufficient number of
products?
• Do I have a big gift product?
• Do I have a regular monthly
small gift product?
• Do I have a memorial product?
• How do I offer these products to
my customers?
• How do I excite them? What incentives are there for them to give
us more mom~y or give more frequently?
• Have I shared with the donors all
the different products that I have?
• Can I weave these different products into my program in a creative way?
Your strategy is once again based
upon your vision of your donor
pyramid. You need to create a series
of products with an exciting creative
approach and steer your donors through
the various stages. And, you need to
move your donors through these stages
from acquisition and welcoming, to renewal and upgrading, and finally to the
top of the committed donor pyramid .
Your success at moving donors up
through this donor pyramid is determined by your own enthusiasm and excitement for your program and your organization. And your effectiveness in
adopting this "databased" donor personalization approach will largely determine the success of your direct mail
program .•

John E. Groman is senior vice president and a co-founder of Epsilon, a
leading database finn serving the
needs of non-profit and commercial
organizations nationwide. Groman is
an expert on the use of the database
for fund-raising programs.
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zation right away. For those current
for your direct mail appeals and perhelp move your donors through various
donors whom you haven't renewed, it
sonal fund-raising programs. And instages of psychological commitment to
may be more helpful to think about their
volved donors also make much larger
your organization and your programs .
program as a new donor program,
gifts and give more frequently each
I call these various stages your donor's
rather than a recapture program. Treat
year so that the sum of their gifts makes
psychological "life cycle." In this
lapsed donors like potential new donors
them major donors.
cycle, your donors progress through
At the top of the pyramid are your
and you may be able to recapture their
stages of awareness, interest, support,
interest in your organization. It is actulegacy donors . These are the major
commitment, involvement and legacy
donors who support you very generally worth more to recapture a donor
with your organization. The best way
ously. They may be giving you $500
to look at these stages is in the form
than to find a new donor. ReSearCh!
to $1,000 a year, and they are comshows that they tend to give more after
of a pyramid. Your first challenge is
pletely committed to your cause and
recapture than new donors give after
establishing awareness. This is where
first gifts.
your organization. These major donors
you give your donors an understanding
are likely to give you capital gifts, and
and appreciation of your needs, your
eventually, bequests.
More Donations
programs, and your plans.
You can also increase your income
Legacy donors should be treated like
Your next challenge is getting inby increasing the frequency of a
members of your family. But often, we
terest. At this level, people express
donor's gifts. You do this by moving
tend to not deal with these people
their interest with a first gift. But, it's
your donors through that donor life
warmly, speak to them frankly, inform
their second gift where you really move
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cycle. The most important thing to do
to get more donations is to actually encourage frequency of giving. To do
this, you have to develop programs, or
opportunities for giving, which will
motivate your donors to give more
often. And the more they give, the more
likely they are to ascend through those
stages in the life cycle.
The third way you can effectively
increase your income is by raising your
donors' average gift - more dollars
per donation . But to get upgrading you
need to develop programs to upgrade
your offers and suggested gifts. This is
actually one of the hardest things to do.
lt is most often easier to increase the
frequency of a donor's giving than to
move that donor out of his or her "comfort zone" of giving - the level of giving he feels most comfortable with to a higher gift amount. Would you
feel comfortable writing a check to your
favorite charity for $50, when you've
been giving $25 for years? Beware, because upgrading too aggressively can
turn donors off.
On the other hand, don't offer donors
who have given you $50 a gift suggestion of $25. This will result in "downgrading." Set a floor under their giving
by not suggesting a gift level below
their past gift level , because doing so
will encourage downgrading of gift
amounts. With computer personalization, you can set a floor under their
giving by adjusting suggested gift
levels to each person's giving history,
thereby ensuring donors don't get asked
for less than they gave before.
en donors do give, besides personally thanking them by mail or
phone, consider rewarding them for
their giving, and you'll find they will
be motivated to increase their support.
For instance, you might consider
cumulative giving clubs . These clubs
offer recognition and incentives for
donors to give more. Cumulative giving recognizes their giving during a
lifetime , and honors them for their support. lt also encourages them to move
up a ladder of giving to reach higher
levels of support and prestige . You
should also consider the use of premiums or incentives for upgraded gifts.
They work, and they will dramatically
increase donor upgrading, if done right.

Find Your Core Group
A small group of donors represents
most of your income. This is wellknown as the 20/80 rule or the Pareto
principle. This small core group of
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donors gives a disproportionate share
of your income. You receive more from
these people because they are sincerely
interested in your organization. The remaining 80 percent don't give as much
because you are not really in the center
of their interest. You are not high on
their hierarchy of giving.
Unfortunately, most programs are
set up to deal with that 80 percent the unproductive or marginally productive, high-cost part of the file. The management culture of trying to be good
stewards of the money by spending as
little as we can may lead us to simply
become mass producers. We end up
treating that core group of donors at
the top end of our file the same way
as the bottom, when a different, more
personal program is really what we

of the donor's gifts . This matrix deals
only with those recent donors who have
been active supporters this year. Using
a ranking matrix concept like the one
shown above, your donors can be segmented according to the frequency of
their giving using categories of nondonors, one-time donors, and multiple
gift donors .
The amount of their gifts also determines where they fall in the ranking
matrix: major donors ($100 or more),
regular gift donors ($10 to $99.99), or
low gift donors (under $10). Keeping
this detailed information on a database
will give you information on the income each individual donor provides
to your organization. And most of your
energies should be concentrated on
those donors who fall into categories 1

AMOUNT
High

Medium

Low

High

FREQUENCY

Medium

Low

A ~implified ranking matrix formula, considering frequency and amount, can
help define the organization's core group.

need to get their allegiance.
The successful direct mail program
treats those core donors much better.
Donors are thanked by phone, or by
very nice word processing letters . They
are given more information and are sent
better publications. Rather than managing the budget for that large part of the
file, the company is setting up personal
relationships with the best donors.
For this reason , you need to have
two separate programs: one for the top
of your file , and one for the bottom.

Segment Your File
How can you tell which of your
donors is a core group donor? If you
just look at the two factors of frequency
and amount using a simplified ranking
matrix formula , you can approximately
define your core group.
Frequency measures the number of
times a donor gives within a set time
period. And amount refers to the size

to 4 in your ranking matrix, for these
are your core group donors. This type
of analysis will allow you to segment
your file, communications, and personalization strategy.
The more money you invest in the
high end, sections I to 5 in your ranking
matrix, the better your return. In fact,
the more you communicate with these
people, with very high quality communications (direct mail, publications
and telemarketing), the more they will
like you and support your programs .
This is because these people are your
best supporters; they have the highest
interest in you and they welcome such
communications .
However, in the low frequency, low
amount group (categories 6 to 9), you
must manage costs carefully. Our research shows that low value donors
have low levels of interest in your organization, and seldom give gifts
higher than the $5 or $10 that they have
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given in the past.
However, any organization that has
a large group of low-dollar donors can
also have a small group of high-dollar
donors, if it changes its program.
First, you must develop a researchbased profile of this core group of
donors. This profile should include
more than their age, sex, and income.
It should include their interests, knowledge of your program, where they place
you in their giving heirarchy, how
much they perceive your need, what
kind of urgency they think you have,
and what types of things they'd like to
hear more about.
This profile information is available
from a variety of sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Donor surveys
Telemarketing questionnaires
Focus groups
Volunteer and staff interviews
File analysis of giving history

Your database file on each donor
should enable you to store and analyze
a history of gifts. It should include the
source of the donor - where did they
hear of you? How did they get involved? Can you analyze the income
by appeal source? These are the best
measurements of donor interest.
In addition, you should add to the
database such information as:
•
•
•
•

Volunteer activities
Attendance at events
Subscriptions
Correspondence

This information will be invaluable
as you analyze your file .
True market research improves your
understanding of those core group
donors. It will allow you to develop an
accurate profile of your donors, and
free you up from the subjective assessments of donors many organizations
depend on to plan their programs.
You can gain additional insight about
your donors' preferences and knowledge of your various appeals through
focus group analysis. You might use
focus groups to pretest major appeals
and programs, particularly those where
clubs, premiums, or incentives are to
be offered. This will refine your creative approach and allow you to create
programs which target your donors'
real interests, as well as your own .
Additionai research can be conducted through surveys. We've found,
through our research, that donors are
more than willing to answer survey
questions . You can learn such valuable
40
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information as date of birth, family,
sex, interest in your organization, and
preferred nickname. You can then communicate more personally with each of
these donors, by customizing your direct mail with the very information they
gave you. And this information will
add value to your donor files.
Once you've developed that donor
profile, you can begin to look for prospects with characteristics similar to
your best donors.
I
Remember, as you develop these
donor programs, you don't just want
new donors, you want new core group
donors. You should even be willing initially to pay more to attract these good
quality donors than you would pay to
attract regular donors, those in
categories 6 to 9 in your ranking matrix.
The higher value derived through
higher renewal rates and higher gifts
makes a core group donor worth five
to 10 times more than the average direct
mail donor over their life with you.
With this core group profile in hand,
you have a number of methods or marketing resources at your disposal to
reach your donors and prospects.
Broadcast and print, public relations,
informative publications, space advertising and direct mail are the obvious.
Beyond that, consider conferences and
meetings for your donors. Telemarketing is another vehicle, if you concentrate on developing a good, personal
script. And finally, VISit your be;l
OOi'lors personally. And make it ~
ular part of )'.Oil[ program.
.- You, as fund-raising manager,
should integrate all of these components into a continuing strategy. The
computer allows you to narrow down
your communications to targeted
donors. And it should be giving you
reports on your core group of donors .
With this information, you'll know
who to thank personally, who to visit,
etc. Your fund-raising strategy should
take advantage of the numbers - the
numbers that inform you that some
people on your list are more profitable
than others. And then you should
develop a strategy to act upon those
numbers.
I have developed the concept of the
Fund Raising Store as a metaphor to
explain this fund-raising strategy. This
metaphor allows us to think of your
donors as customers. They shop at your
store because of their needs and how
they perceive their needs in relationship
to their own lives.
A good Fund Raising Store has sufficient products, prices, and incentives
to stimulate ongoing upgrading and

giving of gifts. And, as manager of
your store, you must market to your
donors, communicate with them, gain
a personal relationship with them. And
you must share your needs in the same
way that a good store would merchandise to you.
Think of yourself as an organization
in the business of creating interesting
products or opportunities for giving.
Then ask yourself:
• Do I have a sufficient number of
products?
• Do I have a big gift product?
• Do I have a regular monthly
small gift product?
• Do I have a memorial product?
• How do I offer these products to
my customers?
• How do I excite them? What incentives are there for them to give
us more money or give more frequently?
• Have I shared with the donors all
the different products that I have?
• Can I weave these different products into my program in a creative way?
Your strategy is once again based
upon your vision of your donor
pyramid. You need to create a series
of products with an exciting creative
approach and steer your donors through
the various stages. And, you need to
move your donors through these stages
from acquisition and welcoming, to renewal and upgrading, and finally to the
top of the committed donor pyramid.
Your success at moving donors up
through this donor pyramid is determined by your own enthusiasm and excitement for your program and your organization. And your effectiveness in
adopting this "databased" donor personalization approach will largely determine the success of your direct mail
program .•

John E. Groman is senior vice president and a co-founder of Epsilon, a
leading database finn serving the
needs of non-profit and commercial
organizations nationwide. Groman is
an expert on the use of the database
for fund-raising programs.
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New Strategy: IJDatabased"
Donor Personalization
Identifying the core group of donors and treating them according
to the frequency and depth of their giving will yield both greater
income and deeper loyalty to your organization.
By John E. Groman, senior vice president, direct response
silon

nitial gifts to your organization are f;
often impulse gifts. In fact, our \
research has shown that 50 percent
of the first-time donors to an organiza- \ I,
Involvement
tion never give again. This means that .
as many as 50 percent of the people ~;'
you attract and consider donors never
really become committed to your cause
or your organization.
As we all know, attracting those
first-time donors is costly, with many
organizations having to pay $20 to $30
Awareness
per new donor acquired by mail. Thus,
losing new donors after just one gift
insures a high-cost or even money-losing direct mail acquisition program and
raises your overall cost ratio for fund
A good personalization strategy moves donors through various stages of
raising.
psychological commitment to the organization.
Retaining a new donor's loyalty rethem, or treat them as the real partners
quires that he or she be cultivated to
them up to the next level in this
in our program that they actually are.
become committed to your cause and
metaphorical pyramid, the support
We usually treat them like other donors
your organization. A good cultivation
level. At this level, you have a "real
program will ensure that new donors
donor," one who has renewed his or
in a general, direct mail approach. Your
renew and continue to support your orher gift and indicated ongoing interest
personalization strategy must focus on
and "support" of your program. If 50
increasing your income with your top
ganization for years to come. Thus, the
cost of fund raising is lowered and
percent of the people who make the
"core group" donors by developing a
first gift never make the second gift,
truly personal direct mail program for
necessary income to fund programs is
ensured.
then reaching the support level is the
them and their interests.
believe the key to effective cultivawatershed experience for a donor's reRemember that there are only three
tion lies in personalizing your direct
lationship with your program.
ways to increase your income.
mail relationship with your donors . But
But, true commitment requires frepersonalization doesn't mean just a
quency of giving, usually three gifts or
1. More donors by acquisition, resophisticated computer mail techmore within two years or three consecunewal, and recapture.
tive years of support. Once donors have
2. More donations through fre-/
nique. Personalization means the "total
treatment" needed to establish ood reshown commitment by continually requency of giving.
newing their gifts, your next step is to
3. More dollars per donation
ur onors. t's not conlIr;-~-;V,"","""'...-F""1<e;;:tt,;te:;:rs;:-;;and personaliza- , get those donors mQre involved in your
through upgrading.
/"
Jon of
I
' program At Epsilon, we've leamed
More Donors
~
elationship. In a head-ta-head direct ' ~ research that after donors have
. mail test, a fund raiser with a gift for) made a series of gifts, they are more 1',1 You can get more donors primarily
writing good personal copy will always
likely to really read your publications,
through acquisition, renewal of the
"raise more money than one who comcare about your program, and give to
ones you have, and recapture of the
I
puter-personalizes less personal copy.!
you as an extension of their personal
ones who have left.
relationship with you. When donors get
Once you have acquired a ~ew
Your Donor's Life Cycle
involved in your program, you usually
donor, ,your programs must get them
interested and involved in your organiA good personalization strategy will
have a willing and generous audience
help move your donors through various
for your direct mail appeals and perzation right away. For those current
sonal fund-raising programs. And indonors whom you haven't renewed, it
stages of psychological commitment to
your organization and your programs.
volved donors also make much larger
may be more helpful to think about their
I call these various stages your donor's
gifts and give more frequently each
program as a new donor program,
year so that the sum of their gifts makes
rather than a recapture program. Treat
psychological "life cycle." In this
cycle, your donors progress through
them major donors .
lapsed donors like potential new donors
At the top of the pyramid are your
and you may be able to recapture their
stages of awareness, interest, support,
legacy donors. These are the major
interest in your organization. It is actucommitment, involvement and legacy
with your organization. The best way
donors who support you very generally worth more to recapture a donor
to look at these stages is in the form
ously. They may be giving you $500
than to find a new donor. Research
of a pyramid. Your first challenge is
to $1,000 a year, and they are comshows that they tend to give more after
pletely committed to your cause and
recapture than new donors give after
establishing awareness . This is where
you give your donors an understanding
your organization. These major donors
first gifts.
are likely to give you capital gifts, and
and appreciation of your needs, your
More Donations
programs, and your plans.
eventually, bequests.
Your next challenge is getting inLegacy donors should be treated like
You can also increase your income
terest. At this level, people express
members of your family . But often, we
by increasing the frequency of a
their interest with a first gift. But, it's
tend to not deal with these people
donor's gifts. You do this by moving
your donors through that donor life
their second gift where you really move
warmly, speak to them frankly, inform
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cycle. The most important thing to do
to get more donations is to actually encourage frequency of giving. To do
this, you have to develop programs, or
. '- opportunities for giving, which will
motivate your donors to give more
often . And the more they give, the more
likely they are to ascend through those
stages in the life cycle .
The third way you can effectively
increase your income is by raising your
donors' average gift - more dollars
per donation. But to get upgrading you
need to develop programs to upgrade
your offers and suggested gifts. This is
actually one of the hardest things to do .
It is most often easier to increase the
frequency of a donor's giving than to
move that donor out of his or her "comfort zone" of giving - the level of giving he feels most comfortable with to a higher gift amount. Would you
feel comfortable writing a check to your
favorite charity for $50, when you've
been giving $25 for years? Beware, because upgrading too aggressively can
tum donors off.
On the other hand, don't offer donors
who have given you $50 a gift suggestion of $25. This will result in "downgrading." Set a floor under their giving
by not suggesting a gift level below
their past gift level , because doing so
will encourage downgrading of gift
amounts . With computer personalization, you can set a floor under their
giving by adjusting suggested gift
levels to each person ' s giving history,
thereby ensuring donors don't get asked
for less than they gave before.
:
en donors do give, besides personally thanking them by mail or
phone, consider rewarding them for
their giving , and you'll find they will
be motivated to increase their support.
For instance, you might consider
cumulative giving clubs. These clubs
offer recognition and incentives for
donors to give more . Cumulative giving recognizes their giving during a
lifetime, and honors them for their support. It also encourages them to move
up a ladder of giving to reach higher
'. levels of support and prestige. You
should also consider the use of premiums or incentives for upgraded gifts .
They work, and they will dramatically
increase donor upgrading, if done right.
Find Your Core Group
A small group of donors represents
most of your income. This is wellknown as the 20/80 rule or the Pareto
principle. This small core group of
38
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donors gives a disproportionate share
of your income. You receive more from
these people because they are sincerely
interested in your organization. The remaining 80 percent don't give as much
because you are not really in the center
of their interest. You are not high on
their hierarchy of giving.
Unfortunately, most programs are
set up to deal with that 80 percent the unproductive or marginally productive, high-cost part of the file. The management culture of trying to be good
stewards of the money by spending as
little as we can may lead us to simply
become mass producers. We end up
treating that core group of donors at
the top end of our file the same way
as the bottom, when a different, more
personal program is really what we

of the donor's gifts. This matrix deals
only with those recent donors who have
been active supporters this year. Using
a ranking matrix concept like the one
shown above, your donors can be segmented according to the frequency of
their giving using categories of nondonors, one-time donors, and multiple
gift donors.
The amount of their gifts also determines where they fall in the ranking
matrix: major donors ($100 or more),
regular gift donors ($10 to $99.99), or
low gift donors (under $10). Keeping
this detailed information on a database
will give you information on the income each individual donor provides
to your organization. And most of your
energies should be concentrated on
those donors who fall into categories 1

AMOUNT
High

Medium

Low

High

FREQUENCY

Medium

Low

..

A ~implified ranking matrix formula, considering frequency and amount, can
help define the organization's core group.

need to get their allegiance .
The successful direct mail program
treats those core donors much better.
Donors are thanked by phone, or by
very nice word processing leiters. They
are given more information and are sent
better publications. Rather than managing the budget for that large part of the
file, the company is selling up personal
relationships with the best donors .
For this reason , you need to have
two separate programs: one for the top
of your file, and one for the bOllom.
Segment Your File
How can you tell which of your
donors is a core group donor? If you
just look at the two factors of frequency
and amount using a simplified ranking
matrix formula, you can approximately
define your core group .
Frequency measures the number of
times a donor gives within a set time
period . And amount refers to the size

to 4 in your ranking matrix, for these
are your core group donors. This type
of analysis will allow you to segment
your file, communications, and personalization strategy.
The more money you invest in the
high end, sections I to 5 in your ranking
matrix, the better your return. In fact,
the more you communicate with these
people, with very high quality communications (direct mail, publications
and telemarketing), the more they will
like you and support your programs.
This is because these people are your
best supporters; they have the highest
interest in you and they welcome such
communications .
However, in the low frequency, low
amount group (categories 6 to 9), you
must manage costs carefully. Our research shows that low value donors
have low levels of interest in your organization, and seldom give gifts
higher than the $5 or $10 that they have
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given in the past.
However, any organization that has
a large group of low-dollar donors can
also have a small group of high-dollar
donors, if it changes its program.
First, you must develop a researchbased profile of this core group of
donors. This profile should include
more than their age, sex, and income.
It should include their interests, knowledge of your program, where they place
you in their giving heirarchy, how
much they perceive your need, what
kind of urgency they think you have,
and what types of things they'd like to
hear more about.
This profile information is available
from a variety of sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Donor surveys
Telemarketing questionnaires
Focus groups
Volunteer and staff interviews
File analysis of giving history

Your database file on each donor
should enable you to store and analyze
a history of gifts. It should include the
source of the donor - where did they
hear of you? How did they get involved? Can you analyze the income
by appeal source? These are the best
measurements of donor interest.
In addition, you should add to the
database such information as:
•
•
•
•

Volunteer activities
Attendance at events
Subscriptions
Correspondence

This information will be invaluable
as you analyze your file.
True market research improves your
understanding . of those core group
donors. It will allow you to develop an
accurate profile of your donors, and
free you up from the subjective assessments of donors many organizations
depend on to plan their programs.
You can gain additional insight about
your donors' preferences and knowledge of your various appeals through
focus group analysis. You might use
focus groups to pretest major appeals
and programs, particularly those where
clubs , premiums, or incentives are to
be offered. This will refine your creative approach and allow you to create
programs which target your donors'
real interests, as well as your own.
Additionai research can be conducted through surveys. We've found,
through our research, that donors are
more than willing to answer survey
questions. You can learn such valuable
40
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information as date of birth, family,
sex, interest in your organization, and
preferred nickname. You can then communicate more personally with each of
these donors, by customizing your direct mail with the very information they
gave you. And this information will
add value to your donor files.
Once you've developed that donor
profile, you can begin to look for prospects with characteristics similar to
your best donors.
Remember, as you develop these
donor programs, you don't just want
new donors, you want new core group
donors. You should even be willing initially to pay more to attract these good
, quality donors than you would pay to
attract regular donors, those in
categories 6 to 9 in your ranking matrix.
The higher value derived through
higher renewal rates and higher gifts
makes a core group donor worth five
to 10 times more than the average_direct
mail donor over their life with you.
With this core group profile in hand,
you have a number of methods or marketing resources at your disposal to
reach your donors and prospects.
Broadcast and print, public relations,
informative publications, space advertising and direct mail are the obvious.
Beyond that, consider conferences and
meetings for your donors. Telemarketing is another vehicle, if you concentrate on developing a good, personal
script. And fiIlally, VISIt your best
CIOOors e:.rsonally. And make it ~
ular part of WI![ program.
..- You, as fund-raising manager,
should integrate all of these components into a continuing strategy. The
computer allows you to narrow down
your communications to targeted
donors. And it should be giving you
reports on your core group of donors .
With this information, you'll know
who to thank personally, who to visit,
etc. Your fund-raising strategy should
take advantage of the numbers - the
numbers that inform you that some
people on your list are more profitable
than others. And then you should
develop a strategy to act upon those
numbers.
I have developed the concept of the
Fund Raising Store as a metaphor to
explain this fund-raising strategy. This
metaphor allows us to think of your
donors as customers. They shop at your
store because of their needs and how
they perceive their needs ·in relationship
to their own lives.
A good Fund Raising Store has sufficient products, prices, and incentives
to stimulate ongoing upgrading and

gIVIng of gifts. And, as manager of
your store, you must market to your
donors, communicate with them, gain
a personal relationship with them. And
you must share your needs in the same
way that a good store would merchandise to you.
Think of yourself as an organization
in the business of creating interesting
products or opportunities for giving.
Then ask yourself:
• Do I have a sufficient number of
products?
• Do I have a big gift product?
• Do I have a regular monthly
small gift product?
• Do I have a memorial product?
• How do I offer these products to
my customers?
• How do I excite them? What incentives are there for them to give
us more money or give more frequently?
• Have I shared with the donors all
the different products that I have?
• Can I weave these different products into my program in a creative way?
Your strategy is once again based
upon your vision of your donor
pyramid. You need to create a series
of products with an exciting creative
approach and steer your donors through
the various stages. And, you need to
move your donors through these stages
from acquisition and welcoming, to renewal and upgrading, and finally to the
top of the committed donor pyramid.
Your success at moving donors up
through this donor pyramid is determined by your own enthusiasm and excitement for your program and your organization. And your effectiveness in
adopting this "databased" donor personalization approach will largely determine the success of your direct mail
program .•

John E. Groman is senior vice president and a co-founder of Epsilon, a
leading database firm serving the
needs of non-profit and commercial
organizations nationwide. Groman is
an expert on the use of the database
for fund-raising programs.

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR USE OF TIME

* PERSONAL ORGANIZAT10N
, WRITE THINGS DOWN, DON'T TRUST YOUR MEMORY, MANY
IMPORTANT TASKS ARE NOT DONE IN TIME SIMPLY BECAUSE
PEOPLE FORGET TO DO THEM,
, ALLOW YOURSELF SOME LEEWAY AND FLEXIBILITY IN
SCHEDULING YOUR DAY, THINGS DON'T ALWAYS GO ACCORDING TO PLAN,
, TRY TO ANTICIPATE POTENTIAL PROBLEMS RATHER THAN
REACTING TO EVENTS AS THEY OCCUR,
, KEEP A LIST OF THINGS TO DO, INDICATING THEIR LEVEL
OF PRIORITY AND THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY SHOULD BE
DONE.
· MAKE A NOTE IN YOUR CALENDAR OF UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
THAT WILL REQUIRE YOUR ATTENTION.
· TRY TO MAKE DEFINITE APPOINTMENTS WITH THE PEOPLE YOU
REALLY WANT TO SEE. MAKE NOTES BEFOREHAND OF WHAT
YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT.
· ESTABLISH IN ADVANCE HOW LONG A MEETING SHOULD LAST.
PREPARE AN AGENDA AND STICK TO IT,
· KEEP A RECORD OF THE PROCEDURES YOU ADOPT FOR COMPLEX
OR TIME-CONSUMING TASKS. IT WILL SAVE YOU A GOOD DEAL
OF TIME ON THE NEXT OCCASSION THESE TASKS ARE DONE.

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR USE OF TIME

* DELEGATION:

KEY To EFFICIENCY

- How YOU HANDLE THE DELE GAT ION OR SHAR I NG OF WORK
WILL HAVE A MARKED BEARING ON HOW EFFECTIVELY
YOU AND YOUR EMPLOYEES UTILIZE TIME,

, You SHOULD BE CONFIDENT THAT THE EMPLOYEES TO WHOM
YOU DELEGATE CAN DO THE JOB, REMEMBER, HOWEVER, THAT
EMPLOYEES WILL NEED SUPPORT AND ADVICE WHEN FIRST
TAKING OVER THEIR NEW RESPONSIBILITIES,

, ALLOW YOUR EMPLOYEES SUFFICIENT SCOPE TO MAKE
DECISIONS WITHIN THEIR AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY,

, TRY TO ENSURE THAT AT LEAST ONE OF YOUR EMPLOYEES IS
ABLE TO MANAGE THE DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION OF THE BUSINESS,

'i MAKE

SURE THAT ALL YOUR EMPLOYEES ARE I NFORMED WHEN
• A TASK OR FUNCTION IS DELEGATED, OTHERWISE PEOPLE MAY
CHALLENGE THE AUTHORITY OF THE EMPLOYEE CONCERNED AND
(
CAUSE BOTH CONFUSION AND RESENTMENT,

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR USE OF TIME

* OVERCOMING PROCRASTINATION
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS WHY PEOPLE PROCRASTINATE:

* THEY ARE AFRAID OF FAILURE

* THE TIME DOES NOT SEEM RIGHT
* THEY WANT To AVOID RESPONSIBILITY
* THE WORK Is JUST DOWNRIGHT UNPLEASANT

THE FOLLOWING ApPROACHES WILL HELP You AROUND
PROCRASTINATION:

* SET A DEADLINE FOR EftCH TASK THAT YOU HAVE TO DO.
MARK THE DEADLINE ON YOUR LIST OF THINGS TO DO,

* BREAK UP SEEMINGLY INSURMOUNTABLE TASKS INTO
SMALLER, MORE MANAGEABLE ONES. PROJECTS WILL SEEM
LESS DAUNTING IF YOU CONCENTRATE ON ONE STEP AT
A TIME.

* ORGANIZE ACTIVITIES IN THEIR ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
AND THEN TRY TO KEEP STRICTLY TO THIS ORDER IN
YOUR SCHEDULE FOR EACH DAY,

II

FIFTEEN MOST COMMON TIMEWASTERS

1.

Telephone Interruptions

2.

Drop-In Visitors

3.

Meetings

4.

Crisis Management

5.

Lack Objectives, Priorities, Daily Plan

6.

Cluttered Desk/Personal Disorganization

7.

Ineffective Delegation

8.

Attempting Too Much at Once

9.

Lack Of/Unclear Communication

10.

Inadequate,

Inaccurate, Delayed Information

11.

Indecision and Procrastination

12.

Confused Responsibility and Authority

13.

Inability to Say "NO"

14.

Leaving Tasks Unfinished ·

15.

Lack of Self-Discipline ·

=========================================================================1]

TIME MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
I.

Equal Distribution. No one has enough time, yet everyone has all there is.
This is the great "paradox of time ."
u ted equally to all.

It is the one resource which is distrib-

2. Faulty Perception. The manager's time is rarely spent as he thinks it is. The
mind plays tricks on its owner and deceives him into thinking his time is
going where it should be going rather than where it is actually going.

3.

Time Analysis Need.

A daily log of activities for at least one week, taken in
IS-minute increments. is essential as a basis for effective time analysis. It
should be repeated at least semi-annually to avoid reverting to poor time
management practices.

4. Anticipatioll. Anticipatory action is generally more effective than remedial
action. A stitch in time saves nine. Avoid surprise by expecting the unexpected and planning for it. Assume if anything can go wrong, it will.
(Murphy's Third Law)

5. Planning. The great majority of problems arise from action without thought.
Evcry hour spent in effective planning saves three to four in execution, and
achieves bctter results. By failing to plan you are planning to fail.

6. Daily Planning. Daily planning, formulated the afternoon before or early the
same day, in consonance with near-tenn objectives and events, is essential to
effective utilization of personal time .

7. Objectives. More effective results are generally achieved through purposeful
pursuit of planned objectives than by chance. The fundamental concept of
management-by-objectives (mbo) is based on this proven principle.

8. Priority. Time available should be budgeted or allocated to tasks in ordered
sequence of priority . Otherwise managers tend to spend time in amounts
inversely related to the importance of their tasks. (Parkinson's Second Law)
(See Pareto Principle, No. 10)

9. Deadlines. Imposing deadlines on yourself and exercising self-discipline in
adhering to them aids managers in overcoming indecision, vacilIation and
procrastination.

10. Concentration.
efforts
80%) .
to the
on the

In most areas of organized human endeavor, a critical few
(around 20%) usually produce the great bulk of the results (around
This principle, also called the Pareto Principle or the 20/80 Law, led
ABC Inventory System . Effective managers concentrate their efforts
"critical few" events that wilI produce the major results . (See No. 31)

11 . Effectiveness versus Efficiency. Effort, however efficient, wilI tend to be
ineffective if perfonned on the wrong tasks, at the wrong time, or without
the intended consequences. Efficiency means doing the job right. Effectiveness means doing the right job right. Effective action produces maximum
resu!ts with minimum expenditure of resources, including time.

12 . Activity versus Results. Managers tend to lose sight of objectives or intended
results and to concentrate their efforts on activity. Keeping busy gradually
becomes their objective. These managers tend to become activity-oriented
rather than results-oriented . Instead of running their jobs they tend to be
run ~ them . They confuse motion with accomplishment, activity with results.

13 . Optimum R eSIl Its. Results tend to be optimized when the greatest benefits
are acrueved with minimum efforts .

14 . Unrealistic Time Estimates. Managers tend to take an optimistic view of the
time a task will take them to complete. They also tend to hope that others
will be able to complete their tasks sooner than is likely. Hence, Murphy's

Second Law : "Everything takes longer than you think." Thus managers tend
to accept themselves and expect from others unrealistic time estimates.

15. Probability of Occurrence. The probability that an intended event will occur
increases directly with the systematic application of effort toward its realization .

16.

Tyranny of the Urgent. Managers live in constant tension between the urgent
and the important. The urgent tasks call for instant action and drive out the
important from our co nsciousness. Managers are thus tyrannized by the
urgent and respond unwittingly to the endless pressures of the moment,
neglecting the long-term consequences of more important but less demanding
tasks left undone.

I 7.

Crisis Management/Over-Response. Managers tend to underestimate problems,
to fail to anticipate them, or to over-respond by treating all problems as if
they were crises. This tendency toward crisis management and fire fighting
causes undue anxiety, impaired judgment, hasty decisions and wasted time
and effort.

18. Selective Neglect/Limited Response.

Response to problems and demands
should be realistic and limited to the needs of the situation. Some problems
left alone go away . By selectively ignoring those problems which tend to
resolve themselves, much time and effort can be conserved for more useful
pursuits. (Also called the "principle of calculated neglect. ")

I 9. Flexibility. Flexibility in degree of scheduling personal time may be necessary to accommodate to forces beyond one's control. Time should not be
over- or under-scheduled.

20. Problem Analysis. Failure to distinguish symptoms from causes tends to
result in wasted effort directed toward apparent rather than real problems.

21 . Alternatives. In any given situation, failure to generate viable alternative
solu tions limits the likelihood of selecting the most effective course of action.

21. Indecision. The arrival of the point of decision causes many managers,
witnout apparent reason , to hesitate, vacillate or refuse to decide . Indecision
should be viewed as a decision not to decide .

'1../
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Procrastination. Deferring. postponing or pu tting off decisions or actions can
become a habit which loses time. causes lost opportunities. increases pressure
of deadlines and generates crises.

24. Completed Staff Work. Managers should delegate rc:sponsibility and authority
to do a "whole task ." This saves time otherwise required to complete the
task themselves and frees them for more important work. I t also enhances
the satisfaction their team will take in their work and, improves the overall
effectiveness of the organization .

25 . Delegation/Decision Level. Authority for decision making should be delegated
to the lowest possible level consistent with adequate judgment and available
facts.
26 . Upward Delegation. Managers tend to encourage upward (reverse) delegation
unwittingly by fostering dependence of subordinates upon them for answers.
They may du this by unconsciously being too ready with answers or by
instructing subordinates to "do nothing without checking with me."
27. Routine/Detail. Routine tasks of low value to overall objectives should be
minimized, consolidated, delegated or eliminated to the extent possible.
Manag'!rs should divorce themselves from unnecessary detail and selectively
neglect all but essential information. (See also Exception Management No. 30)
28 . Consolidation. Similar tasks should be grouped within divisions of the work
day to eliminate repetitive actions and minimize interruptions, such as taking
and returning phone calls. This will economize the utilization of resources
including the personal expenditure of time and effort.
29 . Feedback. Feedback on relative performance against goals at predetermined
intervals is essential to ensure progress according to plan. Progress reports
should identify problems (deviations of actual from planned performance) in
time to take corrective action.
30. Exception Management. Only significant deviations of actual results from
planned performance should be reported to the responsible executive to
conserve his time and abilities. Related to the "management-by-exception"
concept is the "need not to know" concept of excluding all but essential facts.
31. Interruption Control. Arrangement of and controls over activities should be
designed to minimize the number, impact and duration of interruptions.
3:2 . Planned Unavailability. Managers must plan for periods of uninterrupted
concentration. The "quiet hour," effective secretarial screening of calls and
visitors, and a hideaway are three of the most effective techniques to achieve
this. The mistaken notion that managers should "always be accessible" has
led to such abuses as the ever-open door which stands as a continuing
invitation to passersby and corridor-wanderers to drop in for a visit.

"f'.:.

33.

Visibility. Kt:eping visible those things you intend doing increases the
certainty of achieving your objt:ctives . You can't do what you can't
remember. This princirle of visible control is inhert:nt in such time manag.ement tools as the Plan Sheet of Economics Laboratory, Day timer pocket
and desk calendars , and project control charts.

34 . Clarity. Simple, concise. unambiguous languag.e ensures understanding and
saves time.
35. Brevity. Economy of words and actions conserves time while promoting.
clarity and understanding.
36 . Habit.

Managers tend to be victims of their own habit patterns. They tend
to take on the practices of the organizations in which they manage. Breaking
ingrained habit patterns is very difficult and requires continuing exercise of
self-discipline.

37.

Work Expansion (Parkinson's Law). Work tends to expand to fill the time
. availa ble .

38. Implementation and FollOW-lip. Implementation of time planning and
follow-up is essential on a daily basis for effective time management.
39 . Acceptance. Managers should seek the courage to change those things which
can be changed . . . the willingness to accept those which can't . . . and the
wisdom to know the difference .
I rreplaceable and ir~etrievable, time is the most
critical of all managerial resources. As Ben Franklin put it : "When your time
is up, you're done ." The ability to organize and utilize time effectively is
the managerial imperative, for without it nothing else can be managed.

40. Managerial Imperative.

x.

Goal-Setting Guide For Personal Achievement

Prepared by Roger Langley and the editors of Success Unlimited

Introduction
ife is full of decisions. Some people greet those
decisions with enthusiasm and anticipation, while
others try to avoid choices. The avoiders only fool
themselves, because a decision avoided is, in
fact, a decision to do nothing.
Motivation expert Earl Nightingale tells this story about his
son and a pretty girl at a dance: "I asked him why he didn't"
ask her to dance. He blushed and said that she'd probably
. say no. I mentioned that by not asking, he was guaranteeing
his failure. By asking, he had a chance of succeeding. A few
minutes later, I saw him dance by. I've often wondered why
so many people guarantee their failure simply because they
won 't give something a try."
Now.you're faced with an important decision: Should you
spend some of your valuable time working on the following
success·planning system, or should you just skim it, pick out
a few pointers and then go on to something else?
We suggest that you take a few moments to weigh your de·
cision. Here's why . For several months, the editors of Suc·
cess Unlimited have been working to design this planning
system for you. This is more than a magazine article; it's like
having a roomful of the world's top success experts in your
home for a personal consultation . Each section of this system
was created for a specific purpose, designed to get you to do
some serious thinking about an important aspect of your life.
We're convinced that if you devote enough time and effort to
each section, your personal rewards will be great:This system provides you with a logical method of taking
stock of yourself, the tools for setting goals and an action plan
to help you reach those goals. It's no exaggeration to say that
these few pages can change your life forever. Money, fame,
career success, friends, power, influence- whatever you
want, you can have.
That's a big promise, but we're convi0ced that we can de·
liver if you'll do your part. We've designed the system for you,
but only you can make it work.
Centuries ago, Socrates advised his students, "Know thyself." His advice is still valid. Later, Plato warned that "the unexamined life is not worth living." Our system will help you
know yourself by examining your life. You will discover that if
your life is to have meaning, you must have a purpose. And to
have a purpose, you must have goals.
Motivator Bob Conklin's highly successful training program, Adventures in Attitudes, contains this wisdom: "Deep
within your consciousness is the realization that your life has
a purpose, a destiny, a meaning which must be discovered.
Until this is ach ieved, you will experience boredom,
dissatisfaction, frustration and the feeling of hunger or
despair."
Whi~h life is for you? The material you now hold in your
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hands is designed to get you involved. You cannot work this
system passively. You will have to participate actively. You'll
need a pencil or pen and a notebook or a tablet of paper,
preferably ruled. Most importantly, you'll need an open, inquiring mind. What lies ahead is not easy, but how many
worthwhile things are obtained in this life without effort?
The Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius noted, "Your life is
what your thoughts make it." This truth was confirmed cen- •
turies later by Harvard University psychologist William
James, who wrote, "The grea test discovery of my generation
is that men can alter their lives by altering their attitudes of
mind."
Start to make your plans this moment: Make one of W.
Clement Stone's favorite self·motivators, "Do it noyX!" your
principle. Take a three- by five-inch card, and write "Do it
now!" on it. Read these words aloud repeatedly. You'll be
making uSe of the scientific principle that learning is reinforced when the senses are focused on a single task. See it,
hear it, say it, but most of all, "Do it now!" Keep the card with you for at least a week. Look at it before
you go to bed and when you get up. Stick It on the mirror when
you're shaving or brushing your teeth. Take it with you everywhere you go. Every time you touch the card, repeat the
words- aloud, if pos~ible - over and over. Keep repeating
the self·motivator until "Do it now!" pops into your head
every time a job presents itself.
Now are you willing to devote the time and effort necessa ry to put your life into high orbit? Are you willing to make use
of the tested principles that have worked for others? Are you
willing to follow the path to success blazed by the world's
greatest experts in motivation?
Remember, no decision is a decision not to act. Remember the self·motivator: "Do it now!" Take a pen, and sign your
name in the space below. This will be a visible sign of your
commitment to work this planning system. '-Do it now!

Signature

Date

Congratulations!
You've taken the first
step to success.
© 1980. Success Unlimited, Inc .

./

Overview
This planning system provides the framework for your success. Like any structure, it must build upon sound foundations, so it is designed as a step-by·step process. First, we will
present a series of exercises that will help you prepare to set
your goals by taking stock of yourself. They will help you
discover how you see your physical self, evaluate your risktaking inclinations, your management strengths and
weaknesses, your entrepreneurial bent. Nextwewill start you
thinking about priorities in your business and personal life.
Then you will be ready to write down your goals. After you
have done this, we will help you build belief in your ability to
ach ieve these goals. Finally, step-by-step systems will help
you maximize your efforts and monitor your progress toward
your ultimate success.

..

Your Personal Inventory

.,

A. The Physical You
Psychiatrists tell us that every person carries a mental image of what he looks like. Often this mental image is in conflict
with reality.
Sigmund Freud was once startled in a hotel lobby by his reflection in a full·length mirror. He stared and demanded:
"Who is that ugly old man?" The father of psychoanalysis had
lost touch with reality because he was carrying a mental picture of hims'3lf as a younger man.
Dr. Maxwell Maltz, a pioneer plastic surgeon, discovered
that many patients who had a disfigurement corrected
through plastic surgery would not accept the fact that their
appearance had improved . Even when confronted with
photographs that documented the change, they still refused
to believe. This experience showed Dr. Maltz the importance
of mental images and led him to develop the concepts of
p~ycho-cybe rnetics, which he described in a book that has
sold more than 13 million copies.
The aging Freud saw himself as younger and better look--ing, and Maltz's patients saw themselves as still deformed. All
were wrong . Many of us make the same mistake by carrying
an inaccurate mental image of our physical selves.
Exercise 1
Stand in front of a full·length mirror, and take a long, hard
. look at yourself. Turn sideways to the right and left, and use a
hand mirror to get a rear view.
Now pretend you're going to meet a stranger who will give
you $1 million if he can identify you in a crowded room. In the
space below, write a description of yourself for your benefactor . It must be so. accurate that there is noway he could ever
mistake someone else for you and inadvertently give him
your money. Te:ll it like it is!

Exercise 2
Using a scale of 1 to 10 (10 is the best), rate yourself on the
following items. Be as objective as you can.

Exercise 3 ·
In the space below, write specific things about your physical appearance that you would like to change. Do you
need to lose weight? Does your wardrobe need a lift?
For now, don't worry about how you can accomplish these
goals. Just write down everything you'd like to improve.
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B. The Inner You
obstacles to achieve any goal once we get ourselves in the
Put the fi rst section aside. We'll get back to it later. Now
right niche. But it may require courage.
'Academy Award·winning actor George Kennedy reached
let's concentrate on exploring the inner you.
stardom only after he made a difficult decision to change the
Psychologists tell us that most people never take the time
and trouble to sit down and figure out who they are and what
direction of his life. He was in the army and had completed 14
they want out of life. Indeed, the world is full of people who
yea rs' service-just six short of retirement-when he decided that what he really wanted was to be an actor.
•
hate their jobs because they stumbled into their work. Some
His family and fri ends advised him not to do it. "Why give
people give more thought to selecting a television program .
up the security of the army and sure retirement benefits for
than to planning th ei r career. Others are in a job to please
someone else. Many people reach mid·life before they admit
the insecurity of the actor's world? Why trade the certain for
that they went to college to satisfy their parents and are in an
the uncertain? At your age, you're crazy to change careers.
How do you know you can ever be an actor?"
unfulfilling field.
"Failure didn't fit into my scheme of things," he said. He
. "Like what you do," advises newscaster Paul Harvey. "If
you don't like it, do something else. I get up every day with enventured to Hollywood, won an Oscar for his role in Cool
thusiaSm. 1can't wait to get to the Teletype and see what foolHand Luke and went on to star in a successful television
ish and heroic things people have done for me to talk about."
series. He now earns more from one TV commercial than he
Another sound bit of advice comes from an unusual
did in a year with the army.
any are afraid to make a change after they've
source: the late Emmett Kelly, who achieved worldwide fame
as a sad·faced clown called Wea ry Willy. Kelly invented the
made a large commitment to a career, even if
it's the wrong career. These' are the people
now-famous hobo clown at a time when all other circus
writer Henry Thoreau said "lead lives of quiet
clowns looked basically alike. He had"a different idea, one he
desperation." One man's decision may confound another,
instinctively knew was right for him. He wrote: "What's the
but each man must march to the beat of his own drum. It
hardest thing in the world to be? I can tell you in one word:
takes guts to reverse course, yet you cannot be truly happy
yourself. Especially if what you are is different from the
until you find the right slot-the career that, in Earl
crowd. But I'll guarantee this : If you can find the courage to be
Nightingale's words, fits like a comfortable, old jacket.
your self, to be the person God intended you to be, you're goLet's pursue Nightingale's analogy. Would you walk into a
ing to come out all right . ...
clothing store, go to the first rack you see, pick out a jacket
" So if you ever worry about being different from the crOWd,
and buy it without considering its size and style? Of course
stop worrying. Weary Willy' s had almost a half century of fun
not. Yet some of us have done the equivalent of that with our
just being himself. And so have I! "
life's work, by taking a job because it was available when we
needed it.
Finding Yourself
Would you go intoa clothing store and let the salesclerk seThis is one of life's great discoveries: Finding yourself. And
lect the jacket for you without even trying it on?Of course not.
when you've found yourself, once ·perplexing decisions will
Yet many of us follow our father's career or take a so-called .become easier because you are in harmony with yourself, dobetter job to please others. As a result, our cities are filled with
ing what you want to do.
employees who are unhappy in their work.
"Our first journey is te find that special place for us- not
When you're in the wrong job, you've bought a jacket that
work in a mind-rotting job just because a lot of others are doing it and it pays for the groceries," says Earl Nightingale . . doesn't fit. You can leave the jacket unbuttoned to make it a
bit more comfortable, or tug at the sleeves to stretch them to
"There is a place for each of us in the world in which we fit like
the right length , or hunch over so it hangs a bit better. But
the missing piece of a jigsa w puzzle . We fit so beautifully, so
none of these actions will make the wrong jacket fit comfortcomfortably, that it is'like putting on an old, worn corduroy
ably. Your problems could be solved only by looking at the
jacket that we've had for years."
wide assortment of jackets available in life's store and picking
Psychiatrist Viktor Frankl adds, "Everyone has his own
the one that fits.
specific vocation or mission in life. Everyone must carry out a
We can blame circumstances, race, sex, education-a
concrete assignment that demands fulfillment. Therein he
whole lot of things- for our failures, but the simple fact recannot be replaced, nor can his life be repeated. Thus everymains that most of us can overcome these obstacles if we
one's task is as unique as his specific opportunity to imreally want to do so.
plement it. .. · We can all be whatever we choose-. We can overcome the c: • "I am the architect of myself,:' wro!e psy~hologist Garl :
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Rogers. "Through accepting my individuality-which I can't
expect everyone else to recognize and pat me on the back
for-I shape my goals and desires. I am not compelled to be
a victim of unknown forces in myself. I am not compelled to
be simply a creature of others, molded by their experiences,
shaped by their demands."
How much are you willing to risk to become the architect
of yourself? This is a difficult and private question which only
you can answer. To find out more about yourself as a risk
taker, complete the following exercise.
Exercise 4 My Risk-Rating Index
Circle the letter which best reflects your attitude. If the
choice is not clear-cut for you, circle the letter which comes
closer. Answer all questions.
Scoring
Give yourself one point for each "a" you circled; give yourself zero for each "b." Add your total, and place the answer in
this blank:
Analysis
·13·15 You're willing to take a high degree of risk in your life.
of .~ 6.12
You're a moderate risk taker.
1-5
You tend to play it safe.

':
I

Risk is often a crucial element in success. When it is not
tempered with good judgment, however, it is a liability. If you
are willing to consider a high degree of risk, you should take
extra precautions before you leap. Perhaps you should sleep
on a decision or obtain expert advice before acting.
If you are a moderate risk taker, you are more likely to
make sound, practical decisions when you are faced with a
risk.
Of course, the greater the risk, the more caution you
should exercise in making your decision. But remember that
those who always play it safe seldom achieve great goals. If
you are overly cautious, you may need to work on overcom-__
ing this. Perhaps finding a more adventurous partner will
create a desirable balance.
Although the world has its share of impetuous individljals,
most people hold themselves back. "Most people live,
whether physically, intellectually or morally, in a very restricted circle of their potential being," wrote William James.
"They make use of a very small portion of their possible consciousness and their soul's resources.".
Think of the waste, the lost potential for success. "Underachievers are not born; they are made," says Arthur Weider,
a New York clinical psychologist. "We have to impart to
underachievers the message that there is hope to reverse the
tide; otherwise, as they mature, they modify their expectations-like shifting gears to a lower level of achievement."Weider points out that if you can find and pursue a goal in
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which you have a sincere interest and to which you can give
.... ;
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yourself wholeheartedly, you will be amazed at what you can
~1. , I have the ability.to think abstractly. to take information
achieve.
' from various sources, orga nize it and then use'it to solve
Too many of us settle for moderate success when we
~
-.•'. '
•• " .~,... , ~ .. ~ . ..
;... ...... ~:.."'..:. • .-... o:;~ ',,' ,i ...... _ ~
specific
problems
.'7_ _· •_ _,r-;-._
. ''''",:. ' . . . ;''''':; '' ;'-{:;. . .:J:.""'" ;
could be sharing the view from the top. In his book You Can
__
".~y.:"
: "."
" ~", _~."
"!;...::.I': ! y .• . _,' . . .... .. ~:- ...
2: '1can tolerate a high degree of confusion while a plan is
Still Change the World, Richard Armstrong advises, "Don't
pulled togethev ~/~ $':: :'" '/:'.:~:~t,~~:: " .
underestimate yourself. If you must go to an extreme, go in .. being'
" • • . ",
J. /'
".
_.'~ ~" ~~ ' ......~. · -O.,.J; .,. ?A··~_;~."
3.
I
can
think of practical solutions to a problem. ) have
the opposite direction: Overestimate yourself!"
-goOd " street smarts." ~ ..•: •. • ...:, ~": '.;;.-;:'.,
hooting for the top means becoming a manager.
4. I have sou~d \udgment. ·1 k~o~' when to·· ~~t see
.
That word- manager-frightens some people. It
the overall pictu're; 'and'l make few misiak~. · ~
shouldn't. We are all managers. Each one of us
'".;
. has been given the job of managing his own life.
5. Being the bossls a natural feeling. l'm comfortable in .
Some of us are good managers, and some of us are bad
~ the 10p role.: '.~ .~ '~~4?~~:~~ ::.~~.~~;}. ~,,~. ~;~. ~. ~:~"~;~~":~~::.
managers. When someone complains that his life is not his
6. I have well-defined targets and attack problems with
own, that he has no control over what happens to him, what
step·by·step plans: ':"=-''''''':i: ~: ..-.~ . --( ,.' ~
he is really saying is, "I made the decision to let other people
7. I get great satisfaction out -of seeing the 'organizamake my decisions." Such people have turned the manage·
tion or business succeed: 1do not have a strong'need for
ment of their lives over to someone else. If you're one of these
personal recognition. ~ : .' c',;:·.~·:· : '~~'."'._':'"
people, take control of your life. You're missing all the fun .
8. 1am a maste r at sensing the feelings of others ...·_ -_ _
Most of us do a reasonably good job of managing some
9. 1 mix freely with employees at all levels. l'm willing to
parts of our lives, but we fall down in others. Some of us work
listen to suggestions and complaints and consider them
best on the job and fall short at home. Some of us manage
on..their merits, regardless of who makes them. :,~ <
hobbies and recreation well but ignore careers. However,
10. I am mature and have good relationships with authori·
management skills are transferable. If you manage a civic
ty figures. I feel no need to resist authority, nor do I feel I
club, you can be a manager on your job. Management is a
must be a yes·man. _ __
c- ..
skill that improves with practice. That's why it's important to
11. I stand on my own two feet, but I also invite informa·
take charge of all areas of your life. The more you practice,
tion, criticism and cooperation from others without fe eling
the better you'll get at managing, and the more areas you'll be
~hr~aten~d.~:_·- ' - '_ .,.: " ~ ~ -',
.. ,. .- ~= - ,~r\;.:",; . able to handle. The more areas of your life you control, the
12. I handle myself weB in public. I can speak clearly and
happier and more successful you will be.
with
g60d vocabularY - to individuals · Q(~
large You might say, "I don't want any part of management. Alii
groups
~
~',_.
'".
:
.~:.;~,
~'f:,/~
'??'~;;
want to be is the top salesma n in my district." Well, to do that,
13: I'm always ready for work, I have a high energy level
you'll have to manage your sa les territory. You'U have to deal
and seldom run out of steam. _ __
.
with people, allocate time, handle paperwork, follow up on de·
14: I thrive on pressure. I have no tra'uble ' handling
livery and se rvice the customer, all of which are manage·
ment skills.
stress. - -'-f;-~ ;;'" '~,.7i.'i.'-;,.1:
If you understand that living is managing, it becomes a
15_ I have a good sense of humor and can use it to ease
_tension.- _ ._ _ . -...:, • . ' . ~-' - ~-:. ~ :::-,:;;?£,::~
question of the level of management in which you wish to
fun ction.
16. I have well·defin ed goals for myself and the organiza·
Take a few moments to comple te the following
tio~. _._ _
.: _.
.
. .' "; :~'--,.~ '.'
exercise.
17. I'm able to stick to a task and see it throughin spite of
difficulties: ~ '. L'~-<'::- "::: .~' -<,~~; ;-~;.' ~.i~~~~~t·{·· .
Exercise 5 My Top Management Index
18. I am well organized and know how to make good use-.
Harry Levinson, a Harvard University psychologist and
of time. _~._ _ .' _
'y'. -. ~"'~.
;'!'
lecturer, has done extensive research on the qualities need·
19. I have a well-established system of ethical and moral
ed to be a chief executive in a modern corporation. From his
.
•
values. ___ . research, we have identified 20 qualities that managers at all
20. ' I have a strong sense of social responsibility to my
levels need to develop to reach the top. Rate yourself in these
community -":" :- " , : ',,' ~ ~
.
key areas on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 0 is the best), and enter your
~ ....:--.~: •• po-' ~-~ :-.: ~ .-.:,.... ; .. ~/ "'
f
score in the blank next to each item.-
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You now have an idea of your strengths and weaknesses
as a top manager. No one is a 10 in all departments, but the
more areas in which you rate a 7 or higher, the stronger your
chances will be for success as a top manager. Take this opportunity to examine your w eaknesses and set goals for im·
provement. For example, if you scored low on number 18,
you might con sider taking a course in time management.

Exercise 7 My Entrepreneurial Inventory
Circle the letter opposite the statement which best describes your attitude.

~:!:~ ~ '£~-:i_

. .~:.r ;.~"~.;~: ;~·.;:.·~t~o~~ O~·o":.'.~ .:~;r~;-;·::~f:_~~?{~~~:~~Bt.;~

' ~:, __. a, J'!l comforta~le rel~i~!ng.:~esl?9~;~\~il!~i1';%~!~',.'
.',: '"b. I'm comfortable sharing responslblll~;~~.:t:;·<,~j~.¥.; :::,
-"'''':.!.-4
• •_
.
"
,~'_:. .•
f ~"';.: ~_~..:.u~:~~.::-... '\2,": a, I like to' use tried.an~.t~u.e" 'J'e~h;:>d.~.;:.ri~~~~:"~
..;- b, I like to be the first to'try a n'ew me~hoc!tE:'''(~k:?:-f'.
'3, a,' Most people need to be'checke({on hON"~f1~Ydo':
.~ -:;~
their jobs.··,,~· ~:, ~ :.~.'. ·.~~~·~,:~~,,~.. tt::~;.~fS'!f.J.~1~~i.~~. ~
;~ '.' 'b" 'Most peopl~ c~~ "be tr~stecito dotheir.:JObs' COh
;~'p ' ''rectly: .'. >.~ :~~~~. ,-~b~; <1:
;;~·lSk/.~'~~\;·'
4. "'••~~ \Vhen '1'make a 9'0 08 dedsion~ i Wan(full cr~t:'i .
::...... b, ' j'm hapPy']fa subordi0ate gets§edit fos·mY~de~F.:
;-'0:..

Entrepreneurship
For many people, success means managing a business of
their own . Nicholas Murray Butler, former president of C0lumbia University, said that there are three types of persons- doers, onlookers and the uninterested. The doers are
the few who make things happen; the onlookers are the many
who watch things happen; the uninterested are the large mao
jority who have no idea of what is happening.
The entrepreneu r, who plays a critical role in our society, is
definitely the doer. He is a practical creator who makes
things happen. Businesses, industries, cities, even nations
take form largely because of decisions madeby individual en·
trepreneurs who take ideas and turn them into realities,
When you were a child, did you ever open a lemonade
stand? Did you ever build up a newspa per route? Did you ever
conceive a fund·rai sing project for your school class?
Exercise 6
Take'a few moments to think back to your childhood . Write
a brief description of a successful entrepreneurial activity
you engaged in as a young ster. Detail what you did, how the
project developed and to what degree it was successful.

.':

..

J'::/!:

·~~:;7~~~~.: .~ (~ion. :·~.·-~~.~ ~~.~~~.;~~ . ~~;::.~~~~ ~~/ . -;.~... '~~·.~~·~Ji·~-~::·.:~:·~·
'5, .' a. Top m'an~agers d~ serve the best ofnces ,:0d perks,..

;~ f:' b', The be'st"reward is the thrill of completing aproject .
o

~.~.\;~.: ,: , ~~'cc~ssfuny, :~'"
() ,c
" Op'

:' .~"~~:";~ ~.'.:}4=;C!_ ::':"':":'Y;;:'1'Y~

established concern where we
a+,;.-,.''', iike running an'
.'
. _, ~._ ~ _·o""~:;!.<..!·.~"' . i-~' -;-::.:t-:?-:...,. '

know what we re dOing.
.:,,:: ,: ~ _ .•. 0 '-:-.,.j -.: .' ,
~ : -t:>. I like opening a new branc~ where .we ~r!te the

- ,', .

'.2."

8.

9. •
.
. 10.

f:.;

.~I

•

-

'rules as we go along: - . :.; ' -:''':' ,::.-.:::~~;~S:.-::-,
Management is a shared responsibility~':: ;c':~,"
b. The buck stops with me_ ',' ':c ~.:.~ :', , - :::~ . .
a. Most good ideas come from the same few places,
b. Good ideas are everywhere, and I'll use one re- .
gardless of its source. . '
:, '.' ." '-~":..
a. Finding good people is' our biggest problem,:;;.:
b .. .lJtilizing people wisetyis our gr~atest ~~I.I~nQ~'
'like to stiCK to the prescribed ro~ne;};;..:"";~<, '.
b, I like to experiment to' improve resultS~·6~:t~{_
a, I like to bring my projects In on time, :··::.i"J.""':~ib. I like to win the race and get done early,;:.;<~~"
a. People create problems for the company, ~,-:_ '
b, Solve the people problems, and you solve the

. . '.'

ct.

.7, '

'a:

.....

11 ;'
.:
12,
. _

•

'.

...-

•

•

_.

V._.'.I,,:;:.t:""''''' ~ ~

}::. ~>-. "~__ compan~:s

probl~,ms: - ',. ''', " .~:~;.:L;:~:"';'A~,f:.'
' 13: a. It's better to be safe than sorry.'.::: r;,~.::., .~~~~ "
k.~ ;~
A turtle doesn't make any progress untillt stiCK::; it~
;", "('''' neck out, . ,
"
'}:.t-~: ~:'-;:":' :,' ~ .::)'
14, . a, .If' , double my output, I'll be ' earning' much rTI.ore,
b, If I double my output, 1'lI.be the tOp man in my divi"
sian, .,;.:
; ..~~~;~~:;.2~.:'..' . .~:,;~~..ri:y~.
.- . ;5~ a~ Too much pressure will break-a man,:<:~j::-'?"':'-'::"
. b, 1f you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen.
..~ .. ' . :- ·c. :'~_"~":"" --'''=i:-:''
.
Add up your score.
' . '- ',:~ ~, -:-;. '::~~'.. ~ :-=:.":~;.
total number of a's: '-.:-":./~';.::~", :··~··;c=~-.,,·-':. ,
total number of b's:' _ ,_ ._ ... _.. . ' _--."':. - ,~~, ..
7 , : ' . ' -;
;~,"'f; :": ;.';' F :;;~:/ ' Y " .""'.":':~ _ .
L-~~_ _----.:-=:...:....:....:::...._-=---.::......-_~.......... - ..

.

b:

Now take a few moments to close your eyes and think
back to that time. Try to re-create in your mind your feelings
when you completed the project. Did you feel exhilarated?
Feel it again . Did you feel satisfied? Feel it again. Enjoy the
moment once more by reliving it.
Not everyone is an entrepreneurial type In fact, few of us
are. The following exercise is designed to help you decide if
you belong in this grou~
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Research indicates that successful entrepreneurs tend to
rank high in qualities presented in the "b" entries. How did
you fare?
From his studies, David McClelland of Harvard University
concluded there are certain characteristics that successful
entrepreneurs share. Among them are: a compelling need for
personal achievement; a tendency to be conservative in
games of chance but daring in games of skill; a strong selfconfidence, almost to " the point of overestimating the
chances of dOing well; an ability to thrive on the pressure of
competition; a feeling that accomplishments are more important than power or belonging to the "right" groups.
Charlotte Taylor, who did research on successful entrepreneurs for the White House Task Force on Women in Business, lists some additional characteristics: physical stamina- the ability to work long and hard; a strong sense of responsibility; the emotional ability to handle worries, assume
debts and adjust to an irregular income; a strong desire to
control one's own destiny; a sense of well-being and pleasure
from making something out of nothing.
·r·

The Need for Ch an ge
Many of us find ourselves in a dead-end situation or in a
spot where we're no longer comfortable. Change is required,
but change is often difficult, so we delay. After reading the
previous section on entrepreneurs, you may have decided
that you lack what it takes. Don 't be so sure. Remember
when you wrote down a childhood experience as an entrepreneur? There was an important reason for that exercise.
Researchers have discovered that childhood entrepreneurial
activity is often a strong indicator of this ability. What often
happens, however, is that we sublimate or bury this desire in
our subconscious because we think we have no chance to
exercise our ability_
Of course, lack of entrepreneurial experience as a child
does not rule out the possibility of entrepreneurial success as
an adult. There are other factors that determine success, too,
and the greatest of these is desire.
You rank your priorities according to what you want most
out of life. If you want something badly enough, you can get it.
The following exercise is designed to help you think
about priorities.
Exercise 8 My Priority Planner
Consider this two-page list of activities, then rate each item
with an A, B, C or D, using the following guide: A = burning
desire for this; B = very important to me; C = somewhat important to me; D = absolutely no interest to me. In the blank
space before each activity, write, the letter that best
represents your feeling __
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Be'a movie star·
Cut a 'hit record

-.

Win an award .-

",
..

Obtaif! secur.ity for family .'

~_~.. 7- ... ~-:
,_

"

-

¥

o.

'''.'_~·:~r~·.·?:. ":-;'

~~~~"::~~~~t;o::;:~~~",;!i~I~~~t "
,,-;·;·c .-

".

Work my own hours -, ~.••

;:,·~;;:,;':-:::X.;..,..·,\-·

:::::::"~;:me •~:"?lJr~;.;'
Earn all the money I can ':... ....... ":i3t,-f-;;}'~_':'~-' ; .
"..

Save more money

",

;:..~~.~¥-.;.;~: ..

:r .
_-~

.: ;,>,:,::;.?~,:'A ;'::':-.i-

~'i;,.: . ~~~:~~~J~; m::fic~~l:li~':
Listen to an educational tape ' ::;'<"'_.' :!.~.:::
,

_

".r

_,

_

" ...

_.

_Enhance my marriage .__ ' ':-. " . :-:;.: ' ,..
Become closer to my
Ouii

childr~'n·:~··::·.~< ~>':-'

smoki~g ;-~. . / .:~

2~~ ~·-,':-: .....

,,:. :-<~~-~~<~~>/-~-:~-:~:.

~.~ :." -·-.. t-;:;;;' ..~·\·

- ...

-

e,!.

•

most important item at the top of column A and other items
below that in the order of their importance. Nowdo the same
thing for co~umn B. If you feel an item should be shifted from
one column to the other, feel free to do so.
By now you should have an accurate picture of the most
important factors in your business and personal life. You
have a list.of your top priorities.

"

This list of activities by no means exhausts the possibilities.
If there are some items which you feel shouldbe included, enter them on a separate piece of paper, and rate them as you
did the others.
On your tablet, in a column labeled A, list all the activities
you rated A, and do the same for column B. Items rated C and
o are to be ignored, as they hold little or no interest for you.
Now take a closer look at the A list. Study each item, and
think hard about what it means to you. After you've pondered
every item, rework the list on another sheet of pape·r. Put the

Narrowing Your Choices
You've completed a list of personal priorities- things that
you'd like to have or to accomplish. Now the trick is to figure
out how to achieve these goals. The successful person is one
whose goals and priorities are in harmony.
If your top priority is, let's say, to have a nice suntan,
chances are you'll find ways to spend a lot of time in the sun.
However, if your top priority is to have a nice suntan and your
goal is to be a successful lawyer, you'll probably end up
frustrated. Why? You can 't spend all your time on the beach
when you need to be in college and then law school.
Let's take another example. Say you have a goal of making
$1 million, but you're holding down ajob in a factory, and you
nave a family to support. The simple fact is you can't ea rn
$1 million working in the factory. To reach your goal, you're
going to have to make some changes. You'll have to find a
way of generating money at a much faster rate. But you have
a mortgage, car payments, kids in braces, household bills
and other expenses. So let's say you figure that the best way '
for you to make money is through investing in real estate.
Your plan is to buy run-down rental property, refurbish it, then
rent or resell at a profit. You will then take these profits, buy
other property, fix it up and sell it. Then you will buy another
property, etc .... You'll work nights and weekends looking at
properties, supervising the refurbishing and doing some of
the maintenance. Eventually, you'll quit your factory job, and
you will buy, sell and manage real·estate properties full time.
It's a good plan, one that others have followed to success.
However, to get from factory employee to real-est<ite magnate requires rearranging your priorities. You won't be able to
put your plan into action, for example, if you want to spend
your weekends fishing. You must make the decision that
you'll forego the pleasures of fishing to do the extra work required to get you where you want to be-out of the factory
and into real -estate management. Initially, at least, you must
choose between a long·term goal and short-term pleasure. If
what you really want to do is fish on weekends, chances are
you'll do a lot of fishing over the next 20 years. But you'll find
yourself still in the factory.
Let's assume you decide to work toward your long-term goal, real estate_ Now it's time to reorder your priorities. For
example, if youplan to set aside a certain amount each week
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for investments, you will have to reorder your spending priori'
ties. Maybe you should sell your new car, pay cash for a secondhand car and put the money you would have spent on car
payments into your investment account. Perhaps you will
need to cancel a vacation trip.
Rearranging priorities often means doing without
something you'd like to have, even doing something you'~e
not fond of rather than something you enjoy, simply to further
your plan.
Here it may seem simple to do, but it's often a lot more difficult to sort out your priorities in the real world. Nevertheless,
the decisions are easier when an objective is clear in your
mind.
The following exercise is designed to give you practice in
arranging priorities.

I

Exercise 9 Priority Quiz
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1. Suppose you are planning your vacation. Some of the
will need to do are listed below. Examine the list,
things
then_rearrange th~ order. Place in I'he blank to the right the letter of the item with the top priority first and th en aY others
in descending order of importance. Do the same with the
oiller lists; _
~ .
a. Pack your bags"

Y.ou

Y ".: ...

b. : 'B ~/YOur plan; ticket
',".

'-

c~ Get vacation clothes .~. -.'
-

.

/.

..

-;-

time off from work

d. Arrange for

-

Or

••

:':":r:~:-:,:j~,~':.r:·- .~-~~~-.~?, ~ ':' .-...:
e . • Write postcards.!, _~ ~_,,~. Y .. "'t;;,." .. ~;.• .., _ _"-'-:--_
"'t .;. "-": • ,,-. . . "

.•.••

t~6~te~;r~~whet~;; j6j"~~n'~a~~;d:·;'rk\r ;~:£"\~-~..

.{
. ",J-~~",:; \.:.~.. ?-::... ..';.r.... ".j",
.: _ .. '
.:.. =';'. ;~ \.: :.""4. .~; ~~ .•: .:.::"7.
2. ' You' re planning to go for a Sunday drive, when., on im-'
pulse, you decide to visit friends 'in a nearby. town. Arrange
the preparations in priority order.• ;
a. Phone ahead - '-

b:."~~e~k the gas '~auge
c , "C~eck to see if you hav~ a map ·
d . Check to see if you have money
-

.'

e. Decide to go

#-

,"

f. . C~eck t~ see if you have enough time "'3. ' Your goal is to plan abudgel. Place yoUr spending in
priority order. ..~. :~" ~ ~ • '
-.' .
. ?

a

Recreation.

b . . Food ..=;

'.

-

~:

.- __

:,."~,:

d. Shelter

:.:' ..e.

c;.TransPortat~ ~';:~>~':·
?..,"..
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Medical ~xpenses _ ._ .

Clothes ~:;J .-:,<
,-

~.-::...

-l

"

.;.
,,/,

«

.

" , ...

~

." " ,. ... 'V B'' '

• •

..

•• •

0

j~
?,!-.;IJ_,:':~_ t..!; ! .::".... ='"=;, ......_. I',v~:
_
>: • ... - - .
4. Suppose.you had to cross a desert on foot and you could
have only three ·of the following items. Which three would
;.
-< i:" =.-::-'<~"
you take? Circle your answers.,
:

•

.

# ........

..

Brimless hat --;
.-

<

Canteen of waier ~; ~
i~

-""

,. . . ' ...

··.,Hat with wide brim

Map

Answers
1. f, d, b, c, a, e. The first thing to do is to check if you can afford the vacation. If you can't, the other steps are unnecessary;
if you can, you may proceed. You must arrange to get the ti.m e
off from your job; otherwise, you won't be going anywhere. If
you can get away, the next step is to buy your plane ticket to ensure that you have a way of reaching your vacation spot. Then
you should think about what you'll need for the trip. Packing
your bags isone of the last things you needtodo,andyou won't
send the postcards until you are there.
2. f, b, d, c, a, e. CheCK the time; if you don't have enough,
everything else is moot. Check the gas gauge; will you need to
fill up? Do you have the money to buy gas for the trip, and will
you need money for other expenses? If you're not sure of the
way, a map will be necessary. A phone call ahead could
change the plan: Perhaps the fri ends are not home. You could
argue that the phone call is more important than the map. You
might argue also that it's more important to decide whether or
not to go, before doing the other items .
3. b, d, c, f, e, a.
, 4. What were your reasons for selecting the items most
needed in the dese rt? We didn't say how big the desert was or
how long you'd be on it, so you had to make some assumptions . We feel the first priority is to make sure you have water.
Then it's a toss·up between the shoes or the hat with a brim.
However, if it were at night, a blanket might be. more usefuL .
Do you agree with our selections? Do you have strong
reasons for selecting a differ ent priority, and can you justify
your choice? Of course, there is no foolproof way to select
priorities. It's important, however, to reason out your choices.
By now, you should have a grasp of the process of arranging
priorities to meet a speCific-goal. So let's get down to business.

Set Your Goals
"If people operated their automobiles the way most operate
their lives, they would never get out of the driveway," says '
motivation expert Bob Conklin. "Fortunately, before they start.
driving, they anticipa"te where they·wqnt togo. Theynave a des- .-=

~

.

.
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tination. If they do not know how to get to their destination, they
consult a map .... If the car is never started, it is useless and will
carry no one to a destination. These same principles are involved in operating your life ....
"How can you possibly expect your life to have meaning and
direction if you do not know where you are going? How can you
accomplish something if you do not know what it is you want to
accomplish? You must decide on your destination, and you
must set your~oals!"
Conklin tells participants in his Adventures in Attitudes
seminars, "All great achievers have been great planners. They
have the ability to organize their activity, sort out the unimportant things and invest their time in productive, meaningful effort .... Research has revealed that people who set goals are
happier, earn more money and have more successful job records than those with no goals."
And Denis Waitley, psychologist and author of the cassette
series The Psychology of Winning, observes, "All winners set
goals. Corporations and institutions have clearly defined plans,
but only top achievers in life seem to have adopted the same
kind of game plan in their own personal lives."
oals are critical to success, and learning how to set
them is of the utmost importance. Every expert on
_ goal setting agrees on one point: It's vital that you
write your goals down on paper.
When Curt Carlson began his career more than 40 years
ago, he wrote down a goal to earn $100 a week. He carried this
paper in his wallet and reviewed his progress regularly. After he
reached that goal, he promptly set another. Today he owns
Carlson Companies, Minneapolis, Minnesota. His enterprise, which began when he created Gold Bond trading stamps back
in the '40s, now encompasses hotels, restaurants, catalog
showrooms and other diversified operations. In 1974, Carlson set a goal to double his company's sales to
$1 billion a year by 1981. He reached that goal-by mid 1978.
He promptly set a new goal of $2 billion a year.
Football great O.J. Simpson remembers: "When I was graduated from the University of Southern California, I was 21. I sat
down and wrote what I wanted financially by the time I was 30.1
exceeded all of those goals ahead of schedu le.' ~Keith DeGreen, attorney, lecturer and author, adds, "All truly successful men or women that I ever met or read about have
one thing in common. At some point in their lives, they sat down
and wrote out their goals. The first great key to success begins
with you, a piece of paper and a pencil."
Let's take a cue from DeGreen: Get a pencil and five sheets
of paper. You are ready to construct your goal-setting forms.
The statements you will write on these sheets have been
developed by Bob Conklin for Adventures in Att~udes. For now,
just make up the forms; do not fill in your responses:- ~-
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Head up your first sheet: Career. Skip a line, and write the
following subhead: My long-range goal for my career (five
years from now)- express ambitions, dreams, hopes; let your
mind soa r a little:
Allow about four lines (or two inches of depth, if you are not
using ruled paper) to write your five-year goal, and then write
the next sUQhead: I will express my purpose in life in my career '
in this way:
Skip four lines, and write this: My plan for achieving:
After about four more lines, write: My short-range goal (one
year from now):
Allow four more lines to write; your final subhead is: What I
will do each working day to achieve (must be specific action):

'.

Head up your second sheet: Financial. Enter on it the following subheads, and allow between each subhead about
the same amount of space as you did on your Career sheet:
I will retire at age:
My financial worth will be:
My financial goal five years from now:
My plan for achieving this:
- My'purpose in life will be connected to my financial status
in this way:
My financial goals one year from now:
I will do this every day to help achieve my objectives:- -Head your next sheet: Physical. Give it the following
subheads:
My long-range (five-year) physical goals:
My short-range (one-year) physical goals:.
This is what I will do every day to achieve these goals:
Your fourth goal-planning form is: Mental. Write these
subheads:
These are my long-range (five-year) mental goals
(knowledge, attitudes, self-improvement, cultural):
In order to achieve my career and financial goals, I must
develop myself mentally in these ways:
My short-range (one-year) mental goals:. =-I will do this each day to improve myself mentally to reach _
the goals above:

~

Finally, entitle your last sheet: Family and Social. Write the
following subheads:
My long-range family and social goals are these (may include education of family, role in family, or relationship to
others, expansion of friends, etc.):
I will be fulfilling my purpose in life in this way:
What I must do to achieve these long-range goals: Now, set these forms aside; we will return to them shorUy--:.;-
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How to Develop a Positive Attitude
Toward Achieving Your Goals
In goal setting, you must be as specific as possible. Some
Your mental attitude is the one factor over which you have
experts call this crystallizing your thinking. As Earl
absolute control. By controlling your thoughts, you can control your destiny. "Man alone, of all the creatures of the earth,
Nightingale recommends, "Don't generalize .... If your goal
is to own a beautiful new home, get a picture of the exact
can change his own pattern. Man alone is the architect of his
house, even if you have to pay an architect to draw the plans
destiny," wrote Dr. William James.
for it. You might as well, because you will achieve it."
Many have the mistaken notion that their thoughts are
If you want to earn more money, don't write "I want to be
merely fleeting notions of little importance. These individuals
rich." Write down exactly how much. But even that's not spe- are wrong! You are the sum of your thoughts. James Allen.
cific enough. You must say exactly how you intend to make it.
author of As a Man Thinketh, said, "A man is what he thinks
If your goal is to earn $10,000 more next year, then detail
about all day." Your thoughts determine your attitude, and
your attitude determines your success. Since you can control
what it will take for you to do this. For example, "I will increase
my income by $1 0,000. I will do it by June 15, through increasyour thoughts, you can shape your attitudes and ordain your
ing my sales two units per week."
success- or failure.
.
Stating exactly what you want is only half of the job. A writEntertainer Sammy Davis, Jr., titled his autobiography
Yes, I Can! Why not make this title your personal motto?
ten goal has two parts. The first part states what you want,
When faced with a difficult task, forget about failure. When
and the second, when you will get it. Put another way, Goal +
you ask yourself, "Can I do it?" answer with, "Yes, I can!"
Deadline = Success.
his type of goal setting has been described as a
Henry Ford once observed, "Whether you believe you can
wish with a due date. Setting a deadline is critical ' do a thing or believe you can't, you are right." You must learn
because a deadline in itself becomes a powerful
to develop a "Yes, I can" response to negative thinkers. If
motivator. Have you ever noticed how q salespersomeone says, "It won't work," immediately think of reasons
son will hustle at the end of the contest period or when the
why it will work and ways you will try to make it work__
date for reaching his quota draws near?
But a word of caution. Some ideas won't work, and this is a
Ron Willingham, a designer of motivational courses, recfact that an intelligent person has to recognize. However,
ommends that' you write your goals as if you have already don't discard any idea until you've given it serious thought.
Examine it from all sides. Talk it over with an expert. Make a
achieved them. For example, "I sell $2 million worth of premilist of all the arguments both for and against the idea. You
ums, and I live in a 20·room brick home on Success Street."
However, you can state your goals in the future tense.
may end up discarding your plan or revising it, but never
By now, you should have a good graspofthegoals that you
throw out an idea merely because people think it won't work.
History is full of individuals who became rich doing what
wish to accomplish-whether in your business or personal
others thought was impossible or impractical. - - .
life. You may want to go back to Exercise 3, to refer to the
You'll make some mistakes-everybody does. But worryphysical goals you set; Exercise 5, to firm up any specific
management skills you wish to improve (the areas in which
ing about something after you've done it is the wrong way to
you gave yourself a low rating); and Exercise 8, to review the
solve a problem. Worry first, act and move on.
priorities you set- especially those that you have a burning A formula developed by Toastmasters International, ah
desire to accomplish.
organization that cultivates effective communications
Now, let's set some goals. Start with the big picture-con- through public speaking, is a useful one to follow. It is this:
sider what you would want your life to be five years down the
Listen, think, speak. Or, put another way: Collect information;
road. Then work your way down each goal·planning sheet. Be think about the problem; weigh the possibilities; then act. All thoughtful, but don't belabor these sheets. And remember:
these steps are important. But remember, the road to failure
is paved with indecision and ideas which were not acted Think big!
After you have completed setting your goals, read on.
upon. All the listening and thinking in the world won't do you
Congratulations! You're now in rare company. You are any good unless you eventually take action.
Develop enthusiasm for your goals. Historian Arnold _
among those winners and achievers in life who set long· and- short-term written goals.
Toynbee once said, "Apathy can be overcome only by en- .
Right now, your five·yea r goals might seem out of reach,
thusiasm, and enthusiasm can be arousedonlyby two things: .
an idea which takes the imagination by storm; and a definite,
more than you can accomplish. Start off one day at a time,
one step at a time. As Theodore Roosevelt said: "Dowhat you _ intelligible plan for carrying that idea into practice."
Next, visualize what it will be like when you have reached . .o!
can, with what you have, where you ?re." This is the place to
start, and now is the time.- your goal. ConjOre up specific mental pictures'of yourself do- ::..
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ing the things you want to do. Experts in psychology agree
that by visualizing your goals, you can get your subconscious
to work toward making these mental pictures come true.
The best time to do this is when you are relaxed. Sit in a
comfortable chair, loosen your clothing and breathe deeply.
Now project, in your mind, pictures of yourself doing, acting
and befng everything you want to be. The more realistic your
mental pictures, the better. Make yourself taste, smell and
feel what it will be like when you've reached your goals.
n important psychological principle is at work
when you do this. Psychologists have discovered
that the subconscious cannot tell the difference
between an actual experience and a vividly imagined one. Thus, the visual expe rience begins working to make
the actual experience come true in your life.
Another important technique is to act as if you had already
achieved your goals. Psychologists have found th at acting
the part helps make it happen. If you start acting like a rich
and successful business person, people soon will treat you
like one. This, in turn, triggers important psychological
responses inside you which will drive you toward your goals.
"It is a psychological law that we tend to get what we expect," says Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. "If you live expecting
bad things, you will get them. This·will be true, at least to a
degree, because you will actually, by your expectations, be
bringing bad things into being ....
"On the other hand, if you paint in your mind a picture of
bright and happy expectations, you put yourself into a condition conducive to your goal. Your mind frees itself from barriers, and God's might and power are free to work in you."

A

How to Maximize Your Efforts
The Problem
When people set goals and fail to reach them, the temptation is to conclude that the goals were too grandiose or that
the individuals did not work hard enough. However, there is a
good chance that these people failed because they did not
learn how to maximize their efforts.
Diffused light falls harmlessly onto a piece of paper, but intensely 'focused, the same amount of light becomes a laser
beam that can cut through steel. The same principle holds
true for human effort. Diffused effort has little effect, but intense effort focused on a single goal can bring about startling
results. Here is an eight-step plan for maximizing your efforts.
The Plan
1. Break down your goal into short·term objectives. "Winners have a five-year plan, a one-year program, a six-month
campaign and a summer project," notes Denis Waitley.

"Most of all, winners know the most important time frame is
the group of hours and minutes that make up today."
If you break down your goal into day-size bites and consistently accomplish these goals, this will automatically lead
you to your long-term goals. Or, to paraphrase Benjamin
Franklin: If you take care of the minutes, the years will take
care of themselves.
2. Inventory your actions for one week. Keep a record of
everything you do. That's right- everything!
An easy place to record your activities is on an old calendar or appointment book. The idea is that each square will
represent not a day but an hour. (You can draw up your own
sheet of 24 squares and number each square.)
You will start off your day asleep, so draw a line across
squa res 1 through 7 (or whatever time you get up), and write
sleep across those boxes. Now keep an accurate record of
how much time you spend in all other activities. For some
hours of the day, you will have to subdivide a square into four
parts, with each smaller square representing 15 minutes.
Make sure that the week you choose to inventory is a
representative week-that is, don't choose a period in which
yoLJ're on vacation or your daughter is getting married or you
are laid up with a cold. Pick a typical week. -:;,
- 3. Analyze each action. A balance of activities is healthy
and necessary. The individual who devotes all of his time to
business at the expense of his family cannot be called a success. All of us have needs; we should see that they are met and
that we meet our responsibilities to others.
4. Group your activities. Divide all your weekly activities
into two lists- those that contribute directly toward reaching _
a short-term goal and those that do not. Title the former list A
and the latter list B. Unless your goal is to gain weight, eating
should go on your B list. So should sleeping. Your A list might
include activities such as preparing a sales presentation or
phoning clients - anything that has a direct effect on your short-term goal.
5. Study your B list. Decide which activities you could
spend less time on or el iminate, to give you more time for
goal-achieving activities. For example, if your goal is to write a book while you are working at a full-time job, you're probably
going to have to give up some TV-viewing time.
Terry Bork wanted to be a political fund raiser. At age 22,
he arrived in Washington, D .C., full of ambition but without
political contacts in a field where such contacts are a
necessity. He found a job and arranged his work schedule so that he would have two free afternoons a week. He used
those afternoons to do whatever he could to meet influential
Capitol Hill staff members, lobbyists and political reporters. In
one year, Terry had met with more than 200 people who
could help him. By the end of that same year, he had become
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a fund raiser for a congressional candidate.
"This is the product of a year's work, two afternoons a
week," he said, showing off two plastic binders full of
business cards. "These are the people I need to know to succeed financially."
Terry Bork found a way to make the time towork toward his
goal. Study your list of noncontributing activities to determine
how you can do the same.
Consider what economists call the law of comparative
advantage. This law, simply put, states that some people
have an economic advantage in one area, and this advantage
can be exploited. For example, if a man is an excellent typist
and is also a lawyer, he has a greater comparative economic
advantage in practicing law. Even if he is the finest typist in
the world and only a mediocre lawyer, the law of comparative
advantage dictates that he should spend his time as a lawyer.
emember this law as you analyze your time. If you
own a company and you are the chief source of
new business for it, you may be violating the law of
comparative advantage if you try to keep the
are
books, too. Good bookkeepers and accountants
,t ·
available, but people who bring in new business are scarce.
This law applies Jo lesser tasks, too. Every small-business
person has had to pick up a broom and sweep out the place
sometime in his c'areer. But don't get bogged down doing
jobs that others can do.
Delegation is just as important in your personal life, and it
can be an important factor in reaching your goals.
Lou Capretta, the number-one salesman for Burroughs
Corporation for every one of the last 18 years, says, "It's important to work smart and manage time effectively, I consider
my time the only thing I'm selling. If I've got to put a lot of time
into something, then I've got to see an end result- a sale.
"You've got to manage your time and put it in tl:1e right
places. If you're going to spend four hours with one
customer, it should be leading toward some business. You
don't have enough time to spend with somebody who's 'just
interested,' at least not in the comput~r business."
Remember: Work smart; concentrate on the area of your
comparative advantage; delegate whenever possible. You
will free up more time to work on your short-term goals.
6. Study your A list. Assign a numerical value to each item:
from 1 for the least important activities to 10 for the most important. For example, arranging your briefcase' could be a 1;making appointments by telephone might be an 8; delivering
a presentation, 9, and closing a sale, 10.
Don't bog yourself down with mental arguments over
which of two activities is more important. You maywant togo
through your list a couple of times to satisfy your belief that
you've assigne~ the proper numerical value:-_ ~ _Now, list those activities in descending order of impor, ~
A14
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tance . That is, put all activities you rated 10 at the top of your
list and so on. Next, refer back to the one-week inventory that
you kept. Add up how much time you have devoted to each
activity on your A list. Place each time figure opposite the corresponding activity on the list.
7. Analyze the results.' This is the moment of trl}th. Most
people are surprised to discover how little time they spend on
highly productive activities. Examine the proportion of time
you spend in activities numbered 1 through 5 as compared to'
activities 6 through 10. Does the way you are utilizing your
time suggest that you need to make some changes? If you
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would like to further dramatize your time utilization in terms of · cessful salesperson, you need time to prepare as well as time
meeting your goals, figure out the percentage of time you to sell. However, if the best time to sell your product is during
spend each week in activities you rated 10. For example, if normal business hours, then in order to maximize your efforts
you're a salesperson and you spend seven hours a week to reach sales goals, you should spend every minute you can
closing sales, you are spending 0,04 percent of your time in of the normal business hours selling. This may mean having a
one of your top 10 activities (7 divided by 168 hours in a week). sa ndwich in your car between calls instead of taking time to
8. Reorder your activities. To maximize your efforts, you stop at a restaurant. It may mean getting on the road earlier
must spend more of your time doing the jobs you rated 8, '9 so that you're ready to make your first call when your
and 10. These are the big payoff activities.
. customer's day begins. (Wouldn't you be impressed if a
One of the secrets of maximizing your efforts is to learn to salesperson were waiting to see you when you arrived at
do the right work at the right time. For example, as a suc· work?) Preparation work can be done at night, early in the
morning or on weekends, But if your best selling time is in the
evening, preparation should be done during the day, to leave
~t"~·~~.;-:{:·.~~~~;~~~ ·...·:>is·R~·- ~~~~~.}.;;~; .... ;;~·:[~S:f.'-·;~Z5~~.$1;~:~'~ ~ .
your evenings free so you can concentrate on sales.
;,. ~:' _.:'] could fill a b£>OK w!tha, c~uple hu'n,dr~d st<?fie~ bfp~O- ..
You can maximize your efforts by making the clock work
, ~: :':~' pie w~o have .\?k_e:io.~! cou~'?es, 'set~ 'goal. to- 9~fab.e:V .:,
. " .:. car, cut out the-picture of the- car they wanted and eventu:" ;.
for you . For example, if you live on the West Coast but do '
~,~' :::'ally got it]", Wil1!ngh'a,,~ says; t '
:~->,: ·:::;,~·f,~';.{". some business in the East, maximize your efforts by getting
::, • .-~',., You cancreateyourown goal poster. You needapiece-..
up early and making your East Coast telephone calls before
,':: , of stiff cardboard: 'some magazines: sdsso'rs 'a'rld clear' ,
the start of your normal day, One Hollywood tycoon made it a
~>;:\)ape~ ,,~£'~;'~:J ~ ~:,~{:;~~~f-f;~~~.:i~.:·~·~~? ~ ~ (_:~~:.~~~': .~;~::·:~. .;'B~!.~~~~f~ ~:.
practice to get on the phone every morning at 6 A.M , to call
.......-'y:-~ >'.'~o <t~,rOug,h .the:-magazines: a~!=fcut out words,' Pic:.:- • New York, where it was 9 A,M, This gave him a three,hour ,', tures or symbols that remind you of your goals," Willjump on his California compe tition who were still in bed.
". " ingham:'advises: ;;Make' sure' they remind::/oo of your
To summarize: Evaluate how you spend your time; " !. '''specific gOals.w~":"~,:;-,~ ~~ T':·;';,:; ':- ,,:>",:-- " '.$',::::_!.... .
.- eliminate some activities to give you more time to achieve _
i:g { Selecting .the righ"t p'h~t09r'aph~"is 1mp;;rtant, t~. The
your ~oals; organize activities so you spend more time with
. ',"~ore s~cific the piCtur'e, the 'more powerful the fTlotiva· .
the most productive ones, and review your goals periodically
,-' ~ tion of the goal posier. "Color photos are the best~;' says '~
to make sure you are keeping your efforts in laserlike focus.
•
Ron, "becau'se they <are closer to reality. ' . . ~: ;. -:.'
'.
"When every physical and mental resource is focused,
"We try to 'get the goal poster as specific as~ p<;ssible,
one's power to solve a problem multiplies tremendously,"
~.:: bU.~?bvloUSly sO,8J-ejut0l!1~,l].aY,e. ~o b~SY!!'b<?;~;, !,~k~ ~!1 . says Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. "To win in this life, you sim·
.:- attitude goat for Instance: The word or 'pIcture may not - ply have to give your all, every bit of yourself . .. Life cannot
,r"-·mean~anjthing t6~~;one ~lse-:tiut wn'en y oulod(at
deny itself to the person who gives life everything."
. '- .~: ~rigge'rs a'respons~ fr1V?u<:m,i~?~~;;%:''i~1~/;:~{:~?:?~;:··
.". . . "Every time you look at your goal poster, picture your
How to Check Your Progress
'. - .. specific goals. Thin.k of how you:d fee!:lf, y~ already pOs:
,
. sessed them," says Willingham. "!1ang your poster in
A. Checkpoints
When you buy a car, you get it serviced at certain check,
.,-,~ 'your office, bedroom or kitchen-sOmeplace wh£.;.e you'JI
points-perhaps every 10,000 miles. This principle holds true
.-; t,':see it a-number t(~es day. The 'repeafed-e'Xpos\te afld
.:·1 "
•
when you set a plan for your life- it's wise to arrange for •
, ._. thought flashes will helppuild acceptance 'and belief: a6: :
checkups. A regular se ri es of deadlines can act as a powerful
• . :-'~eptan~e of the idea thafyou r goals are pOssfbi((and then motivator to help you meet your goals. Most businesses run on- -,~:' belief that you can -=-and will~attain·them, :-':::"~;~"~?;·':
a quarterly system. Their short·term goals are set for a three-::
"After a while, this repeated process will build a deep-,
month period and are assessed at the end of that time.
: >•. -seated: emotion~l, 'subconscious belief. When this hap-~'"
The quarterly system helps businesses determine what
~ '''pen's: your creativefllechanism will seek'waysto'help'yoU',,:
!!lust be accomplished by the end of the year and how much '.~.f_ rea'ch you tgoals~· li ..."ill ihEm reveal these waYs to'you'
must be accomplished each quarter to reach that goal. Similar·
~. - through ideaS, hunches cir; \nsights.,_~- ":.;; :''''::: ~,- ..t. '.,"
Iy, if you want to sell $1 million worth of insurance this year. you
., "I recommend that everyone make a goal poster: Look
should sell $250,000 worth each quarter to reach your goal.
, at it"several times ' a day/each 'time visualizing yoUrself
You may want to do a progress checkup monthly; you '-,...,. . already possessing your goals:
,you do it, rel~ and let.
.should do it at least every three months.
-: : -YOursucce'ss mechaniSm
the
fory~~..::
.. ......
;.--......--:_~ ... ~ :'~ ..-...:::..~ :....:.;::::::-";.~.;-.~... ..:&.:-~.--~.....- ·~·'Y-.:::-:.:.:-__~.~1
Write exactly what you need to have accomplished by th~ -=-
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end of 3, 6, 9 and 12 months. Do this for your business and personal goals. Once again, be as specific as possible. How many
calls should you have completed, how many books read, how
many pages ·wril1en, how many employees hired? Write these
statements in the present tense, as if you have already accomplished them.
.. Take four envelopes, date one three months ahead, another
six months ahead and so on. Insert each goal statement into
the envelope with the corresponding date, and put all of them in
the place where you keep your important papers.
Now get a calendar that you consult regularly, and write
"Envelope 1 Today" on the corresponding calendar date. Using the same calendar, count off six weeks from the beginning
of your goal period. Mark this date "Halfway to First Checkup."
This will act as a reminder and a motivator to you that a
deadline is approaching. Pick another date two weeks before
the first deadline, and then a date about one week before it.
This will help keep the deadline fresh in your mind and compel
you to work harder as that day approaches. Do the same for
each quarter of the year.
B. Compare Progress and Shortfalls
., .
At each checkpoint, open the envelope and evaluate your
progress. Have -you met, exceeded or fallen short of your
goals? If you've fallen short, what steps must you take to make
up for lost ground? This is no time to browbeat yourself if you
haven't met your goal. Certainly, it is time for sober thinking.
Conditions may have changed since you wrote down your
goals, and your progress may have been as good as could
have been expected under the new conditions. Yet be sure to
take notice of what you have accomplished. This is positive
reinforcement.
Dr. Ira A. Greenberg, who heads the Behavioral Studies Institute in Los Angeles, recommends that you make sure you
enjoy success at something every day-€ven if iI's a small
success. " ... Each success gives you the confidence t6 have
another," he says. "Each night before bed, review all th~ things
you've accomplished during the day, and feel good about
them. Let the glow spread to the things you can look forward to
. the next day. Each day, do something you can be proud of.
Each night, take pleasure in remembering it."
C_ Reevaluate
"Goals should be written on paper, not chiseled in stone,"
says Keith DeGreen. " As we grow, we may want to change
our initial goals. There's nothing wrong with that, but the decision to change goals should be a rational, conscious one."

The quarterly checkups can provide you with important insights. If you have underestimated what you can accomplish,
you may want to set new, higher goals.
What if you've fallen short? It's time to take stock. Have
you been maximizing your efforts? Is your goal plan realistic?
Have conditions changed? Is your initial goal no longer valid
or possible? It's important to strike a moderate balance between sticking to your guns and quitting too soon. Finding tnat
midpoint requires some honest thinking. The more often YOlr
review what you're doing and what you plan to accomplish,
the better your chance of keeping on target or adopting new
tactics, whichever is appropriate.
D. Set New Deadlines
After you've completed one of your periodic checkups,
you may find that you need to set some new deadlines. This is
an ideal time to do so. Perhaps- depending on what you've
accomplished or whether you've changed your goals-you
may want to rewrite your goal statements for the remainder
of the year. If you decide to revise some goals, follow the
same system you used when you set them initially. Also, you
may want to consider the following: Is a three-month interval
an appropriate time span in which to review a particular goal? Should you review more often? Less often? Your decision
may call for a revised set of checkpoints. Get busy!
Through goal setting, you can achieve and exceed your
greatest hopes and expectations. "He who cherishes a
beautiful vision, a lofty ideal in his heart, will one day realize
it," wrote James Allen in As a Man Thinketh. "Dream lofty
dreams, and as you dream, so shall you become. Your vision
is the promise of what you shall one day be; your ideal is the
prophecy of what you shall at last unveil."
If you've worked your way through this entire goal-setting
program, you have demonstrated one of the great keys to
.success::-persistence.
_ Thoreau once wrote, "If one advances confidently in the
direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which
he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in
common hours. If yoU have built castles in the air, your work
need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the
foundations under them."
Do you have viSions of castles in the air? Good! Now build
foundations beneath those visions. This goal-sel1ing guide, .
which contains the best thinking of the world's greatest experts on achieving success, will provide the mortar~- _
If you add persistence to thiS accumulation of knowledge,
you cannot fail. Your total success is just a mal1er of time.
0
Congratulations!

Getting There. THE GOAL·SETTING GUIDE FOR PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT was prepared exclusively by the editors of Success Unlimited magazine and
author Roger Langley. Additional copies are available bywriling Goals. Success Unlimited. Inc .. 401 North Wabash Avenue. Chicago.IL 6061 1 and enclos- ~
ing payment for the following quantilles: $2 each: 25/$40: 50/$75: 1001$100.
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P=RSONAL Ar":AL YSIS OF LEADERSHIP STYLES

PART ONE: Assumptions About Peop/e'"
This instrument is designed to help you better understand the assumptions you make about
people and human nature. There are ten pairs of statements. Assign a weight from 0 -10 to
each statement to show, the relative strength of your belief in the statements in each pair.
The points assigned for edch pair must in each case total ten. Be as honest with yourself as
you can and resist the natural tendency to respond as you would "like to think .things are."
This instrument is not a "test." There are no right or wrong answers. It is designed to be a
stimulus for personal reflect ion and discussion.

1.

It's only human nature for people to do as little work as they can get
away with.
'
When people avoid work, it's usually because their work has been
deprived of its meani ng.

2.

If employees have access to any information they want, they tend to
have better attitudes and behave more responsibly.
If employees have access to more information than they need to do their
immediate tasks, they will usually misuse it.

3.

It's better to give peopie both good and bad news because most
employees want the who le story, no matter how painful.
It's better to withhold unfavorable news abo ut business because most
employees really want to hear only the good news.

7.

_ _ _ (c)
_ _ _ (d)

10

(e)

If)

10

(g)
(h)

10

People tend to raise their standards if they are accountable for their own
behavior and for correcting their own mistakes.
People tend to lower their standards if they are not punished for their
misbehavior and mistakes.

6.

10

If people ' don't use much imag ination and ingenuity on the jo b, it's
probably b'ecause relatively few people have much of either.
Most people are imaginative and creative but may not show it because of
limitations imposed by supervision and the job.

5.

_ _ (b)

One problem in askin g for the ideas of employees is that their
perspective is too limited for their suggestions to be of much practical
value.
Asking employees for their ideas broadens their perspective and resu lts in
the development of useful suggest ions.

4.

_ _ _ (a)

Because a supervisor is entitled to more respect than those below him in
the organization, it weakens his prestige to admit that subordinate was
right and he was wrong.

a

Because people at all levels are entitled to equa l respect, a supervisor's
prestige is increased when he supports this principle by ad mitting that a
subordinate was right an d he was wrong .

(i)

(j)
10

_

--~-

(k) -

(I)

10

_ _ _ (m)
~_ (n)

10

• Adapted from M. Scott Myers, Every Employee a Manager (N ew York: McGraw·Hill Book Company,
1970).

8.

If you give people enough money, they are less likely to be concerned
with such intangibles as responsibility and recognition.
If you give p e ople inH:resting and challenging work, they are less likely
to complain about such things as pay and supplemental b enefits.

9.

If people are allo wed to set their own goals and standa rds of
performance, they tend to set them higher th a n the boss would.
If p eople are allowed to set their own goals and standards of
performance, they t end to set th e m lo wer than the b oss wo uld.

10. The more knowledge and fr eedom a person has regarding his job, the
more controls ' are needed to kee p him in line.
The more knowl edge and fr ee dom a person has regarding his job, the
f ewe r controls are neede d to in sure sa ti sfactory job performance.

_ _ _ (0)
-~ (p)

10

-~-(q)

_ _~.

(r)

10

_ __

(5)

_-'--_

(t)

10

The theory behind this instrument is discu ssed in detail in the Introduction
to this unit. To get your scores, add up the points you assigned to the
follo w ing:
Th eory X Score = Sum of (a), (d), (e), (g), (j), (I), (m), (0), (r), and (s).
Th eory Y Score = Sum of (b), (cL (fl, (h), (i), (k), (nl, (p), (ql, and (t).
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THEORY X ASSUrllPTIONS
(tr a dit ionaJ)

THEORY Y ASSUMPTIONS
(emerging)

1.

People are naturally lazy; they pr efer to
do nothing.

People are naturally active; they set goals
and enjoy striving.

2.

People work mostly for fl)oney and
status rewards.

People seek many satisfactions in work:
pride in achi eveme nt; enjoyment of process;
sense of contribution; ple asure in association; stimul ation of new ch a ll enges, etc.

3.

The main force k ee ping people productive in th eir work is f ear of b eing
d e mot ed or fir ed.

The main force k ee ping p eople productive in
their work is d esire to achieve their personal
and social ·goa ls.

4.

Peop le rema in childr en gro wn la rger;
th ey a re natur a lly d epe nde nt o n lea de rs.

People normally mature beyond childhood;'
th ey as pire to ind ependence, self-fulfillm ent,
res ponsibility.

5.

Peo ple ex pect a nd d epe nd on dir ection
from ab o ve; th ey do not wa nt to thi nk
for th emse lves.

People close to the situ ation see a nd feel
what is n eed ed a nd are ca p a bl~ of selfdir ection.

6.

People need to be told, shown, a nd
train ed in pro p e r me th o ds of work.

People who und erst a nd and ca re about what
they are doing can d evi se a nd improve th eir
own meth ods of doing work.

7.

Peo ple need supe rvi sors who w ill wa tch
th em close ly e nough to b e a ble to praise
good work a nd re prima nd errors.

People need a se nse that th ey a re respected
as ca pable of assumi ng res ponsibility and
se lf-correction.

8.

Peop le h ave lit t le co nce rn bey o nd th eir
imm e d iate, mate ri a l interests.

Peo ple see k to give mea ning to th eir lives by
id entifying with nations, c o mmunities,
church es, unions, compa ni es, ca uses.

9.

Peo ple need specific instruction on what
t o do an d h o w to do it; larg er po licy
issues a re no ne of t h eir b us iness.

Peo ple need ever-increasing und e r s t ~ nding;
they need to grasp the mea ning of the
activities in which they a re e nga ged; they
have cognitive hung er as ex t ensive as the
universe.

10. Pe? ple appreci ate
c o urt esy.

b eing tr ea t ed with

People crav e ge nuine respect from their fellow me n.
.:

11. People a re nat ura lly compa rt men t ali ze d;
work d emands a re e ntire ly d ifferent
from le isure activities.

Peo ple are na t ura lly int egrat ed; wh e n work '
and play a re too sha rply se pa rat ed both
det eriorate; "The only reason a wise man
ca n give for pr efe rring leisure to wo rk is the
better q ua lity of the work he can do during
leisure."

12. Peo ple natur a lly resist cha nge; they
prefer to stay in the old ruts.

People naturally tire of monotonous routine
and enjoy new ex peri ences; in some d egree
everyone is. creative.

13. Jobs are primary and must be done;
p20ple are selected, trained, an d fitt ed to
predefin ed jobs.

People are primary and seek self-realization;
jobs must be designed, modified and fitted
to people.

14. Peop le are formed by hered ity, childhood an d youth; as adu lts t he y rema in
static; old dogs don't lea rn new tricks.

Peop le constantly grow; it is never t oo late
to learn; they enjo y learning an d increasing
their understanding an d capabi lity.

15. Peop le need to be "i nsp ired" (pe p ta lk)
or push ed o r driven.

Peop le need to be rel eased and encouraged
an d ass isted.

-- . .-- ...
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Figure 20.2
COMPARISON OF MASLOW 'S AND HERZBERG'S THEORIES OF MOTIVATION .
NOle : SupervISion can be a matter of sat isfying both affiflation and security
neects .

Relationship between X and V, the Need Hierarchy
and Motivator-Dissatisfier Theorie"s
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I fee l I a m at the "dll nv~, r
_,_
.... th z: i. a b u!>i nt? ~~m~'
as
m ys elf feels so full o f de sp air a n .. (' Is trust
Here" e are in what u!.e0 ~ bt one o f
.:. dY '.":- :- " l mt ~.i l rll<;te ! h mar. io_
for ou~ fcder 2! &overnment th at ., ~ is
the great nati ons on this eart h be ing
o~; ;oc ietv, fo r the an" le, ) ne is c"_ ,
compe lle d to ad\'ertise th e i nn~ r ",os t
SUrr. pe~kd to self·destructi or. , We are
o usine,s li ,~n, and cOClntless hu m~rc:::, ( '
~ depths of his fe eli ngs,
t hou sands o f others who rei ',' on bu s;;-: n ~
becoming a giant in go vernme n t ch ains.
r0 ,
Never have so few people been so over.
for their livelihood, for t he d ia boli c_
like so many Canadians in the market·
I' place who must rely on their in it iative and
go verned. And the promise of national
harm he has created across th e coun t r ,
~ intuition to survive in the competitive entity is giving way to the foreboding of for the ' hypocrisy of federal po lit iC S. I
sustainccHlational enmity.
have decided to protest publicly throu!: ' '
world, I am dispirited and disgusted having
the public,a tion of this .dvcrtisemen:
concluded that Prime Minister Trudeau
What a spectacle we are , with all our '
II
and his sycophantS· in Ottawa ue coercing potential i and our resources and our
As I stat~d in 'the beginn ing, I am 0 \1' " !'
us to disaster.
eduation, to the rest of the universe,
flowing with anger. I decided, on imp u lst :
This one dangerous politician is bringing - What are we 'noted for today ? Our suikes!
to record . for every Canadian t o read , tht'
us cl oser by the day to the brink of total
Among the de veloped natio;)s we have,
disrespect I have for Mr, Trudeau and h i~ ~
national discord, disunity and depression.
currently, the worst record for work
cronies who , from my vant age point .,'
This one arrogant man is trotting around
stoppages. And what h ction is a pace'
tribulations in the real wo rld of dOl r;: r
proclaiming himself the saviour of
setter? The so-called publ ic se rvice unions
business, must take a large share of the t
Canadianism whereas in fact never has
of course.
blame for the decl ine we see all about u,
there been a more divis've factor in our
I have a hunch that Mr. Trud eau's "
The deb acl e of the postal stri ke.
midst.
major ally has been an apathetic societ \' "
constant in our recurring n igh tmares,
The parasites on Parliament Hill, far
But there are stirrings on the hust i n ~ , L
demonsu.ted the anous disreg.rd the
removed fro/11 'the daily lurmoil and worry
and for these I am thankful. We have to :,
Trudeauites have for businessmen, the
of having to make a. dollar for their
show the Trudeaumaniacs that ,we're onto
pract:al producers in our society. There
support, are....l1urtured by the incestl/ous
them. We have to restore our faith in
was hardly one iota of sympathy, let alone
vibrations of Ottawa itself, a community
Canada and in our own abilities. We have ~
.ction, for the plight of the people who by
where politicians and civil servants ue
to do every thing in our power, in the
law must rely 0;'\ the government mail
apparently cut off and shielded from the
democratic way , to impose upon the se ~
service, We were held up to ransom on
coldness of economic reality and perpetuate
that one! The 42·day strike cost Canadi.n cabinet cod.awos · the wrath of it pe ople ~,
their sins unmolested and well nourished.
who know th ey are being had!
~
ma nufacturers half a billion dollars.
T hei have th ~ ga ll, t hro ug'h their
No
w
I
feel
like
a
crusader,
I
do
ha
D
e
T ~:' "ower of the gove rn men t, ~n d t he
very re cent b t:d~et, to t ell us to t ii!h ten
yo u will Join ::," crusade by sending' "
paralltl po .. er of its ha nge rs· o n, its u nio ns ,
our belts, to stop being naughty boys .nd
me your own me ssage o f cO rl demn at r:,n
and to a lamenuble degree, the daily
gi p;s L!(, '~ : r ri !'1g th e t l'\ sy stem, ~ hi!{' t h e\
b y means of the space provided at th e"
mecia , have th e combi ned effec t of
d ip eve: deepe r int o the bo tt om less P0t of
botto m o f t his' ad. T ha nks for you r i!
stra ng:l ng initi ati ve in the dimin ishing
tax payers' money and partake of the
of
what
used
to
be
called
private
,
attention.
let's get together! "
sector
~ s.
~t;r.'~ best \).. i 1~ int1ationarv saf3ries
( 1;~.<9~!50:..
(j:iiU~ :~! \. c.o,c e ss;.)~s ) and (2\ 0:-1 .:.b·:; u [
~
the wo rld a nd t he co u ntry with a degree
Be) ond thiS o;aran t deprivation of bei ng
o~
e).trava £2r,~e
tha t is disg racefull\2!~ow ed
to uJnd uct bu siness wi thout
wastefu l an d immoral.
h2 'assn',er.: i, :':~ insidious decline of
personal creativity. This i~ a result of the
Th e t>Cld~e t is onl\' t ht> latest e xa mple
ea~ , " ... "v 'o~: reliance on government glad- ('If ttl e c .. !:> in l'l ·s j~ls.cn:)iti\'tty a~d in e-p ! i!u de .
handini t o: al l trlOse who would ~u r re nder If it is the gov ernment'~ aim tq impede
their conscience, work ethic, and self
. ~u s in~ss, to impo\'eri sh and bankrupt the
'
t~;:ep:tneurs, and also t o ci,uedi ! t he m , respect to ourea:Jcra ts ,
~ and if the government wanu to abolish
The Federal Government is encourag·
'P i. ::' ~;te r p r ist a:1= rut us 211 in 2 SliJir'-l!·
i-;g c:l~, :n u ~is -, the h~igh tening inter·
, .~ ',e: , ;hen it has to be ~dmi!tr.:i t;e ,-are ' e nti o~ of tht 5late in bu siness and in
do ing a good job,
'
Presid ent
our da ily lives.. I IS disc iples filter out from
.
If \';. TrudeaoJ has ,i sio ns of a soci alist
thei r ta',pa yer·suppo rted co coons to pry
Almar Plumbing
, Utopia, of a Can .. Ji"n s<l"iet y th at "'i:1 be i~:(> our affairs, to overw helm us with
and He:nir1g S:Jp;:-! ies
.:i,e ;~:ed to b\' O ttawa, he is o n track , BU I :Jap~r , to imnede o ur progress, to dictate
1450 Whitehorse Road
, I, l or o:r~, "ill not go dow n withou t a fight.
to us, to hir.~d us wit h ru les and re gul a·
Downs', iew, O ntario
I do not want to travel that track; I am
tio ns, to brainwash us, to th reaten us , to
no t going to relinquish m y freedom to the divide us , and finally to push us to the wall.
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To : E.G. (M a nny) Starkman, Almar Plumb ing a nd Heating S u pplies,
1450 Wh it e ho rse Road, Dow nsview, Ontario M3 J 3A 7
Ye s, co unt m e in. J 'm join ing yo ur crusad e , We simpl y ha've to do so meth hg before the next elect io~;
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f'~RSOI~AL Ar~;l.L YSIS

OF LEADERSHIP STYLES

PART ONE: Assumptions About People

4,

Thi s instrume nt is d es ign ed to h elp y o u b ett er u nders t an d th e ass u mp ti ons y o u make abo ut
p eopl e and hurr.a n na ture. Th e re ar e t e n pairs of sta t eme nts. fI.ssign a \\,eight from 0 · 10 to
each statem ent to shbw th e rela tive str e ngth of your b eli ef in th e sta t e me nts in each p air.
The points assign ed for each pair must in each case total ten . Be as hon est with your se lf as
you ca n and resist the natural t e nd e ncy to res pond as you wou ld "li ke to think thing s a re ."
This instrume nt is not a "t est. " Th ere are no right or wrong ans VJe rs. It is d esign ed to b e a
stimulus for p e rson a l refl ec tion a nd di sc uss ion.

1.

It's on ly hum a n n a ture for peopl e to do as li ttle w o rk as th e y ca n ge t
away with .
Wh e n p eople avoid work , it's usua lly because th eir work has b ee n
d epriv ed of its mea ning.

2.

4.

5.

10

O. (e)

_ JJ2_ (f)
10

Most pe ople are i ma gin a tive and cr ea tive but ma y not sh o w it b ecause of
li mitations impose d by supe rvision a nd the job.

_ ..5_
10

Peop le t e nd to rai se their sta nd a rds if th ey are acco u n t a bl e for th eir own
behavior and for correcting th eir own mi st a kes.

It's better to give peop ie both good and b ad news b ecause most
employe es want th e who le story, no ma tt e r how pa inful.

(c)

_ -.0 __ (d)

--->.5..L- -

It's b etter to withh o ld unf avo ra bl e news ab o ut b us iness because m os t
employ ees rea lly w a nt to h ea r only th e go od ne ws.
7.

/(')

If people ' don't use much imagina tion and i ng e nuity on the job, it's
proba bly b'eca use rel atively few peo pl e have much of e ith e r.

Peop le t e nd to lowe r th eir sta nd a rds if th ey a re no t puni shed for th eir
mi sb eh a vior and mistak es.
6.

10

One pro bl e m in asking for the id ea s of e m pl o y ees is th a t th eir
p e rsp ec tive is too li mit ed f or th eir su ggestions to be of mu c h pr ac ti ca l
value.
Asking employ ees for th eir idea s broa d ens th eir pe rspec ti ve a nd resu lts in
the d evelopm e nt of us eful suggestions.

(a)

_~_ (b)

If employ ees h a ve acc ess to any informa tion th e y w a nt, th ey t e nd to
h ave bette r attitudes and be have more res po nsibly.
If emp loy ees ha ve acc es s to more informa tion th a n th ey need to d o th eir
imme diate tasks, they wi ll usu a lly misuse it.
-

3.

_----=
L=

(g)

(h}

~f),,--- (i)
-

- (:-.:.-/- (j)
10

--Z,,-,- (k) .
- -L- - (I)

10

Because a supe rvi sor is ent itl ed to more respect th a n th ose be low him in
th e organization, it weakens his prestige to admit th a t a subordi na t e was
right and h e was wrong .
Because people at al l levels are ent itl ed to equ al res pect, a supe rvi sor's
pr estige is incre ased when he supports this principle by admitt ing that a
sub ordinate was ri ght and he was wron g .

• Ad a pted fr om M. Scott My ers , Every Emplo y ee a Manager ( New Y ork: McGraw -Hili Boo k Cor.opan y ,
1970 ).

8.

If you give pe~ple enough money, th ey are less li kely to b e concerned
v,;itn such intangib les as respons ibility and recogn ition.
If you giv e peop le int eres ting and challenging wOlk, th e y are less li ke ly
to complain abou t such things as pay and supplemental b e nefits.

9.

If p eople are a ll owed to set th eir own go a ls and standards of
p erformance, th ey. t en d to sel th em high e r th an the boss wou ld.
If people are allowed to set th eir own goa ls and standards of
p erformance, th ey t end to se t th e m lower than th e boss wou ld.

_~').L-)

(0)

- L - (p}

10

- ; - (q)

~L (r)
10

10. The more knowledge and fr eedom a pe rson has regarding his job, the
(s)

more controls' are neede d to keep hi m in li ne.

_--,-r.-:...)_

Th e more knowl edge and fr eedom a pe rson has regarding hi s job, the
f ewer contro ls are neede d to insure satisfCic tory job pe rform a nce.

-t-:.:,''19,1--(t)
0

Th e th eory b eh ind this instrument is di scusse d in d e t ail in the Introduction
to this unit. To get y our scores , add up the points y ou assigned to the
following:

2- 0

0

SO

2035

O_ r
J:>

Th eory X Score = Sum of (a), (d), (e), (g), (j), (I), (m l, (0 1. (r), and (s).

8 10

It)

5 10 (:--

10 7 7

ID _

Th eor y Y Score = Sum of (b), (cl, (f), (hl, (il, (kl, (n), (pl, (q), and (t).

~
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I-'~RSor-~AL M~';LYSIS

OF LE';D ERSH IP STYLES

PART ONE: Assumptions About People·
This in strum en t is d es ig ne d to h elp y ou b e tter und e rst an d th e ass u m ptions you m a ke about
peo ple and hu rr.an na ture. Th e re are t en pairs of stote"le nts. ,lI.ssign a w eight fr om 0 · 10 to
each statement to shbw th e relative str engt h of your b eli ef in th e sta t e me nts in each p air.
Th e points assig ne d for each pair must in each case tot a l ten. Be as hon est with your se lf as
you can and resist th e n ~ tura l t ende nc y to respond as you wou ld "li ke to think thi ngs are ."
Thi s in strum e nt is no t a "t es t." Th e re are no right or Wf ong ansVJers. It is d esig ned to be a
stimulus for p e rsona l refl ec tion ond di sc uss ion.

1.

2.

It's only hu ma n n a tur e for peo ple to do as littl e work as th e y ca n get
awa y with .

_--".:2--,- (a )

Wh e n p eop le avo id work , it's usua lly because th eir work h as b ee n
d ep riv ed of its mean ing.

~_ (b)
10

If employ ees h ave access to any inforrnation th ey w a nt, th ey t e nd to
have b e tt e r att itud es an d b e h ave more responsibly.

_

If emp loyees ha ve access to more informa tion th a n th ey need to do th eir
im med iate t as ks , th e y will usua lly misuse it.

.5
_

_
(c)
,.----".)"'-------- (q)

10

3 . On e probl e m in ask ing for th e idea s of employees is th a t th eir
p e rspective is too li m it ed for th eir sugg es tions to be of much pr ac ti ca l
value.

2) .

I

Ask ing emp loyees for th eir ideas br oa d e ns th eir pe rspec tive and resu lts in
th e d eve lopment of use ful sugges tions.
4.

5.

6.

(f)

10

If p eop le don't use much imagina ti on a nd i ngenu ity on th e job, it's
proba bly b'eca use relat ive ly few peo pl e hav e much of e ither .

-

Most peop le are imag inat ive an d creative but ma y not show it b ecause of
li mitat ion s imp osed by supervision and t~ e jo b.

_ _.P_ {h)
10

Peop le t e nd to raise th eir standa rds if th ey a re acco unt a ble for th eir own
b eh avior and for corr ec t ing th eir own mistakes.

--L-I--=-O__

(i)

Peop le t en d to lower th eir sta nd a rds if th e y a re not punish ed for th eir
mi sb eh av ior and mist a kes.

()
10

(j)

It's b e tt e r to give peo p ie both goo d and bad news b ecause most
employ ees wan t th e whole story, no matter how painfu l.

t

It's b e tter to withh o ld unfavor a ble news abou t b us in ess because most
empl oyees rea lly want to h ea r only th e go od news.
7.

(e)

Beca use a supe rvisor is ent itl ed to m o re respec t than tho se be low him in
th e orga ni za tion, it weakens his pres tige to admit th at a subordinate was
right and h e was wrong .
Because p eop le at all leve ls are ent itl ed to equ a l respec t, a superviso r's
pres tige is in creased when he supports this principl e by admitting that a
sub ordinate was right and he w as wrong .

-+- - - (g)
I
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(m)

D
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(n)

10

• Ad apted fr om M. Scott My er s, Every Employee a Manager (New York: McGraw ·Hill Boo k Co mpan y.
1970 ).
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8.

If you give p e::>p le enough money, th ey are less li ke ly to be conc erned
with such intangibles as respons ibility and recogn iti on .
If you give people int eresting and challenging Walk, th e y are less lik e ly
to complain abou t such things as pa y an d supplemental benefits.

5

(0)

- L - {p)
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9 . .l lf p eop le are allowe d to se t th eir own goa ls and standards of
(q)

p e rf ormance, th e y -t end to set th em hig her th an th e boss wou ld.
If p eop le are allowed to set th e ir own goa ls and st anda rds of
p e rfor mance, th ey tend to set th em lo we r th a n th e boss would.
10. Th e more k now ledge and fr eedo m a pe rson has regarding his job, th e
more controls'are n ee d e d to keep him in li ne.

S

_ _ _ Is)
.".

Th e more knowl edge and fr eedom a pe rson h as rega rding his job, the
f ewe r contro ls are n ee d e d to insure satisfCic tory jo b p e rform a nce.

_1..._)"--_

(t)
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Th e th eory b eh ind this instrum e nt is discuss ed in d e tail in the Introdus;tion
to thi s unit. To ge t y our scor es , add up th e points y ou assigned to the
foll owing:

2. S 0

1

0 (p 0

S S

;;

Th eo ry X Score = Su m of {a }, (d), (e ), (g), (j), (I), {m}, {o}, (r), and Is).

.
Th eory Y Score

g

=

> ID

f.? /D L./ /0

(

Sum o f (b), (c), (f), (h), Ii), (k), (n), (p), (q), and It).
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SET YOUR GOALS NOW!
BY RON WILLINGHAM

Fifteen years ago I picked up a book that changed the direction of my life.
The book was Success Through a Positive Mental Attitude.

It introduced me to

a new way of thinking.
Shortly .£fLex
p~essed

L~

J

.p~ck~

-up

Xh~nk

-and

~~ow

Rich.

with its very specific goal-setting suggestions.

I didn't sit down and do what was suggested.

I read it and was imI was impressed, but

not for five or six years.

As I look back, I see that knowing the theories benefited me some- but
not nearly as much as doing them.
Yeah there is a big gap between knowing and doing!
This causes me to wonder how many people know how to set goals, but never sit
down and do it.
You may be in this situation.
down and revise them.

-Or you may have set your goals but need to sit _

Whichever, this article, as well as the next three installments

can be of tremendous practical help to you.

But only if you'll stop and do the

suggestions.
If you do what I suggest, you'll make some things happen in your life.
You'll reach some exciting goals!

You'll harness an incredible power that will

help you get things you want to have.
But I've got to be honest with you.
make these things happen_.

You're going to have to do some work to

"

The first thing to do is get two sheets of 8~-by-ll inch paper and a pen or pencil.
Stop reading now and get the paper and pen.
Don't cheat on me!
to your reading.-

Come on.

Then come back

ThanK you.

Now take one of the

she~ts

edge and then crease the center.
side.

Get up now and get these things.

of paper and fold tHe top edge to meet the bottom"_ "'
Then fold it again so the crease splits the longer _

Then fold it again with the crease splitting the longer side.
You should now have a small folded booklet approximately 2-3/4 by 4~ inches. ~"

Just the right size to fit in your pocket or purse.
OK, now on one of the outside covers write "Things I'd Like ' to Have Happen "
to Me in the 'Next Six Months."
Stop now and write this on your booklet. Incidental1J, the reason I suggest you limit your goals to six months is because
that gives you a definite time frame.

And six months is long enough to see this

~

process work, but it's not so long that it would cause you to lose interest.
Obviously, you can set goals for any length of time, but let's settle on
ones you can reach in six months.
To help you get started, here's a list of several questions that may suggest
meaningful goals for you.
Please r e ad these ques tions9

If one suggests an answer that's meaningful

to you, write your answer_ on the other s heet of paper you have.
How much would you like to weigh?
How much money would you like to earn?
".---l']hat specific habit would you like to develop?
What specific habit would you like to break?
What personality trait would you like to develop?
What kind of home would you like to own?
What improvements would you like to make in your present home?
What would you like to do o'n your next vacation?
How can youbetter communicate with your family members?
How can you better communicate with your co =wo rkers?
What new office would you like to obtain?
What new position would you , like to attain?
What new honour would you like to attain?
What specific - person would you like to have as a closer _ friend?
What professional ot occupational skill would you like to strengthen?
~at

new hobby would you like to begin?

What new activity would you like to begin?
What would eliminate pressures, stresses or worries from your life?
What would

solve a particular problem you now have?

What study habits would you like -to acquire?
What specific improvements in your physical condition would you like to

make~ ~_ ~

What physical activity would you like to start? How much money would you like to save each pay period? What specific financial habit would you . like to acquir.e?
What debts would you like to payoff?

-

How much merchandise, goods or services would you like to

sell! ~:

What additional education ·would you _like to have? -- -:
~

What would you like to do for your church?
What would you like to do for your community?
What civic interest or public service would you like to be involved with?

What image would you like to communicate to others?
What would you have to do in order to influence others in a more desireable way?
What things can you do with your family members?
What common interests can you involve yourself in with other family members?
What spiritual goals would you like to set?
What spiritual qualities would you like to develop?
What other things would you like to have happen to you in the n e xt six months?

Now that you've written answers to the questions that apply to you. look over
your answers.
After you've scanned them, choose six of them as your most i mportant goals
and put an "X" beside them.
Choose them rapidly, making instant decisions.
Thank you.

Do that now.

Now that you've chosen these things, let's move a step further.

Transfer these six things to your goal booklet.
them down stated- as if you already

pos~essed

them!

As you transfer them, write

~

In other words ,--"I weigh 165 pounds," if that's a goal.
each day".

Or "I Jog one mile

Whatever your goals are, write them down stated as if you had already

attained the.

Stop now and transfer them to your goal booklet.

You may even

want to '£1Tite each one in a different colour of ink, if possible • . I do that ;=, _
It makes them more visually grabbing to me.
Stop now and . write them down!
part.

Don't get lazy here in the most important

To slide by on this would be like my giving you a signed blank check

where all you have to do si fill in the amount endorse. it a nd cash it- and - you don't
do it.

(Do I sound like a parent?)

Please - stop ' reading now, write your six goals down in your goal booklet and then come back to this reading. Fantastic!

You've. just done something that probably not more than '·2 percent

of the world's population has ever

don~! --~

You've set some real, meaningful, specific goals! You've done it!

Don't you feel great?

This can be. one of the great events of
your own national holiday.

you~

life ':- -You may e,!en want todeclare -it :-;_

A day that you circle in red! - One you remember as the

start of something big in your life! Now you~re moving! ~~
Next month we will help you build belief in these goals. :_
Carry your goal booklet with you everywhere, -= every day all this month.

Read

it several times each day.

When you read it, visualize yourself as already having

the things you wrote down.

Imagine how good you'll feel.

~

Internalize your excitement

Let yourself go, and feel good!
Celebrate each day this month.
Celebrate having your goals set!
Celebrate having achieved your goals!
That's all you have to do!
Just read and celebrate!

;

REACHING PEOPLE
Reac hing people i s not only a question of countering the mass
media ' s daily barrage of propagand a and misinformation , but of
helping people to draw f r om their own experience of oppres s ion the
conclusions that will lead to ACTION FOR CHANGE .
The strength of communication res t s in its TRUTH .
Pe ople are
impelled to move , not by theory or abstrac t visions , but by
recognizing that their immediate conditions have become intolerable
and by determining to correct them .
It is the central work of any movement to achi e v e thi s
consciousness and to communicate it to the people at all lev els
of the struggle . This means addressing ourselves f i rst t o
immediate , concrete problems ; acting and drawing othe r s int o a c tion ;
evaluating victories and defeats in te r ms of the ultimate perspe c tive ,
so that we may build a permanent mov ement that learns from i ts
own mistakes and creatively brings forth new forms of struggle .
Before you call a public meeting , canvas s, write a leaflet ,
or plan a mass campaign , ask questions like these :
Whom are we addressing?
(Be precise : not li the wo r kers" ,
lithe community , 1I but the workers of what trade and shop , the people
of what ethnic , religious , and economic group , in what ne i ghbourhood?)
What do they know about the issue at hand and how do they feel about
it? Are they directly or only indirectly affected? Are they
already in motion on the issue or are we trying to ma ke them aware
of it? Are we addressing a united group or are there differences
and conflicts within it? What t r aditional attitudes or prejudices
are involved? In what terms do the people talk about the issue?
If you don ' t have the answers to all these questions , se e k them .
Listen more than you talk ; be open and alert ---and patient . Pe ople
do not change their minds or adopt new ideas simply because they are
told to d o so . The individual must work things out for himself , in
~terms of his partly unique , partly common life experience .
Don ' t come on heavy with politics to a man whose mind is on
baseball scores . Talk baseball scores and wait for an opening--- or
save your message for next time , when you are ~o longer a stranger .
You will get into arguments . The people you meet a r e not
stupid ; they have ideas of their own ru~d they will tell you . Let
them . Your task is not to II winll an argument , but to provide a sort
of catalyst for the development of political awareness ---your own
and another ' s .
While you should never flatter with false agreement , you will
seldom succeed with contradiction .
It is NOT NECESSARY TO DEBATE
EVERY SMALL POINT OF DIFFERENCE . Try to identify and seize on a
point of partial agreement and develop its ramifications .

- 2REACHING PEOPLE
To be persuasive, in speech or writing , you must know your
audience ' s attitude toward you and your subject , then adjust your
appeal accordingly .
Some rules :
FOR THE IGNORANT OR INDIFFERENT :
The most direct , concrete demonstration by IMMEDIATE EXPERIENCE
is best :
"Why this is important to you:';" etc . Facts , events , and
straightforward, reasoned arguments go further that emotive appeals .
FOR THE HOSTILE:
If possible, let them give their views first .
In writing ,
present the opposing view first , respectfully and fairly .
Agree with
anything you can . Then answer with facts and logic (NOT invective) ,
point by point , giving a chance for rebuttal where possible . With
the person too hostile to listen , your best tactic is simply to
PRESERVE YOUR MANNERS and your cool . The way you act may neutralize
hostility more than an argument can .
FOR THE DOUBTFUL , UNCOMMITTED , OR PARTLY OPPOSED :
Again , listen to their position first .
Concentrate on points
of agreement and try to develop them , with facts and reason , so as
to answer or question the points of disagreement . Assume a common
ground , be fri end ly , don ' t try to high- pressure people .
FOR THOSE ALREADY CONVINCED AND ON YOUR SIDE :
The point of your persuasion may be to transform belief into
action or commitment .
In addition to reinforcing the facts , you can
use ernotive appeals to develop a sense of urgency and solidarity .

PUBLICATIONS
LEAFLETS :
The leaflet is ordi narily a one - page , one - issue , one - a c ti on
affair . The longer , educational leaflet should be broken up and
headed so that its general mes s age is apparent AT A GLANCE .
Production :

Whateve r printing method you use , be sure your leaflet
is CLEAN AND CLEAR . Print h e adlines and outs tanding
information by hand and LEAVE PLENTY OF WHITE SPACE---the more the
better .
The most important part s of your communication should come at
the END and the BEGINNING . Be sure that the TIME AND PLACE of any
action is clearly stated , e v en REPEATED . SIGN all leaf lets with the
NAME AND ADDRESS of the group . People like to know who is talking
to them .
STICK TO ONE ISSUE PER LEAFLET and develop it concretely ,
factually, and as simply as possible . With respect to TIMING , short ,
frequent leaflets are usually more effective than long , infrequent
ones .
POSTERS:
Posters and signs serve two broad purposes : to announce
or advertise actions , meetings , and other events ; to keep c ertain
slogans , pictures , quotations , or other political r eminders c onstantly
before the eyes of the people and of the group itself .
It should be designed to catch the eye and deliver its message
AT A GLANCE . Include ONLY THE ESSENTIAL INFORMATION : Leav e l ots
of empty space around your copy---ALWAYS .
THE MEDIA
The electronic media are the prime source of information ,
ideas , and politics for the majority of the population .
It i s not
smart to cop out and ignore radio and TV . Learn how the media are
motivated and structured , how to infiltrate or attack them , and
how to exploit them to your benefit .
If your organization is criticized , harassed , framed , or
busted , get your side of the story out immediately .
(The police
often issue reports within minutes . ) Don ' t wait to send a written
press release ; PHONE the press with your statement .
Be~ cool ; be
accurate ; be factual , not argumentative ; don ' t confess guilt , but
don ' t lie . Give the facts , and THEN GIVE YOUR CHARGES .

"The O. M. Collective", The Organizer ' s Manual , Bantam Books ,
March 1971 .

REACHING PEOPLE
Reaching people is not only a question of countering the mass
media's daily barrage of propaganda and misinformation, but of
helping people to draw from their own experience of oppression the
conclusions that will lead to ACTION FOR CHANGE.
The strength of communication rests in its TRUTH.
People are
impelled to move, not by theory or abstract visions, but by
recognizing that their immediate conditions have become intolerable
and by determining to correct them.
It is the central work of any movement to achieve this
consciousness and to communicate it to the people at all levels
of the struggle. This means addressing ourselves first to
immediate, concrete problems; acting and drawing others into action;
evaluating victories and defeats in terms of the ultimate perspective,
so that we may build a permanent movement that learns from its
own mistakes and creatively brings forth new forms of struggle.
Before you call a public meeting, canvass, write a leaflet,
or plan a mass campaign, ask questions like these:
Whom are we addressing? (Be precise: not "the workers",
"the community," but the workers of what trade and shop, the people
of what ethnic, religious, and economic group, in what neighbourhood?)
What do they know about the issue at hand and how do they feel about
it? Are they directly or only indirectly affected? Are they
already in motion on the issue or are we trying to make them aware
of it? Are we addressing a united group or are there differences
and conflicts within it? What traditional attitudes or prejudices
are involved? In what terms do the people talk about the issue?
If you don't have the answers to all these questions, seek them.
Listen more than you talk; be open and alert---and patient. People
do not change their minds or adopt new ideas simply because they are
told to d o so. The individual wust work things out for himself, in
~terms of his partly unique, partly common life experience.
Don't come on heavy with politics to a man whose mind is on
baseball scores. Talk baseball scores and wait for an opening---or
save your message for next time, when you are ~o longer a stranger .
You will get into arguments. The people you meet are not
stupid; they have ideas of their own and they will tell you.
Let
them. Your task is not to "win" an argument, but to provide a sort
of catalyst for the development of political awareness---your own
and another's.
While you should never flatter with false agreement, you will
seldom succeed with contradiction.
It is NOT NECESSARY TO DEBATE
EVERY SNALL POINT' OF DIFFERENCE . Try to identify and seize on a
point of partial agreement and develop its ramifications.

-2REACHING PEOPLE
To be persuasive, in speech or writing, you must know your
audience's attitude toward you and your subject, then adjust your
appeal accordingly. Some rules:
FOR THE IGNORANT OR INDIFFERENT:
The most direct, concrete demonstration by IMMEDIATE EXPERIENCE
is best:
"Why this is important to you+" etc. Facts, events, and
straightforward, reasoned arguments go further that emotive appeals.
FOR THE HOSTILE:
If possible, let them give their views first.
In writing,
present the opposing view first, respectfully and fairly.
Agree with
anything you can. Then answer with facts and logic (NOT invective),
point by point, giving a chance for rebuttal where possible. With
the person too hostile to listen, your best tactic is simply to
PRESERVE YOUR MANNERS and your cool. The way you act may neutralize
hostility more than an argument can.
FOR THE DOUBTFUL, UNCOMMITTED, OR PARTLY OPPOSED:
Again, listen to their position first.
Concentrate on points
of agreement and try to develop them, with facts and reason, so as
to answer or question the points of disagreement. Assume a common
ground, be fri end ly, don't try to high-pressure people.
FOR THOSE ALREADY CONVINCED AND ON YOUR SIDE:
The point o£ your persuasion may be to transform belief into
action or commitment. In addition to reinforcing the facts, you can
use emotive appeals to develop a sense of urgency and solidarity.

PUBLICATIONS
LEAFLETS:
The leaflet is ordinarily a one-page, one-issue, one-action
affair. The longer, educational leaflet should be broken up and
headed so that its general message is appare n t AT A GLANCE.
Production:

Whatever printing me thod you use, be sure your leaflet
is CLEAN AND CLEAR.
Print headlines and outstanding
information by hand and LEAVE PLENTY OF WHITE SPACE---the more the
better.
The most important parts of your communication should come at
the END and the BEGINN ING.
Be sure that the TIME AND PLACE of any
action is clearly stated, even REPEATED. SIGN all leaflets with the
NAME AND ADDRESS of the group. People like to know who is talking
to the m.
STICK TO ONE ISSUE PER LEAFLET and develop it concretely,
factually, and as simp ly as possible. With respect to TIMING, short,
frequ ent leaflets ar e usually more effective than long, infrequent
one s.
POSTERS:
Posters and signs serve two broad purp oses:
to announce
or adve rtise actions, meetings, and other events;
to keep certain
slo g ans, pictures, quotati ons, or othe r political reminders constantly
before the eyes of the people and of the group itself.
It should be designed to catch the eye and deliver its messa g e
AT A GLANCE . Include ONLY THE ESSENTIAL INFORMATI ON: Leave lots
of emp ty space around y our cop y---ALWAYS.
THE ME DIA
The electronic media are the prime source of information,
ideas, and politics for the majority of t h e population.
It is not
smart to cop out and ignore radio and TV. Learn how the media are
motivated and structured, how to infiltrate or attack them, and
how to exploit them to your benefit.
If your organ ization is criticized, harassed, framed, or
busted, get your side of the story out immediately.
(The police
often issue reports within minutes.) Don't wait to send a written
press release; PHONE the press with your statement.
Be~ cool; be
accurate; be factual, not argume ntative; don't confess guilt, but
don't lie. Give the facts, and THEN GIVE YOUR CHARGES.

"The O.M. Collective", The Organizer's Manual, Bantam Books,
March 1971.

RULES FOR RAn IC ALS
-Saul D. Alinsky
There are no rules for revolution any more than there ar o rules for
love or rules for happiness, BUT there are rules for radicals who i,,,rant
to change their world; there are certain central concepts of action in
human politics that operate regardless of the scene or t he time. To
know these is basic to a pragmatic attack on the system.
The System:
The spirit of democracy is the idea of importance and worth in the
individual, and faith in the kind of world vmere the individual can
achieve as much of his potential as possible .
Great dangers always accompany great opportunities . The possibility
of destruction is always implicit in the act of creation . Thus the
greatest enemy of individual freedom is the individual himself .
One hundred and thirty-five years ago Tocqueville gravely warned
that unless individual citizens were regularly involved in the action of
governing themselves, self-government would pass from the scene . Citizen
participation is the animating spirit and force in a society predicated
on voluntarism.
We are not here concerned with people who profess the democ ratic
faith but yearn for the dark security of dependency where they can be
spared the burden of decisions . Reluctant to grow up, or incapable of
doing so, they want to remain children and be cared for by othe rs . Those
who can , should be encouraged to grow; for the others , the fault lies
not in the system but in themselves .
There can be no darker or more devastating tragedy than the death
of man's faith in himself and in his power to direct his future .
Political realists see the world as it is : an arena of power politics
moved primarily by perceived immediate self-interests , where morality is
rhetorical rationale for expedient action and self-interest .
In this world laws are written for the lofty aim of "the common good"
and then acted out in life on the basis of the common greed . In this
world irrationality clings to man like his shadow so that the right things
are done for the wrong reasons---afterwards , we dredge up the ri¢1t reasons
for justification . It is a world not of angels but of angles , where men
speak of moral principles but act on power principles; a world \\There we
are always moral and our enemies always immoral; a world where "reconciliation"
means that when one side gets the power and the other side gets reconciled
to it, then we have reconciliation; a world of religious institutions
that have, in the main, come to support and justify the status quo so that
today organized religion is materially solvent and spiritually bankrupt .
'vIe live with a Judaeo-Christian ethic that has not only accommodated itself
to but justified slavery, war, and every other ugly human exploitation
of whichever status quo happened to prevail :
We live in a world where "good" is a value dependent on whether we
want it. In the world as it is, the solution of each problem inevitably
creates a new one.
This is the world as it is .
This is where you start.

ORGANIZATION

FOR

RADICALS
- Saul D. Alinsky

The effective organizer MUST develop a solid communication with the
people in the community . This failure of many activists to understand the
art of communication has been disastrous . Lacking communication I am in
reality silentj throughout history silence has been regarded as assent--in this case assent to the system.
As an organizer I start from where the world is , as it is , not as I
would like it to be .
That means working in the system .
Effective organization is thwarted by the desire for instant and
dramatic change . To build a powerful organization takes time . It is
tedious , but that ' s the way the game is played---if you ",ant to play and
not just yell , "Kill the umpire . 1I
Revolution must be preceded by reformation . To assume tba t a political
revolution can survive without the su~)orting base of a popular reformation
is to ask for the impossible in politics .
Hen don't like to step abruptly out of the security of familiar
experience; they need a bridge to c ross from their own experience to a
new way . A revolutionary organizer must shake up the prevailing patterns
of their lives---agitate, create disenchantment and discontent with the
current values , to produce , if not a passion for change , at least a passive ,
affirmative, non-challenging climate .
It is not enough to just elect your candidates .
pressure on . ACTION comes from keeping the heat on .

You must keep the

Radicals must be resilient , adaptable to shifting political circ ~
stances, and sensitive enough to the process of ACTION and REACTION to
avoid being trapped by their own tactics and forced to travel a road not
of their choosing. In short , radicals must have a degree of control ove r
the flow of event s .
ALL EFFECTIVE ACTIONS REQUIRE TIlE PASSPORT OF MORALITY .
Effective action must be backed up by power.
POvlliR , or ORGANIZED
ENERGY, may be a man-killing explosive or a life-saving drug . Alexander
Hamilton, in The Federalist Papers , put i t this way : "What is powe r, but
the ability or faculty of doing a thing? What is the abllity to do a
thing, but the power of employing the BEANS necessary to its execution?"
And Pascal, who was definitely not a cynic, observed that : "Justice
without power is impotent; power with out justice is tyranny . "
Change comes from power, and power comes from organization .
and organization are one and the same .

Power

The organizer knows, for example , that his biggest job is to give
the neople the feeling that they can do something . If people don ' t feel
they have the power to change a bad situation, then they do not think
about it.
Organization for action will now and in the decade ahead center
upon the MIDDLE CLASS. That ' s \vhere the P01tlER is . All 'rebels' must
attack the power states in their society .

CLASS DISTINCTIONS
-Saul D. Alinsky
The Trinity:
The setting for the drama of change has never varied . Mankind has
been divided into three parts : the Haves, the Have- Nots , and the Have- aLittle , Want Hores .
The Haves want to keep; the Have- Nots want to get .
Between the Haves and Have- Nots are the Have- a- Little , Want Mores--the middle class . Torn between upholding the status quo to protect the
lit tle they have , yet wanting change so they can get more , they become
split personalities . They could be described as social , economic , and
political schizoids . Generally, they seek the safe way, ~lere they can
profit by change and yet not risk losing the little they have . Today in
V'lestern society they comprise the majority of our population .
The Middle

Class~

There are marked cultural differences between the lower middle class
and the rest of the middle class. In the lower middle class we encounter
people ~o have struggled all their lives for what relatively little they
have .
With a few exceptions , they have never gone beyond high school . They
have been committed to the values of success , getting ahead , security,
having their "own" home, auto , color TV , and friends . Their lives have
been 90 per cent unfulfilled dreams .
They are a fearful people, who feel threatened from all sides : the
nightmare of pending retirement and old age in an economy decimated by
inflation; the shadow of unemployment from a slumping economy, threatening
job competition; the high cost of long-term illness ; and finally with
mortgages outstanding, they dread the possibility of property devaluation
and high interest rates . They are beset by taxes on incomes , food , real
estate, and automobiles, at all levels--- city, province, and national .
Many of the so-called hard hats , police , fire , sanitation workers ,
schoolteachers , and much of civil service , mechanics , electricians ,
janitors , and semi-skilled workers are in this class .
They look at the unemployed poor as parasitical dependents ,
recipients of a vast variety of massive public programs all paid for by
them, "the public . " Their bitterness is compounded by their paying taxes
for colleges , increased public services , fire , police , public health, and
welfare . They hear the poor demanding welfare as "rights . " To them this
is insult on top of injury .
Insecure in this fast- changing world , they cling to illusory fixed
points---which are very real to them.
Many of the lower middle class are members of labour ilinions , churches ,
bowling clubs, fraternal , service and nationality organizations . They are
organizations and people that must be worlced with as one would work with
any other part of our population--- with respect, under standing , and
sympathy .
To reject them is to lose them by default . People must be "reformed"
---so they cannot be deformed into dependency and driven through despe r ation
to dictatorship and the death of freedom.
The rest of the middle class , with few exceptions , reside in suburbia ,
living in illusions of partial escape . Being more literate , they are even
more lost . Nothing seems to make sense . They thought that a split- level
house in the suburbs, two cars , two color TVs, country club membership,
a bank account. , children in good prep schools and then in college , and they

had it made .

They got it ---only to discover that they didn ' t have it .

To a great extent the middle
lost than do our poor.

cl~ss

of today feels more defeated and

Tactics must begin within the experience of the middle class , acc epting
their aversion to rudeness , vulgarity , and conflict . Start them easy,
don't scare them off. The opposition's reactions will provide the "education"
or radicalization of the middle class . It does it every time . Tactics
will develop in the flow of action and reaction .

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS
*-Saul D. Alinsky
In the beginning the incoming organizer must establish his
identity or, putting it another way, get his license to operate.
He must have a reason for being there---a reason acceptable to
the people.
His acceptance as an organizer depends on his success in
convincing key people---and many others---first , that he is on
their side, and second, that he has ideas, and knows how to
fight to change things; that he ' s not just some guy "doing his
thing," that he's a winner .
For a variety of reasons the organizer must develop
multiple issues.
First, a wide-based membership can only be
built on many issues.
Not only does a aingle- or even a dual-issue organization
condemn you to a small organization, it is axiomatic that a single issue organization won ' t last. An organization needs action
as an individual needs oxygen. Multiple issues mean constant
action and life.
Once we understand the external reactions of the Haves to
the challenges of the Have-Nots, then we go to the next level of
examination, the anatomy of power among the Haves themselves.
The Haves possess and in turn are possessed by power.
Obsessed with the fear of losing power , their every move is
dictated by the idea of keeping it. The way of life of the Haves
is to keep what they have and wherever possible to shore up their
defenses.
This opens a new vista---not only do we have a whole class
determined to keep its power and in constant conflict with the
Have-Nots; at the same time, they are in conflict among themselves.
Power is not static; it cannot be frozed and preserved like food;
it must grow or die.
Therefore, in order to keep power the status
quo must get more.
But from whom? There is just so much more
than can be squeezed out of the Have-Nots ---so the Haves must
take it from each other. They are on a road from which there is
no turning back. This power cannibalism of the Haves permits
only temporary truces, and only when equally confronted by a
common enemy.
THE BASIC TACTIC in warfare against the Haves is a mass
political jujitsu: The Have - Nots do not rigidly oppose the Haves ,
but yield in such planned and skilled ways that the superior
strength of the Haves becomes their own undoing .
For example, since the Haves publicly pose as the custodians
of responsibility, morality, law , and justice (which are frequently
strangeres to each other), they can be constantly pushed to live
up to their own book of morality and regulations.
No organization, including organized religion , can live up
to the letter of its own book . You can club them to death with
their "book" of rules and regulations. This is what the great
revolutionary, Paul of Tarsus, knew when he wrote to the Corinthians :
"Who also hath made us able ministers of the New Testament; not
of the letter, but of the spirit; for the letter killeth."

THE "RULES "
*- Saul D. Alinsky
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10 .

POWER is not only what you have but what the enemy THINKS
you have .
NEVER go outside the experienc e of your people . When you
can ' t find the point in the experience of the other party
at which he can receive and understand , then , you must
CREATE THE EXPERIENCE for him .
Wherever possible go OUTSIDE of THE EXPERIENCE of the enemy .
This will cause confusion , fear , and retreat .
Make the enemy live up to their own book of rules .
Properly used ridicule can be a most potent weapon .
A good tactic is one that your people enjoy .
A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag . Timing is
to tactics what it is to everything in life ---the difference
between success and failure .
Once the battle is joined and
a tactic is employed , it is important that the conflict not
be carried on over too long a time . Human beings can sustain
an interest in a particular subject only over a limited
period of time . From the moment the tactician engages in
conflict , his enemy is time .
Keep the pressure on .
The THREAT is usually more terrifying than the thing itself .
The major premise for tactics is the development of operations
that will maintain a constant pressure upon the opposition .

11 .
12.

The price of a successful attack is a CONSTRUCTIVE ALTERNATIVE .
Pick the TARGET , freeze it , personalize it , and polarize it.
There is no point to tactics unless one has a target upon which
to center the attacks . The target will always try to shift
responsibility to get out of being the target .

13 .
14 .

All issues must be POLARIZED if action is to follow .
If an organization permits responsibility to be diffused and
distributed in a number of areas , ATTACK BECOMES IMPOSSIBLE .
Issues must be able to be COMMill~ICATED . They cannot be
generalities l i ke sin or immorality or the good life or morals .
They must be THIS immorality of THIS slum landlord with THIS
slum t e nement where THESE people suffer .

15 .

16 .

Forget nonsense about "private sectors . " It is not just that
government contracts and subsidies have long since blurred the
line between public and private sectors, but that all
individuals a n d corporations are public as well as private ;
public in the sense that we are concerned about our national
welfare.

*Saul D. Alinsky, Rules for Radicals , Vintage Books , March 1972

RULES FOR RAD IC ALS
-Saul D. Alinsky
There are no rules for revolution any more than there are rules for
love or rules for happiness, BUT there are rules for radicals who want
to change their world; there are certain central concepts of action in
human politics that operate regardless of the scene or t he time. To
know these is basic to a pragmatic attack on the system.
The System:
The spirit of democ racy is the idea of importance and worth in the
individual, and faith in the kind of world where the individual can
achi eve as much of his potential as possible.
Great dangers always accompany great opportunities. The possibility
of destruction is always implicit in the act of creation. Thus the
greatest enemy of individual freedom is the individual himself.
One hundred and thirty-five years ago Tocqueville gravely warned
that unless individual citizens were regularly involved in the action of
governing themselves, self- government would pass from the scene. Citizen
participation is the animating spirit and force in a society predicated
on voluntarism.
We are not here concerned with people who profess the democratic
faith but yearn for the dark security of dependency where they can be
spared the burden of decisions. Reluctant to grow up, or incapable of
doing so , they want to remain children and be cared for by others. Those
who can, should be encouraged to grow; for the others, the fault lies
not in the system but in themselves.
There can be no darker or more devastating tragedy than the death
of man's faith in himself and in his power to direct his future.
Political realists see the world as it is: an arena of pOiver politics
moved primarily by perceived immediate self-interests, where morality is
rhetorical rationale for expedient action and self-interest.
In this world laws are written for the lofty aim of "the common good"
and then acted out in life on the basis of the common greed. In this
world irrationality clings to man like his shadow so that the rigjlt things
are done for the wrong reasons---afterwards, we dredge up the rigjlt reasons
for justification. It is a world not of angels but of angles, where men
speak of moral principles but act on power principles; a world where we
are always moral and our enemies always immoral; a world where "reconciliation"
means that when one side gets the power and the other side gets reconciled
to it, then we have reconciliation; a world of religious institutions
that have, in the main, come to support and justify the status quo so that
today organized religion is materially solvent and spiritually bankrupt.
vie live with a Judaeo-Christian ethic that has not only accommodated itself
to but justified slavery, war, and every other ugly human exploitation
of whichever stat1Js quo happened to prevail :
We live in a world where "good" is a value dependent on whether we
want it. In the world as it is, the solution of each problem inevitably
creates a new one.
This is the world as it is.
This is

wh~re

you start.

ORGANIZATION

FOR

RADICALS
-Saul D. Alinsky

The effective organizer MUST develop a solid communication with the
people in the community. This failure of many activists to understand the
art of communication has been disastrous. Lacking communication I am in
reality silent; throughout history silence has been regarded as assent--in this cas e assent to the system.
As an organizer I start from where the world is, as it is, not as I
would like it to be.
That means working in the system.
Effective organization is thwarted by the desire for instant and
dramatic change. To build a powerful organization takes time. It is
tedious, but that's the way the game is played---if you want to play and
not just yell, "Kill the umpire."
Revolution must be preceded by reformation. To assume tl~t a political
revolution can survive without the supporting base of a popular reformation
is to ask for the impossible in politics.
Men don't like to step abruptly out of the security of familiar
experience; the y need a bridge to cross from their own experience to a
new way. A revolutionary organizer must shake up the prevailing patterns
of their lives---agitate, create disenchantment and discontent with the
current values, to produce, if not a passion for change, at least a passive,
affirmative, non-challen ging climate.
It is not enough to just elect your candidates.
pres sure on. ACTION comes from keeping the heat on.

You must keep the

Radicals must be resilient, adaptable to shifting political circumr
stances, and sensitive enough to the process of ACTION and REACTION to
avoid being trapped by their own tactics and forced to travel a road not
of their choosing: ' In short, radicals must have a degree of cont rol over
the flow of events.
ALL EFFECTIVE ACTIONS REQUIRE TIlE PASSPORT OF MORALITY.
Effective action must be backed up by power.
POvffiR, or ORGANIZED
ENERGY, may be a man-killing explosive or a life-saving drug. Alexander
Hamilton, in The Federalist Papers, put it this way: "What is power, but
the abili ty or faculty of doing a thing? What is the ability to do a
thing, but the power of employing the MEANS necessary to its execution?"
And Pascal, who was definitely not a cynic, observed that: "Justice
without power is impotent; power with out justice is tyranny."
Change comes .from power, and power comes from organization.
and organization are one and the same.

Power

The organizer knows, for example, that his biggest job is to give
the people the feeling that they can do something. If people don't feel
they have the power to change a bad situation, then they do not think
about it.
Organization for action will now and in the decade ahead center
upon the MIDDLE CLASS. That's where the POWER i _so All' rebels' must
attack the power states in their society.

CLASS DISTINCTIONS
-Saul D. Alinsky
The Trinity:
The setting for the drama of change has never varied. Mankind has
been divided into three parts: the Haves, the Have-Nots, and the Have-aLittle, Want Mores.
The Haves want to keep; the Have-Nots want to get .
Between the Haves and Have-Nots are the Have-a-Little, Want Mores--the middle class. Torn between upholding the status quo to protect the
little they have, yet wanting change so they can get more, they become
split personalities. They could be described as social, economic, and
political schizoids. Generally, they seek the safe way, where they can
profit by change and yet not risk losing the little they have. Today in
Western society they comprise the majority of our population.
The Middle Class!
There are marked cultural differences between the lower middle class
and the rest of the middle class. In the lower middle class we encounter
people who have struggled all their lives for what relatively little they
have.
With a few exceptions, they have never gone beyond high school. They
have been committed to the values of success, getting ahead, security,
having their "own" home, auto, color TV, and friends. Their lives have
been 90 per cent unfulfilled dreams.
They are a fearful people, who feel threatened from all sides: the
nightmare of pending retirement and old age in an economy decimated by
inflation; the shadow of unemployment from a slumping economy, tnreatening
job competition; the high cost of long-term illness; and finally with
mortgages outstanding, they dread the possibility of property devaluation
and high interest .rates. They are beset by taxes on incomes, food, real
estate, and automobiles, at all levels---city, province, and national.
Many of the so-called hard hats, police, fire, sanitation workers,
schoolteachers, and much of civil service, mechanics, electricians,
janitors, and semi-skilled workers are in this class.
They look at the unemployed poor as parasitical dependents,
recipients of a vast variety of massive public programs all paid for by
them, "the public." Their bitterness is compounded by their paying taxes
for colleges, increased public services, fire, police, public health, and
welfare. They hear the poor demanding welfare as "rights." To them this
is insult on top of injury.
Insecure in this fast-changing world, they cling to illusory fixed
points---which are very real to them.
Many of the lower middle class are members of labour Unions, churches,
bowling clubs, frqternal, __service and nationality organizations. They are
organizations and people that must be worked with as one would work with
any other part of our population---with respect, understanding, and
sympathy.
To reject them is to lose them by default. People must be "reformed"
---so they cannot be deformed into dependency and driven through desperation
to dictatorship and the death of freedom.
The rest of the middle class, with few exceptions, reside in suburbia,
living in illusions of partial escape. Being more literate, they are even
more lost. Nothing seems to make sense. They thought that a split-level
house in the suburbs, two cars, two color TVs, country club membership,
a bank acco.unt., children in good prep schools and then~""
II ege, and they
~,co

had it- made.

They got it---only to discover that they didn't have it.

To a great extent the middle class of today feels more defeated and
lost than do our poor.
Tactics must begin within the experience of the middle class, accepting
their aversion to rudeness, vulgarity, and conflict. Start them easy,
don't scare them off. The opposition's reactions will provide the "education"
or radicalization of the middle class. It does it every time. Tactics
will develop in the flm.,r of action and reaction.

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS
*-Saul D. Alinsky
In the beginning the incoming organizer must establish his
identity or, putting it another way, get his license to operate.
He must have a reason for being there---a reason acceptable to
the people.
His acceptance as an organizer depends on his success in
convincing key people---and many ot-hers---first, that he is on
their side, and second, that he has ideas, and knows how to
fight to change things; that he's not just some guy "doing his
thing," that he's a winner.
For a variety of reasons the organizer must develop
multiple issues.
First, a wide-based membership can only be
built on many issues.
Not only does a single- or even a dual-issue organization
condemn you to a small organization, it is axiomatic that a singleissue organization won't last. An organization needs action
as an individual needs oxygen.
Multiple issues mean constant
action and life.
Once we understand the external reactions of the Haves to
the challenges of the Have-Nots, then we go to the next level of
examination, the anatomy of power among the Haves themselves.
The Haves possess and in turn are possessed by power.
Obsessed with the fear of losing power, their every move is
dictated by the idea of keeping it. The way of life of the Haves
is to keep what they have and wherever possible to shore up their
defenses.
This opens a new vista---not only do we have a whole class
determined to keep its power and in constant conflict with the
Have-Nots; at the same time, they are in conflict among themselves.
Power is not static; it cannot be frozed and preserved like food;
it must grow or die.
Therefore, in order to keep power the status
quo must get more.
But from whom? There is just so much more
than can be squeezed out of the Have-Nots---so the Haves must
take it from each other. They are on a road from which there is
no turning back. This power cannibalism of the Haves permits
only temporary truces, and only when equally confronted by a
common enemy.
THE BASIC TACTIC in warfare against the Haves is a mass
political jujitsu: The Have-Nots do not rigidly oppose the Haves,
but yield in such planned and skilled ways that the superior
strength of the Haves becomes their own undoing.
For example, since the Haves publicly pose as the custodians
of r~sponsibility, morality, law, and justice (which are frequently
strangeres to each other), they can be constantly pushed to live
up to their own book of morality and regulations.
No organization, including organized religion, can live up
to the letter of its own book. You can club them to death with
their "book" of rules and regulations.
This is what the great
revolutionary, _Paul of Tarsus, knew when he wrote to the Corinthians:
"Who also hath made us able ministers of the New Testament; not
of the letter, but of the spirit; for the letter killeth."

THE "RULES "
*-Saul D. Alinsky
1.

4.

POWER is not only what you have but what the enemy THINKS
you have.
NEVER go outside the experience of your people. When you
can't find the point in ·the experience of the other party
at which he can receive and understand, then, you must
CREATE THE EXPERIENCE for him.
Wherever possible go OUTSIDE of THE EXPERIENCE of the enemy.
This will cause confusion, fear, and retreat.
Make the enemy live up to their own book of rules.

5.

Properly used ridicule can be a most potent weapon ..

6.

A good tactic is one that your people enjoy.

7.

8.

A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag. Timing is
to tactics what it is to everything in life---the difference
between success and failure.
Once the battle is joined and
a tactic is employed, it is imp ortant that the conflict not
be carried on over too long a time. Human beings can sustain
an interest in a particular subject only over a limited
period of time. From the moment the tactician engages in
conflict, his enemy is time.
Keep the pressure on.

9.

The THREAT is usually more terrifying than the thing itself.

2.

3.

10.

The major premise for tactics is the development of operations
that will maintain a constant pressure upon the opp osition.

11.
12.

The price of a successful attack is a CONSTRUCTIVE ALTERNATIVE.
Pick the TARGET, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it.
There is no point to tactics unless one has a target upon which
to center the attacks. The target will always try to shift
responsibility to get out of being the target.

13.

All issues must be POLARIZED if action is to follow.
If an organization permits responsibility to be diffused and
distributed in a number of ar e as, ATTACK BECOMES IMPOSSIBLE.

14.

15.

Issues must be able to be COMMUNICATED. They cannot be
generalities like sin or immorality or the good life or morals.
They must be THIS immorality of THIS slum landlord with THIS
slum tenement where THESE people suffer.

16.

Forget nonsense about "private sectors." It is not just that
government contracts and subsidies have long since blurred the
line between · public and private sectors, but that all
individuals and corporations are public as well as private;
public in the sense that we are co~cerned about our national
welfare.

*Saul D. Alinsky , Rules for Radicals, Vintage Books, March 1972
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than SlOO mill ion , by which tim e it wilt

Kleenex.
Long's Note:
Never unde:-estima tethc
human stupidity.

pO','rer of

Hodghead's Cynicism:
A hu sband (o r wife) is a p 8 ;'son who
sticks with you through trouble s you
w ouldn't have llCld if you hadn't married him (or her) in the first plcco:
Hu!stader's Insight:

pay cash.

T:rne is nature's v:::.ry of k CE;'pi :1g everythi ng from happe::'::1oJ ct onc~.

Peter's Principle:
lr. eve ;y hierarchy, wh",tner it b e gov-

The Weather.Repo:-t Hule :
Bad \'.'e·:.:th~r r ov)~ts ore r:1ore ofte,.

crn il1E::-n t or bU5in82s, each em;:)loyeG
t~~ :-:c.!~ to rise to bis ie '/ e I o f incompn-

!:ght than ~Jood O!~ ·JS .

be wor;h nothing.
(3) In God we trust; ell

Th e !'bdi5t Colon y Rule:
Fo:k.s plcyi ng !,":::xp'rog rm:st com;:;:':::2

tl tat yv ·. ;.
find •..,d.

j::;

yO ~I' ro

If you

G!o;nm's Lo;v:
take from tht:! poor,

Mark Twain's Law of Fisticuffs:
Picce your n ose firmly b etw2pn your
OPPO!l~:1t's t2eth anci throw him h'O!c-"ily
to the grollnd on top of y ou.

r i.I~"';t.:J

Katz's Law:
MOil end na tions '::ill C1ct lotior.o!ly
wh)!> (/11 othor l'c :':;:b:1it i«: h ..lve b. ' l::\

to::cc·;

f; ·./CTY p::) ~t tf-';!l:':S

er:1p~cy€·€.

o~hers

to be

jnc0n-!;J-":?tent to

iiilE~d
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ex,:~cutc

its

Fire:,tonc's Law of Fore cas ting:
C;rlict:E::' i1 Littlo only [laS ta b€: ri9:1t once.

d :.:!i~s.

Fel dstein's Law:
NE:'It::~, eva, play !eapf;ov w:th a
unicc:n.
/

Postulate on DemoclGtic
Gov e:-nments:
No r:~cn's Ide, liberty, or property Gre
scle ·... hile the legislature is i n sessio:1.
Jacqu:n' s

Dr. Nordstrom's First Rul e of Debate:

Saunde r's Slant:
Peter's Corollari es:
(1) inc:o mpotelH.:o kn ows no borri;::f:' of
tr:iO or place.

Th(..:~f!

(2) \t.:r....~ : k is Clcr':Oli:ipl! ~;h8d by th o ~ e en1 -

Ba e hr's Condusion :
!~ ·.:. . 'ler get into a pi~3i ::g contezt

pl'::/jees \vho hU'/8 not Y2t recch€·d thE~jr
Ie"lel
incompetel'1ce.
(3) 1: r..:! first you don't s'.lcco:)ed , tr{ some! h~ng el se.
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The Surgeon's Quaildary:
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Jo hn Newbern's Law :
PL'ople con b·:. d. ·: ic!p~ into thr ee g:.Y"':~S: tL 0~~: Vi!::) :::'Jk0 ' th ings
h appen , tho'se wbo w c t-::h thing s har-'p~:l , CiO;:! th ose W1-: 0 ',''' und'::r
whot h appened.

The Law of Selective Gravity, or the
Bu.ttored ·Side·Dowr. Lav .. :
/-'. --:~ 0 Dj €-.'c t \'lill fall ;':0 as to do th~ most

Goda's Truism:
Bi' the time y ou get to the point

1';0 r!'lct~ e r ho\\' careh.:.I one is i:1 T0sec!it:;] the i nn~r hner in () c'Jr~"\c i bo):. it \·hil
h:::t:- "vVh ere it i::; glued to Hie box.

(;:.::n.uge.

Stale's Law:

you can make ends

IT,e e t,

·.vhe~ ",

sOi~ ·~i":h/.")dy

Tu:nc:uckas' Obse rvation:
1 0 .:? ~ , is i" ::1<c:1: :'..) : ~:: l! y kl'..:l thing:, u;:,
: G~S'3 G compi..! t ~: .

moves the ends.
Johnny Carson's Definition:
The s m(lllest in te~'/:ll of time kr.own to
m an b that ...·rh ich o::curs i:! MGnha::ol1
bctwC't!O the traffic s i~lnal ;umir;, : gre8r:

Brcdley's Bromide:
If Cc:.!p!l ters ge~ t(.."'O ~o ''':t:[f...J, \ve can
0;£:: :-::='3' them in:o C C- ~;irnWee. That'll d o
t:-:.:.: :-:: ::1.

William's Law:
Ti;e re i:; no mecr.c,,;cal problem so d ifiir;ul; that it cannot be solved by br'Jte
str(::1gth

Clfl. d

ignorcri:.) .

and the taxi drivE:; behind you blo',f,ri:1g

LO'se ry's Luv;:

his horn .

It !:
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Wilner's Observat ion:
,All conversa tions ·,·:i!~ c.: potcto
b v cO:1ducted in pr~ ·: Gte.

£ ~loll~d

\Vcrd's Old Sw (,d ish C orollary:
Ii co . . . :s :"(;t:ld :ly, 8': C< ·/~:-~(· "': c~ !d
o n urn!::!"e!l . .l

it. it it
(1.nyv..'oy.
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it

!1 G-I.?d0d

.'; n thGny's Law of the Workshop:
i\-:lj' t-:,-:;!, \':h€::1 (.~:-oppC'd. v/ill roB
t::0 lc.<"::.t c ccf~:..:.sib le c·:) r n~~ r.
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Th e Pho;w Roo th Eul.:::
; \ lone d~:-I:e c:'/:CjS ge~s thE: :v~:-n!:.· .;:~ :
!1L":.lrly rlC;;}iL

Zo II' s La ....,s:
(1) I,ny time yo'..: ,:,"j ·~·t a m O'.J :hful of he!
s c, up, tl:8 nexi t:::r:g y ou d o will be

The "S tay Coc l" Ru!e:
Yc': Cll:l!~ot ~3i!;.~: :':J"':' :-: ~ O t) !H.: (:L:.::.:~ l.J!l d o!
t:-:;:; 2Cr..::t'ond s!ii~ ~ .:.(?;-:. y ~; !.:~ 0\·;r: C~~f~.C! .
~~:(!:11 y's

L:·;;ic is

fl l:cord's Coro llary:
.:·.r~y~ ::~ ; .g :! ro;::pcd in t ~1e bcthrc. u :-:l
:n tho ~ tan t}!.
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Anhu! C . ClarKe' s La ..... :
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0:1 .
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Ettorc 's Obs ervG tio n :
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A LIST

OF

11

IRRATlONAL
By

Albert

BELIEFS
Ellis

COMMON

TO

THIS

CULTURE

(1962)

1.

One should be loved, or approved of, by almost everyone.

2.

In order to be worthwhile, one should be competent in almost
all respects.

3.

Some people are intrinsically bad and deserve punishment.

4.

Things should always be exactly the way we want them to be
(that is, it is terrible when they are not).

5.

Individuals have little internal control over their personal
happiness or misery.

6.

If there is some possibility that something may be dangerous,
one should worry about it a great deal.

7.

It is easier to avoid than to face difficulties and
responsibilities inherent in living.

8.

A person should be (that is, needs to be) dependent on
other stronger individuals.

9.

A person's present and future behaviour is irreversibly
dependent on significant past events.

10. A parson should become extremely upset over the problems
of others.

11. Every problem has (should have; must have) an ideal solution,
and it is catastrophic when this solution is not found.

/

JAN. 21, 1982
}~TING PLk~

FOR THE UNPARTY

Product - A government constrained by principles to protect the liberty
and property of it's citizens.
Significant difference between UNPARTY and all others is that
we offer the greatest degree of free choice.
Target Narket & Segmentation - Canadians who want to choose for themselves
A/ That segment of the market who are active in expressing their
beliefs and enlisting support for them.
B/ That segment of the market who are known to want the product
but are not actively enlisting support.
C/ that sgment of the market who desire the product but are as
yet unknown to us.
Objective - Get elected ' "gain the financial and working co-operatio'l"
of all the tarbat market segments
. * the phrase in quotation when applied to any individual is
(within the confines of this plan)the definition of a sale.

*

Strategy - First,contact prospects with a positioning statement and elicit
a response.
Second, qualify the prospects response ie. - no response
acceptance
- objection/question
Finally, convert or abandon the prospect with document series 1/
Tactics - Contact market segment AI with document series 2/.
- With segment A/'s help contact B/ with docunent series 3/.
with segments A/ & BI's help, contact C/ with document series '4/.
Action Plan - See document series 1/ item

111.

C. Mark Elms
The basic positioning statement is For Canadians who want free choice, the UNPARTY
is the only party which offers free choice.

DOCU}ffiNT SERIES #1/
Basic Product Monographs

la/ Platform pamphlet*-

principles
action plan once elected
budget
list of Detail pamphlets available
name and address of contact ( source of pamphlet )

lb/ Detail Pamphlets*

deal with each of the issues concerning prospects
attempting to understand the product.

lc/ How to set up a Constituency Association**
-planning and operation
-marketing (listing, copy/art, distribution, sales)
-budgeting (receivables, payables)
ld/ Towards Liberty
* Nothing has value until it is compared with it's alternatives, therefore
these pamphlets must always compare the product to it's alternatives
utilizing cross-dressing of morality and results.
** Freedom does not come cheap,the copy in this pamphlet must assume a
financial and labour commitment, but also emphasis it's importance.

DOCUMENT SERIES 21
Cola contact for segment

AI
January 21, 1982

Dear

----------------------------

As a leading member of ~--~--~----------~~--~--~~
it is clear that you have taken the initiative to inform Canadians
of governments threat to liberty and property.
The UNPARTY is a positive course of action to bring about
the type of govrnment that most people are only talking about.
When I go into a polling booth next time I want to cast my
vote for principles, not compromise and double talk. I'm contacting
leaders of organizations like yours across the country to create a
solid base of candidates and constituency associations from which
to launch a campaign for liberty and property rights in the next
, election.
Give some thought to \.hat you will do in the polling
booth next election, because I'll be calling y~u the first of
next week to discuss the matter.
Yours sincerely,

C. Mark Elms
THE UNPARTY

DOCUMENT SERIES #3
Cold contact for market segment B/

january 21,1982
Dear

-----------------------------

As an active member of
it is clear that you are concerned about government eroding your
liberty and taking your property. \{hat will you do at election time?
All the major parties promise further intervention in your life!
You need an alternative at the polls next election.
I'm contacting concerned people like you allover the country
because freedom doesn't come cheap we must all work together to
preserve it.
Return the enclosed card today, or put it with your
other bills till the end of the month. Remember the longer you
leave this payment to yourself the more expensive freedom will be.

Yours sincerely,

C. Mark Elms
THE UNPARTY

Please send me,at no obilgation, a description of the UNPARTY's principles
and plan for government.
Name
Address

----------------------------------------~---------------------------------

postal code

THANK YOU

DOCU}lliNT SERIES #4/
Cold contact for segment C/

Some people are frightened of choosing.
Some people want to choose for everybody!
If you want to choose for yourself, choose the UNPARTY.

Media - buttons
signs
zines
mail walks
phone
door to door
radio
television
anything to

position our product and elicit a response.

Dear
We a r e o r g ani ze d

&

read y t o g o:

Libe;tarian activists in London have formed the
London South UNPARTY Constituency Association. The Executive is now
recruiting new members, getting ready to release our first " issue of our
bi-monthly UNPARTY newsmagazine (out November 1st), organizing our first
p ublic meetin g /wor k shop, starLing our wholesale "freedom" bookstore and
g ener a l; y a dvan c in g the electoral future in individual liberty.
The Lo nd on So uth UNPARTY Con s tituency Association
( representin g all o f Lo ndon and s urrounding e nviron s ) i s OFFICIALLY
recognized with the Commission on Elections and for you to join is only
$ 10 a y ear: (tax-deductable too:)
As a UNPARTY member, you wi l l rec e ive:
1 ) The NATIO NAL UNPARTY nevlsletter once a month
2) The London South UNPARTY newsmagazine every 2 months

3) Invitations to terrific l ibertarian workshops at no
c harge and to the famous Hichael Emerling " Art of
Political Persuation " workshops in January (for onl y
$10: )
4) Be able to order popular books on the free market,
individual liberty, etc. by authors like Rand, Ringer,
Friedman, etc. at less than cover price.
5) g et to know other libertarians
Of course you are eligible to attend NATIONAL UNPARTY CONVENTIONS ( h e ld
in May), run for and serve (if elected) on the Executive of the Constituency
Association, nominate others and vote on your Executive.
Your $10 membership is 75% refundable (that is, you get $7.50 back with
your income tax refund, so your net cost of joining is only $2.50!!!!!!!:!).
Your UNPARTY Executive in London are 4 very experienced activists who
have a history of speaking out and getting results.
The President of the Association is Bruce Braund.
Bruce is a ·teaefle-r at Montcalm Secondary School, has co-authored and
had published 6 textbooks so far (one selling over ~ million copies).
Bruce will be carrying his writing into the field of political analysis,
with, o f course, a libertarian accent.
co-faun er of

c~~~rrd~~~~

yYt~l~ fJ ~~
Si g ni f i ca nt ly , Bru ce \.Ja s a Cc o-found (i/ o f th e Lo n do n Wes t P r og res s i ve
Conse r va ti ve Pa r ty Co n s t i t uency Ass o c i a ti on in 195 7. He became so disg u s t e d
with t he h y pocritic al a nd collec ti v i s t- pol i cy ex i bi t ed by the P . C . Par t y since
t h e n that h e b el ie v e s the UNPARTY offers t he OT'. l y v i able solu ti ons t o our
curren t prob l em s .
" I know ma n y i nd i v i d uals who are l i be rt a ri ans i n t he ir hea rt and mi nd ,
bu t t h e y wan t t o j o i n a nd wo r k for a c redi ble , effec ti v e, el e c t ab le o r gani za ti on.
Now I ca n te ll them we've got that or g aniz a tion. We wi ll g et elec te d so on, s t a rt i n g
nex t year a t the munici pal lev el. "
The Vice President of London South UNPARTY is John Cos s ar, an outspoken
a c tiv i s t with t h e London S af e Ene r gy Coalition, an inf l uen c ia l local affi l i a t e
of a n a ti o n al o r gani za ti o n.
John became a full - f l edg e d l i be rt a ri a n af t e r t a l i i ng t he i ssues ove r
with l i ber t ar i an cand i da t es in th e 1 98 0 f ed e r al e l e c ti o n.
John has a master's d e g ree in electronics and a bachelor of Scien c e in
Chemi s try . A c h emi s t, a homeowner with two c hildren, Joh n remar ked:
" My ma i n conce r n i s a v iab l e en er gy fut u re f or bo t h an aggr es sive
i nd u s t ry , a n exp andin g e co nomy (if l ibertaria n s g et elected so on:) an d a f r ee
choice for the consumer. Right now government has the whole bal l game \vrapped
up, regulated, bound and gagged. As well, I see gov't sponsorship of nuclear
reactors f or s ale a broad a nd nuclear power plants as a tremend o u s drain on
t he e c onomy on o n e han d a nd a foreign policy di s aster o n th e o t h er. "
John can be read re gularily in the letter co l umn of the London Free Press
advancing libertarian ideas.
Robert Metz is the Association Treasurer. Bob is Supervising Accountant
at the Real Estate Division of Canada Permanent. The well spoken Mr. Metz can
b e h eard re g ul a ri ly on radio and read in the Letters se ction o f the Free Pres s
advanc i ng l i ber t ar i a n ph i losoph y a n d pol iti cs .
Bo b r a n as the Li be rtarian candi da te i n t he Lo ndo n-Mi ddl e s e x f ederal
r idin g in 1 9 8 0.
" I t h ou ght I wa s non-political in al l the years bef o re I met a l i b ertari a n.
I thought and believed in freedom, I just couldn't believe in politics. But when
I discovered I wasn't alone in believing in a constitutionally limited government,
wheels started turning! From the day I found that something could be done to
reverse · dbesocialistic direction of the 3 traditional parties, I've written
letters, been on radio several times and then had the pleasure of being a candidate.
1'm really excited about making the UNPARTY A dynamic force in London."
The Association Secretary is Marc Emery, also a libertarian candidate
in the federal riding of London East in 1980.

Ma r c is a publisher and editor of the Do~mtown London business magazine,
THE DOWNTOWN LONDON METROBULLETIN, where exposing governmen t waste and corruption
" is the main theme of t he publica ti on ."
Marc has m.med a small business in London's downtown for 7 years, as well
as some property.
He has led major petitions protesting higher taxes and has been in the
local Free Press over 130 times in the last 2 years, on radio over 100 times
and on television over 25 times; all regarding his activity in libertarian
issues.
" After years of experience as a candida te, businessman, journalist; I h ave
t o throw my entire effor t into t he determined UNPARTY London Executive and help
develop the vast potential vo te that is greater than ever before.
One of my tar ge ts that I know we can reach is a $50,000 election war
ches t for the 1985 provincial and federal elections. We've already recruited
some h i gh profi le members, so by 1985, we'll be a force to be rec koned Hith ."
Marc will be editting the Association newsmagazine, the first issue will
be out November 1st.
The two other Executive positions are available to dedicated UNPARTY
members who have i deas, ski lls , enthusiasm, time & committment. You'll be in
good company.
All UNPARTY members are welcome to attend UNPARTY Executive meetings.
Call Secretary Marc Emery for the next meeting.
For all UNPARTY Members and interested individuals, an extremely worthwhile
CONSTITUENCY ASSOCIATION WORKSHOP is being held at the main PUBLIC LIBRARY on
OCTOBER 24, a Saturday, from 11 .00 a .m. to 4 p.m. This meeting wil l be run by
Ma rc Emery and NATIO NAL UNPARTY EXECUTIVE BILL MCDONALS.
Coffee will be available, as will tapes of recent radio conversations!
broadcas ts by libertarians in London. News clippings and letters to the Editor
by l ibertarians from the last month or 2 will be on view.
One of the UNPARTY local executive will be calling you and encouraging
you to attend. There is no charge for the workshop.
PLEASE ATTEND & JOIN NOW!
.We are" The UNPARTY -the libertarian alternative."
We're growing fast!
Send $10 today and join the fight for individual liberty and a free market.

BRUCE BRAUND

..JOHN caSSAR

RDBERT METZ

MARC EMERY.

P.O. Box 2214
Station 'A'
LONDON, Ontario
N6A4E3
Mr. Geoffrey Hale,
Policy Director,
Canadian Organization Of Small Businesses
50 River Street, ' 2nd Floor,
TORONTO, Ontario,
M5A 3N9

March 19, 1982

Mr. Hale,
I would like you to print this new's release in your
associations next newsletter. It may be some of the best
news you print all year!
" You now have an avenue of political action to
augment your valiant efforts towa rds freedom. The Unparty
is a political party dedicated to restoring the essentials
of freedom; life, liberty, and property. This is not a
substitute for efforts of the C.O.S.B. but an addition
to them. To bring the maximum amount of pressure to bear
on our elected " representatives " in government we must
spend both our voices and our votes for freedom.
Please send us your suggestions as to what specific
actions you would like government to take to restore and
protect your freedom."{ address)
Thankyou Mr. Hale for your efforts to make Canadians
aware of the dangers to life, liberty and property that
arise when politicians adopt the divine right of kings.
Please allow us an opportunity to futher your efforts
by sUbmitting to our newsletter Towards Liberty a similar
news release about your associations aims and activities.
Yours sincerely,

C. Mark Elms
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""

Mr. Geoffrey Hale,
Policy Director,
Canadian Organization Of Small Businesses,
50 River Street, 2nd Floor,
TORONTO, Ontario
M5A 3N9
.

P.O. Box 2214
Station lA'

LONDON, Ontario
N6A4E3

March 22,1982

Mr. Colin Brown
National Citizens Coalition,
100 Adelaide Street West,
Suite 907
TORONTO, Ontario,
M5H IS3

Mr. Brown
As a member of the N.C.C. I would like to submit the
following news bulletin for the next edition of the newsletter.
" You now have an avenue of political action to
augment your valiant efforts towards freedom. The Unparty
is a political party dedicated to restoring the essentials
of freedom; life, liberty, and property. This is not a
substitute for your efforts with the N.C.C. but an addition
to them. To bring as much pressure as possible to bear upon
our elected " representatives " we must use both our voices
and our votes for freedom.
Please send us your suggestions as to what specific
actions you want government to take to restore your freedom
and we'll make sure you have an opportunity to vote for
these ideas next election."
The Unparty
P.O. Box 2214, Stn. A
LONDON, Ontario
N6A 4E 3
Thank you Mr. Brown for your efforts to make Canadians
aware of the dangers to life, liberty, and property that
arise when politicians claim the divine right of kings.
Please allow us the opportunity to futher your efforts
by submitting to the Unparty's newsletter Towards Liberty
a similar news release about the N.C.C.'s recent activities.
Yours sincerely,

C. Mark Elms

Mr. Colin Bro\,Tn
National Citizens Coalition,
100 Adelaide Street West,
Suite 907,
TORONTO, Ontario,
M5H IS3

P.O. Box 2214
Station 'A'
LONDON, Ontario
N6A4E3

March 22, 1982
Mr. John Bulloch
Canadian Federation Of Independent Business
4141 Yonge Street,
~'HLLOWDALE, Ontario,
M2P 2A6
Mr. Bulloch
I would like to submit the following news bulletin for
your next edition of the C.F.I.Bls newsletter.
" You now have an avenue of political action to
augment your present efforts towards freedom. The Unparty
is a political party dedicated to restoring the essentials
of freedom; life, liberty, and property. This is not a
substitute for your efforts with theC.F.I.B. but an addition
to them. To bring a maximum amount of pressure to bear on
our elected " representatives " we must use both our voices
and our votes.
Please send us your suggestions as to what specific
actions you want government to take to restore your freedom
and weill make sure that at the next election you have a
chance to vote for them. "
The Unparty
P.O. Box 2214, Stn. A
LONDON, Ontario
N6A 4E3
Thank you Mr. Brm'ln for your efforts to make Canadians
aware of the threat to life, liberty, and property when
politicians claim the d i v ine righ t o f k ings. Pl ease a llow
us the o pportun i t y to furth er y our goals b y publish ing in
our newsletter Towards Lib e rty a similar news bulletin about
the C.F.I.B. IS recent activities.
Yours sincerely,

C. Mark Elms

LONDON, Ontario
N6A 4E3

Mr. Jo~n Bulloch
Canadian Federation Of Independent Business
4141 Yonge Street,
WILLOWDALE, Ontario
M2P 2A6

P.O. Box 2214

Station 'A'
LONDON, Ontario
N6A 4E3

Mr. E. G. Starkman

March 19,1982

Thankyou for taking the time and expense to stand
up for freedom. I for one would like to join you in
condemning the present government's actions and philosophy.
As well I'm asking you to join with myself and others to create a political alternative to socialism, socialism and
socialism.
The Unparty is dedicated to forming a government
whose sole responsibility is to restore and protect the
the 3 essential ingredients of freedom; Life, Liberty &
Property. As a government the Unparty will do no more
or less than this.
The Unparty was formed 4 days after the last Federal
election. Since that time we have become registered in
British Colombia, Alberta and Ontario. In Ontario we are
presently working to establish Constituency Associations
in all the major urban areas.
It has been our experience that Canadians are ready
for a political alternative and that the major parties
will not provide the alternative Canadians are looking for.
A well spoken and concerned spokesman for freedom needs
the Unparty and the Unparty needs people like you.
If you are interested in setting up a Constituency
Association in your area and, or working with us on a
provincial basis please contact me.
I'm convinced that you and I can get this country
back on the road to freedom and the prosperity it entails.
Most sincerely yours

C. Mark Elms

J..Ul'1LJU1'1,

".~<J

vntano

N6A 4E3

Mr. ~. G. Stark~an,
Almar Plumbing and Heating Supplies
1450 Whitehorse Road,
DOWNSVIEW, Ontario

M3J 3A7
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